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ANNEX D

Alvin W. Vogtle Nuclear Plant

This annex addresses emergency planning and response actions related to any release
or potential release of radioactive material in excess of normal operating levels which
may affect areas beyond the controlled area of the Alvin W. Vogtle Nuclear Plant
located in Burke County, Georgia.

The general concept of operation for development and implementation of the Georgia
Radiological Emergency Response Plan (GA REP) and supporting site specific annexes
is essentially the same as for any other emergency or disaster response planning
conducted by the State of Georgia. Specifically, the Georgia Emernency Operations
Plan (GEOP) provides for coordinated planning and response actions by all state
agencies related to peacetime emergencies. The Executive Order contained in the
GEOP assigns primary and support responsibilities for emergency and disaster services
to state agencies based on their usual or normal functions and/or special capabilities.
The Office of Homeland Security - Georgia Emergency Management Agency (OHS-
GEMA) is designated as the agency to coordinate the activities of all state organizations
in preparing for, responding to and recovering from an emergency or disaster situation.
(See Preface to GA REP.)

Initial response to any emergency situation is a local responsibility. State assistance
will be provided when requested by the local jurisdiction or when local capability to
respond is clearly inadequate. Regardless of whether or not the local jurisdiction has
requested state assistance, the Governor may declare a state of emergency and direct
that the state assume control of emergency operations.

During a radiological emergency at a fixed nuclear facility, it is recognized that local
capability to respond is limited and state assistance would probably be required. This
annex provides for the notification of and, if necessary, the rapid deployment of state
response elements to a near site facility which is designated as the OHS-GEMA
Forward Emergency Operations Center (FEOC). The state response element has the
capability to operate on a 24-hour basis, both from the FEOC in Waynesboro and the
State Operations Center (SOC) in Atlanta. This capability for round-the-clock operation
is based on current staffing In principal state response agencies using a 12-hour shift. It
is anticipated that augmentation from appropriate federal agencies would be required to
assist in radiological monitoring and assessment operations after 24 hours.
Accordingly, an early state request for federal assistance would be based on the
seriousness of the situation and the estimated duration of the emergency.
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The local plan is an Inte-gral part of this annex and addresses specific responsibilities and
actions of local authorities In responding to a radiological emergency at a fixed nuclear
facility.

A. NOTIFICATION METHODS AND PROCEDURES

1. Procedure for Notification

a. Primary

(1) In the event of a radiological emergency at Plant Vogtle, the Plant
Emergency Director or his designee will notify state and local
authorities utilizing the Emergency Notification Network (ENN)* in
accordance with current procedures. The ENN terminal located
within the (OHS-GEMA) Communications Center is manned 24 hours
a day, seven days a week.

*The ENN is a dedicated circuit with terminals located at the utility, the

local Emergency Operations Center (EOC), the OHS-GEMA FEOC,
the OHS-GEMA SOC (all manned 24 hours) and designated locations
in South Carolina and the Savannah River Site.

(2) OHS-GEMA, upon notification of an emergency by the facility
operator, shall notify the Georgia Department of Natural Resources,
Environmental Protection Division (DNR-EPD) in accordance with the
current DNR-EPD emergency response notification procedure.

(3) Other state agencies will be notified by OHS-GEMA as required in
accordance with established procedures for activation of the State
Operations Center (SOC). (See. Section D.)

b. Secondary

In the event the ENN is not operational, the OHS-GEMA Communications
Center will be notified by commercial telephone at the 24-hour-a-day number
as depicted in OHS-GEMA REP Resource Contacts SOP.

c. Exception

The only exception to the procedure specified above would be the
occurrence (or likely occurrence) of a radiological incident classified as a
general emergency as cited in Section VI.G. of the GA REP and a
concurrent failure of the ENN. During such a situation, the utility will
immediately notify, by telephone or radio, the local authorities potentially
affected as listed in the local plans (Section I of this Annex). Once this
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notification action has been accomplished, OHS-GEMA and DNR-EPD will
be notified as quickly as possible via the above procedure.

2. Information to be Reported

a. Information reported shall be in accordance with the Emergency
Notification Form format adopted by the States of Georgia, North Carolina
and South Carolina and by Georgia Power Company, Duke Power
Company, Carolina Power and Light Company, South Carolina Electric and
Gas Company and Savannah River Site Operations.

b. Authenticity verification.

(1) ENN - In accordance with published procedure.

(2) Commercial telephone - call back.

3. General Notification of Affected Populace

The general populace will be notified by state and local government of an
incident or an emergency situation in accordance with the requirements
contained in NUREG-0654/FEMA REP 1, Rev. 1.

4. Prompt Notification of Affected Populace

Prompt notification of the population within the Plume Exposure Pathway
Emergency Planning Zone (EPZ) will be conducted in accordance with OHS-
GEMA Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) 3-5. This procedure meets all
criteria required by NUREG-0654/FEMA REP 1, Rev. 1, (See Attachment G of
the local plan.)

5. Information Exchange

Through the local EOC and/or the activated SOC or Forward EOC (FEOC), the
general public and government agencies will be kept apprised of the status of
the incident. Various mechanisms to transmit this information include
telephone, radio systems and news releases to the media. News releases to
the media will be coordinated through a joint media center. (See Section C.)
An information officer will be assigned to each activated EOC to handle these
matters. Agencies involved in radiological emergencies and their respective
principal staff members are found in Section D of this annex.

6. Principal Utility Staff
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A telephone directory of key personnel at the Southern Nuclear Operating
Company who would be involved in radiological emergency response is
provided to and maintained by local and state officials.

7. Adjacent States

State Radiological Program Directors in adjacent states will be notified as soon
as practical following a radiological emergency. This notification will be
accomplished by the most expeditious means possible. This notification will
serve to alert neighboring states of the situation in Georgia and, if necessary, to
request assistance through the Southern Mutual Radiation Assistance Pact
(SMRAP) agreement.

0



Georgia Emergency Management Agency
Post Office Box 18055

Atlanta, Georgia 30316-0055
Tel: (404) 635-7000

In Georgia 1-800-TRY-GEMA
Fax: (404) 635-7205

www.gema.state.ga.us

MIKE SHERBERGER
Director

NNY PERDUE
Goveror

MEMORANDUM

TO:

FROM:

DATE:

Holders of the GEMA SOP 3-5
(Plant Alvin W. Vogtle Prompt Notification System)

Patrick Cochran rli'ý<
Program Director
Radiological Emergency Preparedness

January 4, 2005

SUBJECT: GEMA SOP 3-5 Revision

Attached is a-revision of GEMA SOP 3-5. Please discard the copy you now have. This
revision was necessary due to the deletion of Mr. Dan Brown, SOC Director and Mr.
Desi Alexander, Commo Supervisor/Manager, with the addition of Mr. Joe Harworth,
Radiological Training Officer.
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STATE OF GEORGIA
GEORGIA EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE

ACTIVATION OF THE PLANT ALVIN W. VOGTLE
PROMPT NOTIFICATION SYSTEM

PURPOSE

To set forth procedures and responsibilities for activation of the Alvin W. Vogtle
Electric Generating Plant (VEGP) Prompt Notification System (PNS), as
required by Appendix 3 of NUREG-0654, FEMA-REP, Rev. 1.

II. GENERAL

The VEGP PNS Is a composite system consisting of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Weather Radio (NWR) and the VEGP
Siren System. The NWR is capable of providing an alerting signal and an
Instructional message as required by NUREG 0654/FEMA-REP-1, Rev. 1. The
VEGP Siren System complements the PNS with 47 rotating electronic sirens
strategically located throughout the affected area.

Ill. CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS

A. Because of the varying emergency responsibilities of the Georgia
Emergency Management Agency (GEMA), South Carolina Emergency
Management Division (SCEMD), and Burke County Emergency
Management Agency (BEMA), together with Interlocking operational and
maintenance responsibilities, this Standard Operating Procedure (SOP)
is subdivided into two parts as follows:

1. GEMA SOP 3-5NSCEMD SOP, addressing the activation of the
activation of the NWR.

2. GEMA/Burke County EMA SOP 3-5B, addressing the activation of
the VEGP Siren System.

B. While these components may be operated independently, for
radiological emergency purposes they usually' will be operated
sequentially to provide maximum.warning to the public. The sequence
will be activation of the NWR first', followed as soon as possible by
activation of the VEGP Siren System.



C. Authorization for activation of the PNS is reserved to only those'
Individuals listed In ATTACHMENT # I to this SOP (3-5). On the
specific authorization of any of those Georgia Emergency Management
Agency (GEMA) personnel listed in the attachment, the National
Weather Service Forecast Office (CAEWX) in Columbia South Carolina
will activate the PNS. The request will specify the message to be
transmitted, the conditions of broadcast, and will be verified.

IV. ADMINISTRATION

A. The Radiological -Program Manager for GEMA will coordinate and
publish changes to this SOP as required.

B. This SOP supersedes GEMA SOP 3-5 that was dated January 2004 with
ensuing changes.

Mike Sherberger Date
Director
Georgia Emergency Management Agency
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Authority for activation of the PLANT ALVIN W. VOGTLE PROMPT NOTIFICATION
SYSTEM (PNS) is limited to the following GEMA personnel:

GROUP I

MIKE SHERBERGER, Director

CHARLEY ENGLISH, Director of Operations

PATRICK COCHRAN, Program Director, Radiological Emergency Preparedness

Upon receipt of authorization from any of those In GROUP 1, the following GEMA staff
members are authorized to activate the Plant Vogtle PNS.

GROUP 2

RAY ROMAN, Radiological Emergency Planner

JOE HARWORTH, Radiological Emergency Trainer

NOTE: The National Weather Service (NWS) office in Columbia, South Carolina is
authorized to activate the Plant Vogtle PNS upon direction from any of the
names listed in GROUP 1 and GROUP 2 above. If the call Is from a
GROUP 2 designee, it is with the authority of a GROUP I member and Is
therefore authorized.

Standard Operating Procedure
Plant Alvin W. Vogtle

Prompt Notification System

Attachment # I

JANUARY 2005
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GEMA SOP 3-5A
SCEMD SOP

JANUARY 2005

STATE OF GEORGIA/STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA
GEORGIA EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY/

SOUTH CAROLINA EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT DIVISION
STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE

ACTIVATION
of the

VOGTLE ELECTRIC GENERATING PLANT
NOAA WEATHER RADIO

'PURPOSE

To set forth procedures and responsibilities for activation of the Vogtle Electric
Generating Plant NOAA Weather Radio (NWR), as required In Appendices A
and B of the "Agreement for the Operation of a NOAA Weather Radio
-Transmitter by a Cooperator" (Agreement for Activation and use of NOAA
Weather Radio in Response to an Emergency Condition at Georgia Power's
Alvin W. Vogtle Electric Generating Plant, effective December 1, 1994).

I1. CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS

A. Georgia

Authorization for Georgia activation of the NWR is reserved to only those
individuals listed in Attachment # 1 to GEMA SOP 3-5. On the specific
authorization of any of .those Georgia Emergency Management (GEMA)
personnel listed In the attachment, the Columbia, South Carolina Weather
Service (CAEWX) will activate the PNS. The request will specify the
message to be transmitted, the conditions of broadcast, and will be
verified.

B. South Carolina

It is the intention of SCEMD to defer to GEMA for activation of NWR
barring unusual circumstances.



Ill. PROCEDURES

A. Georgia

1. Prior to activation of the National Weather Service Tone Alert
Radio (NWR), GEMA will coordinate message content with
SCEMD. Coordination will ensure that SCEMD Emergency Alerting
System messages are consistent with the NWR message.

2. Coordination with SCEMD will be accomplished by *one of the
mneans listed below, directly when conditions allow, or by patch call
through the GEMA Radio Operator, if necessary.

a. Commercial telephone
803-737-8500
During non-duty hours, request call back from
SCEMD Duty Officer.

b. Emergency Notification Network (ENN)

c. FEMA High Frequency (HF) Radio Network (3.975.00)

d. Any means possible.

.3. On the direction as outlined above, the authorized GEMA Staff
Member will instruct the GEMA Radio Operator to contact the
National Weather Service Office (CAEWX) in Columbia, South
Carolina for activation of the National Weather Radio (NWR). The
GEMA Radio Operator will be provided a telephone number to
reach the . GEMA Staff Member (SOC, FEOC, home) who will
request CAEWX to activate the NWR.

The GEMA Radio Operator will call CAEWX on the NAWAS circuit
with the following message:

"Request Emergency Call to GEMA"

In the event of NAWAS malfunction or the urgency of the situation
dictates Immediate action, the GEMA Staff Member can contact
CAEWX at one of the following commercial numbers:

803-822-8038 - primary number
803-822-8133 - backup number
803-822-8037 - backup number
803-822-8188 - fax number



4. In response to NAWAS (or telephone) contact, CAEWX will call the
GEMA Radio Operator at the following number:

404-635-7200

The GEMA Radio Operator will ensure one of the telephone lines
connected to the above number remains available to receive the
call from CAEWX.

The GEMA Radio Operator will patch the CAEWX call to the
number previously provided by the GEMA staff member who will
request activation of the NWR. The Radio Operator will remain on
the line for any assistance required.

When the CAEWX call Is patched, the GEMA staff member will
state that the purpose of the contact is to request activation of the
NWR, then give his or her name. CAEWX will verify the
authenticity of the request by checking the name given against the
list of authorized personnel In Attachment # I to GEMA SOP 3-5.
(Note: If time is of the essence, the GEMA staff member may elect
to contact CAEWX directly by commercial telephone and request
activation as specified here and in Paragraph III.A.4 below.)

5. The GEMA staff member will request broadcast on the NWR of one
of the prescript messages attached and will specify the desired
message by color code and script name.

-YELLOW Script/First Alert (Attachment #1)

-BLUE Script/Shelter Notice (Attachment #2)

-RED Script/Evacuation Notice (Attachment #3)

-GREEN Script/All Clear (Attachment #4)

-WHITE Script/Test Message (Attachment #5)

Information needed to complete the wording of the scripts will also
be provided to CAEWX, together with the number of times the
message Is to be automatically repeated on the NWR.

6. The GEMA staff member may request the broadcast of brief non-
prescript messages during the duration of the emergency. Exact
Wording and repetition instructions will be determined by GEMA as
the situation develops.



7. CAEWX will conduct weekly tests of the NWR equipment to ensure
operational capability in accordance with NWS Instructions.

B. South Carolina (See Paragraph II.B and IiI.A 1. above)

IV. This SOP supersedes GEMA SOP 3-5A dated January, 2004 with ensuing
changes.

MIKE S RBERGER
Director
Georgia Emergency Management Agency

RONALD C. OSBORNE
Director
South Carolina Emergency Management Division

Date

Date



YELLOW Script/First Alert

(Sound Alert Tone)

THE DIRECTOR OF THE GEORGIA EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY AND

THE DIRECTOR OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

DIVISION REPORT AN EMERGENCY AT PLANT VOGTLE. PRECAUTIONARY

MEASURES ARE NOT, REPEAT IS NOT NECESSARY AT THIS TIME. IF SUCH

MEASURES DO BECOME ADVISABLE, YOU WILL RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS ON

THIS NOAA WEATHER RADIO, LOCAL RADIO, AND AUGUSTA TELEVISION

STATIONS. THIS NOTIFICATION IS-FOR THOSE PERSONS WITHIN 10 MILES OF

PLANT VOGTLE, WHICH INCLUDES PORTIONS OF BURKE COUNTY, GEORGIA

AND THE SOUTH CAROLINA COUNTIES OF AIKEN, ALLENDALE, AND

BARNWELL. ALTHOUGH AN EMERGENCY CONDITION DOES EXIST AT PLANT

VOGTLE, PRECAUTIONARY MEASURES ARE NOT, REPEAT IS NOT NEEDED AT

THIS TIME. YOU AND YOUR FAMILY SHOULD BECOME FAMILIAR WITH THE

INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THE CALENDAR AND OTHER PRINTED MATERIAL.

THAT HAVE BEEN PROVIDED YOU BY PLANT VOGTLE.

Standard Operating Procedure
Plant Alvin W. Vogtle

Prompt Notification System

ATTACHMENT # 1

JANUARY 2605



BLUE Script/Shelter Notice

(Sound Alert Tone)

THE DIRECTOR OF THE GEORGIA EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY AND

THE DIRECTOR OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

DIVISION REPORT A SERIOUS EMERGENCY AT PLANT VOGTLE. SHELTER

SHOULD BE TAKEN BY ALL PERSONS IN (CHECK AS APPROPRIATE):

.- BURKE COUNTY, GEORGIA IN ZONE (S)

--- AIKEN COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA IN ZONE G-I0

-- ALLENDALE COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA IN ZONE H-10

- BARNWELL COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA IN ZONE H-10

GO INDOORS, CLOSE WINDOWS AND DOORS. USE AIR CONDITIONING ONLY IF

ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY. VERBALLY ADVISE OTHERS IN YOUR AREA TO

TAKE SHELTER. YOU AND YOUR FAMILY SHOULD BECOME FAMILIAR WITH

THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THE CALENDAR AND OTHER PRINTED

MATERIAL THAT HAVE BEEN PROVIDED YOU BY PLANT VOGTLE.

FURTHER INFORMATION WILL BE PROVIDED ON THIS NOAA WEATHER RADIO,

LOCAL RADIO, AND AUGUSTA TELEVISION STATIONS.

Standard Operating Procedure
Plant Alvin W. Vogtle

Prompt Notification System

ATTACHMENT # 2

JANUARY 2005





GREEN Script/All Clear

(Sound Alert Tone)

THE DIRECTOR OF THE GEORGIA EMERGENCY. MANAGEMENT AGENCY AND

THE DIRECTOR OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

DIVISION REPORT THAT THE SERIOUS EMERGENCY CONDITION AT PLANT

VOGTLE HAS ENDED. REPEAT - THE EMERGENCY AT PLANT VOGTLE HAS

ENDED. THERE IS NO LONGER A THREAT TO PERSONS IN GEORGIA AND

SOUTH CAROLINA IN THE VICINITY OF THE PLANT. NORMAL ACTIVITIES MAY

BE RESUMED.* YOUR COOPERATION IS APPRECIATED.

CITIZENS IN THE AREA SHOULD REMAIN ALERT AND MAINTAIN FAMILIARITY.

WITH THE INSTRUCTIONS AND PROCEDURES AS OUTLINED IN THE CALENDAR

AND OTHER MATERIAL THAT HAVE BEEN PROVIDED BY PLANT VOGTLE.

s (NOTE: SHOULD THERE BE ANY LIMITATIONS ON NORMAL ACTIVITIES,

* THESE WOULD BE INJECTED AT THIS POINT WITH THE INTRODUCTION

"EXCEPT AS FOLLOWS ...")

Standard Operating Procedure
Plant Alvin W. Vogtle

Prompt Notification System

ATTACHMENT # 4

JANUARY 2005



FOR EXERCISE USE ONLY

WHITE Script/Test Message

(Sound Alert Tone)

THIS IS ONLY A TEST. EMERGENCY RESPONSE AGENCIES IN GEORGIA AND

SOUTH CAROLINA ARE CONDUCTING A SIMULATED EMERGENCY DRILL AT

PLANT VOGTLE.

THIS TEST IS ONLY FOR THOSE PERSONS WITHIN 10 MILES OF PLANT

VOGTLE, WHICH INCLUDES PORTIONS OF BURKE COUNTY, GEORGIA AND THE

SOUTH CAROLINA COUNTIES OF AIKEN, ALLENDALE, AND BARNWELL.

IF AN ACTUAL EMERGENCY HAD OCCURRED AT PLANT VOGTLE, YOU WOULD

HAVE BEEN ADVISED OVER THIS RADIO OF THE INCIDENT AND WHATEVER

PRECAUTIONARY MEASURES MIGHT HAVE BEEN REQUIRED.

PLEASE MAKE NOTE OF THE TIME YOU HEAR THIS MESSAGE. YOU MAY BE

CONTACTED LATER TO DETERMINE WHAT TIME YOU HEARD THIS MESSAGE

AND IF IT WAS UNDERSTOOD. THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION. THIS IS

ONLY A TEST.

FOR EXERCISE USE ONLY

Standard Operating Procedure
Plant Alvin W. Vogtle

Prompt Notification System

ATTACHMENT # 5

JANUARY 2005



GEMA/BEMA SOP 3-5B
JANUARY 2005

STATE OF GEORGIA
GEORGIA EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY

AND
BURKE COUNTY EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE

ACTIVATION OF THE PLANT VOGTLE

SIREN SYSTEM

SI. PURPOSE

To set forth procedures and responsibilities for activation of the Vogtle Electric
Generating Plant (VEGP) Siren System during a radiological emergency, and
when testing the system for operability. A physical description of the system Is
provided in Attachment # 2. Testing and maintenance is addressed in
Attachment # 3.

!!. CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS

A. General

SThe VEGP Siren System may be activated by either the State of Georgia.
or Burke County. For VEGP radiological emergency purposes, the
system would usually be activated by state request in conjunction with
activation -of the NOAA Weather Radio (NWR). In an Immediate
emergency situation, Burke County Emergency -Management Agency
(BEMA) may elect to .request Georgia Emergency Management Agency
(GEMA) activation of the NWR In accordance with GEMA SOP 3-5A, and
Immediately thereafter, activate the Siren System.

B. State of Georgia

Authorization for activation of the VEGP Siren System is reserved to only
those individuals listed in ATTACHMENT # I to GEMA SOP 3-5.; On the
specific authorization of any of those Georgia Emergency Management
Agency personnel listed in the attachment, the Burke County Emergency
Management Agency will activate the Siren System. Such activation will
be coordinated with activation of the NWR and will not be initiated prior to
NWR activation unless the NWR is not in service. The request will specify
the emergency condition that warrants siren activation and time to
activate. GEMA personnel will notify the South Carolina Emergency
Management Division (SCEMD) of impending siren activation in the event
the NWR is not to be activated. Since the two elements (NWR andaSirens) will normally be activated in concert, coordination with SCEMD



would occur prior to NWR activation as specified in GEMA/SCEMD SOP
3-5A.

C. Burke County

Authorization for county activation of the Siren System lies with the BEMA
Director or his designee, under the Chairman of the, Board of
Commissioners direction. On the specific authorization of the BEMA
Director, county personnel will activate the Siren System using the control
panel located at the BEMA Emergency Operations Center (EOC) which Is
manned on a 24-hour basis. The BEMA Director will coordinate
impending activation with GEMA, either on station at the GEMA Forward
EOC (FEOC) or at GEMA Headquarters In Atlanta. Coordination with
NWR activation will be as specified in II.A and B. above. Siren activation
for emergencies not related to VEGP is not addressed In this document.
Activation for other emergencies will be the responsibility of BEMA in
accordance with separate procedures.

Ill. PROCEDURES

A. On direction as outlined in II. A. above, a GEMA staff member will contact
BEMA to request activatioh of the Siren System. BEMA may
Independently activate the System as specified in II.C. above. The
following procedures will be used when GEMA requests activation of the
System.

1. If GEMA is operational at the FEOC, activation will be initiated by

direct contact with the BEMA Director or his designee.

2. GEMA activation from Atlanta will occur.by one of two methods:

a.. During normal duty hours or when State Emergency
Operations Center (SOC) is activated by Emergency
Notification Network (ENN) to BEMA Director or his
designee.

b. During other than normal duty hours, on direction as outlined
in ll.B. above, a GEMA staff member will instruct the GEMA
Radio Operator to contact the BEMA EOC with a request
that the EMA Director, or his designee, make an emergency
call to GEMA at 404-635-7200. The GEMA Radio Operator
will ensure one of the three phone lines connected to the
above number remains available to receive the call from
BEMA.

c. Upon receipt of a call from the BEMA Director, or his
designee, the GEMA Radio Operator will patch the call to



the GEMA staff member, who will initiate activation
Orocedures.

B. Activation of the Siren System is implemented by BEMA personnel on
duty at the BEMA EOC. When authorized by the BEMA Director, or his
designee, the system will be activated In accordance with current written
Instructions maintained In the BEMA EOC.

C. In the event of a malfunction of the activation equipment, the operator at
the BEMA EOC will Immediately notify the BEMA Director or his designee.
The BEMA Director will contact the VEGP Emergency Offsite Facility
(EOF) (or Control Room If EOF Is not activated or on standby) and
request transmission of appropriate signal(s) through duplicate activation
equipment at VEGP.

MIKE SHERBERGER
Director
Georgia Emergency Management Agency

JESS E. SANDERS
Director
Burke County Emergency Management Agency

11-7:>-

Date

Date



Authority for activation of the PLANT ALVIN W. VOGTLE PROMPT NOTIFICATION
SYSTEM (PNS)/SIREN SYSTEM is limited to the following GEMA personnel:

GROUP I
MIKE SHERBERGER, Director

CHARLEY ENGLISH, Director of Operations

PATRICK COCHRAN, Program Director, Radiological Emergency Preparedness

Upon receipt of authorization from any of those in GROUP 1, the following GEMA staff
members are authorized to activate the Plant Vogtle PNS.

GROUP 2

RAY ROMAN, Radiological Emergency Planner

JOE HARWORTH, Radiological Training Officer

NOTE: The National Weather Service (NWS) office in Columbia, South Carolina is
authorized to activate the Plant Vogtle PNS upon direction from any of the
names listed in GROUP I and GROUP 2 above. If the call is from a GROUP
2 designee, it is with the authority of a GROUP I member and is
therefore authorized.

Standard Operating Procedure
Plant Alvin W. Vogtle

Prompt Notification System

SOP 3-5B
Attachment # I

JANUARY 2005



VEGP SIREN SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The VEGP Siren System consists of 47 rotating electronic sirens mounted on poles
strategically located throughout the populated area of the VEGP Emergency Planning
Zone. Forty six of these sirens are radio controlled by the Burke County EMA. One Is
controlled by the Bamwell County Disaster Preparedness Agency in Bamwell, South
Carolina. Each siren'is capable of making four siren sounds: alert, attack, wail, and air
horn. For VEGP emergencies, an alert signal consisting of a long blast of three to five
minutes will sound. This alert signal may be repeated one or more times. All residents
of. the EPZ have been advised by the utility that when they hear this siren warning, they
are to.'go inside and listen for emergency instructions on radio, television, or on the
NWR (NOAA Weather Radio). Signs are placed at public locations in the EPZ to
provide transients the same Information.

Standard Operating Procedure
Plant Alvin W. Vogtle

Prompt Notification System

SOP 3-5B
Attachment # 2

JANUARY 2005



TESTING AND MAINTENANCE

1. The testing and maintenance of the Siren System in the VEGP EPZ Is the
responsibility of VEGP Nuclear Operations. The performance of these,
maintenance actions will be conducted by VEGP maintenance personnel or
contract personnel, under the direction of the VEGP Emergency Preparedness
Staff (a component of Nuclear Operations).

2. Annual Siren Exercise

Annually, in coordination with state and local officials, a complete Siren System
exercise will be conducted. The system will be activated from the BEMA EOC in
the normal mode. Advance notice of the test will be provided to the public. Any
failure or inadequacy of coverage detected during the exercise will be repaired
by VEGP maintenance or contract personnel, under the direction of the VEGP
Emergency Preparedness Staff.

3. Weekly Test

A weekly silent test of the Siren System will be conducted. The time of the
weekly test will vary. Procedures for correcting unsatisfactory conditions
detected by these tests will be as prescribed in paragraph 2. above.

4. The VEGP Siren System testing program will be coordinated as follows:

a. VEGP will contact BEMA via phone when problems are encountered with
siren activation. Information given will specify siren(s) location(s) and
timeframe for repair. Upon completion of repairs, the utility will notify
BEMA and advise that the siren(s) Is/are operational.

b. The scheduling of the testing of the Siren System will be between BEMA,

GEMA, and the utility.

c. The BEMA Director will be advised of the result of the Siren System test.

5. Burke County will maintain current status of the VEGP Siren System operational
capability. VEGP maintains operability data for the Siren System.

Standard Operating Procedure
Plant Alvin W. Vogtle

Prompt Notification System

SOP 3-5B
Attachment # 3

JANUARY 2005
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. B. EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS

1. Communications between Plant Vogtle and the State Operations Center
(SOc) will be by ENN and/or telephone. In the. event a state response
element is dispatched to the State Forward EOC (FEOC), that element will
establish communications with the plant and the State SOC by appropriate
means (ENN or telephone).

2. Operations under Emergency Support Function (ESF) 2 (Communications) of
the Georgia Emernqency Operations Plan (GEOP) will be utilized as required by
the Director of OHS-GEMA, which may include use of the Emergency Alert
System, National Warning System (NAWAS) and other state agency r'adio
nets.

3. Department of Natural Resources field units will be capable of communicating
with the Plant Vogtle Emergency Operations Facility (EOF) on Southern Linc
radio or cellular telephone.

4. Department of Natural Resources personnel will be capable of communicating
with the FEOC and Burke County EOC as well as other state agency units by
radio on the Intrastate Coordinating Channel (154.905/154.935 MHz) or the
Department of Natural Resources Statewide Repeater System. The Southern
Linc portable radio system may be used for communication between OHS-

W GEMA, DNR-EDP and Burke County EMA.

5. Emergency Operating Centers (EOC) in the vicinity of Plant Vogtle will be:

a. State Forward EOC: Burke County EOC Building
Perimeter Road
Waynesboro, Georgia

b. Burke County EOC: Perimeter Road
Waynesboro, Georgia

6. With few exceptions, communications equipment Is used daily by the agencies
involved in emergency activities. Any malfunction is detected immediately and
repaired, rendering scheduled tests unnecessary. A limited amount of
.communications equipment in the Plant Vogtle EOF and the Georgia FEOC is
not subject to daily use and, therefore, will be tested periodically in accordance
with Paragraph N.2.a., NUREG-0654/FEMA REP 1, Rev. 1.

7. A quarterly. update of emergency response telephone numbers (i.e., OHS-
GEMA, DNR, utility and Federal Emergency Management Agency [FEMA]) will
be conducted. All other telephone numbers will be verified during annual plan
review.0
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C. PUBLIC AFFAIRS

I. Control Over News Releases

When the State Operations Center in Atlanta has been activated, only the Public
Affairs Director, or his/her designee, will be authorized to Issue news releases.
Prior to release, all information will be coordinated to the fullest extent practicable
with the utility and the State of South Carolina. If subsequent activation of the
State FEOC should be required, that facility will assume the primary
command-and-control role for the state, including all public affairs activities. If a
joint media center is established (among the states of Georgia, South Carolina,
Burke County EMA and the utility) all public affairs activities will be coordinated
there by designated OHS-GEMA Public Affairs Director. The physical location of
the near site joint media center will be in the Burke County Office Park in
Waynesboro. In the event that the SOC or FEOC are not activated (i.e., minor
incident), news releases may be handled by the DNR-EPD Radiation Emergency
Coordinator or the DNR-Public Information Officer in conjunction with the Public
Affairs Office at OHS-GEMA.

2. Information to be Released

The types of information to be released will depend upon a number of factors
including type of accident; type, quantity and form of material(s) released;
meteorological conditions; type of release (air or water);* and proximity to
population centers.

3. Dissemination of Information

Dissemination of emergency information to the public will be in accordance with
Attachment J of the local plan.

4. Rumor Control

Rumor control procedures are addressed in Attachment J to the local plan
(paragraph H).

5. General

Section VI.I. of the GA REP addresses the purpose and concept of public
information activities in a radiological emergency situation.
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D. Manpower, Equipment and Instrument Resources

This section deals with coordination of available resources during a radiological
emergency. Resources are generally available from four distinct sources, i.e.,
federal, state and local government agencies and private firms/organizations.

1 . Federal Agency Coordination and Support

A number of federal agencies have a role in radiological emergency
response. The types of equipment resources vary greatly from agency to
agency and are not delineated in this plan. However, each agency may
provide manpower and other support, technical advice and other support on
a case-by-case basis.

Presented in the OHS-GEMA REP Resource Contacts SOP is a listing of
regional (Southeast USA) federal agencies having a role in radiological
emergency response, along with a listing of principal staff and their

• telephone numbers.

2. State Agency Support/Coordination

The SOC will be activated in accordance with procedures contained in the
GEOP and Section VI. of the GA REP. Key state agencies and principal
management and emergency response coordinators for the respective
agencies are listed in the OHS-GEMA REP Resource Contacts SOP. The
organization for state government operating during a radiological emergency
is shown in Section VI.F. of the GA REP.

3. Resources in Jurisdictions Adjacent to Facility

Key resources of the state and local organizations and jurisdictions located
in the vicinity of SRS that could be called upon in the event of a radiological
emergency are also listed in the OHS-GEMA REP Resource Contacts SOP.

4. Inventories of Radiological Instruments

Primary sources of radiological equipment in state government are, the
Georgia DNR-EPD, Environmental Radiation Program and Radioactive
Materials Program, and OHS-GEMA. Portable instrument resources are
also available from the Georgia Tech Nuclear Research Center.

DNR-EPD Environmental Radiation Program Portable Instruments - The
DNR-EPD Radiation Program has access to portable hand-held betqa
gamma type detectors, portable low-volume air samplers, pocket dosimeters
and portable alpha detection devices.
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DNR-EPD Radioactive Materials Program Portable Instruments - The
DNR-EPD Radioactive Materials Program has access to beta gamma
detecting devices.

OHS-GEMA - OHS-GEMA maintains 13 field-monitoring kits, eight of which
are maintained in the six "nuclear counties." Five of the kits are maintained
in a calibrated status and "ready reserve" at OHS-GEMA headquarters.

Georgia Tech Nuclear Research Center - The Georgia Tech Nuclear
Research Center and the Office of Radiological Safety have portable
radiological detection equipment that could be used in an emergency.
Equipment includes numerous hand-held survey meters and air samplers.

5. Meteorological Equipment/Facilities

Georgia will be expecting weather information from the SRS Operations
Center.

An almost inexhaustible supply of current meteorological information and
forecasts can be obtained from the. Meteorological and Statistical Unit, Air
Quality Control Branch of DNR. This unit receives up-to-the-minute

i information directly from the National Weather Service .(NWS) on a Service
V Teleprinter and other related equipment. Past, present and future
i l;;•meteorological information (including fallout patterns) can be obtained on a

',,,moment's notice for any section of the state. The staff includes personnelII trained to take over during an emergency situation and ensure that important

meeinformation is readily available.

Other sources of meteorological data are the National Weather Service
Offices located in Peachtree City; Jacksonville, Florida and Columbia, South
Carolina. Of the five offices, the Peachtree City office would be able to
supply the most extensive information.

In addition, the Data Transmission Network (DTN), a commercial provider of
weather information has terminals in both the SOC and the State
Communications Center.

In addition to these, the Air Protection Branch of the DNR-EPD has over 70
high-volume air-monitoring stations located throughout the state, some of
which have capabilities for monitoring wind speed and direction.
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6. Radiological Laboratories

The primary laboratory to conduct analyses for radioactivity in the
environment would be DNR-EPD - Environmental Radiation Program
labratory. The facility is primarily a low-level laboratory but could be used for
radiological emergencies. Laboratory equipment includes Ge(Li) and Nal.
detectors, automatic and manual alpha/beta analyzers, liquid scintillation
system, alpha spectrometer and environmental TLD readers/annealer.

The Environmental Radiation Program also has a mobile radiological
capability. This mobile facility could be driven to the site or the FEOC and
used for certain radiological assessments. Radiological instruments in the
mobile lab include multichannel analyzer (MCA) with intrinsic germanium
(IG) detector, alpha/beta analyzer and liquid scintillation counter.

Other field laboratories, which have similar capabilities, include the Georgia
Tech Environmental Resource Center/Georgia Institute Center, the United
States Department of Energy and Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).

-7- Equipment Inspection and Calibration

Most equipment and supplies that are to be used during a radiological
emergency are also used routinely In support of such program activities as
radiological environmental surveillance, Radioactive Material inspections
and nonradiological emergency response planning. Since the equipment
and supplies are used in such a manner, their operability and performance Is
checked on a frequent basis. All DNR-EPD portable radiological
instruments are calibrated at least annually and after each repair.
Operational checks are performed daily when equipment is in use.
Radiological laboratory Instruments and other equipment are calibrated at a
frequency recommended by the supplier.

8. Equipment Inventory

Inventories of radiological emergency response supplies and equipment will
be conducted immediately following an incident response. Action will be
taken to replace missing equipment if inventories show discrepancies.
Normally, quarterly inventories are conducted for essential radiological
emergency response equipment.

0
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E. E.RADIATION PROTECTION

This section addresses three principal radiological, planning aspects: accident and
response assessment, protective response and radiological exposure control.
Recovery and reentry planning are addressed in Section VI.H. of the GA REP.

1. Accident Response and Assessment

a. Deployment of State Response Element (Rapid Assessment)

Because the capability of local personnel for initial assessment and
monitoring is limited, a State Response Element may be dispatched
by aircraft directly to the OHS-GEMA Forward EOC (FEOC). The
State Response Element will normally be composed of the Director
of OHS-GEMA, the DNR-EPD Radiation Emergency Coordinator
and additional support personnel from these agencies as required
within space limitations. In accordance with the Georgia
Emergency Operations Plan (GEOP), OHS-GEMA will coordinate
the activities of all state agencies involved in emergency response.
Direction and control of emergency operations while the State
Response Element is In transit will be exercised from the SOC in
Atlanta. Personnel in this element will arrive on site within.flight
time plus approximately thirty minutes for initial mobilization.
Additional support personnel and equipment, including the OHS-
GEMA Mobile Communications Vehicle (MCV) and the DNR-EPD
mobile laboratory, will arrive within driving time plus thirty minutes
for initial mobilization. The OHS-GEMA MCV will normally be
utilized as a communications backup facility and will be located
near the OHS-GEMA FEOC. When operational, the State
Response Element will assume control of all operations at the
OHS-GEMA FEOC. The SOC in Atlanta will revert to a support role
upon activation of the FEOC. Radiological assessment operations
will be conducted as discussed below.

b. Deployment of State Response Element (Rapid Assessment Not
Required)

In the event of an incident requiring implementation of this plan, but
not. requiring rapid assessment capability, deployment of the State
Response Element will normally be by surface transportation. The
composition of the State Response Element and concept of operation
will be essentially the same as in rapid assessment. Radiolgical
assessment operations will be the responsibility of a primary team
consisting of technically qualified personnel from the DNR-EPD
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Radiation Program and Radioactive Materials Program. The primary
team will be under the command/control of the DNR-EPD Radiation
Emergency Coordinator who will be designated as Team Captain.
Personnel will carry a complement of portable radiation detectors and
protective equipment. The DNR-EPD mobile lab will be placed on
alert.

Once on the scene, the primary team will be In a position to make
recommendations to the Radiation Emergency Coordinator
regarding the need for additional radiological resources. Additional
resources for use in radiological survey parties and environmental
sample collection are available from such state agencies as
Department of Agriculture, Department of Natural Resources, OHS-
GEMA, Department of Public Safety and Georgia Forestry
Commission.

c. Facility Operator Responsibility

In the event of an accident at Plant Vogtle, the facility personnel
have the responsibility for initial accident assessment and
notification actions based on that assessment. In Section A of this
plan, notification procedures are delineated. Provisions are made
in these notification procedures for immediate notification to local
authorities prior to notification to the state under certain Incident
conditions (i.e., General Emergency). If the situation warrants, it is
the responsibility of the plant staff to provide recommended
protective actions to local authorities until state personnel are. in
place.

d. Radiological Assessment

(1) Procedures

A Radiological Emergency Response Team using the model
specified in Section VI.G.2.a. of the GA REP will perform off
site dose projections. In performing these calculations,
on-site meteorological information will be obtained from the
Southern Nuclear Operating Company and utilized. if,.for
some reason, no on-site meteorological Information is
available, meteorological data will be obtained from the most
readily available source specified in Section D.5. of this
annex. Prior to arrival of state personnel at the FEOC, the
Plant Vogtle staff will provide the following information in
accordance with current Memorandum of Understanding.
(See Section A.2. of this annex.)
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(2) Protective Action Recommendations/Orders

(a) It will be the responsibility of the DNR-EPD Radiation
Emergency Coordinator to make appropriate
protective action recommendations to the senior
OHS-GEMA representative (normally the Director).

(b) After receipt of protective action recommendations
from the DNR-EPD Radiation Emergency
Coordinator, the senior OHS-GEMA representative
may, in coordination with Burke County officials,
recommend appropriate protective action for the
affected public. If the situation warrants, the senior
OHS-GEMA representative may recommend to the
Director of OHS-GEMA that the Governor of Georgia
declare that a state of emergency exists. Upon the
declaration by the Governor that a state of emergency
exists, the Director of OHS-GEMA on behalf of the
Governor may direct evacuation or other necessary
actions to protect the public.

(3) Control

The control of field monitoring activities, including dispatch of
field teams, receipt of field monitoring data, receipt of
laboratory data and analysis of field monitoring data will be
coordinated at the FEOC. Standard Southern Nuclear
Operating Company 10-mile and 50-mile EPZ maps will be
used at the FEOC to record field monitoring data, in addition
to the use of data recording forms. These maps, in addition
to Georgia Department of Transportation county maps, will
be used to dispatch and control field teams and will be
available to field teams.

e. Correlation of Dose Projections and Actual Dose Measurements
(See section VI.G. of the GA REP)

As an incident progresses, the Radiation Emergency Coordinator
will evaluate the need for correlation of dose projections and actual
dose measurements. As soon as field measurements are made,
they can be compared with "projected" values, but only after
sufficient data is gathered will a decision be made as to whether
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cornelation or scaling factors should be developed for use in the
emergency dose projections. Population dose estimates will be
made using release rate and meteorological data for the period of
release, and data from Southern Nuclear Company, DNR-EPD and
TLDs, as well as DOE aerial measurements as such data becomes
available. It is anticipated that much of this activity will be
coordinated with the Federal Radiological Emergency Response
Plan (FRERP).

f. Emergency Communications - Radiological Teams

The primary radiological team referenced in paragraph d. above will
be equipped with portable radio communication equipment and
vehicular mounted radios. If additional radiological teams are
assembled in order to cope with the situation, these teams may be
equipped with portable radio equipment to the extent such is
available. OHS-GEMA will coordinate acquisition of such
resources if needed. In all cases and in situations where portable
radio communications are unavailable, commercial telephone
numbers for the FEOC will be given to the respective team
captains.

g. Characteristics of Surrounding Area

(1) Maps/Evacuation Routes

Maps provided in the local plan show the major road network
around the facility. These roads are expected to be the
principal evacuation routes during a serious radiological
emergency. Details of evacuation plans are delineated .in
the local plans in Section I of this annex. The map also
shows the population centers surrounding the facility.
Primary means of evacuation Will be by private automobile.

(2) Evacuation Impediments

There are no significant obstacles to impede the flow of
traffic on designated evacuation routes. The routes
designated for evacuation are state and federal highways in
the vicinity of the facility and are designed in such a manner
that at least 850 vehicles per hour per lane could be
accommodated in evacuation conditions where weather and
darkness were not factors. Under nighttime and poor
weather conditions, this rate of evacuation could be reduced
up to 50 percent. The climatology of the area is such that
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severe weather phenomena, i.e., snow, icing, hurricane,
tornado, flooding, are infrequent. All major evacuation
routes are above the floodplain of the Savannah River.
Should an impediment to an evacuation route be created,
the State Emergency Coordinator will designate alternate
routes after consultation with local officials, State
Department of Transportation officials and representatives of
the Department of Public Safety.'

(3) Area Affected

The counties within the plume exposure pathway, and
Ingestion pathway are listed below. Additionally, a map
showing location of counties in relation to the Vogtle Nuclear
Plant is provided as Figure E-1. A description of generic
operations relative to Ingestion Exposure Pathway
operations is contained in Annex F, Ingestion Pathway, to
the Georgia Radiological Emergency Plan (GA REP).

Georgia Counties within Plume Exposure
And Ingestion Pathway

* (Plant Vogtle)

Plume Exposure Pathway (10-Mile EPZ) County*

Burke

Ingestion Exposure Pathway (50-Mile EPZ) Counties

Bulloch Glascock
Burke Jefferson
Candler Jenkins
Chatham McDuffie
Columbia Richmond
Effingham Screven
Emanuel Warren

*A small area in Richmond County located between nine and ten miles from Plant

Vogtle has been excluded from the Plume Exposure EPZ. This area (about 1.8 square
miles) is a swampy uninhabited area near the Savannah River.

0
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(4) Population Affected

Table E-1 defines the population within the 50-mile radius of
Plant Vogtle that could potentially be affected. Detailed
discussion of population distribution within the 10-mile radius
of the plant is discussed in the local plan In Section I of this
annex.

(5) Those portions of the Plume and.Ingestion Pathway EPZs,
which are in the State of South Carolina, will be addressed in
plans prepared by that state.

h. Existing Sampling/Monitoring Network

In the event of a radiological incident involving the release of
radioactive material, existing DNR-EPD monitoring resources could
be utilized. These resources consist of TLD stations, low-volume
air samples and high-volume air samplers, which are part of the
Georgia Ambient Air Sampling Network (non-radiological). The TLD
stations and low-volume air samplers are operated and maintained
by the Environmental Radiation Program of DNR-EPD. All program
personnel are familiar with location and necessary procedures for
samples, sample handling/preparation and analysis. Local
personnel under contract with the DNR-EPD Air Protection Branch
generally operate the high-volume samplers of the Georgia
Ambient Air Sampling Network. In order to get these samplers into
service either the Branch Chief of the DNR-EPD Air Protection
Branch or the Section Chief of the Air Protection Evaluation Section,
is notified, who in turn, notifies the appropriate local contact.

Dairy Operations/Milk Sampling and Control

Because of its effect on certain segments of the population, milk is
one of the more important foodstuffs requiring the implementation
of control measures in the event of radiological contamination. The
Georgia Department of Agriculture is the lead agency responsible
for assurance of a safe milk supply. The Commissioner of the
Georgia Department of Agriculture has the ultimate responsibility
for the control of milk distribution and consumption due to
radiological contamination.

Should there be a radiological emergency involving the release of
radioactive materials into the environment, and it becomes
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necessary to collect raw milk samples from dairy farms near Plant
Vogtle. Established procedures require that inspectors from the
Department of Agriculture collect the milk samples and turn them
over the DNR-EPD. These samples will then be analyzed for their
radionuclide content by the DNR-EPD as outlined in their
established laboratory procedures.

The Georgia Department of Agriculture maintains a list of the
location of dairies operating within the state. Should it become
necessary, the Georgia Department of Agriculture will be able to
provide the names and locations of dairies within the 50-mile radius
of Plant Vogtle.

j. Major Food Processors

Should there be an actual or potential contamination of foodstuffs,
there will be a need to contact all food processors in the vicinity of
Plant Vogtle. The processors will be asked to provide samples to
DNR-EDP for laboratory analysis. In an extreme situation,
processors will be asked to withhold their products from the market
until they can be sampled and analyzed by DNR-EPD in cooperation
with DOA. The evaluation of food products will be based upon the
PAG for foodstuff contained in the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) publication "Accidental Radioactive Contamination of Human
Food and Animal Feeds: Recommendations for State and Local
Agencies."

Initial notification to the food processors would come from DOA, the
United States Department of. Agriculture (USDA) and the local
Agriculture Stabilization Conservation Service (ASCS) offices, as
these groups maintain extensive, up-to-date lists of all the processors
in the state. A listing is maintained of the food processors, grain
dealers and warehouses and meat processing and packaging
facilities located within the 10-mile and 50-mile planning zones
surrounding Plant Vogtle.

k. Administrative Information

Ihe-emergency coordinator will ensureathat steps are taken to
record and retain relevant information for future use. The actual
documentation of record keeping requirements will be prescribed
on a case-by-case basis. However, a number of expedient
measures which could be utilized includes logbooks, field notes,
data sheets and tape recorders.0
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As the situation dictates, the emergency coordinator may appoint
an individual(s) to conduct interviews and/or reviews in order to
ascertain facts about existing radiological conditions or causes of
radiological problems.

2. Protective Response

a. Protective Action Guides (PAGs)

PAGs, which are applicable to SRS are delineated in Section VI.G. of
the GA REP. The guides delineated in the referenced section deal
with: incident classification and response, protection of foodstuffs,
protection of emergency workers and decontamination of land areas.

b. Removal of Contaminated Foodstuff

After radiological assessments of various foodstuffs have been
conducted and results have been evaluated, a need may arise to
withhold such foodstuffs from the market. Authority for such action is
vested with the Commissioner of DOA. Should such action be
required, the Commissioner would implement procedures necessary
to withhold foodstuffs from the market. Additionally, DOA has
identified Important marketing channels and maintains liaison with
other agencies such as the State Office of Consumer Affairs, the FDA
and USDA.

c. Sources of Protected Animal Feed

Should a release of radioactive material occur of such magnitude
that forage for dairy cattle becomes contaminated above the PAG
levels specified in Action V.G. of Annex F, then alternate feed
sources must be identified. This function will be handled by the
Department of Agriculture. The approach will be on two fronts.
First, agriculture Inspectors from the Dairy Division of the
Department of Agriculture will alert dairymen in the affected area to
utilize stored feed. Stored feed will consist of those feeds In silos,
covered bunkers, protective plastic covering and those stored in
grain bins and under shelter. Department of Agriculture personnel
in the nearest field office and the Atlanta office will ascertain the
availability of feed from commercial or other sources.
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d. Evacuation Planning

Evacuation areas affected by a radiological release will be
accomplished via the most expedient methods available.
Evacuation routes will normally be the major thoroughfares in close
proximity to the site. Details concerning evacuation of potentially
affected areas are described in the local plan in Section I of this
annex. Resources available to assist in such evacuation include
local emergency management personnel, local law enforcement
personnel, Department of Public Safety personnel and Department
of Transportation personnel. A listing of available resources, which
could be used. in evacuation, is presented in Section D of this-
annex.

e. Alternate Protective Measures

(1) General Public

If a decision is made that areas should not be evacuated,
there are certain passive and active measures that could be
taken to minimize, exposure to radiation and radioactive
materials from a plume or. from deposition on the ground.
The first course of action would be to stay indoors. In a
residence or building which is without a basement, the
centermost room .(i.e., the one that provides the greatest
shielding characteristics) should be chosen. If a basement is
available, personnel should take cover there instead of in a
room. Next, all windows and doors should be opened and
closed briefly to provide necessary makeup air.
Air-conditioning systems in buildings and homes should be
shut off, if practical. If air conditioners and fans must be
operated, they should only be operated for the time
necessary to provide the desired temperature/humidity
control.
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(2) Industries

For those industries located within the 10-mile radius of the
facility, It might not be possible to affect timely evacuation;
therefore, consideration must be given to sheltering. The
following actions are recommended in the event of an off site
release which meets or exceeds the action level.

(a) Direct all employees to immediately seek shelter in a
building.

(b) Turn off air-conditioning and outside air intake
systems. If air conditioners and fans must be
operated, they should only be operated for the time
necessary to provide desired temperaturelhumidity
control.

(c) Remain sheltered until otherwise instructed.

f. Land and Water Use Information

(1) Land-Use

Land use surrounding Plant Vogtle is primarily agricultural in
nature. Generally speaking, the area within a 10-mile radius
of the plant is of relatively low population density. The area
adjacent to the Savannah River is swampy, generally
inaccessible and subject to periodic flooding. Agricultural
activities consist of row crop production of commodities such
as corn, soybeans and small winter and summer grains.
Maps showing detailed crop information are impractical to
provide due to constantly changing agricultural practices.

(2) Water Use

The Savannah River is the principal waterway in the area.
The river Is used for the most part for navigation and
recreation. The source of most drinking water in the area is
from groundwater, i.e., deep wells.

Should there be a radiological incident at Plant Vogtle, a
potential exists for contamination of the river. Users of river
water downstream from the point of any contamination would
be affected. In the event of a waterborne release, samples
of river water collected by DNR and/or local emergency W
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management personnel would be analyzed for the
radionuclide content. These samples would be analyzed by
either the DNR-EPD mobile laboratory or a designated fixed
laboratory. Should the capacity of state laboratories be
exceeded, contract laboratory resources will be utilized.

Should the samples analyzed indicate levels of radioactivity
above action points, the users of river water affected would
have a need to be notified. The DNR-EPD Water Quality
Branch maintains a listing of known domestic and
commercial water users downstream of Plant Vogtle.
Should there be a requirement to stop river water
withdrawals, contact with the known water users
downstream would be made by the DNR-EPD Water Quality
Branch. If the situation requires immediate notification, the
local emergency management agency may be utilized.

The legal authority for emergency activities related to safe
drinking water is vested with the Director of DNR-EPD. This
authority is granted through the Georgia Safe Drinking Act.

g. In the event that evacuation is necessary, the boundaries of the
evacuated area will be controlled to prevent unauthorized access.
The principal means used to accomplish this will be roadblocks on
:major thoroughfares. These roadblocks will be established by local
emergency management, local law enforcement and Department of
Public Safety personnel. Radiological survey teams will be
assigned to such roadblocks as required. These survey teams will
conduct necessary surveys of personnel and equipment leaving the
controlled area. The survey team leader will be authorized to
release or retain personnel and equipment based upon survey
results.

h. Evacuation Accountability

Access and egress to areas evacuated will be controlled as
delineated in Paragraph g above. The mechanism will help control
the spread of radioactive material. Aerial reconnaissance of the
affected area may be conducted to check on the status of
evacuation. If conditions warrant, motorized ground patrols will be
used to ascertain status of evacuation. Personnel in an evacuated
area will be told by available broadcast systems (vehicular mounted
systems, radio and television) that a white flagging device (towel,
sheet, handkerchief) should be placed in view in front of the
building or residence evacuated. This flagging device will serve to
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acknowledge to evacuation personnel that evacuation at that

location has been completed.

3. Radiological Exposure Control

a. Protective Actions Guides (PAGs) for Emergency Personnel

Protective Actions Guides for various conditions/situations are
presented in Section VI.G. of the GA REP. Among the PAGs listed
in this section are those for emergency response personnel
involved In rescue or lifesaving missions. If the exposures are on
the order of those specified for emergency activities in Section
VI.G. of the GA REP, provisions will be made to record and
document exposures so that information may be used for further
managementfutilization for the individual so affected.

b. Dosimetry Evaluations

Personnel engaged in emergency response activities that may lead
to radiation exposures will be provided pocket dosimeters. These
dosimeters will be the self-reading type. If necessary, TLD chips
may be issued to certain personnel or placed in certain areas as a
means of assessing exposure. TLD chips collected after the
exposure period will be "read" by private vendors. In situations
where TLDs or low range pocket dosimeters are not appropriate,
exposure controls may be affected by measurement of radiation
levels with conventional survey meters and controlling the "stay-
time" in the area.

c. Bloassays

A need may arise to evaluate the internal-exposure of individuals to
various radionuclides. The techniques utilized to perform this
evaluation are somewhat dependent on the type and form of material
involved. A useful technique for soluble form material would be a
bioassay involving analysis of urine, saliva or other body fluids. Also,
samples could be sent to commercial labs or other agencies for
analyses. A listing of other agencies/commercial labs that could
perform such bioassays can be found in the OHS-GEMA REP
Resource Contacts SOP.:

Should an insoluble material be involved, other techniques are
necessary to evaluate internal exposure. Evaluation of acute
exposure may sometimes be accomplished by fecal analyses.
Evaluation of chronic exposures may be accomplished by whole-
body counting.
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d. Personnel Contamination Control/Decontamination

In situations where evacuees become contaminated, radiological
survey and decontamination parties will be organized and
dispatched to the assembly areas or similar areas where
contaminated personnel may be located. These parties will see that
decontamination is accomplished. Members of the general public
should be decontaminated to background levels (if possible).

Emergency response personnel should be decontaminated to the
limits prescribed for decontamination of emergency response
personnel In Section VI.G. of the GA REP. Local procedure is
contained in Attachment I to the local plan.
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TABLE E-1

Burke 22,243 100 22,243

Bulloch 55,983 60 33,590

Candler 9577 20 1915

Chatham 232,048 100 232,048

Columbia 89,288 100 89,288

Effingham 37,535 15 5,630

Emanuel 21,837 50 10,915

Glascock 2,556 50 1,278

Jefferson 17,266 100 17,266

Jenkins 8,575 100 8,575

McDuffie 21,231 60 12,739

Richmond 199,775 100 199,775

Screven 15,374 100 15,374

Warren 6,336 10 634

Total 651,273
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F. Medical/Public Health Support

1. Medical Care Facilities

a. Primary Medical Care

Agreements (Page 31, Section H) have been made with both the
Burke County Medical Center and (Columbia-Augusta Medical
Center) Doctor's Hospital for the care of radiological contaminated
injured victims in the event of an accident or incident at Plant Alvin W.
Vogtle.

b. Intensive Medical Care

In the event a radiation accident victim requires more definitive care
than can be provided at the primary or secondary facility, he or she
may be transported to the Oak Ridge Associated Universities Medical
Division, Oak Ridge Hospital of the Methodist Church (ORHMC), Oak
Ridge, Tennessee. ORHMC telephone numbers can be found at the
OHS-GEMA REP Resource Contacts SOP.

* c. Capabilities

Burke County Hospital has a licensed bed capacity of 40, Doctors
Hospital has a licensed bed capacity of 374. These hospitals have
the necessary equipment and protective clothing to treat
contaminated injured victims. If need arises, each hospital will have
at least one (1) medical doctor and one (1) registered nurse available
within two (2) hours to supervise treatment of contaminated injured.
As many as thirty (30) ambulatory patients can be treated per twenty-
four (24) hour period.

A private contract corporation provides training for the hospital staffs.
As necessary, supplemental training for Emergency Medical
Technicians (EMTs) and hospital emergency room personnel will be
provided by the State of Georgia.

2. Communications

All ambulance services and hospitals within the state are interconnected in a
statewide hospital communications network, which operates on 155.340
MHz frequency. This network also provides the capability of communicating
with local sheriffs' departments in the event of an emergency. The
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frequency of 155.280 MHz is also available for hospital-to hospital 0
communication.

3. Transportation of Accident Victims

a. Ambulance Service

The Burke County Ambulance Service has agreed to transport
accident victims to the primary and secondary medical facilities.
University Ambulance Service (Augusta) may be called if additional
ambulances are needed.

Telephone numbers for local ambulance services can be found at
OHS-GEMA REP Points of Interest SOP.

b. Military Assistance to Safety and Traffic (MAST)

In the event of an accident, which requires immediate transport of a
victim for a considerable distance, the services of the MAST facilities
at Fort Stewart near Savannah will be requested. Response to
requests will be handled on an availability basis.

4. Training of EMTs and Emergency Room Personnel

Appropriate training for EMTs and hospital emergency room personnel will
be provided.

5. Radioprotective Drugs

In the event of an accident which involves a sudden environmental release
of large quantities of radionuclides, which might include a number of
isotopes of radioiodine, it is considered appropriate that authorities be
prepared to take effective measures to prevent or curtail markedly the
accumulation of radioiodines by the thyroid gland of offsite radiation
emergency workers.

Since evacuation or sheltering is considered a more effective measure for
the general public, no dependence has been placed on distribution of
radioprotective drugs to the general public.

a. Decision Process for Distribution of Radioprotective Drug

If the release data received from the facility indicates a potential for
radiation exposures to the thyroid equal to or above the level
indicated in the Memorandum of Understanding between DNR-EPD,
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5.a (cont.)

DHR-PH, and OHS-GEMA, a recommendation to administer a
radioprotective drug to all emergency workers entering the affected
areas may be given. The DNR-EPD representative will make this
recommendation to OHS-GEMA. (A Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) between DNR-EPD and the Division of Public Health of DHR
is in effect. The MOU outlines the procedures that will be followed in
distributing the radioprotective drugs to the emergency workers.)
OHS-GEMA, acting on behalf of the Governor, will assure that this
directive Is communicated to all state and local agencies involved.

b. Distribution of Radioprotective Drug

In the event of an accident, which warrants offsite monitoring or other
emergency duties, all state and local emergency workers, prior to
entering the area of possible exposure, would report to the FEOC in
Burke County for receipt of a radioprotective drug.

6. Medical Consultants

Arrangements have been made for obtaining medical consultative advice
during radiological emergencies. Physicians that have agreed to provide
assistance to the state during a radiological emergency, along with the
methods to contact them can be found in the OHS-GEMA REP Resource
Contacts SOP.

7. Health System Resources in Contiguous States and Military Facilities

a. Contiguous States

Out-of-state medical facilities and health system resources would not
be sought or utilized unless all Georgia resources were depleted or a
particular resource did not exist, in Georgia, but existed out of state.
In the event out-of-state health system and medical facility resources
were needed, the Oak Ridge Associated Universities Medical
Division, ORHMC In Oak Ridge, Tennessee, would be contacted first
(see procedure in Paragraph F.l.c. above). Hospital facilities with
some capabilities exist in.the major cities of neighboring states (e.g.,
Birmingham, Alabama; Columbia, South Carolina; Charleston, South
Carolina; Charlotte, North Carolina; Chattanooga, Tennessee;
Jacksonville, Florida; and Knoxville, Tennessee). Requests from
supporting states would be made in accordance with the Southern
Mutual Radiation Assistance Plan (SMRAP); however, initial contact
and technical discussions of health and safety needs would be
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discussed with the appropriate State Radiological Health Director
prior to initiating a request for assistance under SMRAP. A listing of
phone numbers for adjacent State Radiological Health Directors can
be found in the OHS-GEMA REP Resource Contacts SOP.

b. Military Facilities

As a rule, medical and health system resource support from military
facilities would not be requested or utilized unless Georgia resources
were depleted or unless a particular expertise existed at a particular
military facility that did not exist elsewhere in Georgia. The
radiological capabilities at military facilities in Georgia vary greatly. In
the event support was needed from a military facility located in
Georgia, the State Medical Officer would act on behalf of the
Governor to request assistance from various military facilities. Initial
contact with military authorities would normally be through either the
installation commander, installation duty officer or Installation medical
officer. A directory that lists major military medical facilities in Georgia
along with appropriate emergency information phone numbers are
contained in the OHS-GEMA REP Resource Contacts SOP.
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G. DRILLS/EXERCISES/TRAINING AND REVIEW

1. Drills/Exercises

Major exercises will be scheduled for Plant Vogtle at least every two
years. The State of Georgia Will fully participate in such exercises at least
once every six years. Burke County government is required to participate
in'a full-scale exercise at least once every two years. Plans for exercises
will be coordinated with the Plant Vogtle Emergency Preparedness staff.
Development of exercise scenarios, conduct of the exercise, critiques and
evaluation will be in accordance with current FEMA guidance.

2. Training

DNR-EPD-Radiation Program and OHS-GEMA will develop a joint
radiological training program. This program will be oriented toward
providing training to support personnel involved in radiological emergency
response. A typical training program will include the following elements

a. Familiarization with emergency plan.

b. Use of radiological survey instruments.

c. Sample collection procedures.

d. Health physics fundamentals.

(1) Basic radiation protection

(2) Protective devices

(3) Decontamination procedures

(4) Exposure controls

e. Notification and reporting procedures.

Details of other training programs are provided in Section VII.B. of the GA
REP.

3. Review

The emergency response plan (to include the GA REP and annexes) will
be reviewed annually. This review will be coordinated by OHS-GEMA and
will include appropriate state agencies. Based on the review and
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experience gained from plan implementation, revisions will be made. 0
Changes or revisions to the plan will be sent to all holders of the plan who
either have a key role in radiological emergency response planning or
have requested to be on the plan distribution list for the emergency plan
and planning information. Further details on plan development, review
and distribution are provided in Section VIII of the GA REP.
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H. AGREEMENTS:

This section contains the following agreements:

Burke County Hospital
Columbia-Augusta Medical Center
Georgia Power Company/OHS-GEMA



* Burke County Hospital

July 15, .1999

Gary W. McConnel"
Georgia Emergency Management Agency
PO Box 18055
Atlanta, GA 30316

.Dear Mr. McConnell:

You are hereby authorized to designate Burke County Hospital as the primary
support medical facility in Georgia's Radiological Emergency Plan for Plant Alvin
W. Vogtle.

Sincerely,

Michael A. Haddle, CPA
CEO/CFO

351 Liberty Street * Waynesboro, Ga. 30830
706-554-4435



WR Columbia-Augusta
[4M- Medical Center
3651 Wheeler Road
Augusta, Georgla 30909
(708) 651-3232

www.columbla-augusta.com

July 21, 1999

Mr. Gary W. McConnell
Director of Georgia Emergency
Management Agency
P.O. Box 18055
Atlanta, Georgia 30316

Dear Mr. McConnell:

Columbia-Augusta Medical Center would be pleased to be named in Georgia's Radiological
Emergency Plan as a secondary medical support facility for Annex D to Plant Alvin W.
Vogtle.

If further information is needed please do not hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely,

thy L. Mitchell, RN,BS.
Vice President/Patient Care

KLM/sj



J.b. Woodard Southern Nuclear Operating Company. Inc.
Executive Vtrit Piesidem 4U Inverness CenleilParkw'ay

P.O. Box 1295
Birmingham, Alabama 35201

Tel 205.992.5086

SOUTHERA
COMPANY

Energy to Serve Your WorUd

November 22, 1999

Mr. Gary W. McConnell, Director
Georgia Emergency Management Agency
P. O. Box 18055
Atlanta, Georgia 30316-0055

Dear Mr. McConnell:

Georgia Emergency Management Agency (GEMA) has requested that Southern Nuclear
Operating Company'(SNC) provide a letter committifg the availability of the services of
SNC radiation protection technicians to supplement other emergency management workers
available to the State of Georgia for medical emergencies involving radioactive
contamination. The purpose of this letter is to set forth an offerof the availability of services
of Southern Nuclear technicians, pursuiat to ý 38-3-31 (b), Code of Geor'a.

As you know, SNC Emergency Plans and Procedures call for health physics'technicians to
accompany any injured/contaminated plant worker to local medical facilities and provide
radiological support Beyond this obligation, SNC is willing to furnish its iadiation
protection technician employees at the State of Georgia's request, to any state, county or"
municipal hospital on an "as available" volunteer basis to provide radioactive contamination
survey and control support during radiological emergencies:

Requests for support would be made through existing emergency communication channels in
the Emergency Plans.* This assistance, unless directly associated with an
injured/contaminated plant worker as discussed above, wotld be proyided by SNC within the
context of and pursuant to the State of Georgia emergency management statutes, in particular
4'38-3-35 (b).
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We are. glad to be able to assist-the State of Georgia by making available radiological support
imrvices. If the State chooses to accept this offer of services, please so indicate by endorsing
this letter below and returning to me. Should you have questions, please call Mr. Merrill
Maddox at 205/992-6399.

Dw.

* * itl: Director

EP-99-050

cc: C. K. Brown
W. I Lee, m
L. E. Mayo.
REES File: EP.01.24

*
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LOCAL PLANS

Provided in this section are emergency operations plans that have been
developed by Burke County Emergency Management Agency for the
Vogtle Nuclear Plant. Burke County is the only Georgia county within the
10-mile EPZ for Plant Vogtle. Local plans are not included herein for local
agencies that are outside the plume exposure EPZ but within the ingestion
pathway EPZ. Ingestion exposure pathway planning for those areas so
affected is provided for in the GA REP and in other portions of this annex.
The affected jurisdictions will use the state planning information as a
supplement to their planning programs.

0
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PREFACE

This plan has been developed to supplement the existing Emergency Operations Plan for
the Burke County Emergency Management Agency. The plan is keyed to the functions
that must be performed to protect the population in the event of a nuclear incident at the
Vogtie Electric Generating Plant located in Burke County. The plan establishes the
department s and agencies that have primary and support functions and outlines the
concept of operations and direction and control necessary to support emergency response
operations.

Timely warning of a nuclear incident and possible release of radioactive materials within
the plant is assured. Officials from the nuclear power plant will be working closely with
officials from the responsible departments and agencies of local, state and federal
governments in overall emergency planning and operations and will provide notification in
the event of a nuclear incident occurs.

Attachments to the plan identify the organizational structure of local government, plan
implementation, key personnel roster, Plum Exposure Pathway Emergency Planning Zone
(EPZ), equipment resources, communications, notification and warning procedures,
evacuation, reception and care service areas, emergency information and training and
exercises requirements.
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BURKE COUNTY EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY
RADIOLOGICAL EMERGENCY PLAN FOR

NUCLEAR INCIDENTS

I. INTRODUCTION

The Burke County Radiological Emergency Plan has been developed to provide
responsibility, concept of operations and direction and control for a coordinated
response to an emergency situation occurring from a nuclear incident at the Vogtle
Electric Generating Plant. The plant is located on the southwestern bank of the
Savannah River in Burke County and is approximately fifteen miles east-northeast of
Waynesboro. The small township of Girard is approximately seven miles south with
the nearest population center being the City of Sardis about twelve miles to the south.

The possibility of a nuclear incident occurring that would release radioactive material
outside the plant site and present a health hazard is extremely remote and highly
unlikely; however, the possibility exists. In the event such as incident should occur,
the release of radioactive materialscould constitute a health hazard for a radius up
to fifty miles from the plant site. All persons living within the ten mile radius known
as the Plume Exposure Pathway Emergency Planning Zone (EPZ) adjacent to the
plant may have to be evacuated to a safe area, and the intake of food and water
may be restricted within a 50-mile radius (reference State of Georgia Radiological
Emergency Plan, Annex F, Ingestion Pathway). This plan is applicable to a nuclear
incident occurring at Plant Vogtle that affects the portion of Burke County adjacent to
the plant and extending ten miles outward. This area of the county is depicted on
the map in Attachment D. For ease of operations and to facilitate accountability
during evacuation, the Plume Exposure Pathway Emergency Planning Zone (EPZ)
in Burke County has been divided into 11 zones, with each zone lettered and having
readily Identifiable geographical boundaries. In the event an incident occurs at the
plant, evacuation or restrictive measures will be directed only for the population
living in the zones within the affected area. Zone boundaries and population
distribution for each sector are listed in Tables D-1 and D-2 of Attachment D.

This plan establishes a course of action for key local governmental authorities to
exercise direction and control to evacuate the residents from the affected area to a
place of safety and/or initiate action to provide in-place protection. In the event of
evacuation, the evacuees will move along designated road nets leading to the
reception center at the Burke County Comprehensive High School located on
Perimeter Road in Waynesboro. Upon arrival at the reception center, all evacuees
will be monitored and decontaminated If necessary, registered, and provided shelter,
health and social service care within the designated shelter area of the high school.
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I1. PURPOSE

This plan is designed to provide effective response which will assure the safety of
the population in Burke County living within the ten mile radius adjacent to the Vogtle
Electric Generating Plant. It has been developed upon the premise' that, upon
official notification that a nuclear incident has occurred at the plant, portions of, or
perhaps the entire area, may have to be evacuated as quickly as possible, and/or
other protective action such as In-place sheltering initiated. The plan establishes a
system for the expeditious movement of people from the area of danger to a place of
safety with minimum confusion and hardship to the evacuees. The plan outlines the
activities and functions of city and county officials, departments/agencies heads and
personnel and other agencies Involved in support of this plan (reference Attachment
B). The emergency actions outlined in the plan can be implemented quickly upon
proper notification that a nuclear incident has occurred at the Vogtle Electric
Generating Plant.

II1. AUTHORITY - LEGAL BASIS

A. Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950 (P.L. 920), as amended.

B. Georgia Emergency Management Act of 1981, as amended.

C. State of Georgia Emergency Operations Plan, as revised.

D. Burke County Resolution dated February 1992.

E. Burke County Emergency Operations Plan dated February 1992.

F. Radiation Control Act, Official Code of Georgia Annotated,
Chapter 31-13-1 -et seq.

IV. CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS

A. Coordination among all responsible departments and agencies will be performed to
ensure emergency operational readiness.

1. Burke County Emergency Management Agency. will maintain coordination
with officials from the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant and representatives
from all local and state departments and agencies that are involved in
emergency planning and operations relative to an incident at the nuclear
power plant. Upon official receipt of notification that a nuclear incident has
occurred at the plant, the Emergency Management Director will notify local
governmental .officials and Initiate action consistent with this plan. Attachment
B illustrates the operational structure of the county response effort,
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Attachment F contains information pertaining to Communications and
Attachment G provides information pertaining to Notification and Warning.

2. The Georgia Department of Natural Resources, Environmental Protection
Division, will monitor the situation at Plant Vogtle and be responsible for
keeping the State Disaster Coordinator (Director, Office of Homeland Security
- Georgia Emergency Management Agency) and pertinent federal agencies
informed on planning, training and operational requirements related to
envirorimental health and safety matters.

3. The Office of Homeland Security - Georgia Emergency Management Agency
(OHS-GEMA) will maintain liaison with the Environmental Protection Division,
all other state response agencies, officials from Plant Vogtle, Burke County
Emergency Management Agency and appropriate federal agencies relative to
environmental health and safety factors in the event of a nuclear incident at
the plant. Upon official receipt of notification that a nuclear incident has
occurred at the plant, OHS-GEMA will notify the Georgia Department of
Natural Resources, Environmental Protection Division, Burke County
Emergency Management Agency and all state response agencies and will be
responsible for overall coordination of emergency response operations.

4. Officials at Vogtle Electric Generating Plant will maintain liaison with the OHS-
GEMA, Burke County Emergency Management Agency and responsible
federal agencies. Plant officials will be responsible for keeping appropriate
officials from these local, state and federal agencies informed on emergency
plans and Will report any emergency situation resulting from a nuclear incident
or accident. Incidents will be reported by class as defined in NUREG-
0654/FEMA-REP-1, Rev. 1.

a. Notification of Unusual Event

This condition is declared when unusual events are in process or have
occurred which Indicate a potential degradation of the level of safety of the
plant. No releases of radioactive material requiring off-site response or
monitoring are expected unless further degradation of safety systems
occurs. Plant officials will notify state and local authorities who will stand by
until the situation Is verbally closed out or escalated to a more severe class.

b. Alert

An Alert condition exists when events are in progress or have occurred
which involve an actual or potential substantial degradation of the level of
safety of the plant. Any releases are expected to be limited to a small
fraction of the EPA Protective Action Guideline (PAG) exposure levels.
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State and local authorities will be notified of the alert condition, emergency
response centers will be activated as a precautionary measure and
emergency staff will be placed on an alert status. The alert status will be
maintained until verbal closeout or escalation of emergency class.

c. Site Area Emergency

A Site Area Emergency is declared when events are in progress or have
occurred which involve actual or likely major failures of plant functions
needed for protection of the public. Any releases are not expected to
exceed PAG exposure levels, except near the site boundary. State and
local authorities will be notified of the condition. State and local
Emergency Operations Centers (EOCs) will be fully activated and staffed,
and appropriate protective action measures will be Initiated as deemed
necessary. The Site Area Emergency status will be maintained until
verbal closeout or redirection/escalation of emergency class.

d. General Emergency

A General Emergency exists when events are in process or have occurred
that involve actual or imminent substantial core degradation or melting with
potential for loss of containment integrity. Releases can be reasonably
expected, to exceed PAG exposure levels off-site for more than the
immediate site area. State and local authorities will be notified of the
condition, and plant officials will keep authorities assessed on release and
dose projections based on available plant condition and foreseeable
contingencies. State and local emergency response plans will be fully
implemented and appropriate protective action will be taken to care for the
population residing within the affected area. The General Emergency status
will be maintained until verbal closeout or reduction of emergency class.

B. Operations necessary to cope with a nuclear incident at Plant Vogtle include, but
are not limited to, the following:

1. The nuclear plant operating staff will ascertain that an incident involving
nuclear materials has occurred at the plant, and the operating staff will
determine the class of the Incident. In accordance with Plant Vogtle's call list,
the following departments and agencies will be notified:

a. Burke County Emergency Management Agency

b. Office of Homeland Security - Georgia Emergency Management Agency

c. United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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2. The Georgia Department of Natural Resources, Environmental Protection
Division is assigned primary responsibility by Executive Order for
implementation and administration of the state radiological emergency
response function.

3. The Office of Homeland Security - Georgia Emergency Management Agency
serves as the overall states-coordinating agency and will coordinate the
Department of Natural Resources emergency response activities with state,
county and municipal department and agencies as stated in the Georgia
Emergency Operations Plan.

4. The emergency plan at the nuclear power plant will be put Into effect
Immediately, and officials and personnel from the plant will advise and assist
local and state agencies in coping with the emergency consistent with
available resources and the nature of the Incident. Plant personnel and
employees that may be released to go home will be processed and
evacuated as outlined in Attachment H (Evacuation and Sheltering),
Paragraph B.

5. Upon receipt of notification that a nuclear. incident has occurred at Plant
Vogtle, the Burke County Emergency Management Agency Director, or his
representative, will place this plan into effect and will initiate emergency
operations in accordance with the classification of the incident as shown
below (reference Attachment A, Implementation, Paragraph B).

Response activities by Burke County Emergency Management Agency (EMA)

will be determined by the assessed severity of the incident as follows:

a. Notification of Unusual Event

(1) Provide fire, medical and security assistance, if requested;

(2) Escalate to a more severe class, If appropriate; or

(3) Stand by until verbal closeout.

b. Alert

(1) Provide fire, medical and security assistance, if requested.

(2) Augment resources, partially activate EOC and bring other response
centers and Emergency Alert Systems (EAS) (local radio station) to
standby status. S
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(3) Alert to standby status key emergency personnel including monitoring

teams and associated communications.

(4) Escalate to a more severe class, if appropriate or

(5) Maintain alert status until verbal closeout.

c. Site Area Emer-gency

(1) Provide fire, medical and security assistance, if requested.

(2) If protective actions are required or the situation warrants, the OHS-
GEMA will activate the Prompt Notification System (PNS) in
accordance with OHS-GEMA SOP 3-5- and advise the population of
actions required (reference Attachment A, Implementation).

(a) The notification system will be augmented by vehicles equipped
with sirens and/or public address systems traveling the road net in
the affected area to warn the population.

(b) If deemed necessary, personnel from the sheriffs, police and fire
departments and Emergency Management Agency volunteer force
will make door-to-door contact to assure that all residents in the
affected area are alerted to the emergency.

(c) Boats from the Georgia Department of Natural Resources, Law
Enforcement Section, and/or Burke County Emergency
Management Agency will patrol the waterways within the affected
area to warn sportsmen.

(3) After the Prompt Notification System has been activated, activate EAS
(local radio station) and provide the public with periodic updates on
the emergency situation in accordance with procedures set forth in
Attachment J, Emergency Information.

(4) Fully activate the Emergency Operations Center and, if desirable,
dispatch a representative to Plant Vogtle near site Emergency
Operations Facility (if not done previously).

(5) Dispatch the assigned Public Information Officer to the Joint Media
Center located at the Burke County Office Park if not already directed
by the EMA director.
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(6) Dispatch monitoring teams and other key emergency personnel with
associated equipment and communications to duty stations.

(7) Alert other emergency personnel (e.g., those needed for evacuation
and reception/care service) and dispatch personnel to respective duty
stations.

(8) Evacuate handicapped personnel living within the Plume Exposure
Pathway EPZ (reference Attachment H, Evacuation and Sheltering,
Paragraph D).

(9) Activate reception and care facility to receive evacuees in the event
evacuation of the public residing within the affected area is directed
(reference Attachment I) and set up decontamination sites for
emergency workers, their vehicles and equipment.

(10) Continuously assess information from Plant Vogtle and OHS-GEMA
regarding recommended protective actions for the public.

(11) Provide press briefings, as set forth in Attachment J, Emergency
Information.

(12) Return any evacuated population to their homes when the affected
area is safe for reentry in accordance with the procedures set forth in
the GA REP, Section VI.H.2., and Reentry.

(13) Escalate to General Emergency class if appropriate or

(14) Maintain Site Area Emergency status until closeout or reduction of
emergency class.

d. General Emergency

(1) Provide fire, medical and security assistance, if requested.

(2) OHS-GEMA will activate the Prompt Notification System (PNS) in
accordance with OHS-GEMA SOP 3-5 and inform the public of the
emergency status and advise on recommended protective action.
(reference Attachment A, Implementation).

(a) Vehicles equipped with sirens and/or public address systems
traveling the road net in the affected area to warn the population
will augment the Prompt Notification System. AM
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(b) If deemed necessary, personnel from the sheriffs, police and fire
departments, and Emergency Management Agency will make
door-to-door contact to assure that all residents in the affected
area are alerted to the emergency.

(c) Boats from the Georgia Department of Natural Resources, Law
Enforcement Section, and/or Burke County Emergency
Management Agency will patrol the waterways within the affected
area to warn sportsmen.

(3) After the Prompt Notification System has been activated, activate EAS
(local radio station) and provide the public with periodic updates on
the emergency status in accordance with procedures set forth in
Attachment J, Emergency Information.

(4) Activate the Emergency Operations. Center and, if desirable, dispatch
a representative to the Plant Vogtle near site Emergency Operations
Facility (if not done previously).

(5) Dispatch monitoring teams and other personnel and associated
equipment and communications equipment to duty stations.

(6) Alert other emergency personnel (e.g., those needed for evacuation
and reception/care service) and dispatch personnel to respective duty
stations.

(7) If not completed, evacuate handicapped personnel living within the
Plume Exposure Pathway EPZ (reference Attachment H, Evacuation
and Sheltering, Paragraph D).

(8) If not completed, activate reception and a care facility to receive
evacuees in event evacuation of the public residing within the affected
area is directed (reference Attachment I, Reception and Care).

(9) Coordinate activities with adjacent jurisdictions relative to support
needs, e.g., establishing roadblocks at county line road nets and
assistance at the reception center/shelter area.

(10) Continuously assess information from Plant Vogtle and OHS-GEMA
regarding recommended protective actions for the public.

(11) If evacuation is directed, alert reception and care and law
enforcement personnel.
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(a) Initiate traffic control procedures and area security, and channel
evacuees to the reception and care center.

(b) Coordinate the movement of school buses and other vehicles
used to transport evacuees.

(c) If not completed, coordinate transportation for the evacuation of
schools, other institutions and non-ambulatory persons form the
affected area.

(d) Conduct check of evacuated area to assure that all persons have
left (reference Attachment H, Evacuation and Sheltering,
Paragraph E.)

(12) Conduct reception and care service activities consistent with the
Burke County Emergency Operations Plan as specified in this plan.

(a) If a release has occurred, monitor evacuees for radioactive
contamination upon arrival at the Reception and Care Center.
Contaminated personnel will proceed through the
decontamination area at the center and vehicles will be moved to
the designated vehicle parking area for monitoring and
decontamination if necessary.

(b) Register all evacuees and assign to a shelter area. Provide
health, welfare and social service support to care for the
evacuees.

(13) Return the evacuated population to their homes when the affected
area Is safe for reentry In accordance with procedures set forth in the
GA REP, Section VI.H.2., Reentry.

(a) Provide traffic control to assure an orderly return of the evacuees
to their homes.

(b) Provide transportation to return non-ambulatory persons to their
homes.

(c) Provide technical assistance for the decontamination of homes
and property if necessary.

(d) Provide guidance on use of water and food supplies for personnel
and livestock.
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(14) During all phases of operations, provide press briefings in accordance

with Attachment J, Emergency Information.

V. RESPONSIBILITIES

A. Responsibility for overall radiological emergency response planning, training and
operations in Burke County rests with the Chairman, Burke County Board of
Commissioners. It is their responsibility to initiate action and provide direction
and control at the local level to conduct emergency operations to cope with the
effects of a nuclear incident consistent with the incident classification.

B. The Burke County Emergency Management Director is responsible for actual
plan development and updating this plan to keep it current with existing
conditions and procedures. He will establish a training program and maintain
coordination with the department and agency heads of local governments to
make available appropriate personnel for training and participation in drills and
exercises. The Director will be responsible for coordinating emergency
operations at the local level and keeping local governmental officials advised on
the status of the situation. He will maintain coordination with OHS-GEMA, the
OHS-GEMA Area 3 Field Coordinator, state support agencies and officials from
the nuclear power plant on overall emergency operations and supportneeds.

C. The Georgia State Department of Natural Resources, Environmental Protection
Division is assigned primary responsibility for implementation of Emergency
Support Function (ESF). 19 (Hazardous Materials), Georgia Emergency
Operations Plan. The State Disaster Coordinator is responsible for coordinating
the activities of the Department of Natural Resources, provided for in referenced
annex, with Overall state response efforts in an emergency or disaster situation.

D The Office of Homeland Security - Georgia Emergency Management Agency is
responsible for state emergency planning and will exercise overall direction and
control of emergency or disaster operations as assigned by Executive Order.

1. The State Disaster Coordinator, under direction of the Governor, will provide
overall coordination between the state agencies supporting this plan and local
government in conducting emergency operations.

2. In the event an emergency situation is beyond local control, or after the
Governor has declared that a state of emergency exists, the State Disaster
Coordinator, under direction of the Governor, may assume direct operational
control over all or any necessary part of the emergency operations functions
within the state.
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3. The Director, OHS-GEMA, or other duly appointed OHS-GEMA staff member,
will effect overall coordination between the above agencies and coordinate
overall operations from the OHS-GEMA Forward EOC (FEOC) in the event a
state response element is dispatched to the area.

E. The Georgia Department of Natural Resources EPD Representative may
recommend administering a radioprotective drug (thyroid blocking agent) to
emergency workers entering an affected area if release data from the facility
indicates a potential for radiation exposure to the thyroid. (A Memorandum of
Understanding [MOU] between the Environmental Protection Division of. the
Department of Natural Resources and the Division of Public Health of the
Department of Human Resources is in effect. The MOU outlines the procedures
that will be followed in distributing radioprotective drugs to emergency workers.)
This recommendation will be made to the State Disaster Coordinator, who will
assure that this directive Is communicated to local agencies.

1. Radioprotective drugs in quantities sufficient for emergency workers are
prepositioned at Burke County EOC. It is the responsibility of the Burke
County EMA Director to maintain access to the radioprotective drug twenty-
four (24) hours per day.

2. It is the responsibility of OHS-GEMA to maintain a current stock of this drug.

3. In the event the use of the radioprotectiVe drug is authorized for emergency
workers, it is the responsibility of the Burke County Emergency Management
Director to distribute the drug to personnel under his jurisdiction Who may
enter the affected area (reference Annex D, Section F, Paragraph 5.b., for
distribution to state emergency workers).

4. Emergency response personnel may only be allowed to Incur radiation
exposures up to the limits set forth In'the Protective Action Guide for
Emergency Response Personnel in the GA REP, Section VI.G.3. (Emergency
Response Personnel). Exposures up to these limits may only be authorized
.by OHS-GEMA upon receipt of a recommendation from the DNR-EPD
Radiation Emergency Coordinator.

F. Departments/Agencies, Roles and Notification:

1. Burke County Emergency Management Agency will:

a. Be notified by one or more of the following agencies:

(1) Operating staff from Vogtle Electric Generating Plant.
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(2) Office of Homeland Security- Georgia Emergency Management

Agency.

(3) Georgia Department of Natural Resources.

b. Put this plan into effect immediately (reference Attachment A,
Implementation) and, consistent with the Incident classification, activate
the Emergency Operations Center and notify all local governmental and
non-governmental departments and agencies (reference Attachment C,
Roster of Key Emergency. Staff Personnel) supporting emergency
operations to include:

(1) Burke County Emergency Management Agency emergency staff.

(2) Burke County Sheriff's Department.

(3) Burke County and municipal engineering departments.

(4) Burke County Board of Education.

(5) Burke County and City of Waynesboro Fire Departments
(county-wide coverage).

(6) Burke County Health Department.

(7) Burke County Hospital Administrator

(8) Burke County Department of Family and Children Services.

(9) American Red Cross representative.

(10) Area Engineer, Georgia Department of Transportation.

(11) Georgia Forestry Commission, District 3 (Washington).

(12) District Office (Thompson), Georgia Department of Natural
Resources, Law Enforcement Section.

(13) County Agency and Home Economist.

(14) Radio Station WYFA (FM 100.9) and WBBQ (AM 1340 and FM 104.3)

c. Notify all adjacent jurisdictions that are affected by the incident as well as
those that can provide support and assistance.
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d. Coordjnate emergency operations of all local governmental and
non-governmental departments and agencies assigned functional
responsibilities In this plan and procure service support consistent with
requirements and availability of resources.

e. Coordinate with OHS-GEMA, OHS-GEMA Area 3 Field Coordinator, the
state department and agencies supporting this plan and adjacent
jurisdictions on overall emergency operations and service support needs.

f. Prepare radioprotective drugs for distribution to emergency personnel
under local jurisdiction who may enter affected area.

g. In coordination with Plant Vogtle, OHS-GEMA and Georgia Department of
Natural Resources (DNR-EPD), prepare news releases and information to
be disseminated to the public by the news media.

h. Activate the jurisdiction's Emergency Alert System (EAS) Plan (local radio
stations) In accordance with established procedures.

2. Burke County Sheriff s Department will:

a. Be notified by one or more of the following agencies:

(1) Burke County Emergency Management Agency.

(2) Office of Homeland Security - Georgia Emergency Management
Agency.

(3) Georgia Department of Public Safety (GSP Post 21, Sylvania).

b. Notify City of Waynesboro and Sardis Police Departments.

c. Provide security service support at Plant Vogtle if requested.
d. Consistent with protective action directed, effect operations to evacuate

the population from the affected area to reception centers or assist with in-
place sheltering by providing:

(1) Dissemination of warning and emergency information and
communication support.

(2) Traffic control and law enforcement measures.

0
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(3) Area security and control of ingress and egress within affected area
and along evacuation routes.

(4) Surveillance in affected area to determine that all individuals have
been evacuated (reference Attachment H, Evacuation and Sheltering,
Paragraph E).

(5) Surveillance and security to safeguard homes in evacuated area.

e. If in-place sheltering of the population living in the affected area Is
directed, disseminate emergency information to the public on
recommended action and procedures to follow.

f. Provide assistance to the Burke County Board of Education Police in
maintaining area security and law enforcement within the reception and
care center located in Waynesboro.

g. Provide traffic control and law enforcement measures to assist the
evacuated population on returning to their homes upon departure from the
reception and care center and facilities after emergency is over.

h. Maintain communications with the Emergency Operations Center on
operations and support needs and coordinate with the following agencies
on support services:

(1) Cities of Waynesboro and Sardis Police Departments.

(2) Sheriffs' Department from adjacent jurisdictions.

(3) County and municipal engineering departments.

(4) Burke County Hospital.

(5) Georgia Department of Public Safety (GSP Post 21, Sylvania).

(6) Region 3 Office (Thomson), Georgia Department of Natural Resource
Law Enforcement Section.

(7) Georgia Department of Transportation (Area Engineer).

(8) Georgia Forestry Commission (County Ranger).
3. Cities of Waynesboro and Sardis Police Departments will:

a. Be notified by the Burke County Sheriff's Department.
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b. Provide assistance to the Burke County Sheriff's Department in
disseminating warning and emergency information, communications
support, traffic control, law enforcement and area security as needed
during evacuation of population from affected area.

c. Effect operations to move the evacuated population to the reception and

care center located in Waynesboro.

(1) Provide traffic control and law enforcement measures.

(2) Provide and maintain area security within reception and care areas.

d. Provide traffic control and law enforcement measures to assist the
evacuees on movement to traffic routes leading to their homes upon
departure from the reception and care facility. Assist the Burke County
Sheriff's Department in the return movement.

e. Maintain communications with the Emergency Operations Center on
operations and support needs and coordinate with the following agencies
on support services:

(1) Burke County Sheriffs Department.

(2) City Police Department from adjacent jurisdictions.

(3) County and municipal engineering departments.

(4) Georgia Department of Public Safety (GSP Post 21, Sylvania).

(5) Georgia Department of Transportation (Area Engineering).

4. County and Municipal Engineering Departments (Public Works) will:

a. Be notified by the Burke County Emergency Management Agency.

b. Provide assistance to the Burke County Sheriff's Department in
disseminating warning and emergency Information, communications
support, traffic control and area security for evacuation purposes.

c. Effect operations to provide the following services:

(1) Establish road blocks, provide and position route markers and traffic
control signs to support evacuation.
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(2) Equipment and manpower for maintenance and sanitation support at

reception and care center.

(3) Garbage and waste pickup and disposal at reception and care center.

(4) Equipment and manpower for any decontamination measures needed
in area affected by incident.

d. Maintain communications with the Emergency Operations Center on
operations and support needs and coordinate with the following agencies
on support services:

(1) Burke County Sheriff's Department.

(2) Cities of Waynesboro and Sardis Police Departments.

(3) Burke County Health Department.

(4) Burke County Board of Education.

(5) Burke County Department of Family and Children Services.

(6) Georgia Department of Transportation (Area Engineer).

(7) Georgia Department of Public Safety (State patrol personnel in area).

5. Burke County Board of Education will:

a. Be notified by the Burke County Emergency Management Agency.

b. Provide the following services to support emergency operations:

(1) Upon receipt of "Alert" notification from the Burke County Emergency
Operations Center, contact all key emergency personnel to Include
school bus drivers and place them on standby status.

(2) Maintain communications with the principal (shelter manager) at the
school designated as the reception and shelter center. Open center to
receive evacuees when requested by the EMA Director or designee.

(3) Maintain communications with the Burke County Emergency
Operations Center and dispatch representative to center when
requested by the EMA Director or designee.
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(4) Provide security at shelter/reception center.

c. Provide the following resources to support evacuation, reception and care
and food service operations:

(1) School buses with drivers to assist in moving personnel from the area
to be evacuated to reception and care center (Attachment E, EOC,
Emergency Equipment and Service Support, paragraph E.2).

(2) School facility to provide reception center, shelter and feeding services
for the evacuated population (Attachment I, Reception and Care, Table
I-1).

(3) Manpower for shelter management and to augment the reception and
care staff in registering the evacuees, assisting in shelter management
and providing food service support.

d. Maintain communications with the Emergency Operations Center on
operations and support needs and coordinate with the following agencies
on support services:

(1) Burke County Department of Family and Children Services. S
(2) Burke County Health Department.

(3) County and municipal engineering departments.

(4) Burke County Sheriff's Department.

(5) Cities of Waynesboro, Sardis and Midville Police Departments.

(6) American Red Cross.
(7) United States Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Stabilization and

Conservation Service, County Agent and Home Economist.

(8) State Department of Education.

6. Burke County Fire Department will:

a. Be notified by the Burke County Emergency Management Agency.

b. Provide the following services to support emergency operations:
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(1) Provide fire service support at Plant Vogtle if requested (Burke County
Fire Department only).

(2) Assist the Burke County Sheriffs Department in dissemination of
warning and emergency information and provides communications
support.

(3) Provide fire surveillance and suppression service in the reception and
care service center area.

(4) Provide decontamination service in area affected by the incident and at
vehicle decontamination point near Reception Center.

c. Maintain communications with the Emergency Operations Center on
operations and support needs and coordinate with the following agencies
on support services:

(1) Burke County Sheriffs Department.

(2) Cities of Waynesboro and Sardis Police Departments.

(3) Burke County Board of Education.

(4) Burke County Department of Family and Children Services.

(5) Burke County Health Department.

(6) Georgia Forestry Commission (County Ranger).

(7) Fire departments from adjacent jurisdictions.

7. Burke County Health Department will:

a. Be notified by one or more of the following agencies:

(1) Burke County Emergency Management Agency

(2) Georgia Department of Human Resources.
b. Provide the following services to support emergency operations in the

reception and care center

(1) Health service and disease prevention and control measures.

(2) Sanitation services, personal hygiene and waste disposal.
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(3) Procurement of public health service support.

(4) Perform radiation surveys of evacuees for radioactive material

contamination and record results.

(5) Decontamination of personnel utilizing proper techniques.

c. Coordinate with and assist the Georgia Department of Natural Resources
on radiological protection procedures to include:

(1) Identifying health hazards resulting from intake of contaminated food
and water (DNR-EPD) will coordinate with the Georgia Department of
Agriculture on food products.

(2) Providing copies of the recorded radiation survey results.

d. Coordinate with the EMA Director or designee and the Department of
Family and Children Services on assisting with the evacuation of
handicapped personnel living within the Plume Exposure Pathway EPZ.

e. Ensure necessary health orders, restrictions anhd emergency information
to the evacuees housed in reception and care facility, as Well as the
general population of Burke .County to include:

(1) Disease prevention and control measures.

(2) Sanitation and waste disposal.

(3) Safe food and water supply.

f. Maintain communications with the Emergency Operations Center on
operations and support needs and coordinate with the following agencies
on support services:

(1) Georgia Department of Human Resources

(2) Burke County Department of Family and Children Services.

(3) Burke County Hospital Administrator.

(4) Burke County Emergency Medical Service (includes personnel and
vehicles).
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(5) Burke County Board of Education.

(6) Burke County Sheriffs Department.

(7) United States Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service, County Agent and Home Economist.

(8) State and local Emergency Management Radiological Protection
Officers (RPOs).

8. Burke County Hospital will:

a. Be notified by one or more of the following agencies:

(1) Burke County Emergency Management Agency.

(2) Burke County Health Department.

b. Provide the following services to support an emergency:

(1) Primary facility for the treatment of off-site victims of a radiological
accident, including the contaminated injured (see Attachment A,
Implementation, paragraphs C.2 and C.3).

(2) In-patient hospital care and hospital facility support.

(3) Coordination with emergency medical service support (personnel and
vehicles).

(4) Professional medical service support in reception and care service
facility.

(5) Procurement of additional medical practitioners and medical service
support as necessary.

c. Maintain communications with- the Emergency Operations Center on
operations and support needs and coordinate with the following agencies
on support services:

(1) Burke County Health Department

(2) Georgia Department of Human Resources.

(3) Burke County Department of Family and Children Services.
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(4) Local medical professionals (MDs, RNs, LPNs).

(5) Hospitals from adjacent jurisdictions to Include Doctor's Hospital in
Augusta (secondary medical care facility for off-site victims of a
radiological accident, including the contaminated injured).

(6) Emergency Medical Service Technicians.

(7) Burke County Sheriffs Department.

9. Burke County Emergency Medical Service will:

a. Be notified by one or more of the following agencies:

(1) Burke County Emergency Management Agency (911).

(2) Alvin W. Vogtle Electric Generating Plant.

b. *Provide the following services to support emergency operations:

(1) Medical assistance at Plant Vogtle is requested. 0
(2) Assist In warning of the public as requested.

(3) Evacuate non-ambulatory persons from affected area.

(4) Respond as necessary to emergency calls within the 10-mile EPZ.

(5) Provide medical support at Reception Center and shelter area.

0 (6) Maintain emergency medical service support within the community.

c. Maintain communications with Emergency Operations Center on
operations and support needs and coordinate with the following agencies
on support services:

(1) Burke County Health Department.

(2) Burke County Sheriff's Department.

(3) Burke County Hospital.

(4) Doctor's Hospital in Augusta.
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(5) Hospitals and Emergency Medical Service units from adjacent

jurisdictions.

10. Burke County Department of Family and Children Services will:

a. Be notified by one or more of the following agencies:

(1) Burke County Emergency Management Agency.

(2) Burke County Health Department.

(3) Georgia Department of Human Resources.

b. Assist with reception and care operations and social service support for
the evacuees in reception and care service facility (see Attachment H).

(1) Coordinate with the Burke County Board of Education to determine
that the school designated as reception center and/or reception and
care facility has been opened.

(2) Coordinate with the Shelter Manager on overall operations and provide
staff assistance at reception center to register evacuees upon arrival
and further assign the evacuees to lodging sections. Maintain records
of all assignments.

(3) Provide social and welfare services to support the evacuees housed in
the reception and care facility.

(4) Coordinate with Burke County Health Department on health service,
disease prevention and control and sanitation service support.

(5) Coordinate with the EMA Director or designee and the County Health
Department on assisting with the evacuation of handicapped personnel
living within the Plume Exposure Pathway EPZ.

(6) Coordinate with the County Agency and Home Economist, United
States Department of Agriculture (USDA), Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Services (ASCS), the Food Service Coordinator, Burke
County Board of Education and the American Red Cross on procuring
food and maintaining feeding services for the evacuees.
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c. Maintain communications with the Emergency Operations Center on
operations and support needs and coordinate with the following agencies
on support services:

(1) Department of Family and Children Services Region Director (resource

staff support).

(2) Burke County Board of Education.

(3) Burke County Health Department.

(4) County Agent, Home Economist, USDA and ASCS.

(5) Burke County Hospital.

(6) American Red Cross.

(7) Local nursing homes.

11. American Red Cross will:

a. Be notified by Burke County Emergency Management Agency. 0
b. Provide shelter, welfareand feeding services for evacuees consistent with

needs.

c. Maintain coordination with Emergency Operations Center on service
support and operations.

12. Georgia State Department of Public Safety (GSP Post 21, Sylvania) will:

a. Be notified by one or more of the following agencies:

(1) Georgia State Department of Public Safety Headquarters.

(2) Office of Homeland Security - Georgia Emergency Management
Agency.

(3) Burke County Emergency Management Agency.

(4) Burke County Sheriff's Department.

b. Provide the following services to support emergency operations:
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(1) Traffic control, area security and control ingress and egress in area

affected by the incident and along evacuation routes.

(2) Communication, warning and dissemination of emergency information.

c. Assist the Burke County Sheriffs Department in evacuating the affected
areas, moving the evacuees to reception center and providing surveillance
and security in evacuated area as well as reception and care areas.

d. Carry out emergency operations consistent with primary and support
functional responsibilities assigned in the Georgia Emergency Operations
Plan in event the Governor declares that a state of emergency exists in
the area and/or determines operational requirements exceed local
capability.

e. Maintain coordination with the following agencies on emergency operation
and service support:

(1) OHS-GEMA and OHS-GEMA Area 3 Field Coordinator.

(2) Various state law enforcement agencies providing support services.

(3) Burke County Sheriffs Department.

13. Georgia State Department of Transportation (Area Engineer) will:

a. Be notified by one or more of the following agencies:

(1) Georgia Department of Transportation Headquarters or Division Office.

(2) Office of Homeland Security - Georgia Emergency Management
Agency.

(3) Georgia Department of Public Safety.

(4) Burke County Emergency Management Agency.

b. Provide the following services to support emergency operations:

(1) Establish road net and road use procedures.

(2) Position traffic control signs and route markers and establish road
blocks/barricades to control ingress and egress in affected areas and
to maintain effective evacuation and return.
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(3) Communication, warning and dissemination of information.

c. Render assistance to city/county public works departments.

d. Provide heavy equipment and manpower resources as needed.

e. Carry out emergency operations consistent with primary and support
functional responsibilities assigned in the Georqia Emergency Operations
Plan in event the Governor declares a state of emergency in the area
and/or determines operational requirements exceed local capability.

f. Maintain coordination with the following agencies on emergency
operations and service support:

(1) OHS-GEMA and OHS-GEMA Area 3 Field Coordinator.

(2) Various state agencies providing support services.

(3) Burke County Emergency Operations Center.

(4) County and municipal engineering departments.

(5) Burke County Sheriffs Department.

14. Health District-6 will:

a. Be notified by one or more of the following agencies:

(1) Burke County Health Department.

(2) Burke County Emergency Management Agency.

(3) Georgia Department of Human Resources.

b. Provide support services to the Burke County Health Department, if
requested, at reception and care facilities and in the community to include:

(1) Providing medical service support by public- health nurses to assess
* the physical status of evacuees..

(2) Ensuring a safe food and water supply.
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-(3) Providing health services and disease prevention and control

measures.

(4) Providing sanitation services, personal hygiene and waste disposal.

(5) Providing mental health services and professional counseling to
evacuees.

c. Maintain communications with the OHS-GEMA State Operations Center
(Atlanta) and the Forward Emergency Operating Center (near site).

15. Georgia Department of Human Resources will:

a. Be notified by one or more of the following agencies:

(1) Office of Homeland Security - Georgia Emergency Management
Agency.

(2) Georgia Department of Natural Resources, Environmental Protection
Division.

b. Provide health and social services resources to Health District-6
consistent with the primary and support functional responsibilities
assigned in the Georgia Emergency Operations Plan, Emergency Support
Function (ESF) 8, Health and Medical, if the Governor declares a state of
emergency exists and/or determines operational requirements exceed
local capability.

c. Provide health services to support emergency operations to include:

(1) Responding with and manpower resources, as required, to incidents at
the Plant Vogtle Nuclear Facility.

(2) Providing information, assistance and guidance in conjunction with
DNR and Agriculture on health hazards and safety precautions relative
to:

(a) Food and water quality in area affected by nuclear incident;

(b) Providing guidance and instructions to appropriate local and state
officials on the issuance and use of Potassium Iodide for the
emergency workers.
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d. Provide representation at the State Operations Center (Atlanta) and the
Georgia Forward Emergency Operations Center (near site) to coordinate
delivery of services listed in paragraphs b. and c. above and to provide
status reports to appropriate governmental representatives at these
operations centers.

16. Georgia Department of Natural Resources (Region 3 Office-Thomson) will:

a. Be notified by one or more of the following agencies:

(1) Georgia Department of Natural Resources Headquarters.

(2) Office of Homeland Security - Georgia Emergency Management
Agency.

(3) Burke County Emergency Management Agency.

b. Carry out emergency operations consistent with primary and support
functional responsibilities assigned In the Georgia Emergency Operations
Plan in the event the Governor declares a state of emergency and/or
determines operational requirements exceed local capability.

c. Maintain coordination with the following agencies on emergency
operations and service support:

(1) Office of Homeland Security - Georgia Emergency Management

Agency.

(2) Vogtle Electric Generating Plant.

(3) Various state agencies providing support services.

(4) Burke County Emergency Operations Center.

(5) Appropriate federal agencies.

The DNR Law Enforcement Section (District Office-Thompson) will:

a. Assist in traffic control, area security, communications, warning and
dissemination of emergency information.

b. Conduct water patrol activities in affected area to evacuate fishermen,
hunters, campers, etc. from the area.
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c. Establish boundaries and place restrictions upon entry by water into the

affected area.

d. Enforce all laws relative to conduct of effective operations.

The Department of Natural Resources Environmental Protection Division (in
Atlanta) will:

a. Respond with equipment and manpower resources, as required, to
incidents at the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant.

b. Make technical assessments of radiological conditions and make

recommendations pertaining to protective actions to include:

(1) Assessment of radiation levels in the area affected by the incident.

(2) Assessment of radioactive contamination of personnel, food and water
supply.

(3) Establishment of decontamination procedures.

(4) Conducting radiological monitoring operations.

(5) Restriction on the use of contaminated water supplies.

17. Georgia Forestry Commission (District Office) will:

a. Be notified by one or more of the following agencies:

(1) Georgia Forestry Commission Headquarters.

(2) Office of Homeland Security - Georgia Emergency Management
Agency.

(3) Burke County Emergency Management Agency.

b. Provide the following services to support emergency operations:

(1) Assist in evacuation, area security, communications, waming and
dissemination of emergency information.

(2) Fire surveillance and suppression service.
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(3) Air and land transportation.

(4) Disposal equipment and personnel.

c. Carry out emergency operations consistent with primary and support
functional responsibilities assigned in the Georgia Emergency Operations
Plan In the event the Governor declares that a state of emergency exists
and/or determines operational requirements exceed local capability.

d. Maintain coordination with the following agencies on emergency

operations and service support:

(1) OHS-GEMA and OHS-GEMA Area 3 Field Coordinator.

(2) Various state agencies providing support services.

(3) Burke County Emergency Operations Center.

(4) Burke County Sheriffs Department.

(5) Cities of Waynesboro and Sardis Fire Departments.

18. Georgia Department of Agriculture (District Office, Thomson) will:

a. Be notified by one or more of the following agencies:

(1) Office of Homeland Security - Georgia Emergency Management
Agency.

(2) Burke County Emergency Management Agency.

b. Provide the following services to support emergency operations:

(1) Emergency provisions for petroleum and fuel.

(2) Food inspection.

c. In conjunction with the Georgia Departments of Human Resources and
Natural Resources, issue necessary orders and restrictions to safeguard
the health and well being of the population.

(1) Condemn and seize foods that are unwholesome or unsafe for human
consumption. A
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(2) Restrict feeding certain foodstuff to farm animals to prevent
contamination of food by-products.

(3) Restrict growing crops for human consumption and for animal feed in
unsafe areas.

d. Maintain coordination with the County Agent, USDA and ASCS offices.

e. Carry out emergency operations consistent with primary and support
functional responsibilities assigned in Georgia Emergency Operations
Plan in the event the Governor declares that a state of emergency exists
and/or determines operational requirements exceed local capability.

f. Maintain coordination with the following agencies on emergency
operations and service support:

(1) Office of Homeland Security-Georgia Emergency Management

Agency.

(2) Various state agencies providing support services.

(3) Burke County Emergency Operations Center.

(4) Burke County Health Department.

(5) County Agent, USDA and ASCS offices.

19. USDA and ASCS offices in Burke County, to include County Agent will:

a. Be notified by one or more of the following agencies:

(1) Office of Homeland Security - Georgia Emergency Management
Agency.

(2) Georgia Department of Agriculture.

(3) Georgia Department of Human Resources.

(4) Burke County Emergency Management Agency.

b. Provide service support consistent with the emergency situation,
assistance requested and guidelines relative to federal disaster assistance
programs. General areas administered by USDA and relative to a nuclear
incident emergency situation include:
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(1) Crop loss.

(2) Emergency conservation measures.

(3) Emergency livestock feed.

(4) General assistance information (County Agent, USDA).

(5) Emergency food stamps (USDA Food and Nutrition Service).

c. Maintain coordination with the following agencies:

(1) Office of Homeland Security ?- Georgia Emergency Management
Agency.

(2) Burke County Emergency Management Agency.

(3) Georgia Department of Agriculture.

(4) Georgia Department of Natural Resources.

(5) Appropriate federal agencies.

20. Radio station WYFA (FM 100.9) in Waynesboro and WBBQ (AM '1340 and
FM 104.3) in Augusta will:

a. Be notified by one or more of the following agencies:

(1) Burke County Emergency Management Agency.

(2) Office of Homeland Security- Georgia Emergency Management
Agency.

(3) Georgia Department of Natural Resources.

b. In coordination with local governmental officials, Burke County Emergency
Management Agency, Office of Homeland Security - Georgia Emergency
Management Agency, Department of Natural Resources, Environmental
Protection Division and officials from Plant Vogtle, and in accordance with
Attachment J, Emergency Information, provide the following services to
support emergency operations:

C.
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(1) Broadcast all alert warnings, emergency information, instructions and
pertinent information requiring timely and expeditious dissemination.

(2) Broadcast emergency information and instructions to the populace to
ensure their support and assistance.

(3) Broadcast instructions and information relative to recovery operations.

c. Maintain communications with the Burke County Emergency Operations
Center on operations and coordinate with the following agencies to
provide service support and release information:

(1) Office of Homeland Security - Georgia Emergency Management

Agency.

(2) Burke County Emergency Management Agency.

(3) Georgia Department of Natural Resources.

(4) Vogtle Electric Generating Plant.

In the event local Emergency Alert System (EAS) (local radio station) stations
must be activated, the EMA Director or designee will activate the stations in
accordance with procedures outlined in the jurisdiction's Emergency Alert
System Plan.

VI. DIRECTION AND CONTROL

A. Direction and control to initiate action and conduct emergency operations
necessary to protect the population of Burke County from the effects of a nuclear
incident occurring at the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant will be exercised by the
Chairman, Burke County Board of Commissioners. In his absence, the duly
appointed representative from the elected county government will exercise
direction and control.

B. When local resources are clearly not adequate to deal with the emergency
created by the nuclear incident, or the incident is of such magnitude the
Governor may declare a state of emergency or disaster and direct execution of
the Georgia Emergency Operations Plan, whereby heads of state departments or
agencies will execute emergency service functions assigned in the Governors
Executive Order and Exhibit D listed in the plan.

C. Direction and control of state emergency management operations will be
exercised by the Governor through the Director, OHS-GEMA, in his role as State
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Disaster Coordinator. All state department and agencies and local governmental
emergency services mobilized pursuant to this plan will be coordinated by the
State Disaster Coordinator to assure maximum response and efficient use of
personnel and other resources. In the event the emergency situation is beyond
local control, the State Disaster Coordinator (Director, OHS-GEMA), under the

.direction of the Governor, may assume direct operational control over all or any
necessary part of the emergency operations functions.

D. This plan will be reviewed, updated or revised on an annual basis, or as
otherwise required. All changes will be dated by page, added to plan and
recorded on Record of Changes included in Annex D.

E. The various departments/agencies of local government supporting this plan will

develop Standing Operating Procedures to support functional assignments.

VII. EFFECTIVE DATE

This plan is effective Immediately and will be activated upon direction of the
Chairman, Burke County Board of Commissioners.
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ATTACHMENTS:

A - Implementation

B - Operational Relationships Among County Response Organizations

C - Roster of Key Emergency Staff Personnel

D -Affected Area
(Map 1, Plume Exposure Pathway EPZ and Evacuation Zones)
(Table D-1, Geographical Boundaries of Evacuation Zones)
(Table D-2, Population Distribution Within Plume Exposure Pathway EPZ)

E - EOC, Emergency Equipment and Service Support

F - Communications

G -Notification and Warning

H -Evacuation and Sheltering
(Map 2, Evacuation Routes, Traffic Control Points, Boat Landings, Reception
Center, Hospital and EOC Locations)
(Table H-I, Key Global Positioning System Locations)
(Table H-2, Primary Evacuation Routes and Traffic Control Points)
(Table H-3, EPZ Vehicle Totals/Total Evacuation Time Estimates)

I - Reception and Care
(Table I, Reception and Care Facility Capacities)

J - Emergency Information

K - Training and Exercises
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ATTACHMENT A

IMPLEMENTATION

A. Activation of Radiological Emergency Plan

This plan will be activated by the Burke County Emergency ManagementAgency
(EMA) Director or his designee upon receipt of notification from officials at Plant
Vogtle and/or Office of OHS-GEMA that an incident has occurred at Plant Vogtle.

1. The EMA Director will initiate emergency operations in accordance with the
incident classification.

2. If .the situation dictates, the Director will fully activate the Burke County
Emergency Operations Center (EOC) and contact members of the key
emergency staff by telephone, radio or pagers and if necessary by personal
contact.

3. The staff personnel will'report to the EOC and Initiate emergency response
activities consistent with the incident classification and recommend protective
measuresfor the health and safety of the population within the area affected by
the incident.

.4. When deemed necessary, the EMA Director will dispatch a representative to
Plant Vogtle's near site Emergency Operations Facility (EOF) to coordinate initial
off-site response activities and serve in liaison capacity.

5. The Public Information Officer assigned to the Joint Media Center located at
Burke County Office Park will normally report to the center when a Site Area
Emergency is declared or sooner if directed by the EMA Director.

6. The EMA Director will develop and maintain a twelve (12) hour shift roster for key
staff personnel. Department/agency personnel will be assigned to shifts and/or
operate on day-to-day shift schedules.

B. Notification of the Public

In the event an incident occurs at Plant Vogtle that poses a threat to the safety of
people living in the Plume Exposure Pathway EPZ Within Burke County, plant
officials will notify the Burke County Emergency Management Agency and OHS-
GEMA and recommend the necessary protective actions.

l
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1. The Prompt Notification System (PNS) will be activated in accordance with OHS-
GEMA SOP 3-5 (Parts A and B, NOAA Weather Radio with a tone alert and
voice message, and the backup siren system), and the public will be provided
emergency information and Instructions In accordance with Attachment J,
Emergency Information.

2. Consistent with an accident classification, the EMA Director will activate the
Emergency Alert System (EAS) (local radio station) Plan and have additional.
information and instructions broadcast to the public (reference Attachment J,
Paragraph G).

3. In the event that officials from Burke County desire to initiate protective action
measures, the Burke County EMA Director, acting upon direction from local
elected officials, will initiate action to activate the Prompt Notification System in
accordance with OHS-GEMA SOP 3-5. (See Attachment G, Notification and
Warning.)

C. Response

Response will begin at. the time the Radiological Emergency Plan and Emergency
Operations Center are activated as described above In Section A of this attachment.

1. The primary medical facility for the care of off-site victims of an :incident at Plant
Vogtle, including the contaminated injured, will be Burke County Hospital in
Waynesboro, Georgia. Should the capacity of this facility be exceeded, the
secondary medical facility for the care of these victims will be Doctors Hospital
located on Wheeler Road in Augusta, Georgia (for procedures relative to use of
primary and secondary medical facilities, see Annex D, Section F).

2. In the event a radiation accident victim requires more definitive.care than can be
provided at the primary or secondary facility, he may be transported to the Oak
Ridge Associated Universities Medical Division, Oak Ridge Hospital of the
Methodist Church (ORHMC), Oak Ridge, Tennessee (reference Annex D,
Section F for telephone numbers).

3. If fire, emergency medical and security service support is needed at the plant
site, plant officials will contact the Burke County EOCand request assistance.

4. The Burke County Emergency Management staff, all local governmental
departmentlagency personnel and EMA volunteers assigned functional and
support responsibilities in this plan will respond to the incident under direction
and/or coordination of the Burke County EMA Director.
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5. Overall direction and control to initiate action and conduct emergency operations
will be exercised in accordance with this plan, the Burke County Emergency
Operations Plan and Georgia Emernency Operations Plan.

D. Public Information

Dissemination of information to the public and the news media will be coordinated
and controlled by the Public Affairs and Public Information Officers from Georgia
Power, OHS-GEMA and Burke County Emergency Management Agency operating
out of the designated Joint Media Center at the Burke County Office Park. These
officials will obtain first hand Information from the individuals in charge of the various
response activities and disseminate the information to the press and public through
regularly scheduled press releases or as otherwise required (reference Attachment
J, Emergency Information).

E. Protective Actions

1. Evacuation

*The decision to evacuate the population from an area affected by an incident at
Plant Vogtle will originate from the Chairman, Burke County Board of
Commissioners, if, upon recommendations from Plant Vogtle officials, he deems

•the situation to be an immediate threat to the citizens of Burke County.
.,Otherwise, the Chairman will base his decision upon advice and guidance from
the OHS-GEMA, consistent with recommendation from the Environmental
Protection Division, Georgia Department of Natural Resources (reference GA
REP, Section VI.G.).

2. Sheltering

The decision to shelter the population in an area affected by an incident at Plant
Vogtle will originate from the Chairman, Burke County Board of Commissioners
in coordination with officials from Plant Vogtle, Office of Homeland Security -

-Georgia Emergency Management Agency and Environmental Protection
Division, Georgia Department of Natural Resources (reference GA REP, Section
VI.G.).

3. Radioprotective Drugs

If the release data received from the facility indicated a potential for hazardous
exposure to the thyroid, a recommendation to administer a radioprotective drug
to all emergency workers entering the affected area may be given. This
recommendation will be made to the State Disaster Coordinator by the Georgia
Department of Natural Resources' EPD Representative. (See Section V.,
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Responsibilities, E). The State Disaster Coordinator or his representative, acting
in behalf of the Governor, will ensure that this directive is communicated to the
state and local agencies involved.

4. Radiological Exposure Control

a. Field monitoring operations may initially be conducted by Burke County
Emergency Management Agency until state agency monitoring support
arrives. At that time, the local teams will join state agency teams for
continuation of monitoring operations. Prior to arrival of state agency teams,
the local monitoring teams may collect and report data to the Burke County
EOC for relay to DNR-EPD.

b. Personnel engaged In emergency response activities that may lead to
radiation exposures will be provided pocket dosimeters. Generally, these will
be the self-reading, low range and high range dosimeters. TLDs will be used
as well. Personnel engaged in field monitoring operations will use equipment
designed for taking environmental direct radiation readings, soil and
vegetation samples and air samples. Generally, only low range survey meter
(0-50 mr/hr) will be used for monitoring personnel and vehicles.

c. All emergency personnel entering the affected area will carry "exposure
control forms" to record exposure received .while operating .in this area.
These forms will be returned to the Burke County EMA Radiation Officer upon
return from the area. A continuous .24-hour per day capability. will be
maintained to determine doses received by emergency response personnel,
Including volunteers.

d. Exposure control and contamination guidelines will be in accordance with
Protective Action Guides (PAGs) for emergency response personnel as listed
in the GA REP.

e. Dosimetry kits developed for use by personnel entering the affected area will
contain appropriate criteria and instructions for exposure control and reporting
procedures, contamination, decontamination procedures and location of
decontamination areas for personnel, equipment and vehicles.

F. Reentry and Recovery

Reentry and recovery operations will be initiated only when plant officials verify that
the emergency situation has been eliminated and state officials, acting on their field
data, ascertain that there is no longer a threat to the health and safety of persons
living nearby. Local officials will maintain coordination with OHS-GEMA on the
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situation, and decisions will be made in accordance with Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA) Protective Action Guidelines (PAGs).

G. Supporting Plans and Documents

1. This plan will be implemented and executed in accordance with the authority of
state laws as listed in the GA REP, Section II, and county and municipal laws as
listed in Section III of this plan.

2. This plan will be executed within the organizational and functional parameters of

the following supporting state and local plans:

(a) Burke County Emergency Operations Plan.

(b) State of Georgia Emergency Operations Plan.

* (c) State of Georgia Radiological Emergency Plan (GA REP).

(d) State of Georgia Radiological Emergency Plan, Annex D (Plant Vogtle).

H. Distribution

The Burke County Emergency Management Agency office will maintain a list of all
parties receiving a copy of this plan and will, as necessary, furnish all addresses with
changes or revisions to the plan.
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ATTACHMENT B

OPERATIONAL RELATIONSHIPS AMONG COUNTY RESPONSE ORGANIZATIONS

----------------- PLANT VOGTLE

HSGE ------- CUT

I II

I°s E t .... oIE

NOTE:

Operational Link

Coordination Link
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ATTACHMENT C
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ATTACHMENT D

AFFECTED AREA

A. In the event that a major incident should occur at the Vogtle Electric
Generating Plant, it is envisioned that an area 10 miles in radius from the
plant site could possibly be affected. This area is known as the Plume
Exposure Pathway Emergency Planning Zone (EPZ). Weather and wind
conditions will play a major role In the direction, distance and lateral spread
that a plume may extend when drifting from the plant site. Normally, the
lateral pattern will spread wider as the down wind movement increases.

The total area of the Plume Exposure Pathway EPZ that extends Into
Burke County has been divided into zones having readily identifiable
boundaries (highways, roads, rivers). Each zone is identified with a letter
system. Protective action measures (sheltering or evacuation) will be
based on this zone scheme and will be transmitted to local authorities and
the general public accordingly. Radiation protection operations can
readily determine which zones are affected by an incident at the plant,
thus providing reliable information and instructions to the population living
in the affected area. Evacuation and/or restrictions would normally be
directed only within the boundaries of the zones determined to be affected
by the incident.

B. The portion of Burke County that is In the Plume Exposure Pathway EPZ
is depicted on Map 1. There are eleven zones located in the county. The
approximate two-mile radius around the plant that extends into Burke
County is Included on Zone A. Zones B-5 through F-5 includes the
approximate two to five mile radius and Zones B-10 through F-10 includes
the approximate five to ten mile radius. Geographical boundaries of each
zone are listed in Table D-1.

The Plume Exposure Pathway EPZ consists primarily of a rural farming
area with no concentrated population centers, recreational areas (except
fishing and hunting sites near and along the Savannah River), and hotel or
tourists centers. Most of the traffic on the road nets within the area is local
residents and Plant Vogtle personnel. Georgia Highway 23 is the major
roadway through the area and is located beyond the five-mile radius.
There are no schools or Institutions within the EPZ. Throughout the area
are several commercial establishments (convenience stores). Population
studies indicate that transient population is minimal within the area.
Population distribution for general public, transient population and Plant
Vogtle site work force are listed in Table D-2.
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TABLE D-1

GEOGRAPHICAL BOUNDARIES OF EVACUATION ZONES

A
Northeast Savannah River
Southeast, south/southwest and west-northwest

B-5

2-mile boundary

North
West
Southwest
South
Southeast
Northeast

2-mile boundary
Ebenezer Church Road
Georgia Highway 23
Chance Road
Griffin's Landing Road
Savannah River

B-1 0
Northwest Griffin's Landing Road
West Dixon Road and east boundary, City of Girard
Southwest Stoney Bluff Road
Southeast 10-mile boundary, Royal Road and then 10-mile boundary
Northeast Savannah River
(Includes Brigham and Griffin Landings)

C-5 "
Northwest
Southwest
East
(Includes the

Jack DeLaigle Road
.Georgia Highway 23
Ebenezer Church Road and then 2-mile boundary

Plant Vogtle Recreation Area)

C-10
North Georgia Highway 23, Chance Road and then Griffin Landing Road
West Buck Road, Briar Creek Road and Georgia Highway 23
South Johnson Road, Ellison Bridge Road, Murray Hill Road and then

10-mile boundary
Northeast Stoney Bluff Road
East East boundary, City of Girard and Dixon Road
(Includes the Town of Girard)

D-5
North
West
South
Southeast
East

Hancock Landing Road
Hancock Landing Road and Thomas Road
Thomas Road
Jack DeLaigle Road
2-mile boundary
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TABLE D-1 (continued)

D-10
North Thomas Road, then Jack DeLaigle Road and Georgia Highway 23
Northwest Hancock Landing Road and Botsford Church Road
West Seven Oak Road, Thompson Bridge Road and Hatcher Mill Road
South West Quaker Road, Gordon Road and Tom Bargereon Road
East Georgia Highway 23, Briar Creek Road and Buck Road
(Includes the Boll Weevil Plantation)

E-5
North Ben Hatcher Road and River Road
East 2-mile boundary
South Hancock Landing Road
Southwest Nathaniel Howard Road
(Includes the DeLaigle Trailer Park)

E-10
Northeast Nathaniel Howard Road
North Ben Hatcher Road, Georgia Highway 23 and Georgia Highway.80
West 10-mile boundary
South Bates Road and Thompson Bridge Road
East Seven oak Road
Southeast .Botsford Church Road and Hancock Landing Road
(Includes a portion of the Shell Bluff Community)

F-5
North Savannah River
East Savannah River
West 5-mile boundary and River Road
South River Road and 2-mile boundary

F-10
Northeast Savannah River
North Richmond County Line
West 10-mile boundary and Georgia Highway 23
South Ben Hatcher Road
East . River Road and 5-mile boundary
(Includes Shell Bluff Landing and a portion of the Shell Bluff Community)

0
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TABLE D-2

BURKE COUNTY
POPULATION DISTRIBUTION WITHIN PLUME EXPOSURE PATHWAY EPZ*

PERMANENT POPULATION

ZONE POPULATION
A 94

B-5 81
C-5 40
D-5 77
E-5 109
F-5 172

B-10 265
C-10 749
D-10 618
E-10 518
F-10 425

TOTAL 3148

EPZ MILES POPULATION
0to2 94
2 to 5 479
5 to 10 2575
TOTAL 3148

* Population count in the Plume Exposure Pathway EPZ within Burke County Is under
continuous review by officials from the Southern Nuclear Operating Company as well as
local authorities.

TRANSIENT POPULATION

The transient population in the Burke County portion of the Plume Exposure Pathway EPZ
is comprised of non-resident (1) hunters, fishermen, other sportsmen. (Most of this activity
is near the four public and private landings identified on Map 2. The roads that lead to the
landings are the only means for access to the river due to existence of massive swamp
areas elsewhere); (2) motorists passing through the areas; (3) employees working in the
area (i.e., the Vogtle work force, farmers and forestry workers) and (4) individuals making
occasional brief visits to attend church, the Plant Vogtle Visitors Center, commercial
establishments or other such reasons.
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TABLE D-2 (continued)

R1 - Shell Bluff 50

R2 - Hancock 50

R3 - Griffin's 50

R4 - Brigham's 50

Total 200

The above population data is based on fall weekend periods during the
hunting season (normally mid-September through early January). Law
enforcement officials estimate that this figure would be one-half or less during
the remainder of year.

WORK FORCE AT PLANT VOGTLE

The Plant Vogtle site employment is approximately 500 for normal daytime operations.
There is a variance from time to time because of outages, etc. Plant Vogtle personnel will
keep Burke County EMA apprised of employment figures during an emergency.

INSTITUTIONAL POPULATION

There are no schools or institutions located with the Plume Exposure Pathway
Emergency Planning Zone.

0!
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ATTACHMENT E

EOC, EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT AND SERVICE SUPPORT

A. The Burke County EOC located on Perimeter Road in Waynesboro. provides
adequate space, communications and supporting equipment to allow local
governments and the OHS-GEMA FEOC, co-located with the EOC, to conduct
sustained operations during an emergency situation.

B. An inventory of equipment, vehicles and communication support systems housed in
or located at the EOC is maintained by the Burke County EMA. In addition, all
governmental and volunteer agencies maintain an inventory list of equipment and
supplies necessary for the day to day activities and sustained emergency operations.

C. Additional radiological monitoring and protective equipment for support is available
from various state agencies.

D. Locally held radiological monitoring equipment is exchanged for refurbishment on an

annual basis.

E. General Inventory, Local Governments (Municipal and County)

F. Maintenance of Equipment and Vehicles

1. All locally held and owned equipment and vehicles are employed daily in
routine performance of assigned responsibilities and, therefore, kept
.operationally ready. Those items of equipment used on an infrequent basis are
checked for operational readiness quarterly.

2. The Burke County Public Works Department maintains equipment and vehicles
owned by Burke County. Special repair needs are done on contract basis.

3. The Burke County Board of Education maintains all buses and equipment at the
bus maintenance shop.

4. The municipal governments maintain respective vehicles and equipment at

local maintenance shops or on contract basis.

G. Mutual Aid Support From Adjacent Jurisdictions

1. Burke County Sheriffs Department.
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a.. Richmond County Police Department.

b. Jefferson County Sheriffs Department.

c. Emanuel County Sheriff's Department.

d. Jenkins County Sheriff's Department.

e. Screven County Sheriffs Department.

2. Burke County Emergency Management Agency

a. Richmond County Emergency Management Agency.

b. Jefferson County Emergency Management Agency.

c. Emanuel County Emergency Management Agency.

d. Screven County Emergency Management Agency.

3. Hospital and emergency medical service support is available from all above
jurisdictions. Common communications on statewide hospital/emergency
medical service is available.

4. As appropriate, training will be conducted for personnel providing support
service within the Plume Exposure Pathway EPZ. Otherwise, use of support
service personnel will be limited to normal day-to-day functional assignments.

H. Wrecker Service

1 . Service is available from the private sector on 24-hour basis. Listings are
maintained in the Burke County EOC.

2. Burke County Public Works Department will provide equipment to maintain
roadway clearance as needed. The Georgia Department of Transportation will
provide assistance when requested.

S
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ATTACHMENT F

COMMUNICATIONS

A. The Burke County Emergency Management Agency can be contacted 24 hours daily
through either regular telephone , OHS-GEMA statewide radio network, Burke
County Sheriff's Department/ICC radio network, (ENN) by OHS-GEMA, Plant Vogtle
and SRS officials (dedicated circuit), Burke County EMA radio network and the State
Fire Mutual Aid Radio Network or State HEAR (EMS)...

B. The primary means of communication among local governments and respective
department/agency personnel .within the Plume Exposure Pathway EPZ are
telephone and each department/agency radio network link with the EMA EOC. If the
primary communications links are unavailable for use, the OHS-GEMA statewide
radio network and/or the Sheriffs/ICC radio network are available for backup
communications.

1. The Burke County Emergency Management Agency and Sheriffs Department
are linked to the OHS-GEMA SOC by above channels.

2. When the OHS-GEMA FEOC is activated, Burke County EMA will be linked
with the FEOC by all above channels. The FEOC will be linked to DNR
Radiological Field Team radio networks.

C. To ensure rapid notification of an incident, Plant Vogtle officials will use the ENN
installed between the site and the OHS-GEMA SOC and the Burke County EOC.
Burke County EMA radio network will serve as a backup channel between Plant
Vogtle EOF and Burke County EOC.

D. The Burke County EMA's" emergency workers and other emergency response
personnel will be notified by a "fan out" call list utilizing the telephone, the above
radio network channels and pagers. Reference Section V, Paragraph F and
Attachment C of this plan for notification procedures.

E. In accordance with the GEOP, OHS-GEMA will assume operational control and
coordinate the response activities of all state and federal agencies. ý This eliminates
any requirement for direct contact between Burke County EMA and federal response
agencies.

F. The authenticity of messages received by dedicated circuits, through OHS-GEMA
radio network, Burke County EMA radio network, or Sheriffs/ICC radio network, will
be accepted without challenge. Messages received via commercial telephone line
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will be verified by calling back to authenticated telephone numbers held by Burke
County EMA and Sheriffs offices.'

G. The requirement for testing the Emergency Management Agency radio networks and
Sheriffs/ICC radio networks are minimal because the systems are in daily use. For
this reason, malfunctions are detected immediately and systems are repaired. The
same applies for all other radio networks utilized by Burke County EMA, i.e.,
municipal police, fire departments, hospital/emergency medical service and
city/county public works departments.

The backup radio frequencies are used daily; however, a test on Burke County EMA
radio network is conducted on a monthly basis between Plant Vogtle EOF and Burke
County EOC.

0
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ATTACHMENT G

NOTIFICATION AND WARNING

A. Prompt Notification System (PNS)

Plant Vogtle officials have installed emergency notification system in Plume
Exposure Pathway Emergency Planning Zone (EPZ) by placing tone alert radio
receivers in each household and business and outdoor sirens throughout the area
(reference OHS-GEMA SOP 3-5, Parts A and B). The total system meets the
performance specifications for notification as required by NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-
1. The system will be used to alert the population living in the Plume Exposure
Pathway EPZ that a problem exists at the power plant and advise them to turn on
their radios/television sets for emergency information and instructions.

B. Supplementary Notification System

As a backup system and for use as deemed necessary, the population living in the
Plume Exposure Pathway EPZ may be notified of an emergency situation at the
plant by means of the following local area resources:

1. Law enforcement vehicles equipped With sirens or public address systems
traveling the road network throughout the affected area.

2. Burke County Emergency Management Agency. and Department of Natural
Resources Law Enforcement Section vehicles will move through wooded areas
near boat landings, and boats will travel portions of the Savannah River in the
affected area of EPZ to warn sportsmen. The United States Coast Guard will
close or authorize the state to close the river to water traffic at points outside the
Plume Exposure Pathway EPZ. Reference Map 2, Evacuation, for location of
control points and boat landings.

3. Emergency Management Agency workers and Volunteers traveling the road
network area in EPZ for door-to-door canvass.

4. Locally based state agency personnel from Departments of Transportation,
Natural Resources Law Enforcement Section, Public Safety. and Forestry
Commission traveling road network in affected area to assist in warning the
public, transients, farm workers and timber personnel.

5. Activation of local EAS (local radio station) by designated officials of local
government and broadcasting information and instructions to the public.
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Utilization of local radio station(s) and, if required, activation of the Emergency
Alert System by designated local officials in order to broadcast information and
instructions to the public.

C. Notification Time

1. Employment of the Prompt Notification System described above in Paragraph A
will provide both an alert signal and an informational or instructional message to
the population within the. Plume Exposure Pathway EPZ within 15 minutes after
OHS-GEMA (or Burke County EMA) has decided an incident at Plant Vogtle
warrants activation of the system.

2. Notification to hunters, fishermen and other sportsmen will be performed on an
area wide basis and will be completed within 45 minutes. The Burke County
Sheriff's Department and Emergency Management Agency will maintain close
coordination with hunting clubs that use the area for necessary assistance.

3. Notification and evacuation procedures for handicapped persons living in Plume
Exposure Pathway EPZ are addressed in Standing Operating Procedures
maintained by Burke County Emergency Management Agency, Health
Department and Department of Family and Children Services.

D. Notification Procedures

In the event of a radiological emergency at plant Vogtle, the Georgia Power
Company official designated as Emergency Director will be responsible for notifying
state and local authorities utilizing the Emergency Notification Network (ENN) in
accordance with Section E, Vogtle Electric Generating Plant Emergency Plan,
Volume 1.

1. Should the ENN become inoperable, Burke County Emergency Operations
Center will be notified at the 24 hours a day telephone number.

2. The Burke County EMA radio network will serve as a backup channel between
Plant Vogtle EOF and Burke County EOC.

3. In the event the above procedures are not successful, the Burke County Sheriffs
Department will be notified at their 24 hours a day telephone number.

4. As specified in the Burke County EMA Central Dispatcher's procedure, the
Central Dispatcher will contact the most senior EMA official available, in
accordance with the following line of succession: EMA Director/Chief, Assistant
Chief, Battalion Chief and Chief of Operations.
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5. The Burke County Emergency Management Agency's key staff, emergency
workers and other emergency response personnel will be notified in accordance
with procedures outlined in Section V, paragraph F and Attachment C of this
plan.

6. Burke County EMA will initiate request through OHS-GEMA for assistance from
DOE Savannah River Site and/or State of South Carolina relative to notification
and warning of transient population along Savannah River.
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ATTACHMENT H

EVACUATION AND SHELTERING

A. Evacuation routes, traffic control points, boat landing areas on river, reception
center, hospital and EOC locations are depicted on Map 2 and maps located in
EOC. Table H-1 depicts GPS Locations of Key Facilities, H-2 further expands the
evacuation routes and Table H-3 provides vehicle totals and evacuation time
estimates. The selected evacuation routes are adequate to move the population
from any part of or the entire Plume Exposure Pathway EPZ and channel the
evacuees to the Reception Center at the Burke County Comprehensive High School
located at 1057 Perimeter Road in Waynesboro. Georgia Highways 24 and 56
serve as main routes with Highway 24 channeling evacuees northwest to Perimeter
Road and Highway 56 channeling evacuees southwest to Perimeter Road.

Movement of evacuees along the predetermined routes could be affected by one or
more of the following factors related to the Incident at the nuclear power plant:

1. A General Emergency resulting in a major release which affects a large area
- could dictate rerouting the evacuation traffic.

2. A light wind causing the plume containing radioactive materials to drift slowly'
over all or a portion of an evacuation route would require rerouting the
evacuation route.

3. A temperature Inversion, i.e., a reversal of the normal atmospheric temperature
gradient, causing releases of radioactive materials to remain near the ground
surface could result in rerouting of the evacuation traffic.

B. There are no physical barriers to the movement of evacuation traffic within the
Plume Exposure Pathway EPZ. Adequate traffic control points, road blocks and
route markers will be manned and set up to keep the traffic flow moving out of the
affected area and deny access into area (reference Table H-I). The principal routes
have the capacity to carry approximately 550 vehicles per lane per hour In one
direction at a safe, constant flow where weather and darkness are not factors.
Under nighttime and poor weather conditions, this rate of traffic* flow could be
reduced up to thirty (30) percent. (The vehicle rate and percentage reduction are
based on a study of the road system designated for evacuation routes. Reference
Annex D, Section E, paragraph I.g.).

In the event an incident should occur at Plant Vogtle that would require evacuation,
approximately 95 percent of the total plant work force would be processed and
released in accordance with procedures set forth in Section J of the Vogtle Electric
Generating Plant Emergency Plan. Plant personnel and employees that may be I
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released to go home will move along designated evacuation routes leading to the
Reception Center in Waynesboro if a release has occurred and their homes are in
the affected area. If their homes are outside of the affected area, they will move
along designated routes that vil clear them to routes leading to their homes.

C. Actual and/or projected releases of radioactive material for the Plant Vogtle facility in
conjunction with meteorological conditions and/or field samples will be the basis for
determining which zones to evacuate. (See Map 1, Attachment D.)

D. Privately owned vehicles will be the primary mode of transportation if evacuation is
directed. County school buses, traveling their regular routes will provide
transportation to those individuals lacking personal transportation. Standing
Operating Procedures (SOP) for the case of handicapped individuals is maintained
in the Burke County EOC. A roster of the individuals residing within the Plume
Exposure Pathway EPZ is included'in the SOP. Special equipped vehicles will be
dispatched directly to the homes of handicapped and/or non-ambulatory individuals
requiring special transportation means. The EMA Director will coordinate with the
Burke County Health Department and Burke County Department of Family and
Children Services on implementation of the SOP to assure that the handicapped are
safely evacuated from the area and proper care provided.

There are no schools or institutional facilities within the Plume Exposure Pathway
EPZ that will require special consideration in an evacuation.

E. Evacuation confirmation process determines whether the evacuation has been
completed. Specifically, confirmation of the evacuation is performed to assure that
the entire population has left the affected area and to assist those persons having
difficulties In evacuating.

Evacuation confirmation will be accomplished by the Burke County Sheriffs
Department and supporting law enforcement agency personnel that will traverse
roadways throughout the affected area to ensure that the residential population has
evacuated their homes. Personnel from Burke County EMA and Georgia
Department of Natural Resources, Law Enforcement section, will move along the
Savannah River and tributaries in boats to ensure that hunters and fishermen have
evacuated the area. Additional assistance is available from other state agencies,
i.e., Georgia Forestry Commission and Department of Transportation (reference
Attachment G, Paragraph B). Officials from Plant Vogtle will advise Burke County
EOC when evacuation is confirmed at the plant site.

F. Sheltering of the population residing in an affected area within the Plume Exposure
Pathway EPZ will be based upon existing conditions and recommendations from
officials at Plant Vogtle, OHS-GEMA and Department of Natural Resources
Environmental Protection Division and:
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1. May be desirable within at least two miles of Plant Vogtle if a Site Area
Emergency Is declared.

2. Should be recommended for area within two miles of plant site boundary and five
miles downwind when a General Emergency is declared and evacuation has not
been recommended at that time.

3. Will be necessary when evacuation of affected area cannot be accomplished in
ample time due to:

a. Sudden airborne release of radioactive materials during an incident at Plant
Vogtle that covers a large area.

b. Projected whole body and/or thyroid doses would exceed Protective Action
Guides (PAGs) before evacuation could be completed.

4. The population* within affected area will be provided guidance on what to do if
sheltering or evacuation is directed (reference Attachment J, Sections F.9 and
F.10).

G. Evacuation planning measures and protection afforded by sheltering are addressed
In the GA REP, Section VI.G. Further references are in Annex D, Section E.
Attachment A, Section E of this plan provides for implementation of protective
actions.

0
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TABLE H-1

KEY GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS) LOCATIONS

Following is a list of key locations in Burke County as identified by the Global Positioning
System (GPS).

LOCATION LATT
Burke County Emergency Operations Center
and State Forward Emergency Operations Center

SCHOOLS
Burke County Comprehensive High School

(Reception Center/Shelter)
Burke County Alternative School

Waynesboro Elementary

Blakney Elementary/Junior High

TRAFFIC CONTROL POINTS
1. Georgia Highway 56 (River Road) at McBean Club Road
2. Georgia Highway 23 at Spring Branch Church Road
3. Georgia Highway 80 at Georgia Highway 23
4. Georgia Highway 23 at Botsford Church Road/Hancock

Landing Road
5. Botsford Church Road at Seven Oaks Road
6. Cates Mead Road at Seven Oaks Road
7. Georgia Highway 80 at Shell Bluff Spur
8. Georgia Highway 56 at Georgia Highway 80
9. Georgia Highway 56 at Cates Mead Road
10. Georgia Highway 56 at Perimeter Road
11. Reception Center at Perimeter Road
12. Georgia Highway 24 at Perimeter Road
13.Thompson Bridge Road at Hatches Mill Road
14. Georgia Highway 24 at Tom Bargereon Road
15. Georgia Highway 23 at Tom Bargareon Road
16. Ellison Bridge Road at Johnson Road
17. Ellison Bridge Road at Murray Hill Road
18. Millhaven Road at Bethlehem Church
19. Millhaven Road at Stoney Bluff Road, Georgia Highway 23
20.Stoney Bluff Road at Oak Grove Road
21. Royal Road at River Road
22.VEGP main access road at River Road
23. River Road at Hancock Landing Road
24. Jack DeLaigle Road at Ebenezer Church Road

ITUDE/LONGITUDE
33.04.26N
81.59.42W

33.05.11 N
81.59.30W
33.04.52N
82.01.21W
33.05.36N
82.01.15W
33.05.OON
81.00.48W

33.14.17N/81.53.35W
33.10.48N/81.55.04W
33.09.18N/81.53.59W
33.06.49N/81.51.15W

33.06.01 N/81.52.52W
33.07.19N/81.53.26W
33.08.45N/81.54.27W
33.07.50N/81.57.22W
33.07.16N/81.57.40W
33.05.59N/81.59.51W
33.04.26N/81.59.42W
33.04.26N/81.59.42W
33.04.21 N/81.52.50W
32.59.44N/81.48.30W
33.00.05N/81.45.12W
32.59.20N/81.43.41W
32.59.57N/81.42.21W
33.00.47N/81.41.41W
33.02.26N/81.42.43W
33.01.14N/81.39.11W
33.03.12N/81.36.47W
33.07.40N/81.46.27W
33.09.21 N/81.47.31W
33.07.23N/81.46.45W



BOAT LANDINGS

Shell Bluff

Hancock Landing

Griffin's Landing

Brigham's Landing

HOSPITAL

Burke County Hospital
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TABLE H-1 (continued)

LATTITUDE/LONGITUDE

33.13.34N/81.49.22W

33.09.40N181.46.01W

33.06.53N/81.42.13W

33.05.51 N/81.39.10W

33.05.OON/81.00.48W

0
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TABLE H-2

-PRIMARY EVACUATION ROUTES AND TRAFFIC CONTROL POINTS

Georgia Highway 56, Southwest to Waynesboro (Major Access Routes)

- Ben Hatcher Road to Georgia Highway 80 and Georgia Highway 80 to Georgia
Highway 56

- Hancock Landing Road to Botsford Church Road to Seven Oaks Road to Cates
Mead Road to Georgia Highway 56

Georgia Highway 24, Northwest to Waynesboro (Major Access Routes)

- Brigham's Landing Road to Georgia Highway 23 to Tom Bargereon Road to
Georgia Highway 24

- Royal Road to Stoney Bluff Road to Georgia Highway 23 to Tom Bargereon
Road to Georgia Highway 24

- Briar Creek Road to Thompson Bridge Road to Georgia Highway 24
- Georgia Highway 23 to Thompson Bridge Road to Georgia Highway 24

TRAFFIC CONTROL POINTS

EOC Map Number
I
2
3

4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Location
Georgia Highway 56 SP (River Road) at McBean Club Road
Georgia Highway 23 at Spring Branch Church Road
Georgia Highway 80 at Georgia Highway 23
Georgia Highway 23 at Botsford Church Road/Hancock Landing
Road
Botsford Ch'urch Road at Seven Oaks Road
Cates Mead Road at Seven Oaks Road
Georgia Highway 80 at Shell Bluff Spur
Georgia Highway 56 at Georgia Highway 80
Georgia Highway 56 at Cates Mead Road
Georgia Highway 56 at Perimeter Road
Entrance to Reception Center, Perimeter Road
Georgia Highway 24 at Perimeter Road
Thompson Bridge Road at Hatcher's Mill Road
Georgia Highway 24 at Tom Bargereon Road
Georgia Highway 23 at Tom Bargereon Road
Ellison Bridge Road at Johnson Road
Ellison Bridge Road at Murray Hill Road
Millhaven Road at Bethlehem Church
Millhaven Road, Stoney Bluff Road, Georgia Highway 23
Intersection in Girard
Stoney Bluff Road at Intersection of Oak Grove Church20
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Traffic Control Points (continued)

EOC Map Number Location

21 Royal Road at River Road
22 VEGP main access road at River Road
23 River Road at Hancock Landing Road
24 Intersection at Jack DeLalgle Road and Ebenezer Church Road

Each traffic control point will be manned and/or roadblocks will be employed to channel the
evacuees out of the affected area and to deny access into the area. Route markers will be
placed along the evacuation routes at critical intersections and at roadblock locations to
assist the traffic flow and increase movement time.
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TABLE H-3

EPZ VEHICLE TOTALS

Vehicle totals are included for all population groups. Totals for permanent residential
population are based on three persons per household traveling in one vehicle, while the
transient population and Plant Vogtle work force vehicle totals are based on one person
per vehicle. Approximately 80 percent of the work force would evacuate the plant site in
event of a severe incident at the plant (i.e. declaration of Site Area/General Emergency).

VEHICLE TOTALS
Zone Residential Population Transient Population Vogtle Work Force

0 to 2 miles 94 0 *500
0 to 5 miles 573 100 0

5 to 10 miles 2575 100 0
0 to 10 miles 3148 200 500

Resident Population (3146) 3 persons per vehicle - 1050
Transient Population (200) 1 person per vehicle - 200
*Work Force, (80% of 500) 1 person per vehicle.- 400

EVACUATION TIME ESTIMATE SUMMARY

Time estimates include movement of the entire residential and transient population plus
approximately 80 percent of the plant work force. Estimates include both fair and
adverse weather conditions during weekday, weeknight and weekend time frames.
Severe weather conditions, i.e., snowstorm, winter freeze or heavy rains, could increase
time estimates by 30 percent.

Time estimates will vary among the population groups evacuating the area. The
transient group, including hunters and fishermen, will require a longer evacuation time
period due to time involved in notifying the personnel and moving to their vehicles. All
estimates include time periods for response after notification and travel time required to
move out of affected areas. An average preparation time of 30 minutes is Included for
the residential population and Plant Vogtle work force. Estimates for the transient
population include 15 to 45 minutes to receive notification and 15 to 60 minutes required
for personnel to reach their vehicles and be ready to evacuate area.

The evacuation time estimates listed reflect the entire 0-2 mile, 0-5 mile and 0-10 mile
radius within the Plume Exposure Pathway EPZ. There will be little difference in estimates
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if all zones within each radius should be evacuated and/or designated zones within each
radius should be evacuated.

EVACUATION TIME ESTIMATES (MINUTES)

0-2 mile 1 901 120 751 100 1 80 105

0-5 mile 100 1301 851 1151 901 120

0-10 mile 110 145 100 130 100 130

0-5 mile 150 225 180 270 150 225

0-10 mile 150 225 180 270 150 225

(Schools and Institutions)

There are no schools or institutions within the Plume Exposure Pathway EPZ.
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ATTACHMENT I

RECEPTION AND CARE

A. Reception Center and Shelter Facility

The Burke County Comprehensive High School located at 1057 Perimeter Road,
Waynesboro, Georgia 30830 is the only facility designated to serve as the .Reception
Center and Shelter Area to receive, process and house evacuees. (See Map 2.)
Adequate space and suitable accommodations are available within the facility to care
for the population located within the Plume Exposure Pathway EPZ of Burke County.
The facility is approximately 15 miles from Plant Vogtle.

If the entire population within the Plume Exposure Pathway EPZ of Burke County
should have to be evacuated, the facility listed above would provide more than
adequate space and accommodations to process and care for the entire population
within the Plume Exposure Pathway EPZ. (See Table I-1.) It is anticipated that
many of the individuals and families that are evacuated will move into the homes of
friends and relatives after they have been processed at the Reception. Center.
Regardless of where evacuees are eventually lodged, it is imperative that all
evacuees report to the Reception Center for.

... * Screening for contamination, if necessary.

Decontamination, if necessary.

- Registration and accountability.

- Emergency information and instructions.

Assignment to lodging space, if requested.

The facility designated for Reception and Care Services will provide the following
accommodations:

Reception Center will have adequate shower space (gymnasium) for
personnel decontamination.

The facility has a kitchen and dining areas suitable to prepare food and feed
the housed personnel.

- *Adequate lavatories and toilet facilities are available.

- Adequate space is available for sleeping quarters.
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First aid stations.

B. Reception and Care Services

Reception and care services will be conducted in accordance with this plan and the
Burke County Emergency Operations Plan. Specific primary and support functional
responsibilities for local and state governmental departments and agencies are
outlined in Paragraph V, Responsibilities, of this plan. Checklists have been
developed for. all local governmental and local based state governmental
departments/agencies providing service support.

1. Monitoring equipment and trained monitoring personnel from local and state
agencies will be assigned to the Reception Center to monitor evacuees arriving
from the Plume Exposure Pathway EPZ. The personnel should be capable of
monitoring all potentially contaminated residents and transients from the EPZ
within 10 to 12 hours after their arrival at the center.

2. Trained Shelter Managers and staff will be assigned to the Reception Center and
Shelter Area to conduct operations necessary to receive, process, shelter and
care for evacuees assigned to this facility.

3. Upon activation of the Burke County EOC, the Shelter Manager (normally the
school principal) will establish and maintain coordination and communications
with the EOC; school officials; and local, state and private departments, agencies
and organizations supporting Reception and Care Service operations. Promptly
after a decision is reached that evacuation of people from the EPZ is likely or is
mandated, the Shelter Manager will maintain close coordination with school
officials on opening the facility as needed.

4. School system personnel will be available at the facility to maintain coordination
with the Shelter Manager and staff on support needs and facility maintenance.

5. Schematic drawings of the Reception and Care Service Area have been
prepared and placed in the center and attached to specific checklists to illustrate
the following:

a. Vehicle entrance to area.

b. Evacuee unloading and monitoring point.

c. Path for contaminated personnel to decontamination area, to registration
area and to shelter area.
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d. Path for non-contaminated personnel to registration and shelter areas.

e. Registration and shelter assignment areas.

6. All evacuees' vehicles will be parked in a designated area In close proximity to
the reception center complex.

C. Decontamination Areas

1. Contaminated evacuees will be processed through decontamination area located
in gymnasium at Burke County Comprehensive High School (shower area).

2. Evacuees' vehicles will be surveyed for contamination consistent with available
manpower, and those found to be contaminated will be decontaminated at a
designated site.

3. All local and state emergency workers returning from the affected area will report
to the vehicle decontamination point in the field area near the Burke County
Comprehensive High School recreation area off Perimeter Road. Personnel and
vehicles will be monitored, and contaminated personnel will move to the
decontamination area (gymnasium) in the Burke County Comprehensive High
School for decontamination. Vehicles will be decontaminated at water point on
field.

4. Ambulances used to transport off-site patients, upon completion of their mission,
will be directed to the vehicle decontamination area for vehicle and personnel
decontamination.

D. Checklists further expand reception and care services such as health, medical,
welfare and social service. Support will be provided by the American Red Cross and
local parochial groups. Consistent with needs, additional service support is available
from state and federal agencies through the State Disaster Coordinator (Director,
Office of Homeland Security - Georgia Emergency Management Agency).
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TABLE I

*RECEPTION AND CARE FACILITY CAPABILITIES

Processinq Capability

Facili Students Present Students Not Present

Burke Co Comprehensive High School 4,675 5,980
1057 Perimeter Road
Waynesboro, GA 30830

(Primary)

* For cross referenceof total evacuees in the EPZ, see Attachment D.

S
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ATTACHMENT J

EMERGENCY INFORMATION

A. Emergency Information is classified into two broad categories. The first is
pre-emergency information which is used to educate the citizens about Plant Vogtle
and, in general, what protective actions should be taken should there be a health
threatening accident at the plant. The second category is actual emergency
information issued In response to a confirmed Incident and provides the public with
specific information regarding what protective actions should be taken.

B. Working jointly, the public information officers for the utility and public affairs
officers for OHS-GEMA and Burke County EMA will coordinate the preparation of
emergency information material to be distributed, at least annually, to residents in
the Plume Exposure Pathway Emergency Planning Zone (EPZ). This emergency
information material will address such topics as the nature of radiation, where to
obtain more detailed information, notification procedures, and protective actions,
identification of evacuation zones and routes and location of reception and care
centers. The material will be mailed and/or delivered by Southern Nuclear
Operating Company personnel to each household, to include handicapped
personnel that have been issued tone activated radios.

Information will be provided to transients in the Burke County portion of the EPZ as
follows:

1. Posted signs at strategic locations in the Plume Exposure Pathway EPZ, such
as commercial establishments, gas stations, churches, the Vogtle Visitors
Center and public recreational areas, and In the Augusta Office of the
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service.

2. The Vogtle emergency public brochure will be made available within the EPZ to
transients at commercial establishments, churches, the motel, hunting clubs
and the Vogtle Visitors Center and through residents whose land is used by
non-residents (e.g., the occasional non-resident hunter). The brochure will also
be provided to timber company offices outside of the Plume Exposure Pathway
EPZ for distribution to employees who enter the EPZ to visit company land
holdings and to the Augusta Office of the Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service for distribution to farmers who farm, but do not reside, in
the EPZ.

C. Public Affairs and Public Information Officers from the utility, OHS-GEMA and
Burke County will develop fill-in-the-blank news releases dealing with various
aspects of the Plant Vogtle operation and emergency procedures. These news
releases will be available for adaptation to the current emergency situation.
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D. The news media will be invited to participate in Plant Vogtle's emergency exercises to
acquaint them with emergency planning, organization and execution of emergency
response operations. A training and orientation program will be conducted annually to
keep media personnel informed of their roles during an actual emergency.

E. In the event of an incident at the plant which threatens the off-site population, the
designated point of contact for the news media is the Joint Media Center, located at
Burke County Office Park. From this location, the public affairs and public
information officers from state, local EMA and the utility will carefully coordinate,
approve and disseminate information regarding the incident through regularly
scheduled press conferences releases. Prior to dissemination, these news releases
will be generated by a Public Information Officer located in the FEOC. Technical
content and emergency instructions from local and state Input will be approved for
release by signature from the FEOC Chief and the Radiation Emergency
Coordinator. Coordination with the county PIO representative and/or EMA Director
and the utility will also occur prior to release. Should the Incident occur prior to ENC
activation, this sequence of events will take place from the SOC In Atlanta.

F. During an actual emergency, the population in the affected area will be kept-informed
by local radio broadcasts of information coordinated through the public affairs and
public information officers of the state, local EMA and utility. The public will be kept
informed of the following:

1. Whether a nuclear incident poses a threat or has occurred at the Vogtle Electric
Generating Plant.

2. Identification of government and .utility agencies authorized to disseminate

information.

3. Type of emergency and nature of the hazard.

4. Potential risk to the population or absence of any risk.

5,; Area affected If a risk exists.

6. Protective measures to be taken by residents in the affected area.

7. Official communication channels over which additional information will be given.

8. Emergency response organizations, departments and agencies involved in
conduct of operations and recovery.
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9. The following are general instructions to be given the population residing in the
affected area if evacuation is directed:

a. Begin evacuation upon receipt of information released through official
broadcast; Prompt Notification System, tone alert radio receivers; outdoor siren
system; sound of sirens from official vehicles; or, when advised, through door-
to-door notification by official personnel.

b. Follow instructions given over radio station WYFA (100.9) in Waynesboro or
WBBQ (AM 1340 and FM 104.3) in Augusta; over Augusta television stations,
Channels 6, 12 or 26; or by official personnel entering the affected area.

c. Plan to take the following items:

(1) Change of clothing.

(2) Important papers.

(3) Special medications and non-food supplies for infants.

(4) Do not carry food, pets, firearms or alcoholic beverages.

(5) Prior to departure, close all windows and doors in the home and turn off
gas and electricity.

(6) After securing the home, tie a white cloth or towel on the front door of the
home or mailbox to notify law enforcement and Emergency Management
Agency officials or other emergency personnel of departure.

d. Follow local road nets that lead to the evacuation routes prescribed by local
officials. Pick up pedestrians along the routes. Do not move against the flow
of traffic or through roadblocks or any restricted area.

e. if transportation is not available, coordinate a ride with neighbors or remain at
your home. Transportation will be furnished for individuals and families.
School buses and other official vehicles will move through the affected area to
pick up anyone requiring transportation. Special equipped vehicles will be
dispatched to pick up handicapped and non-ambulatory individuals.

f. Notify the Burke County Emergency Management Office or Burke County
Sheriffs Department of emergency transportation needs for persons requiring
special care.
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g. Go directly to the designated reception center. Each individual and family
evacuating the affected area must report to the reception center for
registration, processing and further instructions. If families are separated, the
reception center will have a record of location and will be able to coordinate
and affect contact with members of family that are separated. Upon
completion of registration at "in-proceSsing," each Individual and/or family will
be assigned to lodging facilities or permitted to relocate to relative's or friend's
homes.

h. For additional information, contact the Burke County Emergency
Management Office.

i. Remember, follow instructions. Time is important - move out of area quickly
but safely. Go directly to the Reception Center.

G. The following are general instructions to be given to the population residing in the

area affected if evacuation Is not necessary and sheltering is required:

a. Move inside home or shelter area upon receipt of official information.

b. Follow instructions given over radio station WYFA (100.9) in Waynesboro and
WBBQ (AM 1340 and FM 104.3) in Augusta; over Augusta television stations,
Channels 6, 12 or 26; over tone alert radio receivers; or.by official personnel
entering the affected area on:

(1) Protective measures to be taken:

(a) Remain inside the home.

(b) Close all windows and doors.

(c) Seek best-protected area in home.

(d) Improvise ventilation controls as respiratory protection.

(2) Restrictive measures on:

(a) Consumption of food and water.

(b) Use of crops and animal by-products for-food.

(c) Other restrictions placed by Departments of Agriculture, Human
Resources and Natural Resources.
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(3) Contamination and decontamination procedures.

H. To facilitate dissemination of accurate information to the public, written messages
keyed to specific types of incidents will be prepared in advance of an actual
emergency. These "prescript" messages will include instructions pertaining to
sheltering, evacuation and other protective actions.

Copies of the messages will be included in a package for the Emergency Management
Director and Public Information Officers and will be disseminated to the public through
EAS (local radio station) broadcast when appropriate. All EAS (local radio station)
messages will be coordinated with the state and utility prior to release.

I. Rumor control measures will be initiated through a coordinated effort by officials and
public affairs and public information officers from state, local EMA and the utility
located at the Joint Media Center.- A telephone number will be provided for public
use that will enable concerned citizens to receive accurate and reliable information.
Coordination will be maintained with the broadcast media on supportive assistance
to keep the public advised and aware of the emergency situation.
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ATTACHMENT K

TRAINING AND EXERCISES

A. Training

Burke County Emergency Management personnel as well as other governmental
department/agency personnel and emergency workers train regularly through state
and locally sponsored programs. The OHS-GEMA Training Office assists and
monitors local training activities.

Training in radiological monitoring and decontamination is provided by the
OHS-GEMA Radiological Programs and the Georgia Department of Natural
Resources, Environmental Protection Division as needed to- local emergency
management organizations and other response organizations, such as police, fire,
EMS and public works.

2. The Radiological Programs Section of OHS-GEMA provides training as
needed to reception and care center, shelter and decontamination center staffs.

3. Specialized initial training and periodic retraining programs are conducted for
the personnel involved in conducting radiological emergency response operations.
Training modules have been developed and are used by qualified instructors who
conduct the training courses. Each module provides objectives and scope related
to the particular course of instruction (reference OHS-GEMA 4-2, Radiological
Emergency Series Instructor Guide).

The training program, is designed for local officials; EMA Director and staff;
personnel involved in accident *assessment, radiological monitoring, law
enforcement, security and fire fighting operations; and first aid and rescue, medical,
communications and mutual aid support.

4. The local Emergency Management Director and staff, other local officials
and department/agency personnel are provided emergency preparedness training
through OHS-GEMA sponsored Professional Development Series courses. This
program enhances the capabilities of these officials to carry out their responsibilities
in administration, planning and response.

5. Refresher training for local rescue specialist and other emergency workers
is provided in conjunction with OHS-GEMA rules and regulations certification
requirements as follows:

a. Rescue Specialist - every 3 years.
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b. First Aid - every 3 years.

c. Emergency Medical Technician - every 2 years.

d. Fire Fighting - every 2 years.

e. Hazardous Materials - as requested.

f. Radiological Protection - every 2 years.

g. Crash Victim Extrication - as requested.

6. See the GA REP, Section VII.B., and the Plant Vogtle Plan, Annex D, Section G,
for idditional training programs for the enhancement of local emergency
preparedness.

B. Exercises and Drills

To ensure that county emergency preparedness is kept at a high level of readiness,
periodic local exercises and drills will be conducted to test plans and personnel and to
Identify any organizational or operational deficiencies.

Procedures and guidelines will be established to assist in evaluating the
formal critique. The Emergency Management Director or designated Planning
Coordinator will be responsible for revising this plan to reflect the findings of the
critique.

1. Plant Vogtle will conduct an exercise on an annual basis, and Burke County will
conduct at least one full-scale exercise every two years. An exercise involving
full state participation will be held at least every six years.

2. Communication drills between Burke County EMA and OHS-GEMA will be
conducted monthly. Drills between the plant and Burke County EMA will be held
at least once a year.

3. Scenarios for exercises and drills will be developed locally and in
cooperation with plant officials and state agencies. Each scenario will address
the following elements:

Basic objectives and appropriate evaluation criteria.

Date, time period, place and participating organizations.

Simulated events.
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Time schedules of real and simulated initiating events.

Narrative summary describing the conduct of the drill or exercise.

Participation of qualified observers.

Each scenario will contain timed messages and actions scripted in a real time
sequence to simulate events as they would unfold in an actual emergency. The
exercise and drill scripts will address, as appropriate, simulated casualties; fire,
police, rescue and other support personnel; use of specialized equipment;
radiological monitoring teams; communications; and public information (see the
Vogtle Electric Generating Plant Emergency Plan, Volume 1, Section N, Exercises
and Drills). The EMA Director will coordinate with OHS-GEMA on use of state and
federal agencies as observers or evaluators. OHS-GEMA will provide advance
notification to federal agencies if they become involved.

C. Checklists

To enhance the training program and further ensure emergency operational
readiness, checklists have been prepared for local officials and department/agency
personnel. Each checklist has been developed to correspond with the Emergency
Action Level guidelines in reference to an incident at the nuclear power plant. Each
checklist expands the functional responsibilities of local governmental
departments/agencies as outlined In Section V of this plan. Checklists have been
prepared for the following:

1. Emergency Management Agency Director

2. Local Elected Officials

3. Public Information Officer

4. Sheriffs Department

5. City Police Departments

6. City and County Fire Departments

7. Emergency Medical Service

8. County Department of Family and Children Services

.9. County HealthDepartment
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10. Board of Education (County School Superintendent)

11. County and Municipal Engineering Department (Public Works)

12. Hospital Administrator

13. County Ranger, Georgia Forestry Commission

14. County Ranger, DNR, Law Enforcement

15. County Agent, USDA

16. Radiation Protection Officer

17. Shelter Manager

D. Operational Procedures

1. Decontamination Procedures - Personnel, Vehicles and Equipment

2. Use of Radiological Drugs (Emergency Workers Only)

3. Radiation Exposure Control Criteria

4. Standing Operating Procedures for Communication Center Dispatchers

5. Standing Operating Procedures for Care of Handicapped Personnel
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GENERAL

A. Purpose

To provide for the Radiological Emcrgcncy Response to protect the populace and
property or Barnwell County from harmful effects of ionizing radiation in the vC1ii1 of U
radiological accident at the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant.

1. Authoritv

I. South Carolina Legislative Act Number 199, Section 21, 1979 which places
FEmergency Preparedness responsibilitiCs Linder the Office of the Adjutant
General and provides for Emergency Preparedness.

2. South Carolina Legislative Act Numlhr 223 of 1967 with subscequcnt
amenddments, which assigns Stale Radiological duties to the Department of
I lealth and Environmental Control (DHFC).

3. Barnwell County Resolution dated March 7, 2000.

C. Reference

1. South Carolina Emergency Operation Plan, February 1999 as aineided.

2. South Carolina Operational Radiological Encigency Response Plan, (SCOREP)

(EPD) October 1997 as amended.

3. South Carolina Technical Radiological Emergency Response Plan, (SCTREP)
(DHEC) October 1998 a. unendcd.

4. Vogtle Electric Generating Plant Site Specific Radiological Einergency Response
Plan. Part 5, to the South Carolina Operational Radiological Emergency
Response Plan, June 1997 as anended.

5. NUREG-0654/FEMA REP- I. November 1 9,0.

6. NIJREG-06 10, FNF Emergency Action Levels, September, 1979.

I. VEGP, 10-Mile EPZ (Attachment 1)

2. VEGP, 50-Mile EPZ (Attachment 2)

App.F-Q2-1
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E. Definitionm

I. Administrative D)ecision Line (ADL) - A dedicated lelephonc line facilitating
communicatiorts between the Georgia and South Carolina SEOCs, FEOCs and
the Plant Vogrle EOF during an emergency. This line will be used kwr the
discussion and coordination of protective action decisions and other coordination
issues.

2. *T'he Colnty - Barnwell Couunty, South Carolina.

3. DJ-EC/BRH-I - South Carolina [)epatiment of Health and Environmental
Control/Rureau of Radiological Health.

4. Emergency Operations Center (EOC) A facility with the necessary
communications from which essential functions are directed and controlled by
county govctiuilent.

5. Emergency Planning Zones (EPZ) of the Off-Site Area

a. Ten-Mile Plume Exposure Pathway Zone -- An approximate ten-mile
radius centc-'ed on a Fixed Nuclear Facility having an operational nuclear
reactor. This EPZ is divided into two-five-awd-lel mnite zones which arc
further divided into sub-sectors fir area identification. The [PZ
represents that area in which, under a worst case nuclear accident,
ionizing radiation could spicad and from which the population might
have to be evacuated. (Attachment I.)

h. Fifty-Mile Ingestion Pathway -- A tifty-mile radius (approxinate)
centered on an FNF. This EPZ is that area which must be monitored and
for which plans made Io prevent hIuman ingestion of ionizing rudialiorn
from l'od products such U!,s milk, vegetables, and water that may have
been contaminated. Plans muot he made also for protection of animals
f'rom ingestion of contaminated feed and water. (Attachment 2.)

6. Emergency Radiological Assistance Team (ERAT) -- A team of Bureau of
Radiological Health personnel trained in radiological accident response.

7. Fixed Nuclear Facility (NF) -- A pernanently located nuclear facility, which
could present a radiological hazard off site from the facility.

8. Forward Emergency Operations Center (FEO. -- A ['ucilitv located w"ithint the
periphery of a disaster area where state government exercises direction and
control of forces and rcsowCcs.

App.F-Q2-2
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9. LGR -- South Carolina EPD Local (_ovcrnirien( Radio -- A state-owrned radio
system that provides conmnand and control functions for stale deployed forces.
County governments are also members of this network.

10. Off-Site -- All land and water areasv outside the FNF site boundary and within
Barnwell County that coUld be affected by a radiological incident at the
Savannahl River Plant. Such area is under the operational control of the local
jurisdiction affected and for whfich the jurisdiction is responsible for Radiological
Emergency Respon.e Planning.

11. On-Site. -- All land and water areas within the FNF's site hCiiindary. That area
cannot be used for Radiological Emergency Response Planning without
authorization from the facility operators.

12. Price-Anderson Act -- Federal legislation which establishes ai insurance IooI
over and beyond that available to the nuclear industry tirough private insurance
firms. It would enable those aftected by a radiological accident to recover
through the Federal government certain losses that are not covered by private
insurance policies.

[3. Radialion Protective Actions -- Actions taken to avoid or reduuec thie effects of
ionizing radiation releases due to a radiological incident.

14. Rudiolozical Accident -- Any unexpected occurrence of a condition which coUld
or does result in the exposure of the public to any source. of ioni.ing radiation.

15. LER -- Radiological Emergency Response.

16. State Emergency Operations Center (SFO(") -- A facility with the necessary
communication control capabilities from which essentially alt disa,4ter fuinctions
are directed and controlled by the Governor. The SEOC is located ut 1100 Fish
Hatchery Road West Columbia, Soutd Carolina.

17. The State -- Thc State ol'Soutlh Carolina.

IS. Prompt Notification System -- An integrated system of mobile sirens and
NOAA-activated tone alert radios which hlankets the 10-ntile EPZ and provides
a means for notifying residents and transients of an emergency at Plant Vogtle.

19. RERP -- Radiological Emergency Rcsjqxiii Plan.

20. SRS -- Savannah River Site.

21. VF'iP -- Vog le Eectric .enerating Plant.

App.17-Q2-3
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F. _OrQgalfiaion

The principal organizations, including utilities that arc part of the overall response
organization For emergency planning zones arec listed below:

I. Federal: See the S.C. 0 3eralional Emergency Response Plan.

2. Slate: See (he S.C. Operational Emergency Response Plan.

3. County:

a. The Barnwell County Radiological Emergency Respomnse (RER)
Organization consists of those agcncics/organizations specified in the
Barnwell County Entergency Ope-ations Plan,

h. Appendix 1, Barnwell County RER organizltion.

4. Private Sector:

The principal organizations in the private sector rhal are pU'I o(" the overall
response for emergency planning zones arc:

a. Georgia Power Company and Southern Nuclear Operating Company
(Vogte Electric Generating Plant).

b. Bell South Telephone Company.

c. Williston Telephone Company.

d. Radio and Television Comnpanics.

e. Private Hospitals.

f. The Salvation Army.

g. The American Red Cross.

h. Volunteer Organizations.

I1. SITUATION

A. National

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), through NUREG-0654, November 1980,
has specified criteria that the state, and the local governments, which lie within the
Emergency Planning Zones, must meet in order to provide for off-site Radiological

App.P Q2 4
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Frnergency Response to protect the populace and property vulnerable to the etficts of
ionizing radialion in the event of a nuclear accident. The Depart mcni o[ Energy (DOE)
exerclgse authority over the Savannathi River Plant. The criteria are specific, precise and
detailed. It varies front natural and man-made disaster planning as, follows:

I. The NRC has federal responsibility for RER within the houndaries of the Vogale
Elctric Generating Platt, which is specified a&s "on-site." The state and Barnwell
County have no responsibility on-site other than that negotiated through written
zqreement with the facility..

2. The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) has federal agency
responsibility for RER "off-site." The state .secures fedcral assistance and
support through FEMA and through letters of agreement with ofher state and
federal agencies. Federal support off-site in any case will be requested only by
the state.

3. The capability to warn the populace in a five-mile EPZ within 15 minutes and
those in the ten-mile EPZ within 45 minutes from the tinic the County officials
decide to order prompt notification. (NOTE: Nu Public lands of Barnwell
County are wilhin the five-mile EPZ, however Savannah River Site (Government
Propcty)is within the 5 mile EPZ and they have the emergency action
responsibility for this area.)

4. An emergency classification system for nuclear power reacltor accidents witl
attendant facility, state, and local actions to be taken is specified.

5. Command, control, and commiunications capabilities and procedures aie
precisely stated.

6. Public Information requirements arc continuous and must be specifically stated in
the Plans.

7. Specified exercises and drills for Radiological Emergency Response are required.

8. Radiological Emergency Response training for response forces will be detailed in
the Plan and given as programmed.

9. Periodic review/update of RER Plans is required.

10. Local and state pl•uis must include each aspect of the criteria in NEJRFG-0X,54 as
referenced for each planning entity so that the plui may be considered adequate.

App.F-Q2-5
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B. State

lhe State of South Carolina has four nuclear power generating stations (Robinson.
Oconee, V.C. Summer and Catawha) currently in operation, and is affected by several in
adjacent state.

C. Local

I. An area in southwestern Barnwell County lies within the I 0-mile HPZ of VEGP.
The area is part of the privately owned Creek Plantation and lies approximately
9.2 miles east-southeast of Plant Vogtle. There are 27 permanent residcuts.

Saint Mary's Baptist church is located on Hwy 125 across from Creek Plantation. The
congregation consists of* about 10 pcoplc.

2. Boundaries of the zone (shown as H-10 on Attachmlent 1, this Annex) are the
Bartnwell County line on the cast, the Savannah River on the south, S.C. Route
125 on the norti, and on the west a diii road onc-half mile east of the entrance to

Creek Plantation that strctcehcs southward from Route 125 to the rivcr on
Plantation property.

3. Vogtle Electric Generating Plat_

a. The Vogile Electric Generating Plant is located in Burke County,
Georgia, northwest of Barnwell (SC) County. (Longitude 81"15' West:
Latitude 3300 45' North).

b. The Vogtle Electric Generating Plant (VEGP) is a two-Unit pressurized
water reactor operated by Southern Nuclear Operating Company for
Georgia Power Company. The pliret is on a 3,169-acce site locatred in the
eastern portioa of Burke County, Georgia, approxim-ately 23 river miles
uzpstrean from the intersection of the Savannah River with U.S. Highway
301. Attachtinent I shows the site.

c. 'The nuclear-fueled reactors are contained within steel-reinforced concrete
structures.

d. The plant cooling system cowsists of two cooling towers, which make use
of waler drawn from and discharged into the Savanfinu River.

e. When completed, each unit of VEGP will be capable of generating 1. 160
net megawatts of electricity.

App.P-Q-2-6
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D. Sunlorting Orwanizitions

1. South Carolina Department of Health arid Environmental Control, Elureau of
Radiological lcaith. (South Carolina Technieal Radiological mrerge.licy
Response Plani, 1998 as amended.)

2. South Carolina Office of lhe Adjutant Gcneral, F1mcrgecuy Managemenit
Division, which coordinates all state agency support in accordancc with the
South Carolina Emergency Operation Plan (SCEOP), February HP99, and
subsequent Radiological Emergency Response Plans and Site Specific
Radiological Emergency Response Plans.

3. American Red Cross (AR,):

ARC will manage shelters assisted by the Department of Social Services ard will
provide food, bedding, and clothhig. ARC will register evacuees upon arrival at
designated sheher-s. Emergency Mcdical Scrvices will receive assistance from
ARC in providing medical care to evacuees.

4. Salvation Army:

Salvation Army will assiqt in feeding, housing, and clothing individuals in
emergency situalions. They will aid in identifying arid registering evacuees,. ,as
well as provide furniture, hedding and household needs to disaster victim.s.

5. Barnwcll County will provide sheltering and EWS Service for ewvacues.

6. Barnwell County has nmntual aid agreements with .dj-Iccnt counties for
emergency support. (See Appendix 9.)

E. Assumpmtn

A radiological accident will occur at Vogtle Electric Gencraling Plant in the State of
Georgia that could have ionizing radiation effects of varying degree on Barnwcll County.
Emergency response capabilities will be needed at the local level to meet the emergency
situations.

F. Wind Data

I. Vogtle Electric Generating Plant is located in Burke County. - ;eorgia, north-
norlhwest of Bnrnwell County. Wind frequency percenlages arid dirctlions f'i•m
the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant are as follows:

Direction Designator Percenta=e

North (N) 5.3

App.F-Q2-7
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North Northeast (NNE) 6. 1
Northeast (NE) 6.9
East Northeast (ENE) 5.8
East (M) 4.4
East Southeast (ESE) 4.5
Southeast (SE) 4.9
South Southeast (SSE) 4.5
South (S) 5.?;
South Southwest (SSW) 5.8
Southwest (SW) 7.1
West Southwest (WSW) 9.2
West (W) 10.3
West Northwest (WNW) 8.3
Northwe.st (NW) 6.9
North Northwest (NNW) 4.2

(Wind pcrcentages were obtained from the Vogtle Electric Gener'ating Plant Final
Safety Analysis Report.)

2. As a result, a radiological accident at Vogtle Electric Generating Plant could have
an ionizing radiation effect of varying intensities on Rt'nwell Counly.

G. Plannina Basis

1. Any radiological accident in Soulh Carolina or adjacent states that presents an
off-site radiological hazard to Bamwell County is the initial respomsibility of
Barnwell County.

2. Technological rariiological eiergency response support will be furnished to
Barnwell County by Vogtle Electric Generating Plant and the South Carolina
Bureau of Radiological Health.

3. The first three hours from notification of a radiological accident at the Vogtle
Electric Generating Plant are critical to the county. The county will he prepared
to initiate an immediate Radiological Emergency Response in reaction to the
Vogtle Electric Generating Plant and L)HEC's nsscssnients and by notification by
Emergency Management Division. Such response will be in absence of full state
support, except that which may be imu-cndiately available within the county.
State forces will react in accordance with the State RERP.

4. State response and support will be available within three hours of the initiation of
an emergency condition. Immediate technological support will be available from
BRII based on the most expeditious nicans of transportation to the County from
Columbia.

App.F-Q2-8
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5. Bamwell County may cease direct contact with the Vogtle Electric Generating
Plant upon notification by state that the Emergency Operations Center is
operational.

6. State resource support will le requested only after exhaustion or overload of
county resources or for resources not usually available to Barnwell County.

7. Municipal emergency response forces will coordinate in support as required.

III. M ISSION

Barnwell County will provide for the protection of the county populace and their property from
the effects of ionizing radiation from a radiological accident at the Vogtle Electric Generating
Plant through an organized and coordinated Radiological Emergency Response.

TV. EXECUTION

A. Concept of Operations

I. Successful accomplishment of the mission is visualized to include the following
requirements for Radiological Emergency Response:

a. Capability to warn the populace within the ten-mile FPZ in Barnwell
County, which consists only of transients, within 45 minutes from the
decision to order prompt notification. (NOTE: No part of Barnwell
County is within the five-mile EPZ.)

b. Coordination and control.

c. Exhaustive Public Information.

d. Communications.

e. Training of response forces.

f. Exercising and testing.

g. Integration with other than county agencies.

h. Capability to selectively evacuate and/or shelter the populace.

i. Capability to provide for recovery through decontauninatiork.

j. Periodic Updating and rewriting of response plans.

App.F-Q2-9
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k. Procurement and maintenance of Radiological Frmergency Response
Equipment.

2. Two distinct aspects of Radiological Emergency Response capability are
required based on time limits:

a. Immediate eaction

The county is prepared to immediatoly initiate the Radiological
Emergency Rcsponse Plan in the event of a sadden and uncontrollable
radiological accident that could affect olf-site areas within a very short
time frame and before the state could position support or control. In such
a situation, the county must react to the facility assessment and
immediately provide for such protective actions as are recommended by
the facility to include possible evacuation and/or sleltering of the
populace. This occurrence has a low probability.

b. EscalatinQ Reaction

The county would he provided longer reaction tinE to assemble forces
and to execute the plan in this situation. The radiological accident would
intensify over a longer time frame, which would allow state forceq to be
positioned to assume overall coordination and technical instruction. In
such case, the county would be instructed by the state as opposed to the
facility for required protective actions.

3. In the event of an iruniediate action requirement, Barnwell County activates its
Radiological Emergency Recsponsc right away and carries out protective action
instructions issued by authorities from the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant.
State government is informed through the State Emergency Operations Center
and immediately places the State RERP into action. The county continues
operations within its own resources until such time as state support is operational
in the area of the accident and assistance can be provided by the county. The
Vogile Electric Generating Plant will establish an emcergency operations facility
as part of thiir RERP.

4. In the event of csealating reaction, time should be available to alert and assemble
county and state response forces, inform the public, and prepare for protective
actions. The state would, through BRH, establish technological coordination
with the Emergency Opei'atiuns Facility (Vogtle Electric Generating Plant
T'raining Center) located in Burke County. Georgia and assess the radiologicld
situation. BRH would recommend protective actions to the Emergency
Operations Center, which would direct protective actions to affected areas of the
county and would provide Ibi coordination of evacuation, radiological
monitoring. dccurztarrfination, registration, and sheltering of evacuees.
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The state will assist county efforts in inoiloring and decontamination of
personnel and vehicles from contambiatcd areas. The isrity wilt provide
security of evacuated areas and assist in return of the populace to iheir haimes
upon clearance of radiological ha7ards.

5. In either reaction situation, the combined and wIafd cll'orts of The facility, the
county and the state, will be utiilized to reduce and neutralize any radiological
hazard.

B. Direction and Control

The direction and control for Bamwell County is as follows:

I. Chairman, County Council.

2. County Administrator.

3. Emergency Management Director.

4. Support Services:
Transportation (ESF 1.)
Communications (ESF 2)
Public Works and Engineering (ES F 3)
Fire F'ighting (ESF 4)

Information and Plannting (ESF 5)
Mas• Care (ESF 6)
Resource Support (ESF7)
Health and Medical (13SF 8)
Search and Rescue (ESF 9)
Hafardouh Materials Accidents (ESP 10)
Food Services (ESF I I)
Eneigy and Utilities (FESF 12)
Law Enforcement (ESF 13)
Voluhnler Scrvices (F.Sl' 14)
Military Services (ESF 15)
Evacuation and Traffic (Couitrol (ESF 16)
Animal Emergency (ESF17)
Special Medical Need,, i.ESF 20)
Emergency Operations Center (Appendix B)
Fixed NuclcarFacility (Anncx Qt)

C. CommuoieationAVarninQ

1. ESP 2 Communication.

2. The design objective for warning the population shall Wx. as fullows:
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a. To provide Ioth an alert signal and an informational or irnstructional
nicssage to the population on an area wide basis throughout the 10-mile
EPZ, within 15 minutes after decision to activate the Prompt Notification
System is made.

b. To insure that the initial notification system will assure direct coverage of
evsentially 100% of the population within 5 mile, of the site. (No Poblic
Lands of Barnwell County are within 5 miles of VEGP, There is no
resident population within the plume EPZ in Barnwell County.)

c. Special arrangements will be made to assure 100% coverage within 45
minutes of [he population who may jiot have received the initial
notification within the entire plurnc cxposure EPZ.

3. The County Warning Point is located in the Barnwell County Administration
Building F-911 Communications Center 57 Wall Street, Barnwell, S.C.

4. Ile Counly Warning Point provides 24-hour emergency response.

5. Initial warning of a radiological emcrgency and any changes, in emergency
classific-ations (Jinusual Event, Alert. Site Area Fniergcney, and Geeneril
Emergency) will be provided to the County Warning Point by VEGP directly
using the Emergency Notification Network (ENN), with Blackup ENN, Sotuthern
LINC Radio Telephone and comunercial telephone providing a backup. The
State and County Warning Points receive this warning simultancously. These
warning points are staffed on a 2,1 hour basi,.

6. In addition to the ENN, and Southern LUNC Radio Telephone; counties and the
State IiPD nre. e~quipped with a facbiinilc manchinc to receive hard copy
transmissions from VEOP. Tids can be used for hard copy transtissiorl of
tcchnical or administrative information.

7. Once Darnwell Countiy has been notified of a Site Area mniergncn or a General
Emrgency at the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant (VEGP) and protctive
actions are determfined. the public norifitaiion sy.qtem will be activated.

8. The dispatcher at the County Warn ing Point will follow procedure and notify key
EOC staff included in the Assignment of Responsibility for RVER Planning
(Appendix 2. Tab B). The notification will serve to either put key personnel on a
standby statu,, or to mobilize them to activate the emergency response
organization.

9. See ESF 2 and Appendix 2, this annex, for procedures for alerting county
warning team: and residents of the I 0-mile [PZ.
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10. Se ESE 2, Public |ufrnnation.(SCOREP)

D. Notificationi Cornnunicaitionf[im rgetziy Clafification Lec•,ls

1. Follow-up contacts between South Carolina EPD and Lhe county will be via
commercial telephone with the South Carolina EPD LGR network as a backup
sy.,em.

2. Based on the emergency clas!ification, loc'l governmcnt and State Radiological
Response Forces will react on a continuous 24-hour hasis hin accordance with
RER plans.

3. V\EGP hax responsibility for classification of an emergency in accordance with
NT.JREG-0654. State and local Emergency Management officials will review
and ccrtify iheir agreement with rF.-P's EALs annually. The following EAT.
notification procedures will be followed:
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EMERGENCY C. .ASSIFICAT'ION LEVELS, SCORHIRP: NOTIFICATION OF UNUSUAL EVENT

CLASS

CLASS DESCRIPTION

NOTIFICATION OF UNUSUAL EVENT

Unusial events are in process or have occurred which indicale a potential
degradation of the level of safety of the plant. No releases
of radioactive inaterial xcquiring off-site response or mionitoring are expected
unless further degradation of safelty sysiems occur.

LICF.NSEE ACTIONS STATE ACTIONS LOCAL ACH'IONS

1) Pwmptily inform Highway
Department Warning Pohit
(HDWP) and affected
counties of auture of U1211,3Ud
condition aw, soon as
discoverca.

2) Augmenczit on-shift resources.

3) Assess and respond.

4) Escalate to a more severe
class, if appropriate.

5) Close out with verhal
summary to off-site
autorities followed by
written summ,-ay within 24
hours.

1) HI)WP notifies 1PD and
DilEC.

2) EPD verifies county
notification.

3) THEC assesses situation
with plant and confimrts
with EPD.

4') FPD notifies Go\'ennrns
Office & OTAG.

5) Escalate response to
more severe class; if
appropriate.

6) Stand by until verbal
closeout.

1) Provide fire, medical, or
security assistance if
required.

2) Escalate res.xpose to more
severe class if so notified.

3) Stand by until verbta close
out.

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ L
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EMERGENCY C1 ASS IFUCATION LEVELS, SCORERP, AEI.RT

CLASS ALERT

Events are in process or have rocc., rred which involve 'it actual o1 poUtential
substantial degradation of I he level of safety t~f the plant.

CLASS DESCRIPTION Any releases cxpecetd to be limited to small fractivis of ihe EPA Protective
Action Guideline exposure levels.

LICENSEE ACTIONS STATE ACTIONS IOCAL A(U!ONS

1) Promptly inform Ilighway
Department Warning Poinit
(HDWP) and affected
counties of Alert status.

2) Augment resources,
activate on-site Technical
Support Center and on-site
Operationid Support Ceiter.
Emergency Optraitons
Facility (EOF) and other
kcy personnel to standby.

3) Assess and v.spi~d.

4) Consider activating the
Joint nh'ormaiion Center/
Media Center.

5) Dispatch on-site monitoring
Tearns and assewchiutcd
communications.

6) Provide periodic plant
status updates to off-site
authorities (a( least every 15
minutesi.

7) Provide periodic
mc!eorological assessments
to off-sito. authorities, and
dose estimaics for actual
releases.

8) Escalate to a more severe
claMs. if apptopriate.

I.) HDWP notifies EPi) and
DHEC

2) EPD verifies county
notification.

3) DITEC assess situation
with plant and confimns
with F;PD. Recommends
respinse requircd.

4) EPD notities (overnor's
Office. OTAG, North
(,u ulina, Georgia and
FEMA.

5) Governor considcrs
declaring a State of
Emergency.

0) Alert key cmergeney
respor'e personulel and
conununicatiotis to stand
by status.

7) EPD ,taff activates
SEOC. Dispatch and
activate FEOC if
reconimnended.

8) Dispatch Public
Information group to the
Joint Information Cenwer,
if activated.

I) Provide fire. medical, or
security assistance on
request.

2) Augment resources and
hring EOCt.s) to standby
status. Consider activation
or I"OC(s) downwirid from
falcility.

3) Bring aleti andt notification
systems to standby status.

4) Activate siren system and
EBS in I10-mile EPZ if
recomrumended.

5) Alcrl key personnel to
standby status.

6) Escalate to more severe
cla,, if nutified.

7) Maintain Alert status until
verbal closrout or
reduction or emergency
class.

____________________ I _____________________
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EMR'*ERGENCY CLASSIFICATION LEVELS, SCORERP, ALERT

CLASS ALERT

Events arc iii proce.is or have occurred which involve an actual or potential
substantial degradation of the level ni safety of the plant.

CLASS DESCRI1mf'ION Any releases expected to he limited to small fractions oh" the EPA Protect,,e
Action Guideline eposurv- levels.

LICENSIEE ACTIONS T STATE ACTIONS LOCAL ACTIONS

9) Close out or rccommenid
reduction in emergency
class to off-site authorities
followed by wiittne
summary within 8 hours.

9) Coordinate activation of
siren system and -BS in
I 0-mile EPAY if
recommended.

10) Consider precautionary
evacuation of schools
within 5-mile EP'Z and
10-mile downwind.

11) Provide any assistancc
requested from couctties
arid facility

12) Escalate response to
more severe ,:ass i["
appropriate.

13) Maintain Alert status
until %terbal closeout or
reduction or emergency
class.

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ .1
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F~MERGFNCY CLASS WICAT ION LEVELS. SCORF.RP, S ITE AREA ENIERC1FNCY

CLASS SITE AREA EMERGENCY

Events are in process or have occurred whicli involve an actual or likely major
failures of plant functions needed for protection of the

MLASS DESCRIPTION public. Any releases not expected to exceed FRPA Protective Action Guideline
expoqurc lcvels except near-site bioundary.

LMCFiNSE[ ACTIONS STATE ACTIONS LOCAL ACTIONS

i) Pioniptly inform SEUC/
IEOU and affected counties
of Site Area Emergency
tatuIS and reason for

emergency. If SEO(C_'/
F'EOC not operational,
notify Highway Department
Wairing Point (HDWP)
and affected counties.

2) Augment resources by
activating on-site Technical
Support Center, on-site
Operational Support Centcr
and near-site Emergentcy
Operation, Facility (Hill.

3) Assess and respondL

4) Dispatch on-site and off-
situ monitoring tetuns and
commtnications.

5) Activate Joint Tnformation
Center/Media Center.

6) Provide a dedicated
individual for plant status
updatei to otf-site
authorities and periodic
press briefings.

1) .IDWP notifies EPD and
D)HFC.

2) EPD ve-ifies county
notification.

3) r)HEC asse.sses situation
with plant and confirmns
with EPD.

4) DHEC/EPD recommend
protective actioas to
Governor.

5) EPD relays protective
action decision to
coiinlies.

6) .,wrdinate activation of
public alert system and
FUS in I0-mile EPZso
residents will turn on
rdioU"televi qions.
Pruvid. public with
pcri•dic updates.

7) Activate SFOC if not
already operational.

8) EPD notifies state
response forces to s-.ed
representatives to
SEOC/FE1OC.

1) Activate EOC and
cuitergency personnel to full
StaftLS.

2) Dispatch representativcs to
the Joint Information
Center.

3) Issue dosimeters to
emergency workers.

4) Be prepared to assist with
radiological monitoring on
request.

5) After coordination with
SE3O(YFEOC, activate
public alert system in
10-mile EPZ (fixed, mobile
or clectronic tout signal .

6) Bioadcait notification
information on direction of
the County NlO at the
Joint Itiformation Center.

7) Prelutu to activate
Reception (Centcrs and
Shelters as needed.

8) Establ ish predetermined
Traffic Cuitrol Points.
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EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION LFVELS, SCORERP. SITE AREA EMERGENCY

CLASS

CMASS DESCRIPTION

SITE AR EA EMERGENCY

Events arc in proc•s.s or bave om.urred which involve. an actual or likely major
failures of plant Functions needed for protectiun of the
public. Any releases not expected to exceed EPA Protective Action Guideline
exposure levels exccpt near-site boundary.

LICENSEE ACTIONS STATE ACTIONS LOCAL ACTIONS

7) Make senior technical and
~managment staff on-site

2.,ailabhe for consultation
with NIRC and State on a
peritidic basis.

8) Provide meteotological and
dose. ustimate• (v off sitc
authorities for actual
release via a dedicatcd
individual or automated
data transmission syslem.

9) Provide release .nd dose
projections based on
available plant condition
information and Ibreseeable
contingenlcies.

10) Escalate to General
Emergency Class, if
appropriate.

11) Close. out or recommend
reduction in emergency
class by briefing the off-site
authorities at EOF and by
phone f'ollowed by written
summary within 8 hours.

9) FqPO) notifies Governor's
Office. OTAG, North
Carolina, Georgia and
FEMA.

I 0) EPD considers
dispatching the FEOC.

11) EPD dispatches State
liaison to affected county
FOC(s).

12) Dispatch Public
Information group to the
Joint Information Center.
Provide periodic presh
updates for public within
Ut least 10-tultle Evl.

13) Place on standby status
other emergency

pernonnel (e.g. tho.ce
required for evacuation
and dispatch to near-site
duty stations).

14) DtIEC/F.PD
recor-mmendst if Potassium
Iodide should Ix:
distributed to emergency
workcrs.

15) Esiablish 2-mile road
blockIs and control access
to the area on order.

9) D)iivct protective action,,
m, recommended and
deemed appropriate.

10) Request State assistance
as neeted.

11) In an immediate
ernergency and
FEOCY/SEOC are not
dpcrational: (a) Inifi-ate
protective actions
recommended by plant ms
appropriatc; (b) Activate
the public alert system and
EDS for 10-mile EPZ; and

(c) Take actions appropriate
at Alert.

12) Escalate to Gencral
tr nurgency if recquired.

13) Maitutin Site Area
Emergency btatus until
closcout or reduction of
einergency class.
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EMEhGENCY CLASSIFICATION LEVEI S. SCORF.RP, SE'E AREA EMERGrENCY

CLASS SITE AREA EMERGENCY

CLAXSS DESCRIPTION

Events ,arc il process or have occurred which involve. an actual or likely major
failnies' of plant functions needed ftlr protecioin of the
public. Any releases not expccted to excecd EPA Protective. Action Guidline
exposure levels ex"cept nicar-site bourdary.

LICENSEE1 ACTIONS STATE ACTIONS LOCAl. ACTIONS

16) Consider precuutioruy
evacuation Lof 2-mile EPZ
and sheltering of
downwind aremm.

17) Consider evactiation of
lakes, rivers, and forests.

18) Provide assisutncc
requested by counly and
raiirily.

19) Eýcalate to General
Emergency, if
appropriate.

20) Maimain Site Area
Thuergency stalus tntil
closeoul or 'eduction of
emergency class.

__________________________________________________________ I _____________________________________________________ .1~
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FMERGEiNCY C(.ASS)FICATION LEVElI'5, SCOREl-RP, GENERAL EMERGENCY

(CLASS GENERAL EMERGENCY

Everts are in process or have occurred which involve actual or immiu.cuit
substantial core degradation or melting with potential for loss on containment
integrity. Release can bx reasonably exptcted to
exceed EPA PNotective Action Guideline exposure levels off-site for nmre than
the immediate site area.

Cf ASS DE-SCRIPTION

LICEINSEF ACTIONS ST'ATE ACI"IONS LOCAL ACTIONS

I) Prnnpily inform SE0Y/
'EOC and affec-ed counties
of General Emergency
status and reason lor
emergency. Tf
SEOC/FE-OC nOI
uperarional, notify Highway
Depu-trenr Warning Point
(I-IDWV) and affectcd
collntle.s.

2) Recommend protective
actions tiecessary For public
protectionl.

3) Augment rcsources by
activating on-site Technical
Support Center, on-site
Operational Support Center
and near-site Emergency
Operations Facility (EOF).

4) Asstss and respond.

*) Dispatch on-site and off-
sire mnonitoring teazis and
communications.

6) Provide a dedicated
individual for plant status
updates to off-site
mithofities and p-riodic
press brie Faigs.

1) IDWP notifies EPD) mad
DI EC. DIIEC
coordinates with EPI)
and recommends
protective actions.

2) EPD verifics county
notificatito.

3) DH EC/EPD recommnend
iiiafw requiting
evactiation andfor
sheltering, it* required, to
the Ciuvcn-ur.

4) EPI) obtains Governor's
omider for evacuation
and/or sheltering if
required.

5) EPD relays Governor's
decision to affected
counties.

6) Coordinate activation of
public alert sysicm and
E13S in 10-mile FPZ.

7) EPD notilfies PrEMA,
North Carolin-a anti
Georgia.

I) Activate Reception
centers and Shelters as

needed.

2) Conduct evacuation
and/or shcltering zs
ordered by Go•,ernor.

3) Conduct off sitz
radiological monitoring and
decontamination as
re~quired.

4) Broadcast notification
information on direclion of
the County Pi) at the
Joint Information Center.

5) Provide security for
evacuated area.

6) Request state assistance as
needed.

7) Direct protective actions
as iecommended and
deemed appropriate.
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EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION I .EVELS. SCORERP, GENEIRAL EMERGENCY

CLASS GENER~AL EMERGENCY

Events are in process orliave occurred which involve actual or imminent
substantiad core degradation or melting with potcntial for Joss on coltaLnment
integrity. Release can t.. reasonably cxpen-ed to CxcCCd EPA Proiective
Action Guideline exposure levels otff-site for more than immediate site area.CLASS 1)ESCRIVYION

LICENSEE ACTIONS STATE ACTIONS LOCAl, ACTIONS

7) Make senior technical mnd
fim,1Oigefnvt staff on .i.
available for coniittation
with NRC and Staie on a
periodic basis.

8) Proviih. meieorological and
dose estimlates to off-site
authoritics for actual
releasws via a dedicated
individual or autoruilted
data transmission.

9) Pro~,de rele.xsca nd dose
projections based o.
avztildable ahnt co)KIitiou
information and Foresceble.
contingencies.

10) Close out or recommend
rcduction of crnergesscy
cl.as, by briefing of off-site
authoritics at W-C and by
phone follovcd by written
sunitary within 8 hours.

8) MID cvordi'mates
evacuation, sheltering,
and todiological
monitoring if required.

9) Provide peridtic preis
updates ror public within
al least 10-utile EPZ.

10) Consider distribution of
Potassium Iodide tablets to
cmergency response

organiiutions.

11) CoordinatL" and alloatie
state supporl re¢.urces.

12) Request Federal support
as needed.

13.) Provikd' protectivc
actions in 50-mile
Ingestion Pathway EF"Z

14) In a•n immodiate
ernergency and FLUO/
SEOC is not operational.
state ftbwes will rapidly
take appropriale actions
required at Alert and
Site Area Emerigency to
achieve requisite
direction and control.

151 Mtintnin Gencra' Eeiriqgenzy
status until closeout or reduction
in emergency classification.

8) 1) a1 iminedimi.
emeergency and FEOC/
SEOC iS rot OpcrMtiMLil'.
(a) Initiate protective
actiojis re•OminulliidCed by
plint ls apprTcl 1watle
(h) activate the. public
alert .s•tem and EBS for
10-mile EiPZ;(c) Take
notions appropriatie at
Alert and Site Area
Ermergency.

9) Maintain Gencral
Emeritincy ,tatus until
closeout or reduction
of t-mergency class.
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E~. Public lnfomnation

I. See section D of Annex A in SCORERP. Part 7. ror a description or the Public
Education and hluormation Prograam in South Carolina. The following
discussion contains a description of the transient population and disscwination of
pre-emergency intfirmation in Barnwell County. The transient population in this
part of the. EPZ is limited to Creek Plantaflion emnployees arod visitors, noltoniiLs
on Route 125, and any Seaboard Coast l.nc crew olwrating in the aea. The
C:v.ek Plantation management will be provided with a supply Of the Vogtle
emergency public information brochure (Appendix 2. Tab C), f'or distribution to
all employees and visitors to the plantation. Tfhe Seaboard Coast Line railroad
will -. so h• provided with a supply of the emergency public information
brochures for distribution to all railroad employev'; who work in the EPZ.
Finally, the lo-al telephone directory will include emergency public information
such as SxIeans of notification, actions to be takett ir a warning is received, and
appropriate EAS stations for thc area.

2. Attachment I, Evacuation Sectors, Rocwes, Shelters, and Procedures.

3. Public InforaIUttion, SCORERP.

4. FAS/ETV Procedures. Annex A, to Part 5 of Vogte Site Specific.

F. Public Health and Sanitation

Public Wok.s and Engineering (ESF 3). Fire gighting (ESF 4), Infommation and
Planning (ESIF 5), Mass Care (ES" 6). Re.ource Support (ESF 7"1, Health and
Medical (K',F 8), Search and Rcscue (ESFl 9)

G. Mass Czu'c

I. ESF6.

2. Attachment 1, Map, Evacuation Sectors, Routes. Shelcer Are.a., Shelters, and
Pmccdures.

3. On nolification that an evacuation of the population of all or a portion of the ten-
wile EIrZ has been ordered, or js being considcred, the Barnweli County DSS
will provide emcrgency workers who will asisr tei Red Cross at the pre
designated shelters. Evacuees will be directed through these shelters to be
monitored and registered.

4. Appendix I I to this Annex. List of shelters and capacities.

5. See Basic Plan, Attacbment 4 for supprltiing countys phans.
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H. j'ire - nd Rescue

1. ESF 4, Fire Fighiing.

2. ESF 9. Search and Rescue.

Health and Medical.Service (EMN

ESF 8

J. Law h.nlorcement

1. ESF 13, Law Enforcement to Bamwell County EOP.

2. Attachai-nt 1, Map, Traffic Control Points and Routes. South Carolina
Highway Patrol will operate state traffic control points on roads leading into
EPY. flom the county. Staffing of predetermined traffic control points will he
assigned to county law enforcei-ment. Bamwelt C(,ounty will •iLsist as needed.

K. Transportation

I. ESF 1 'Transportation.

2. In the event of an evacuation of the populace of the 10-mile EPZ, the linited
populace within the EPZ is expected to evacuate using available pcrsonal
vehicles. County resources will be made available, if required, lo1 special cases.

3. Designaied emnergency medical service vehiccs will accomplish transportation
of contaminated victims. Pruteetive mea.sures will he taken to prevcnt the spread
of any conuarnination from the victims. Upon arrival at a designated medical
facility and removal of the victims, both the vehicle and acttndants will go
through decontamination procedures.

L. ProtEelive Response

i. The South Carolina Technical RERP provides for protective action guides and
other criteria consisitent with existing EPA guidcs. Barnwell County provides the
mechanism for implementing protective actions such as sheltering and/or
evacuatiou of the counly populace in anid from sectors recommended by BRH
and ordered by the Governor of [he Stare.

2. Radio Protective D)nigs -Emej gcricy Workers:
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The State of South Carolina provides Ftr policics and procedures for storing and
distributing Radio Protective dntgs to all energeucy workers including Barnwell
County. See S.C. Technical RERP.

3. Radio Protcctive Drugs (KT) - Local Populace:

The State of South Carolina and Harrtwell County will riot prescribe and issue
Radio Protective dnigs to the general populace of the county. See S.C.
Teclinical RERP. 'this decision rests upon the Board of Comrnmisbioners of the
Department of Health amid Environmental Control.

4. Protective Sheltering.

In the event of an accident at Vogtle Electric Generating Plant resulting in the
release of a radi•ielive plume, it may be necessary for the populace to stay in
place at their respective locatioits. Certain procedures would be taker' hy the
populace an,, reconueni1ed by the facilily of BRH:

a. Stay inside their homes with all windows and doors closed.

b. All air conditioners, attic fans, etc., should remain tMreed off.

c. Anyone outside shoiljd, immediately upon cnteritij the honic, remove all
clothig and take a thc.rough shower. Rcmoved clothing should be
placed inside a clos4ed contaitier.

d. I lot water heaters should be turned off.

5. Evacuation:

a. The population distribution of the 10-mile VPZ located in Barniwell
County is as follows:

Sector Population Evacuation Time. .(inutes)
Average Adverse
Weather Weather

H-10 27 Residcttls*
200 TFr,nsient.•*t 155 160

h. Bamwcll County will evacuatc to shelters in Alfendade County, which
arc more than 15 mile. firut VEGP. (See Attachmen. 3.)

C. Site specific issues include:
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(1) Access to the evacuated area will be stridnently enforced by lokal
law enforcemnent, and only pre-designated forms of identification
will allow entrince to tihe evacuated area (,,ec Appendix 4 to this
Annex).

(2) Evaucuation estimates have been computed to give locid officials
time data when evanuation deci.sions become necetsary.

* The residents arc lucated in Barnwell Contty but will evacuate through Barnwell

County.

* Sctor H-10 is estimated to hae a potential of 200 transients. Sctlor H-10
encompasses portions of both Barnwell and Allendale Countie.%, which arc in the VEGP
EPZ but outside tie Savannah River Site.

M. Radiological Monitoring, and Dlccontanimintioi_

1. Ten-Mile FPZ:

a. Under Di-EC'. suporvi.iun, the Bamwell County Radiological Officer
will direct ;ll county rudiological monitoring warms, which will iolloitor

the foilowing:

tk1) Local RER persnnel.

(2) Local eniergency VehiCle; at decontamination points.

(3) Evacuees and their vehicles at shelterm.

b. iMtniworing toain assignments. listed in Appendiy, 3. Antie. S
iRadiological. Pmrtection' will be utilized to complete the above t.ask.
Teamuus and individual monitors will be assigned by the county
Radiological Officer to the locations and tasks required.

C. Equipment to be utilized by monitoring teams.

d. If radiation is detected, decontamination will occur as outlined in
Appendix 9. After decontarniriution, people and vehicles will be re-
monitored.

e. Barnwvll County will maintain monitoring records lor evacuecs and their
vehicles. Monitors ýnt (tie shelters will complete the form below iind
forward information to the Radiological Officer on a regular basis. If an
exposure incre.sc is noted for a specific area, the Radiological Officci
will be immediately notified.
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MON rlOR REPORT

(I) Name of Evacuee

(2) Addrcss

(3) Reading

(4) Time of Reading

(5) Clothhingmterial Involved

(6) Problem areas/requests

(7) Monitor Identification

f. Procedures for monitoring RHR personnel are detailed in Paragrapll
IV.N.

g. .The Radiological Officer is respoin~ible for notifying DHEC of any
significant radiological exi-sure.

h. Non-radiological accident Lssessment is outlined in Annex T to the EOP.

2. Ingestion Pathway Monitoring:

a. DHEC will coordinate the monhoring and technical aw.sesncnt of Ihe
50-Mite EPZ.

h. Under DHEC's supervision, Barnwell County rnay 'be icquested to
monitor and to possibly provide ioil. crop, and milk samples for analysis.

c. Monitoring teuns will give reports to DHEC on a rcgulur basis, and
these reports will be prepared on the forms shown below:

(1) Monitoring Teams:

(a) Radioactive level reading upon arrival at assigned area.
half hourly thereafter until terminated.

(b) Significant elevation or decrease of radioactivity reported
immedcciately.

(0J Repoil format (Rcport by line item).
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1) Location(Su I'ficient detail for .lotting) g

2) Reading

3) Time of Reading

4) Clothing/Ffxxf Sruffts Involved

5) Problem Area.,/Rcquest-

6) Monitor Identification

(2) Deconlamination Teams.;:

(a) Report to D[I 3 l -Lt assigned arca.

(b) Report to cmpletioti of task.

(c) Report format (Report by lint' item).

DFCONTAMINATI)N REPORT

1) Team Identification

2) Area I )c•.,amisia'ed

3) Time Required for Completion,

4) Persomscl UtiliLvd (NttmLv.r-,)

5) Equipmenrt Utilized (Type & Numbers)

6) Probkerr Arcas/Requesis

d. See Tngc,,Aion Pathway Proccdures, SCOREP

e. See S'RERP.

3. Decontamination:

a Decontanmination of thc iO-,ilc EIP7, and the 50-mile EIPZ will be
coordinated by DHEC. Barnwcll County will he requested to
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decontaminate local RER personnel, evacuees, ,and vehicles undcr
DHIEC's guid~mce.

h. Procedures for decontamination are outfined in Appendix 9.

C. See Decontamination, SCOREIRP.

d. Contaminated personnel and equipment will be decontaminated
according (u Appendix */, STRERP.

e. Bamwell County will maintain expo.sure records of evttuecs. Monitors
at the sheltcrs will obtain, record, and reporl, ws a minimum, the
information listed below for each conlaminaittc person:

(1) Name

(2) Address

(3) Type Instrument Used and Reading Oblained

(4) Timci of Rcadiun

(5) Effectiveness of Dmcomamination

(6) Locmition and Name of MoNitor

N. Radiation Expo.ure Control

I EIEnerrgencv vwoker.M ,indlviduals w'howse ctti'rgetaey job is inside the tiPZ,) and
Radiation Workers (individuals whose enmergency jotb is (tside the EPZ) ill
Barnwell County who have a responsibility which could result in their exposure
to rudiation fium an accident at thc. Vogtle Electric Generatino Plant will be
issued dosiwneter,;. Emergency worker-, will be is.tUed two dosimeters: (1) a
CDV-742, which can accumulate exposure readings fi-ot 0,200 R. and (21 a
CDV-'130. which cati accumulate exposure readings from 0-20 R and one
perrianent record dosimeter (PRI)). Radiation Workcrs will he issued one
permanent record dosimeter PRD and one direct reading dosimeter (CDV-730!.

2. Priority of issue of dosirmeters will be to peisons working with:

a. 12w.. enrorcemcnt

b. Fire-fighting

U. Rescue and Emergency Mcdical Serviecs
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Do.oinieters and dosimertcr chargcer wilt Lv persaniently as-,,igned to the chiefs of
each of the emergency wervices listed above for subusequetlt iscu to their
personnel who are required to perform a service %inder this plan U1 time 'f
cmergeny.

3. Additional dosimetcrs and chargers will be availiable at the Barnwell County
Emergency Management Office fbr further emergency uses.

4. Emergency service chicfs or thcir deiigatted representatives wilt sign for any
equipment issued ond will te responsible for its return to the EOC.

5. All dosimeters will be issuej to emergency personnel fromi the. service chiefs
office. Before. dioribution, each worker will checkl his equipment foi
functionality and sign a clearance sheet to insure that ,dl equipnicn ciul he
accounted for at the end of a shift.

6. Each etmergecyte/radiativn worker who is issued a dosimeter will be- responsible
fbr reading and recording his own dose rate as well as for submittisg the
accumulated dosage to his superior. (See dose record form, Appendix 7.)

7. Chiefs of services will compile dosage reports and SulN1rit thonr to the
Radiorogical Officer on a daily basis before m-tidnight.

R. The Radiological Officer will maintain permanent dose file cards for all
emergency personnel and he is responsible for having this inrorniatkn availatle
to the Bureau of RadiologicWl Health upon request.

9. Each individual will recharge do.iimeters after his shift dosage has been
determined. Re-chargers will be located in the service chief's office.

10. Approximately one hour before a shift change. the RadiologIcal Officer or the
Emergency Management Director will brief the service chiefs on the dose rates
calculated for specitle area at that time interval. 'his briefing will be held in the
hOC. Service Chiefs will be instructed to closely monitor persoinnel who are
working in conuaninated areas and to arrange. personnel rotailons to limit
accumulated dosages.

a. If a dosimeter reads 0.1 R. instruct that worker to notify E 0C..

h. If a dosireter shows a maximum reading o( 1 .R, instruct Lhat worker 1o
notify the HOC and return to thi%, department for further instructions ard
decontaamination.
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1). Ft-ch .erv'ie chief will arrange communication checks with his field personnel
to detormine dose rates o(n a 24-hour ha ;is for Ihc. duration of the accideni.

12. Exposure control will be regulated by guidelines from South Carolina Techntical
RERP. in the evcnl workers must incur doses. in excess of EPA established
standards, authorization to do so will come from the C1hairmnan, IMnwell County
Council or his representative. Ali decisions will he discussed and authori2ationl
will be grantd only when the e.xceedingi or excess dose is absolutely necessary.

0. Medical

I. Contaminated victims will be treated at Columbia Augusta M(dical Ccolter.
Augusta. Georgia; shoutd a. radialogical accident occur at Vogtle Electric
Geoerating Plant. See Annex (2, Health and Medical Support to Part 5, Vogte
Site Spccific to SCORERP.

2. The training of persons providing medical services to conmtxirnated victims is
the responsibility of D] IEC.

3. Transpoitation of contaminated victims is outlined in Paragraph IV.K..
Transportation, in this Atnex.

P. Recovery and Re-entty

I. 3amwcll County will rely on South Carolina Tcchnical RERP and its
procedures as carried out by DHEC for relaxing protective measures.
Notification to relax protective measures will conic from the SCEOC to
Ramwell County's EOC.

2. Barnwell County %,,ill follow procedut.s as directed by the State Technical
RERP for genctal recovery plans.

Q. Eguipment

1. Radiation 'ci•.etion equipment assigned to Barnwell County monitoring stations
may tv. used within its limitations for monitoring pzrpoAes, under the guidelines
of BRH.

2. See Paragraph IV.N., Radiological Expoeure Control, this Annex.

3. Bamwell Cvuutyt does tnut have any off-Fite radiological ,nonitoring etquipmem
to set up near the nttclear facility. In-place monitoring and santpling -stations
have been established by BR] I as outlined in STRERP.
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4. BRH provides monitoring service uid has available at the )1HEC Central Office
the following supplies:

a. Radiation nionitoring equipmetit, incliding personnel d)siincters
(PRD's), portable survey meters and air samplers.

b. Protective clothing.

C. Sampling equipment for water, air, milk, vegetution, soil, etc.

d. Bio-assay collectirng- containers.

c. D1ccontamination supplies and equipment.

L Up-lo-d"ate set of" maps showring erivirom of each nuclear facility arc
maintained in the Central Dffive and aboard the Mobile Radiological
Luboramcry. These maps shoow the location of each nuclear facility.
motoring and .eampling locations, hospiiiils, and landing strips, eta.

g. Set STRIERP for further detail,.

S. BRU also maintains a Mobile Radiologic'al .jborato•y (MRL, equipped with
emergenuy response supplies anl eclitipment. The MRL can be dispatchad to an
accident site to pevrform field samnple analyses, radiological monitoring, aid
dec.nntamination tasks. The MR1. is equipped with radio conmruunications on the
state-wide DHEC network and on th1i South Carolina Uniergeney Managementl
Division staie-wide network.

6. The receipt wid analysis of all field nw'itoring data wad the cmxrdictutk•.r of

sample media will be handled by BRH a-, outlined in STRERP.

7. Identification of emergency kits:

a. Protective Equipment - See STRIiRP.

b. Communications Equipment See ELSF 2, CoLunununications, Bamwell
EOP. See. alsu Paragraph VI.R., Commutuicationr, this Annex.

c. Radiolgical Mon\0ittritg Equipment - See Paragraph IV.Q., Equipment,
this Anuex. See anl. STRERP.

d. Emergency Supplies -- Barnwell County has no emergency supplies on
hand other than those supplies usci by emergency response teams on a
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daily basis. See ESF 7 Resource Support, Barnwell County EOP for
procedures to proctir' anuy emergency supplies from state resour:es.

8. Each emergency service is responsiblc for operaitionally checking its cquipmnit
quarterly and aflter each use. Calibration of equipment shall b- at intervals
recoiximended by the supplier of equipment.

R Exercise and Dri IIs

Barnwell County, will participate in Radiological Emergency Resvronse Exercises ill
contjunction with exercises nt the facility. Fxcrckise will be condutecd on a frequency
and as set forth in FEMA and NRC Rules.

1. Exercies:

L .Barnwell County will participate in Radiological Emergency Responsw
Exercises prepaurd by EPD, D)HEC and the Vogtic Electric Generating
Plant. These exercises will be observed and cvaluated by federal and/or
state and local official.

h. Exercises will be conducted under varying weather conditions. Once
every six years an exerci.e mtust comnience between f800 and 2400 and
between 240() and 060).

2. Drills:

Barnwell County will conduct and participate in subsystem drills, in addition io
the annual RER exercise. Such drills will be supervised and evaluated by a
qualified instructor. Each emergency .service organization/component will
conduct drills as ir.dicated below:

a. Comiitiinication Drills

Comrnmunications, between the county. the Vngtle Electric Generating
Pint and the EPD will be tested monthly. Stich drills will include the
tn&derstanding and transmission of emenrgency inessages.

b. Medical Eiuiergenc Drills

Medical Emergency Drills will be conducted at unannounced
frequencies. A drill involving a simulated contwmfinated individual will
be performed biannually.

c. Radiological Monitoj1iriDjills
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Conducted in coordination witlh DHFU/BRH. See STRERP.

d. Lleahh Phyics Drills

Coiiducted in coordination with DHI-EC/BRH. See STRERP.

3. Conduct of Excrcise:

Thcercises and drills will be designed and executed in such a manner to al low free
play for decision making and to meet ilie following ohjc•ctiveN: NOTE:
(Barnwell County is not responsible for dcsigning and conducting RER
exercise•. This responsibility rests with the facility and the state. B3arnwell
County will provide tfr organitational drills).

n. Drills in Bamwell County will consist of the rbllowing, with a basic
objective of qualitication:

(1) Notification Cominunivations.

(2) Notification Warining Procedures.

(3) Shelter Procedures and Sheltering.

(4) 13mergency Ojxrations Center; Operations. Procedures and
Coui-nunications.

(5) Medicad Emergency Rceponse Capability.

(6) Rescue Responsc Capability.

(7) Law Enforccment Traffic Control and Security Capability.

(8) Fire Response Capability.

b. Evaluation will he provided for every drill. A critique will be made and
retraining, it required, will be conducted.

c. The EPD will Ie. notified of each drill and requested to obtsevve.

d. Each drill will be planned and prepared to include the following:

(I) Date, thue, period, place and participating county organizations.

(2) Simulated events.
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(3) A time. schedule of jeal. initiating ond amicipated events.

(Scenario)

(4) A narrative sumnmary descrihing the conduct of (he cxircise.

(5) Deccriprion of arrmigements for advanced materials to be issued
to official observers.

(6) Evaluating, critiquing, and methud of impkementing correotive
actions.

e. For RER xeercises with tfle Vogtle Electric Generating Plait or the
state, Barmwell County is a participant and does not conduct such
cxercises. See SCORERP and State RERP for conduct of exercisCs.

S. Radiolooical Emergency Resporse Trainimg

The Barnwell County Emcrgeiicy Manageinent Agency is rcsponsible for training off-
site emergency lersunnel to respond cflectively tLo an accident involving Vogtle Electric
iencr4ting Plant. Peirsonnel to receive initial and follow-up trining ame: law

Unforcemcnt, fire, rescue, untiergency medical, shelter managers. und radiological
defense personnel.

The. annual training program fur Tff-sire eisergency response personnel shall consist of
classroom lriininig, tabletop exercises and gnvernmental confercnces. hI itddihion, such
emergency service and governmental officials with cmergency assignment will
participate in an annual radiologicatl emergency respxonse exercise with the facility.

I. Bamwell County Elmergency ananngseuent Director

a. The C-•olty Emergency Management Director will receivc iritial and
follow-up training by the SCEPD. Training will consist of daily
responsibilities, radiological de'ernsc, governmental conferences,
manakgement seminars. workshops, and cre-er developtisent courses.
(Reference. SCORERP, Anncx B.)

b. The County Emergency Management Director is responsible for the
county training program to include responsibiliLies of counly government
and slpcific duties of the cmergency services. Assistance will b.
obtained from the SCEPI). (Reference SCORE-RP, Annex U.)

2. Aicident Amse,,rneiu:

Accident assessment is a state reiponsibility. (See STRERP.)
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3. Radiologica1 Monitoring Teani and Radioh.igical Analyvsis Personnel:

Radiological Protection Officer and Monitors:

a. Barnwell County Emergency Manngcncnt Director has the overall
responsibility of training Radiological Monitors. The county has a
Radiological Officer who is responsible for conducting training and
refresher courses and his instructois truining is from the State Emergency
Management Division, Radiological Section. Instructors takc pceiudic
refreshcr courses. In order to become a locid radiological monitor, one.
must take 1hc ,tandaid 12-hotir course and nmake a passing grade on the
final exam.

A refresher course is given every year, and it mumt be taken to remain
certified. Monifors must also participate in uxercises and drills that
involve radiological motihoring.

This radiological monitoring is designed for RER, however, the basic
principles of the instruction is translatable to FNF necidents for
understanding of conditions, nuclear thieory, and sheltering. Shlould low-
level monitoring in,,trumentaion beconie available to the county,
previously trained monitos could be c-;ily tsiysived.

b. Raditilugical monitoring is offered to th6 following county and
municipal agencies:

(1) (Coumity Law Enforcement

(2) County Volunteer Rescue Squads

(3) Volunteer Fire Departments

(4) County EMS

(5) Municipal Fire Deprutmicnts

(6) Municipal Police T)cpartments

(7) Local Red Cross Worker%

4. Policc, Security wid Fire Fighting Per.onnel:

Law cnfforcemenx and fire fighting personnel wilt be trained locally with
jimistance from SCkjPD and upplicable state agencies. Annually, these
personnel will -ecctive training to cover responsibilities, notification and alert
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procedures, sector assignments and fitmilinrizattion with their servic' SOP.
(jovernmewta, conferences, tubletop exercises and participation in the annual
racdinlogical emergcncy respilisc, exerci.se %1,ith the facility will do this,

5. First Aid and Rescue Personnel:

Rescue Squads and the Emergeucy Medical Service will be trained locally with
assistance from SCEPI) and applicable .tate agencies. Annually. thesc
personnel will reccivc training to cover responsibilities, notification and alert
procedures, sector assignments and familiarization with their service SOP. This
will bc done by governmental conferences. tabletop exercises and participation
in the annuld radiological einergency response exercise with the facility.

6. Medical Svppoii Personnel:

Training of miedictd supprt persomnel is a DIIMC itesponsibility. (Reference
SCORERP, Annex B.)

7. Public Informnution and Instructions:

The Public Intfrmation Officer will receive initial training by Bamwell County
EPA with assistance from SCEPD. Training will include rcsipn-.dbititie.s, RER
Plan, dissemination of information and develofpnent of ui SOP. Follow-up
training will consist of participation in tabletop exercises, goven~mnntal
com'rencee and the anmual ER. uxerci.e.

T. (nordinarin ,Instruetions

1. T'Ts Radiological FAucrgency Rcsponse Plan will be reviewcd/updated uintally
prior to the tnnivcrsar-y of lhe Plan.

2. Supporting RER Standing Operating Procedures will be reviewcd/updated by
responsible agcncies at the tine of the RhRI' update.

3. Population Yisk factors fur radioaclive exposurcs in all) categories are as shown in
the South Carotina Peacetime Radiological Emergency Resxonse Plan. Any
changes to such criteria will he directed by BRII.

4. All radiological emergenhcy response personnel, employees or volunteers. must
receive radiological emergency respoire (mining a• outlined in Paragraph IV.S..
above.

5. All telephone numbers wi!l he tnpd;iteod quarterly by Btirnwell Ctonty
Emergetncy Management.
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6. Letters of Agreement and Mutual Aid Pat..h for RER will bh initiated and

promnulgated.

V. ADMINISTRATtON AND LOGISTICS

A. Admni.stration

1. Barnwell County EOP.

2. South Carolina Operational Radiological Fmergency Response Pinii, October
99)7.

3. South Carolina Technical Radiological Emergency Response Plan, October
1998.

4. Administrative matters not contained in the above will be dircctcd t) the EOC.

5. Personnel effectivencss reports to bOC.

B. _'isgics

I. Bamwell County EOP.

2. South Carolinn Operational Radiological Emergency Response Plan. October
1997.

3. South Cnrolina Technical Radiological Emergency Response Plan, October
199g.

4. Logistic;r n ¶tairb not %o-nained aA.1-yce %ill he directed to the EOC.

5. Equipment and transportation effectiveness reports to the EOC.

VI. DMRECU'1ON AND CONTROL

A. Direction and Control

i. The Marnwell Comnty EOC is located in the I.ower Level of the County
Aclmiislratiovi Building ait 57 Watt Street, Barnwell, SC =nd will be wade
operational immediately upon receipt of an Emergency Action Condition
requiring activation.

2. The State EOC is located in the basement of the Rutlcdge Builditg, 1429 Seaute
Street, Columibia, S. C.
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3. 'The Vogtlc Electric Genciating Plant Operations Facility (EOF) is located Ut (be
Vogtlc Electric Generating Phint Training Center. The UOF will be staffed by
Southern Nuclear Operating Company Personncl. The Technical Support Center
is located near the station control room.

4. Adjacent County EOC's axe located at:

Aiken County Council Building, 736 Richland Avenue. Aiken, S.C.

5. Chairman. Barnwell County Council will provide County liaison with
communications capability to the State FEOC. adjacent affected county EDC's
and Georga Power Company's EO. ).

6. The Barnwcll County Council will provide liai.con to operate shelters if
evacuation is required.

7. Chiefs of Services or their designated representatives will be present in the
Barnwell County EOC to direct and control their ,;vrvice(s) upon dircction of
council.

8. The EOC will provide space and communications for Sttic and federal lisi.o:'
personnel.

9. 'he Barnwell County Airpoit is a eneral Aviation facility t.'ued on Route
278, 1.0 miles tiorthwest of the Town of Bamwell. It consibts of a two-paved
5,(00-foot runway. On-site capacity exisis for sli'iage, of 4.(M0 gallons of
AVGAS wadjet-fluel. A part-time Fixed Bahe Operator (FBO0) is available.

The alternate is Bush Field in Augusta, (;A., a commercial airport 35 air miles
west-northwest of Barnwell.
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B. Conununictionn.Warning

3. DDuring an emergency in Barnwell Cotnty which results in the upening of the
Emergeocy Operations Center, continuous communications with the different
iagcncies dlat respond is most vital. The following communications will be n,-ed:

a. ouny .aVaw Entforecmcnt Radio Sjystemn

The folloxwing ficquencies will Le utili7ed to coordinnte county &
municipal law enforcement personnel.

(1) The Baxnwell County Sherill's Department tramn.iVr.; and
receives on 453.8O M--z. The City of Barnwell also transmit
and receives on 453.800 MIz so- that inter jurisdictional
conamunication is possible.

(2) cec ESF 2, Communications.

b. Fire and R•_c S'eivice.

(1) All Barnwcll County Fire Dcpanrments utilin frequency 154.400
MHz for comununicatiolls.

(2) All rescue squads utilize fitrquency -atnd 155.205 MHz for
communicatian.

(3) See Annex F (Fire Service) Bamwcll County EOP.

(4) Ser Annex G (Rescice Service) Barmwell Counly EOP.

c. County Fmrgency Medical Service

Vic Hospital and Emergency Medical Service (EMS), can communicate
with the Sheriffs and idl the Rescue Squads via their base station on
155.205 MHz.

d. SLED TelcM

The SLED TCleLypC is located in the County Sheriff's Dispatch Section at
Ihe County Law Enforcement Ccnter. It can be tised in send and Trecive

nicssages to •he South Carolina Emergency Monagement Division and

other counties.
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e. Other public and private coi muiiic~titni systems, -such as telephone
companics, eleetuic and gas conipanies. ,chow.• bus maintenance shops,
etc., having ,an emergency cotmmunicationN- capability, when needed and
having a desire to assist.

2. Upon cstablishmuent of the State EOC South Carolina Emergency Managemient
D)ivision will provide the Barnwell County EOC temporarily E two-way radio
capable of communicating in the South Carolina Emergency Managetuerit
Division radio system.

3. See. Annex B, Comnimunications to the Bamwell Couniy EOP.

4. Annex A-2, Communication to the South Carolina Comprehcosive Emergency
Management Plan.

1. South QCrolina Emergency Operation Plan, October 1997 a; amended.

2. Civil Defense Operational Reporting System iCl'iDORS) will be in aieor&nCeC
with (TG2 - 10/7 Local Governmenr Operational Situation Reporting
Procedures.

3. Situation reports will bL submitted to ihe Bamwoll County EOC as necessury
and/or as required. These reports will include such information as tbltows:

S Agencies activated; operations unriemtaken and personncl/equipiizerit
strength.

b. Samtus of evacuation (if undertak-u'-

(1) Area and number of population affected.

(2) Location and nurnber of persons it shelter on an houily ba.,i, tio
include by age and sex.

(3) Compfetion time of evacuation.

C. Cwaialties

S1) Radiation related and where hospitalized or stored.

(2) Non-radiation related and where I it spital ized/lored.

(3) Nature ond extent of inJuries kdeotM) of castualties.
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d. Nature and extent to include Lime estimate of additional assistance ald
support requircd specifically defined as to Who, What. When. Where,
and Why.

C. After Action reports required from each Emergency Response Service to

include:

(1) Number of personnel involved (total).

(2) Hours devoted by personocl (total).

(3) Average hours devoted by personnel.

(4) Equipmcut involved and cost e•imate for each piece of
equipment for operation.

(5) Support received from non-county assets.

(6) Overall dollar cost for the service for dwh operation.

f. [ni~ eot

(1) Coitny prnperty.

(2) Personal property to include animads and crops.

Barn well Couuty Administrator Date

Bnrnwell County Emergency Date
Management Director
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AITACHMENTS

Allacmllent I -Miip, Vogulc Electricii Generating Planti, J0-Mile FPZ. S.C. Primary Nighway.i, Sect uzs,
Evac.uation Routes, Sheltevs, Traflic Contrl Poiints, Prc.cdures.

Attachment 2 - Map, Vogtle Electric Gencrating Panil 5(-Mile lPZ.

Attachnient 3 - Map, Poxliation Distribution oM the Barnuel Coiunty 10-Mile and 50-Mile IPZ's.

Tah A - Traffic Capacitdes for Evacuation Roule.,.

APPENDICES

Appendix I - County Organization Chart.

Tab A - Responsibilihy Summary Table.

AppendLx 2 - Procedures for Alerting and Notifying Reqidcnts and Warning Teams of the 10-Mile
EPZ.

Tab A -Fnergency Notification Mesatge Form
Tab fi -General Alert L.ist
Tab C -Plant Vogte Einergency Inforuation Calcndar.
Tab D-EPD. 43 Accident/hIcident Report Form.

Appendix 3 - Traffic Control Prcedures.

Appendix 4 - Two-Mile Evacuation and Roadblock Plan for Vogtie Ftctric Gcnerating Plant.

Appendix 5 Nuising Honies. Industries, and Schools iii (le 10-Mile EPZ of Barnwell County.

Appendix 6 - SLED SOP.

App•ndix 7 - Dose Rate Record.

Appendix 8 - Procedures to Implement the Bamwell County RERP.

Appendix 9 - Radiological Decontamination.

Tat A - Decontamnination Puucedueie.

Appendix 10 - Ltters of Agreement.

Appendix I I - ShcherS aid Capacitics.
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AT'ACIIM ENT 1 TO ANN EX Q2

Map, VogIl Electric Generating Plant. 10-Mile HPZ, S.C. Primary Highways, SectorN. Evacuation
Routes, Shekcr,,. Traffic Convrol Poinis, and Procedures.
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AI1'ACHMENT 2 TO ANNEX Q2,

Map. Vogile Electric Generati•g Plant, 50-Miile JPZ.
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ATI'ACHMENT 3 TO ANNEX Q2.

Map, Population Distribution of the Bamwell Counry 10-Mile and 50-Mile IPZ.
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ATrACIIHMENI 3, TAB A TO ANNEX Q2 - TRAFFIC CAPACITIES FOR E2VACUATI-ON
ROUTES.

Traffic Capacities for Evacuation Routcs.

Numker' RoadwaO.
of Distzincel'oL Cruise Cap=ie
Lane,~ Pawinvzent -Obstruction .imyd (vph)County -Secoridary

Aikeni Rt. 437 (Browni
Roaid), "ist, of
Route, 5

W. 5, betwccn
Roule 437 and
Route 63

R1. 63,bet-w ecji
Route' mi~.d
Romte 57

2 Diii

2 Paved

2 Paved

6 ft.

6 ft.

6 ft.

25mph 1288

35ruph 1400

35mph 1400

Rt. 57, between
Route 63 and
Route 278

HWY 278.
Route 57 and
Routo 302

2 Paved 6 fl. 35mph 1400

2 Paved 6 ftl. 35nipli 14(0K

Rt. 302 2 Paved 6 ft. 35mph 1512

Bamwcll Rt. 493,
South of Route 125

2 Paved 6 ft. 35mph 1400

Bartmwv1e Rt. 125 2 Paved 6 ft. 35mph 1624

1In both directions.

2 Capacity is derined in vehicles per hour, for both directinns of travel.
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APPi•N•IDX I TO ANNEX Q2, ORGANIZATION CHART.
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APPFiND.X f, TAB A TO ANNEX Q2 - RESPONSIBILITY SUMMARY TABLE.

FUNCTION

Commzrand&
Control

W.4ming
Radiological
Emergeii cy

Notification
Conmunlicationi~

Puiblic
Inforniation

AGF.NCY

Barnwell CountyCouncil
Chaimiaii

County Administrator
I)irector, Emergency Man-
agement Division
Chiefs. County Emrncrei-wy
Services

r3airiwelr ('ounty Shcriff
(Tranici1nt)

Ramrweil County Sheriff
(Tran.ient)

Barnwcll Couily Sheriff
(ResidenLs)

Barnwell County Sheriff
(Resident.s)

EHiergency Managcaent
Radio & TV Stations
S.C. Educational Network
State Law Enforcement Div.
(SLZD) (When requested)
Municipalities

Sheriff
Diiwctor, Emergency Man-
agement
Utilities
Telephone Compainies
Local (.overnment and
Municipalities
Chiefs, County Emergency
Services

PIO Officer (County)
Director, Emergcncy Man-
agement
BarnVell County COLInCi
c~haini Ia,,

Local Ncwspapern
TV & Radio Serving County

REiSPONSIBULTY
L'ý*rrmjaz 5u- ILort

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

N

XX
x
X
X

X

X

X
x
x

x

X

X

X

X
X
X
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APPENDIX 1, TAB A "() ANNM-X Q2 RESPONSIBIL TY SUMMARY" 'ABLE (CONTINUED)

FUNCT ION ACGENCY RFSPONSIB1LITY
Primary Support

Municipali ties
Utility

x
x

Accident
Am•ssment
(Nuclear
Accident)

Social
Ser,,ices
(liWS)

Fire Service

Rescue
Service

Dept. of I lleatrh & Environ-
nlenlal Conlrrl
RAP & IRAP (Upon Requet)
Ditoclor, Emtergency Man-
age.uent Division

County Dept. of Social
Scrvices

School Disrricte
County Red Cross
Sal valion Airimy (Wheu
Avuilble)

Chief, Fire Service.
[.oial & Fire Departments
S.C. Forestry Ciommissioon
S.C.. Office of Fire Marshal
Adjacent Cotnti.s (Mutual
Agreement)

Chief, Rescue Service
Local Rescue Squads
S.C. Wildlife & Marine
Resources
S.C. Forestr) Commission
S.C. Aeronamiic" Commission
..C. Civil Air rav-ol

AtIdacent Countieý (Mutual
Agreement)

Barnwell County Sheriff
(Transients)

Barnwoll Contmy Slienff
(Trauusientsl

Barnwell Counly Sheriff
(Rcxident,)

x
x

x

X

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x
x

x

x

T] Ir-a Fri] C

C(,ntrol,
Security &
I ."tw En for ce-
111i tu

x

x
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APPENDIX 1, TAR A TO ANNEX Q2 - RESPONSIIILITY SUMMARY TABLE (CON MlNUMJ))

FUNCTION AGENCY RESPONSIBJI .TIX'
Primiay Siuppor

Emergcitcy
Medicni
Service,,
(EMS)

Transportation

ProtLective
Response

RadiologicalI

Borniveli Couity Sheriff
(Residents)

Municipal Police Fowie,
State Law Enforcemcnt Div.
S.C. Wildlife & Marine
Resources

S.C. Highway Patrol
S.C. Army National Guard
(If Available)

Chief, Ciunty Ermergiency
Medical Services
County R.,cue Service
County Ambulance Service
I Iospital.s (Sezrving EPZ)
Adjacent Counties (Mutual

Agrcemenf)

County School Bus
Maintenance Supervisor
Local "'Iicking Fitiris
S.C. Public Service Comm.
S.C. Aeronautics Ctrmmissitn
S.C. Adjutant General
Ad jacent Counties (Mutual
Agreement)

Bamwell County Council
Chairman
County Emet gcitcy Welfare
Services
Sheri f Off•s •tice.
Director, Eimiergency Man-
ageLment
Chiefs, ContIy Emnergency
Se rvi ces

S.C. Dept. o Health & E n-
vironrmtiictl Control (DHEQC.

x

x
x

x
x
x

x
X
x
x

x

x
x
X

x
x

x

X

x
x

x

x

x
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APPENDIX 1, TAI ATO ANNEX Q2 - RESPONSIBILITY SUMMNARY TABLE (CONTINUSED)

FUNCTION AGENCY RESPONSM~ILrIT
Primary Sup =.

Contol Director, Emergency Managemcrit

Barnwell Couivty Cotincil
Ci~airmani I

x

x

Corrective
ActiorLs ancd
Plan Changes

Director, Emergency Management

Chiefs, County '17e-qrgcncy
Service

x

x
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APPEiI)IX 2 T'O ANNEX Q2 PROCEDURES FOR ALERTING AN]) NOTIFYING
RESIDENTS AND WARNING TEAMS OF THE IO-MILE EP/Z.

.GENERAL

To describe procedures. organization, and facilities used to alert and notify the populace in the
Plahic Exposure ((ktmile) EPZ in the eveni or a radiological cnrergency at Vogile Elcctric
Genera ing Plant,

II. EXECUI'ON

A. Uenera__

I. Alert

Sirens, both fixed and mobile and tone alert rdios will be used to ALERT both
the rcsidents arid transient populdtion in the VEGP 10-mile EPZ.

2. Notification

The resident populace will be initially notified through the NOAA tone-alert
radio. telephone, and through mobile sound equipment for the transient
population. Follow-up public iforrmation will he made by the respective states
over the Emergency Alert System (EAS). Savannal River Site (SRS) will
noti•y workers and .membcrs vf the public within their boundaries, including
persons traveling through SRS on the. public highway and hunteris.

13. Coneent of Oterations

I. Alerting

a. Slate agcncie.,; iad local uov 1mniests arc notified of radiological
eme1Crencies as specified in Annex A. S('ORERP.

h. In the evcn( there is ant immediate decl:aation of Site Area Emergenicy
or General Emergency hy VEGP and the S KOC is nut operational, the
decision to sound the signals and to issue cemergency insmitctions to the
public will be made and executed by county authorities based on
recommendatinn% by VEGP officials.
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r. Once the S6OC is uperational. the decision to sound alerting signalk
will be made by the Executive Group of the Slate Emergency
Organizadion (SEO).

d. S'rcris will be activated by County EOCs and the NOAA tone-alert
system will be. activated by the Georgia -me.rgency Managcnent
Agency (GIEMA) in coordination with the South Carolina EOC.
Alerting of persons boating or fishing on the Savannah River will be
accoLmnplished by the. Georgia Department of Natural Rcsouicvs, Garmi
and Fish Division. and Burke County a,1A in coordination with the.
South Carolina Department of Wildlife.

2. Notification

a. The primnary means of notification is the NOAA lone-alert radio system.
It will be atilized to provide the initial nwific-tion of the public for
residents. The transient population will be primarily notified by mobile
sound equipment.

h. Thc EAS wilt be utilited w, the primary means for followw.u public
information. Follow-tip entergency action me.ssages will be formiulated
and coordinated by the respective state COOs The message(i) will be
relayed by the State PIO Organization at the Emergency News Centcr
(IENC).

C. State Procedures

I ipon declaration of an cmergency at the Vihll, the plant notifies GEMA, the
S.C" Highway Departmcnt Warning Point (SCEPT)). SRS, and Al counties over
the dedicated Emergency Notification Network (ENNI. (SEOC), if operational).
Back-up ENN and comrmercial telephone will be used as backup means of
notification. Recommendations will be made by VEOP to the appropriate
state(s) for their respecti-,e portions of the EPZ.

2. SCEPI) and GEMA euaergency re.sponse officials will coordinate protective
actions and the content of NOAA nmssages over the Adminisr•ative Deci,,ion
ILine (ADI!).

3. If Georgia and Suath Curolina S.FOCs are operational, protective actions will be
coordinated.

4. The Georgia EMA. upo(3n coordination and agrectent of the NOAA message
with South Carolina, activates the NOAA message from the Augusta We, uther
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Service. via the transmitter located at VE.P using existing GEMA/NOAA
procedures. "llic combined message is thereby senw to 0]) NOAA radios in thc
EPZ (both states) giving initial protcetive actions for all local ph~mning zones
and in~trict.-, all to turn to an EAS fadio and/or television station.

5. Concurrently %vith the NOAA mncssage transmission, the resp,.ctive staies will
ease the coonties to bound their sirens, both fixed and mobile.

6. An initial EAS message will have been coordinated between officials of
Georgiu and South CaroiUna during the same coordination conccming the
NOAA message. "hie EAS message will be tratsmitted to the respective states'
Puhlic Information personnel at the Emergency News Center for tran.mi.s ion
over the EAS network(s) in their respective stale(s). (See Appendices I and 2,
EAS Operational Areas.)

7. Subsequent changes of recommended protective actions will be madc using the
above pro.edhre.s.

D. Public information

Euergency Public Information will be issued by the South Carolina spokespersoit from
the Emergency News Center located in the Burke County Office Park on Georgia
Highway 80/56 in Waynesboro. Georgiat, in coordination with the State of South
Carolina. SRS, respective counties and the Gc'.rgia Pow.er Company,

E. County Procedurc.m

1. Receipt of Warning

a. It' an emergency ii declared at the Vogtic Electric Gencrating Plant,
authorized VEGP persoanel will notify the Barnwell County Law
Enforcement Center Warning Point simrihlaneously with state and other
coutin warning points by Emeritvcy Notification Network (ENNi
phones, or commercial telephone. Verification of the cmll will b•
established to insure authenticity.

b. In the event thw Pmnipt Notification Sy-stci is accidentaly activated.
corrective procedures will be followed.

c. See ESF 2, to the Countiy 12OP.

2. Dissemination of ;hc Waming
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Upon confirmation of an irnmediatc GCieural Emergency, the dispatcher will
hitmediarely notify/advise anty one of the following Barmwell County officials:

Barnwell County Director
Emergency Management Agency
Oflli.e Phone: 259-7013
llonce Phone: 584-3343

Balnweli Courily Shejiff
Office Phunc: 299-3083
(24-Hour) 259-1727

Barnwell County Council Chainanu
Office Phone:
Home Phone: 259-3986

Barnwell County Administrator
Office Phone: 541-1010
Hiome Phone: 259-1405

Fach of these officials has (he authority to request activation of the Prompt
Noifitcation Sy,,,ein and the EAS message sybtern.

3. In cabcs where immnediatc response is required to protect the poputlacc, orne of
the above listed Barnwell County officials will direct activation of the
Emergency Alcrt Systetm and issuance of appropriate messages.

4. If the radiological situ'ation allows orderly activation of the SEOC, FAS
ctivation will We made after consultation between Georgia Ernet'gency

Management Agency and S.C. Emergency Managemet Division regarding
protective actionS.

F. Methods of Notifying the Powulation of the I 0-Mile EP.

1. Hqartnwell C("nty has 110 resident populativii within the VEGP plume EPZ. The
population here consLsts only of transients. If the deci.ion is made to activate
the prompt notification system. The fixed siren locatM in Biurwell County will
be auidible in the Barnwcll County io.tion of the, VI(iP EPZI and constitutes the
initial means of prompt notification. In addition, the Barnwelt County Sheriffs
Office will dispatch warning teams using vehicles equipped with sirctts.
bullhorns, loudspeakei-s, or €fther public address systems to warn transient
population within that portioit of Barnwell County that tills within dre VEGP
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plume EPZ. "l'hosc wanting teamis will proceed to and drive through that part of
the plunm EPZ disseminating appropriate warning mncssages. Those Nkarning
teams will provide notification within 45-mirntes to any transients in thal pwrt
of the pluiic EPZ who were not warned by the initial notification.

In addition to providing additional warning to the Hirnwell County portion of
the VEGP plume EPM, the Barnwell warning team,; will also provide iniitial
notification to transients in the Bamwcll Count:y poulion of the VEGP EPZ.

2. Warning teams consist of' the following along with assigned areas of
responsibility:

Sheritls Office - Sector 11-1) in Darnvwcll County including Creek Plantation
(o1T Rt. 125).

Other police, fire and rescue units are available to augment above resksurce~s ir
nececssary.

3. Noli icatiwi of Warning Teams

a. Rc.ccuc - pager or telephone.

h. Fire Departmentts .- radio or telephone.

c. Police Departments -- radio or tclephone.

d. All units above c4n he contacted/controlkdl from Bamwell County Lavw
Enforcentetr Ccnlle.

4. Warning Messages to beDissemitiated wilt consist of one of the. following:

a. Attention -- A radiological accidct(u occurred at the Vogtle Electric
Generating Plant at (date/time) that could cause h-rn to persons in this
neighborhood. You art requested to stay inside your homes and
bwsines-es with doors and windows closed. Tuirn on your radio or TV
to receive further information.

b. Attcntion -- A radiological accident occurred ai the Vogtle Electric
Generating Plant at (date/time) that could cause lharm io persons in ihis
neighborhood. We urge you to leave your home.s or budiness in a
sa'l, orderly manner and report to your assigned shelters. Turn on your
radio or TV to receive ftunher infoinat rion.
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V. Attention - The Governor of Soumh Carolina has declared a state of
emergency cue to an accident at the Vogtlc EMcetric Giencrating Plant at
(date/time). You are requested to begin movement to yomr shelter in
accurdance with instructions listed in the Vogtle Electric Generating
Plant brochure arid informuation fumrished by radio and 'TV stations.

07. Emergency Alert Sysicn (JLAS)

EAS will he activated along with the prompt notification system. Information udvising
the lxpopulation or protective actions will be given out over the EAS via standard
messages in place at the EAS stations. (See Appendix 3, Annex C, SCORERP)

The widest coverage by the EAS wvill be utilized to convey the public, warning and
follow-up messages.

II. Alert and Notifimaxion Communications Dirmetory (Tab F).
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APPENDIX 2. TAH A TO ANNEX Q2 - E':MERGFNCY NOTIFICATION MESSAGE FORM
(ENMF)

(INSERT FNMF)
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APPENDIX 2, TAB A TO ANNEX Q2. • EMIRGONCY NOTIFICATION MESSAGCh FORM
(ENMF)

(INSFRT ENMF)
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APPENDIX 2, TAB B TO ANNEX QI - GFKRA1. ALERT LIST.

EMEiRGENC(Y TITI.E. TELEPHONE NI IMBEKS
BUSINESS .RFSIDENCE

Chaimian. County Council

County Admninistrator

Director. Emergcncy Management

Warning Officer

Communications /Law Frnfurcememt

Public hifomiation

Chief, Emergency Wclfawnc Service

Shelter Officer

Chief, Transportation Service

Chief, Fire Scrvice

C:ounly Rescue Squad

Public Works

Chief, Fnergency Medical Service

Radiological Officer

County Attomery

MAYORS OF MU.NICIPALITIES
MLUNICPA LITY TELEPHONE
Barnwell
Blackvilfe
Hilda
Snelling
Williston
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APPENDIX 2, TAB C TO ANNEX Q2 - PLANT VOGT1.E EMERGENCY INFORMATION
CA1LENDAR

(INSERT CALENDAR)
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APPFNDIX 2TO ANNEX Q2 - EPD-43 ACCIDENT/INCIDENT REPORT FORM.

(INSERT EPL)-43)
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APPENDIX 2 TO A NNEX Q2 - EPI) ACCODENT/INC1DENT REPOT ' FORm - (CONTINUED)
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APPENDIX 3 TO ANNEX Q2 - T'RAFFIC CONTROl. PROCEDURES.

The following is mui evacuation and road-block plau toi be uscd when ordered by. proper authorities
regarding a nuclear accideriL at the Vogle Electric Generathig Plant.

Fvacuation data was evaluated to identify key intersecmion locations where potential vehicle conflicts
during art evacuation would warrant management or control. ThI locations identified for traffic control
are identified below:

Aiken County:

o Route 437 (Browns Road) at Route 5 (direct traffic north on Rote 5, restrict
vehicles from traveling south on Route 437).

o Route 5 at Route. 299 (dircct traffic iorth on Rowe 5).

o Routle 5 at Route 63 (dirvt- traffic west on Route, 63).

o Route 63 at Route 125 (allow traffic tv flow om Rvute 63).

o Route 63 at Route 57 (direct traffic north on Route 57).

flarnwell County:

o Route 12.5 at Route 493 (direct traffic south on Route 125).

Allendale County:

o Routle 125 at Route 12 (direct tniffic south on Rotte 125).

o Route 125 at Route 17 (direct traffic smuth on Route 125).

Thcsc location.,are illustrated in Attachment 3.

The responsibility for traffic control during an evancuztion of th- South Cnrolinia portion of the
VE-iP EIIZ will Ie shared hy Aiken and Barnwell County Emergenc'y Management Law
hnfurcemenr Agency personnel and State as available. Banweill County Luw E-hirceinent
personnel will be available as backup to Allendale pcisonnei if required. Each traffic
maaagement loca(ion wilt (Ve manned and/ur road blockb v'ill be positioned to direct evacuees
out of the EPZ and to restrict unauthorized access in the "affceted area. Route rnarkcr.s will be
plaMcA along the evacuation route at the above critical location to promote more efficient traffic
flow out of the EPZ.
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The stationing of traffic controllers at these Tntffic Management I.ocations would not he
expected to significantly reduce the time required to evacuate the South Carolina portion of the
EPZ, since the time estimntes :ire most influenced by the various preparations and mobilization
times. However. cowtrollers at these key lfwations would redhce the nuimbr of vehicle
conflicts and prnoote progrcss movemeont through the wuea. The traffic conarohlers wOuld also
act to instill confidence in evacuces by directing evacuating traffic in the most efficient manmer
pocsible and by being available to respond to unpredictable or changing events.
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APPENDIX 4 TO ANNEX Q2 - NURSINGi HOMES, TNDUSTRIES AND SCHOOLS IN THE 10-
MII .E EPZ OF1 BARNWELL COUNTY.

There are no schwis, ho.pitaIk, nursing homes, or indwstrjes located in the Barnwell Coutity portion of
the Vogile Elcetric (.ienctnting Plant FPZ.
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APPENDIX 5 TO ANNEX Q2 - STATE LAW ENFORCEMENT DR'ISION (SLED). SOP.

The security identification ihat will be u-td to control egress and ingrmss in the case of a nuclear
emergency is as follows:

PUBLIC SAFETY

All bona fide unifornms of public safety agencies will be honored. This includes but is not limited to
the uniforms of Police, Fire and Emergency Medical Personncl. Personnel of public safely agcncie,.
and/or National Guard who are not in unifotri will display appropriate agency identification or obtain
an Approved Identification Pass from the SLED representative at the SEOC or FEOC.

STAFF SUPPORT

All personnel of agencies and orguniiations supporting governmental response to a nuclear emergency
will be issued Approved Identification Passes.

NEWS MEDIA

Members of the mc-dia should di,;play official identification from thcir employing or sx.ntsoring
organi7ation. Generally, the media will be directed to a near site media center and not to the Forward
Emergency Operating Center.

CIVIIIANS

A pass is available for evacuees who may be authorized re-entry to an evacuated toca it the event of
urgent duties.
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APPENDIX 6 TO ANNEX Q2- RADIATION RATE RECORD.

RADIATION EXPOSURE RECORD

NAME

AGE

SOCIAL SFCULJRFrY NUMBER

DOSIMETER SERIAL NUMBER-

DATE
IN ITIAL
READING

FINAI.
READING EXPOSURE

DATE_

SIGNATURE

__TOTAL EXPOSURE
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APPENDIX 7 TO ANNFX Q2 - PROCEDURES TO TMPI.HMENT THE BARNWELL COUNTY
RER PLAN.

NLUREG-0654 Criteria 11 P:7

]. IICA Aiken Regional Medical Centers Operational Procedures.

2. Standing Operations Pirocdures, State Emergency Operations Center, Emergency
Muikagcicnt Division, Office of the Ad.jutant General.

3. Local Government Radin/Signal O nrtiing Instructions, Emiergency Management
Division, Office of the Adjutant General.

4. Duty Officer/Staff Duty Officer Instnrctional Maiiutal, Emergency Managetient
Division, Office of the Adjutant General.

S. Standard Operating P-rocedutcd s. EMS Division. South Carojina Department of Health
& Hnviroinicnald Control.

6. Chief Elected Offic•al, Implementing Procedures.

7. Eniereency Management Agency, Implementing PN.cdures.

8. Flarnwell County Sheriffs Office, Implementing Proceduies.

9. Rescue Siuad/Anbulance, Implementing Procedures.

10. Shelter Marnager, Implementing Procedures.

I . County Law Enforcement Communicalioris Center, Implementing Procedures.
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Barnwell County Emergency Operations Plan
Appendix F - Q2

VOGTLE RADIOLOGICAL EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLAN

APPENDIX 8 TO ANNEX Q2 - RADIOLOGICAL DECONTAMINATION

A. General

1. Radiological decontamination is the reduction or removal of contaminating radiological
material froti structures, areas, objects or persons. The object is to reduce the
contamination to an acceptable level with the least expenditure of labor and materials,
and with radiation exposure to decontaminate personcl commensurate with the urgency
of the task.

2. Decontamination pricedures will be implemented on the recommendations of DIIEC,

Bureau of Radiological Hlealth.

B. Execution

1. Decontamination points will be established at the following locations and be under
direction of the Radiological Officer:

a. Shelters

Bamwell high School
Guinard Butler Elementary School

b. D1econtamination Point,;:

Personnel Vehicles: Chem. Nuclear Systems

Official Vehicles: Chem. Nuclear Systems

C. Procedures

I. The method of dccontamnination will depend upon the type and cxtcnt of conlamination.

2. Persontel and Clothing:

As described in Tab A.

3. Decontamination of food and water will be conducted under the technical
advice/supervision of DIIEC/BRH.

4. Contaminated areas will he roped off and marked with CAUTION-RADIOACTIVITY
signs.

5. Action levels for decontamination will be conducted as outlined in Appendix I -
STRERP.
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Barnwell County Emergency Operations Plan
Annex Q-2

FIXEI) NUCLE AR FACILITY RADIOLOGICAL EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLAN

TAB A TO APPENDIrX 8
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Barnwell County Emergency Operations Plan
Annex Q-2

FIXED NUCLEAR FACILITY RADIOLOGICAL EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLAN

APPENDIX 9 TO ANNEX Q2- LETTERS OF AGREEMEIN'rs

.e.ttcrs o" aureements are on file in Bamwell County Emergency Management Office.
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Barnwell County Emergency Operations Plan
Annex Q-2

FIXF.D NUCLEAR FACILITY RADIOLOGICAL EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLAN

APPENDIX 10 TO ANNEX Q2 - DESIGNATED SHELTERS IN BARNWELL COUNTY FOR
EVACULEES FROM BARNWELL COIJNTY, S.C.

[. GENERAl.

The shclters liIed in this appendix are in compliance with American Red Cross Disaster
Services Guidelines and Procedures, ARC 3074, dated August 1976.

II. PURPOSE

The shelter marked with an asterisk below is the primary shelter. As primary shelter, it is
opesied immediatluy upon notification that an incident has occurred and that sheltering will
be required for evacuees. "l'he alternatesliecltcr will be opened as needed. These shelters
will accornmmodate 100% of ihe population.

I1. Shelter Listing with phone number is indicated below:

COULNj'Y NAME/ADDRESS CAPACITY

HARNWELL

HARNWELL

*Barnwell High School
Jackson Street. Barnwell, SC
Phone: 803-541-1300

Guinuard Butler Middle School
Allen Streei
Barnwell, S.C.
Phone: 803-541-1370

675

265
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ANNEX Q2, FIXFD NUCLEAR FACILITY (FNF) RADIOLOGICAL.
EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLAN (RERP) TO TBE ALLFNDALE COUNTY
EMERGENCY OPERATIONS PLAN (ROP)

All FNF and RERP will be trained on the principles of the National Incident
Management System (NMIVS) anid intcgratc those principles into all FNF and
RERP planning and respon-e operations.

Ensure alJ FNF anti RERP personnel integrate NIMS principles in all planning. As
a minintunm, primary action officers for all FNF and RERP ageniies will com1plete
FEMA's NIMS Awareness Course, or an equivalent course.

1. GENERAl,

A. Purpose

To provide for the Radiological Emergency Response. to protect the
populace and property of Allendale County from harmful etffcct.% o ionizing
radiation in Ihe event of a radiological axident at the Vogile Electric
Generating Plant.

B. Authority

1. South Carolina Legislative Act Number 199, Section 21. 1979 which
places Emergency Managemenl resptmsibilities under the Office .of
the Adjutant General and provides for Eimergency Managcment.

2. South Carolina L.egislative Act Number 223 of 1967 wvith
sub.5cquent aiucndinents, which assigns State Radiological duties 1o
the Department of Hcalth and Environmental Control (DH-C).

3. Alkendale Counly Resolution dated April 21, 1979 wid revised
Augiist S2. 1996.

C. Reference

1. South Carolina Emergency Operations Plan.

2. South Carolicta Operational Radiological Emergcncy Respone Plan,

3. South Carolina Technical Radiological Emergency Response Plan.

4. Vogtlc Electric Generating Plan Site Specific Radiological
Emncrgerk-y Rcusxibi-e Planl, to the South Carolina Operatioual
Radiological Emergen2cy Response PKlm.

5. NUREG-0654/FEMA REP- 1.

6. NUREG-0610, FNF Eniergency Action Levels.
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D,. Maps

1. Allendale County Special Map, sectors, shelters evacuation, routes.
in.tnictions and traffic contoul points. (Attachment 1).

E. Definitions

1. Administralive Decision Line (ADL) - A dedicated telephone line
facilitating communications between ihe Georgia and Sooth C'rolina
SEOCs, FEOCs and the PhintL Vogtle EOF during an emergency.
This line will be ufsed for tho discussioti anld CUotdination of
protective action. dcisions antd other co-rdination isues.

2. DHEC - South Carolina DNpartsimxer of Heatth and Envitomnental

Control.

3. The County - Allendale County, South Carolina.

4. DIHEC - South (CIarolina DepaUrtinent of Health and Environmental
Control.

5. Emiergency Operations Center (EOC) -- A facilily with the
necessary, coinmunicatiols from which essential funtcion, are
directed and controlled by county government.

6. Emergency Planning Zones (EPZ) of the Off-Site Area

a. Ten-Mile Plume Exposure Pathwlay Zone -- An
approximatc ten-mile rudius ccntercd on a Fixed Nuclear
-acilily having an operational nuclear rcactor. This EIPZ is

divided into two-fiv.-and-ten nule zones vo'uch are furlews
divided into sub-sectors for area identification. 'Tlhc EPZ
repreŽscuts that area in which, under a worst case nuclear
accident, ionizing radiation could spread and from which the.
poptlafion might bave to he evacuated. (Attachment 2.)

b. Fifty-Mile Ingestion Pathway -- A fifty-mile radius-
(appnoximate) centered on an FNF. This EPZ is that area
which tnust be monilored and for which plans made to
prevent human ingestion u(* ionizing radiation froni lobd
products such as milk, vegetable., and water thai may have
been contaminated. Plans must be made also for protection
of animals from ingestion of contaminated feed and waler.
(Attachment 2.)
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7. Emergency Radiolugical Assistance. "'eam tZRAT) -- A team of
BureaLt of Radiological IHealtlh personnel traincd in radiological
accident responc.

8. Fixed Nuclear Facility (FNF) -- A permanently located nuclear
ficility, which mould present a radiologicai hazard off-site from the
facility.

9. Fo-ward Emergency Operations Center (FEOC) -- A facility
located within the periphery of a disaster area where state
governiment exercikos direction and contrIJ of force •and resources.

JO. LGR - ,outh Carolina EMD LAcal (,overnment Radio -. A staic-
owned radio sy.tern that provides command and control functions
for state deployed forces. County governments are also mernbers of
this network.

i1. Off-Site -- All land and water areas outside the FNF site boundary
und within Allendale County thai could be affetctd by a radiological
incident at the Savannah River Plant. Such area is under the
operational control of the local jurisdiction aflfhcted and lbr which
the jurisdictott is rcspotisiblo ror Radiological t-n-e•g'gncy Reqpol.se
Planning.

12. On-Site -- All land and water areas within the I-NFs site hoondary.
That area cannot be used thr Radiologicad Emergency Response
Planning %ithout authorization from the. facility operators.

13. FrIce-Anderson Act - Federal legislation which establishes an
insurance pool over and beyond that available to the nuclear industry
through private insurance firms. It would enable those affected by a
radiologicnl accident to retx'vcr through the Federal government
certaiti loýess thar aie. not covered by private institnce policies.

14. Prompt Notiicaion Systemu_ An intcgrited systea, o" sirens and
NOAA-activated tone alert radios which blankets the 10-mile EPZ
and provides a means fir notifying residents and uumisicnts of an
emergency at Plant Vogtle.

15. Radiation Protective Actions - Action,; taken Io avoid or reduce
the effects of ionizing radiation releases due to a radiological
incident.

16. Radiological Accident -- Any unexpected occurnence oft a condition
which could or does r•sult in the exposure of the public to iny
source of ionizing radiation.

17. RIER - Radiological Emergency Response

IS. RERI -- Radiological Emergency Response Plan.
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19. SRS - Savwnnah River Site

20. State Emergency Operations Center (SEOC) -- A facility with tlhu
necessary communication control capabilities from which essentially
all disaster functions aro directed and controlled by the Governor.
Tie SEOC is located in the basement of the I100 Fish Natchery
Road, Columbia, South Carolina.

21. The State - The State of South Cairlina.

22. V)EGP -- Vogtle Electric Generating Plant.

1. Organization

'Thc. principal organization,. including utilities hat are part oE the overall
reponsw. organization for ernergcncy plaiuing zones are listed below:

1. Federalh

See the S.C. Opetational Emnergcncy Response Plan.

2. State:

Sce the S.C. Operational Emergency Response Plan.

3. County:

a. The Allendale County Radiological Emergency Response
(RER) Organi7,ation con.ists or those agencies/organi7alioIls
specified in the AllendWle County Emergency Operations
Plan.

b. Appendix 2, Allendale County RER organization.

J. Private Sector:

The principal organizations in the private. scctor that ae piart of the
overall response for ciergency planrning zones arc:

a. Georgia Power Company and Sonithern Nuclear 01pcrating
Company (Vogtle Electric Generating Plant).

b. Southern Bell Telephone Company.

C. Cienrnd Telephoiie Company.

d. Radio and Television Companies.

e. Private Hospitids.
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f. The Salvation Army.

g. The Anmerican Red Civss.

h. Vol untcer Organ izaLionis.

11. SITUATION

A. National

'llic Nuclear Regulatory Coimission (NRC), through NUREO-0654, and
F.MA REPI, RERI, November, 1980, has specified criteria that the state,
and the local governments which lie within the Emergency Planning Zones
maist. meet in order to provide for off site Radiological -mergency Response
to protect the populace and property vulnerable to the effects of ionizing
radiation in the event of a mwvlear accident. The Department of Energy
(DOP) exercises authority over the Savannah River Plant. The criteria is
specific, precise and derailed. It varies from natural ond man-made disaster
planning as follows:

1. The NRC has federal responsibility for RFlR within the boundaries
of the Vogte Electric (.knerating Plant, which is spccified as "on-
site." The slate and Allendale County have rio responsibility on site
other than that negotiated through written agreemncnt with the
facility..

2. The Federal Emergcricy Management Agency (F1EMA) hai fedcnal
agency e.sponsibility for RER "off-site." The state secures federal
assistance and support through FEMA ind through letters of
agreemenit with other state and federal agencies. Federal support off-
site in any case will be requested only by the state.

3. The capability to warn the populace in Allendale County Sector H-
10.

4. An emergency classification system tor nuclear power reactor
accidents with attendant facility, state, and local actions to he taken
is s.pccified.

5. Command, control, and comrtnuications capabilitics and procedurcs
are precisely stated.

6. Public Infomiation requiremenis arc continuous and must he
specificalIV stated in the Plans.
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7. Specified exercises and drills for Radiological Emergency Response
are required.

8. Radio(ogical Filergency Re'ponse training for response fores %% ill

be detailed in the Plw and given as programmed.

9. Periodic review/ulpdate of RER Plans is required.

10. Local and state plans rmust include each a.pect of the criteiia in
NUREG-0654, FEMA REPI. as referenced fur each planning entity
to that the plan may he considered adequate.

B. Statte

"rhe State of South Carolina has fRILI nzuclear power generating stations
(Robinson, Oconec, V.C. Summer and Catawba) cun'ently in operation, and
is affectedl by several in adjacent srates.

C. Local

I. A small portion of Allendale County lies within tOe I0-mile fPZ of
the VogUe Electric Generating Plan. Included in this tvne are
approximately 1.5 squaiv iriles of land 37 re.sidents. The o1rea is, part
of the privately owned Creck Plantation and ties approximately 9.2
miles cabL-southeast of Plant Vogtlc.

2. Ilie remainder of Allendale County lies within the 50-mile EP/
lngestiuut Pathway, in which approximately 10,200 people rciside.
The County as a gently rolling topography. Approximately 48,0MX
,acrcs of Allendalc is unitilmbited forest. C'op and meat production
data is available through the County/Clemson tlnivcrsity
Cooperaivie Extension Service.

3. "Vogtle EiOteric Generating Plant

a. The Voptle Electric Generating Plant is located in Burke
County, Georgia. northwest of Allendale (SC) County.
(L.ongittde 81J45. West; Latitude 330° 45' NortIh) will
produce I.2100 megaxvatts of electricity frora its 2 nuelentr
reactor units.

b. The coittainmnent buildings, which house the reactor", are
dowed structures rising approximalcly 200 feel above graded
level with 3 feet, 9 inches thick steel reinforced conercte
walls and a 3 fcct. 9 inches thick doine.
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C. The containment spray systein is a system design jto limit the
peak pressure after a LOCA (loss of coolant accident).

d. The cooling Lowers at Vogtle Electric Generating Plant are a
passive system designed to limit the heat input to the
Savannah River. This function is acconiplished by
dissipating the heat into the almosphere instead of the
Savannah River. There are 2 cooling towers on-site.

e. Water used to cool the plant condensers will be drawn f'rnm
the Savannah River to the cooling tower ba.ins. Water from
the Savannah River will not come into contact with fuel
elements.

4. Agreement exists hetween the Vogtlc Electric Generating Platnt amd
Allendalc County for RER support.

D. Supporting Organizations

1. South Carolina i)Cprtr ncnt of Health and Environmental Control.
(South Carolina Technical Radiological Emergency Response Plan.
19%5.)

2. South C'm'olina Office of the Adjutant General. Emergency
Management Division, which coordinates all state agency supi-m in
accordance with the SOLIth Carolina Emergency Operalion Plan
(SCEOP). October 1997. and subsequent Radiological Emecrgency
Response Plans and Site Specific Radiological Emergency Respomvc
Plans.

3. American Red Cross (ARC):

ARC*' will manage shelters assisted by the Department of* Social
Services and will provide food, bedding, and clothing. ARC will
register evacuees upon arrival at designated shelters. Emergency
Medical Services will receive assistance from ARC in providing
medical care to evacuees.

4. Salvation Army:

Salvation Army will xssist in feeding, housing, and clothing
individuals in enriergency situationm. They will aid in id,.ntifying aiid
registering evacuees, as well as provide ftumiture, bedding, and
household needs to disaster victints.

5. -lanipton, Bamberg, Aikcn and Barnwell Counties will provide
sheltering arid FWS Service for evacuces.
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6. Alleldale Counity has sigiued the stale-wide mutual aid agreee-ills.

E. Assumption

A radiological accident could occur at Vogtle Electric Generating Plantr it
the State of Gcorgia that could hive ionizing radiation c'i'.cts of varying
degree on Allendale County. Emergency response capabilities will be
necded at the local level to meet Ilic emergeinvy sitUations.

F. Wind Data

1. Vogtle Elctric Generating Phmnt is located in Burke County,
Georgia, iortli-northwest of Allendale Comity. Wind fiequsewicy
percentages and directions froti the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant
are as follow.s:

Direction Percentage

North (N) 5.3
N'orth Norrheast (N NE) 6.1
Noethica.t (NF.' 6,9
Fast Northeast (ENE) 5.8
East (E14) 4.4
East Southeast (ESu) 4.5
Southeast (SE) 4.9
South Southeast (SSEi) 4_5
South (S) 5.8
South Southwest (SSW) 5.8
Southwcst (SW) 7. j
West Southwest (WSW) 9.2
West (WM 10.3
West Northwest (WNW) 8.3
Northfwest (NW) 6.9
North Northwest (NNW) 4.2

(Wind percentages were oblained fromt [he Vogtlc Electric
Generating Plant Final Safety Analysis Report.)

2. As a result, a radiological auccident at Vogtle Electric Generating
Plant could have an ionizing radiation effect of varying intensities on
Allendale Courty.

(G1. Planning Basis

1. Any radiological accident in South Carolina or adjacent states that
presents an oft-site radiological haz'ard to Allendale County is the
initial responsibility of Allcudale County.

2. T'cchnrtlogicl radiological emergency rcsponnc s.upport will bie
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furiished to Allendatc County by Voglle Electric Generating Plant
and DIIEC.

3. The first three houo.s fham jiolification of a radiological accident at
the Vogile Electric Generating Plant are critical to t1Ce county. The
county will be prepared to initiate an imtxiediate Radiologicnl
Emergency Rc.ponse in reaicioni to ihe Vogtle ElctLric Generating
Plant and DI1IC's assessment., and by notification by Emergency
Matnagement Division. Such response will be in absence of full state
support, except that which may be immediately available withi, tLe,
county. State forces will react in sccordance with the State RERP.

4. State jrsponýe nnd support will be available within thrct hours of the
initiatiou <[" an emergency condition. Imiicdiate techrologica(
support will be available front DIIEiC based on the most expediiiouts
means ol transportinion to the UUuzuy frnin Columbia.

5. Allcndale Couuty will cease direct contact with the Vogtle Flectric
Genentting Plant upon notification by slate that the State Forward
Emergeaicy Operations Center is opcrational. This does not include
Allendale County pre-negotiated agreements for support to the
facility.

6. Sinte resource support will be requested only after exhaustion or
overload of county resoticcs or for resources not usually available ito
Allendale Couuty.

7. MunicilnI emnergenmy r!sponse forces will coordinate in support as
required.

111. MISSION

Allendale County will provide for the protection of the county populace and their
property from the effects of ionizing radiation from a radiological accident ttt the
Vogtle Electric Generating Plant through an organi7.cd and coordinated Radiological
Emergency Rcsponse.

IV. EXECUTION

A. Concept of Operations

I. Successful accomplishment of the mission is visualized to include
tihe following requircmcnts for Radiological Emergency Response:

a. Capabilily to warn the populace within the ten-mile lPZ in
Allendale County, which consists only of hransients,

b, Coordination and control.

C. Exhausiive Public Inkirination.
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d. CuuMMUnicationi.

C. Training of responsoe forces

f. Exrcwising and testing.

g. Integration with other than county agencivs.

h. Capability to selectively evacuate and/or slelter the
populace.

i. Capability to provide IRr recoveiy through decontamination.

J. Periodic updating and rewriting of response plans.

k. Piixurement and mnaintenanc'e of Radiological Emetrgcny
Re,,spore Equipment.

2. Two distinct aspects of Radiological Emergency Response capability

are required based on time limits:

a. Immediate Reaction

The county is prepared to immediately initiate the
Radiological Ernrgcncy Responme Plan in Ihe event of a
sudden Wid uncontrollable radiological accident thal could
affect off site areas within a veiy short time frame and before
the state could position support or control. In such a
situation, the county tnust rCacL to the facility assessment and
inmediately provide for such protective actions as are
recuimicnded by the factility to include possible evacuation
and/or sheltering, of (he p,'-pulacc. This occurrence has a low
probability.

b. Escalating Reaction

The county would be provided longer reaction time to
assemble forces and to execute the pian in this situation. The
radiological accident would intensify over a longer time
frame, which would allow state forces to be positioned to
UsSume overall Coordination and technical intnruction. In
such case, the county would be initructexd by the stale as
opposed 10 the facility for required protective actions.

3. In the event of an immediate action requirement, Allendale County
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activates its Radiological Emergency Response right away and
carries out proTective action instruction,, issued by authorities from
the Vogte Electric Generating Plant. State government is informed
through the State Emergency Operations Center and immediately
places the State RFRP into action. The county continues operations
within iv, own resources until such time as state support is
operational in the arca of the accident and as.istance can be provided
by the county. The Vogile Electric Generating Plant will establish
an emergency operations facility as part of their RERP. The county
will provide Vogtle Gcnerating Plant with pre-negotiated support
F'orm courtiy resources.

4. In the event of escalating reaction, time should he available to alert
and assemhle county and state response forces, inform the public,
and prepare for protective actions. The state would, throtugh DHEC,
establish technological cooidinationt with the Emergency Operations
Facility (Vogtle Electric Generating Plant Training Center) located
in Burkc County, Georgia and assess the radiological situation.
DHEC would recommend protcclive actions to the State Forward
Fmergency Operations Center. which would direct protective aCtionfl
to affected area,, of the county and would providc for coordination of
evacuation, radiiological monitoring, decontamination, registration.
and .sheltering of evacuces.

The state will assist county efforts in monitoring and
decontamination of personrnel and vehicles from conitamninated areas.
The county will provide security of evacuated areas and assist in
return of the populace to their homes tipon clearAnce of radiological
haza.rds.

5. In cith•r reaction situLationt, the combined ond total eflorts o1" the
facility, the. county and the state., will be utilizcd to reduce and
neutralize any radiological hazard.

B. Direction and Control

The direction and control for Allendale CXounty is as follows:

I. Chairman, County Council.

2. County Administrator.

3. Emergency Management Director (EMA)
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4. Support Services:

Emergency Ope-rations Center (Annex A)
Commuiications (Anncx B)
Warning (Annex C)
Public lnformation (Annex D)
I aw' Enfrrcenment (Annex E)
Fire Control (Annex F)
Rescue (Annex G)
Medical Service (MS). (Annex 14)
Emergency Medical Service (Amb.) (Annex D
Mental Health (Annex J)
Emergcney Weitarc ServiceIShelter (Annet K I
Transportation (Annex I.)
Engineering and Public Works LAnnex M)
Supply uid Procurement (Annex N)
Evacuation i.Annex 0)
Hazardous Materials Accidents (Annex P)
Fixed Nucleau Facility (Anncx Q2)
War (Annex R)
Radiological Protection (Annex S)
Daumge Assessmenr (Annex T)

C. Warning

1. Annex C, Warning to EOP.(SCOREP)

2. The design ohjective for warning the population shall be as follows:

a. To provide n•mh an alert signal and an infonmational or
instructional tnessage to the population on in area wide basis
throaghout the 10.nmile EP7.. within 15 mjLimutes after
decision to activate the Prompt Notification System is made.

b. (No Public l.ands of Barnxell County is within 5 miles ol
VEGP. There is no resident population within the plurne
EPZ in Bamnwel[ County.)

C. Special arrangements will be made to assure 100% coverage
within 45 ntintIcs of thc iptplution who may not have
received the initial notification iitlhin the entire plume
exposure EPZ.

3. Tlhe County Warning Point is located at the 91! Comruinurications
Center, 66 Law Enforcement Court, Allendale, South Carolina
29810.

4. The County Warning Point provides 24-hour emeitgency response.
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5. Initial warning of a radiological emergency and any changes in
emergency cla.W.ificatkons (Unusual livent, Alert, Sil, Area
Emergency, General Emergency) will be pIrovided to the County
Warning Point by VEGP directly using the Emergency Notification
Network (ENN), with Backup ENN, Southern LINC Radio
"'clephonc and commercial telephone providing a batckup. Tlhe State
and County Warning Poinis receive this warning siluIltarneously.
These warving points arc staffed on a 24-hour basis.

6. In the event that an tunusual event, alert. site area emergency or an
esalating General bmergency occurs at Vogtle Electric Generaiing,
Plant, Allendale County will ie alerted by the S.C. Emergency
Managemcutt Division.

7. Once Allendale County hits Ix'it notified of a Site Area Emergency
or a General Emergency at the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant
(VEGP) and protective actions are determined, the public
notification system will be activated.

8. The dispatcher at the County Warning Point will follow pricedure
and notify (he Emergency Managcment Director who then will notify
key EOC staff included in the Assignment of Responsibility for RER
Planning. The notification will serve to either paL key pemronul (i n a
standby status, or to mobilize them to activate the emergenc)
response organization.

I). Notification Communication/Emergency Classification Leyels

I. Annex C, Warning to EOP.

7- VEGP hias responsibility for classificatLiut) or an erItergency in
accordance with NUREG-0654. State and local Eimergency
Maiagemrent officials will review and certify their agrecment with
VEGP's EALs annually. Thie following EAL notification procedures
will be followed:
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Emergency Action Levels

Nge 1

CLASS -'OTITCATION OF UNUSUAl, EVENT

CLAS. DE SCRIPTI]ON - Uttusizal events are in process or have occurred which indicate a potential
dcimradation or the level of safety of the plant. No rlteases of radioactive material requitiIig off-sife
response or nnitoring are expected unless further degradation of safety systems occur.

LICFNSEH ACTIONS

1) Pncn-.puly inform flighway
De)panawaet Wuring Polit~t
(I lI)WP) and affected
counfies of' njtre vr unum.ialI
conditionw siSgxll a.
dismverwred.

2) Augnientt on-shift resources.

3) Assc.ýs and res~xind.

4) lEscalate to a more swvere

ckls!,. if appropriatc~.

5) close ont wi,1h Verbsl
surmritry it) off-~iut
authpriliesý followed by
written sunimiary within 24
hoursi.

SrATE AUQIIONS

1) HI-i)P n-gile.;al)uandI1)) WC.

2) [NID vcrifie.s county

plant acd conri-ims wilth
E.MD.

4) EMT) notifie5 Gove~rnor's
O4ice &, OTAG.

5) LEcalat wslwasn.e to miore
seveic ci~sf apref'riate.

6) Sbnd by unti) vurbal
clo~cou~t.

L.OCALACTIONS

I) Pre~ide firt. medical. or
%ecufilv ~nci
icquire d

2) B-calute rospon~se to nulorc
sovere class it so iioufied.

-3) Stand by unitil verbal clowc
1)211

__~2
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Emergency Action Levels

Page 2

CýLASS - -ALERT

CLASS DESCRITION - Events are in procL"4 or have occurred which involve an actual or
potential substantial degradation of the level of safety of the plant. Any releases expected to he
limited to small fractions of the EPA Protective Action Guideline exposure levels.

LICENSEE ACTIONS

I) Promptly inform Highway
Department Warning Point
arnd affected counties, of Alert
status.

2) Augment resources. activate
on-site Technical Support
('enter (TSC) and on site
Operational Support Center
(OSC). Emergency
Operations Facility (E1O9
and other key personnel to
standby.

3) Assess and respond.

4) Consider activating the Joint
Intormation Center.

5) Dispatch on bite monitoring
teams and associated
communications.

6) Provide periodic planit slatuis
updates to off-site authorities
(at least every 15 mnintites).

7) Provide peCri(ltiC
meteorological assessinents'
to off-,cite authorities. and
dose esttmates for actual
releases.

8) Escalate to a more severe
class, if appropriate.

STATE ACTIONS

I) HDWP notifies FMDI and
DHEC

2) WMD verifies county
notification.

3) DHIEC assesses %ituation %ifli
plant and confirms with
EMD. Recommends response
required.

4) EMD notifies Governor's
Office. OTAG, North
Carolina, Georgia and
FEMA.

5) Governor considers declaring
a State of Emergency.

6) Alert key emergency
response personnel and
communications ro stand by
status.

7) EMD staffactm•vtes SEOC.
Consider dispatch.

8) Dispatch Public Informiation
group to thie Joint
Information Center, if
activated.

LOCAL ACTIONS

I) Provide fire, medical or
security assistance on
request.

2) Augment resources aid bring
EOC(s) to standby statut'.
Consider activatioan of
EOC(s' downwind fromI

"3)

I;cllity.

Bring alert and notification
systems to standby status.

4) Activate siren system and
P.l1S in I 0-Mile L PZ if
recommended.

5) Alert key personnel to
standby status.

6) Escalate to more severe claOs
if'notified.

7) Maintain Alert siatus tntil
verhal closeout or reduction
or emergency class.
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Emergency Action IUvels
Page 3

&,-Ass ALERT

ClASSMDSCRIPTTON - Events are in proccmur have occujrred A hich involve an aictual or
potential substantial degradation1 of the level rnf safety oif the plant. Atty reknises, exileced to he
firnited to rin.1l fradotens of the EPA Protective Action Guideline exposure levels.

LICF.NSEE ACTIONS

9) CIONCeMn OFr reCOnM~end
rit~Iictii'nt iaicmet~rncy clatss
tn nfFTsi,:1 v1akhritkic
kolowied by written summan1ry

___T]ATFACTIONS

W)C oordinal~e Acti v~ation ol'siiuii
svSteiztatid IEBS in I(i-MdleEpz

I II- Co~nsider preaumionary

5-Mile EPund 10-M0ilc
dlownwind.

ftoji countics tin' facilitv.

I 2) Eiwalate vesponSe 1o miore
s~evcrc %;12-,% if appropfinI*e.

13) tcla'wauin Alert stamis unlil
Verbail C1OSCQLL or reduction
isfemiergeocv.

LOCAL. ACTIONSJ

I- -
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!Iniergency Action Lev'eks
Page 4 __ __ __

CLASS (WNEARAL EMERGENCY

CLASS MISCRIFUION - Ovets are in procevs or have occurred which linvolve an actuial ot
immninent suhskta~itiil rorc degradation or miseting -oith potenlia for loss on conlaintnent integriti.
Rielease can be reatsonably expected to exceed EPA Prottectiv Adioin Guidieline teiposurv levels Off.
site rur more uhan the immediate site a cca.

I LICENSEF ACTIONS STATE ACTIONS

II P.-oniptly infurm

contriies oifGe~ncrisl
Lvnergenc5 stattusa:ud reasmi
for cinrntcriy. If

OpcratKiflal. notify Highway
Departni-sca, (1 iDWP)
Wa~rning Point and ajffected

I) LUNTP notifies FM
DHI2C. Di-ILC coorc
%Nith L-1Ml) unit recot
protm~i%e, tictfls.

TiMD .urifies u0unty
notification.

1) anid
Iiiattis

2) Re.,-onmnend protectivec
actions fgecces~y rur ptihlie
pro'tectioun.

3) Augmnent resources by
%;Ovating ouv-sdte TSC, oi:-
sift Osc andt flcr.sit; FOF.

4) Aniess jXtd rcsiumtn.

5) Dispat~ch ou-sire anid otT.-iire
monithorinlg teatifl andic
communiu ucatzians.

6) Pfvilea Meicatied
induividual for plant sm~us
urdt:rcs io siff-rsitc aUU1horities

and periodic press briefings:

7) Makc scrior ux:hnvi-al und
muanagem~ent, staff on-skL
avavilable for consultation
with NRC and Stme on a
pez ii lc basis.i

V.I)H-F.CJE-MD rzaco'nrnenl
areas teQuirineh evamuitioi1
andiors4ueeririg. if required.
to the M-wernc's.

41) EMD) obtains~ Governor's
order fbr twcam;icttn andAir
.shelter.iig ii re(1uirC(d.

5) U.MD1 r-IayN Govtrnnr's
decision to afcte~d CoUntics.

6) Cotordinate aclimation tof
public alert syskni and EBIS
in 10-Miloi2PZ.

'7) TiM! nlotifies IFhtA. North
Cairolina anrd Gcorpia.

-6) LEMvD ccnrdi.iale3
evacisation. sheftusing. and

radi~logical stionitoriivg if
reqluired.

9) Provide periodic press
updates Ir public within m~
least 10-Mile F.P7.

1'

I

LO)CALACTIONS

I ) Activaite Rectption ("enter.,
shelters is needed.

1) Cvjntict. evucJIiai I anud/or

sheltering a,, ordered by

.9 Conduct (ifI-site radiological
monIr)rint- and
decimmmnrartii'nma rcquirced.

4) B~roadcast nortifcation
ititnfoalioii on d~irceuion of
the Cousity NlO at 1hr JIC.

51 Provide %eý;urity tor
evactiated aica.

6v) Request staie assistunce zm
ne'eded.

7) Direct protectivo ac~tions w.%
reconmmended anid dzeenvu
appropriate.

8) In an immecdiate emivergency
aind SEO()C/FEOC in not
operatiional: (a)!nit'ame
protective acdioriS
veeznimeuidrd hyv rlant, UM
ioppropriatce: (b) -activate. the
Vublic ulert systenm tn LiIS
for I10-Mite EPZ; (r) Take
rctctions appropriate at Alert
and Site Arejv F~mrgucy

9) Maintauin General Enri~rgency

reduvitio' ofemnfytu
clas-._ _____

$)provide mvewaor lOiciul and 101 ronsider disifibution i f
dose estimates to (Ot-Oiw Potass~iumn Todide tablicis w.
'riurhov itics fivroctuji relcaseý emerjicncy respkmv2
via U'ledicated inidividual 01I______ _____

Emergency Actiont Levels
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Page 5

fCLASS GE~NERAI. EMERGENCY

CLASS 1)ESCR1PT ION - EvcziIc are ini process or have oectirred %vhich involve tin actual or-

inimillcnt Iubtutianli core uegraauuntn or inctnling "iti potenial rjorss (in courtainrnent iuuaegriry.Relcax~ can bc ritasonnbky expecte~d to exceed EPA Proatective Action Guideline exposurc levelIs off-
site for anioe than the ~iramdiajte 4ktt tIarw.

LICENSEE~ ACTIONS

HIurninawed tIbirn

9) Pio,,ide reILccsw and jus
piujections bu.-ed on
avaiIabic, plant condifion
inforrniik)P.-nd futec.eeable

10) Closc out or rxzinu
redct~:ion of' cinergeacy Ma4,%
b~y brief ing or off-sijc
nkithoi ifiiw 111 EOC and by
p.ýone foIk~wtI Iy writteni

STLATE ACTIONS LOCAL At I11ONS

11) Coordinaute and ullonre sta:e
St~pport r~osirce~.N

12?) Reque';T Federal Suppo.l as

13) Pr'ridt pruiectile octiOn.' in
50-Mik- Igsieskin P'athwaky

I EPZ.

14) In ajn iminnedi~ile enicigwcy
Lin(' SEi!QCIFI(X isi not
opL'rational. state liirne.q will
rapidly take appropriate
uctitmis requiredi at Alert aind
Site Area Emergenc~y iIn
at~ve%'v requisite dii ctlicmn

1 5) Maimniin (3ceucral iniergency
%,uw ortil c1o'sellut or
redictioln in nAergt-n.,y cla.,,,.

Emergency Actlon Levels
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Page 6 __ ___

(CLASS SITE AREA E~MERGENT CY _ LS ECITO insaei rcs rhicucre hc nnv nut rlkl

emujor failares of plant functions mceded for protection of the public. Any releascs nmt txpectead to

exceed EFPA Protective Action Guideline cxposmire lev'els except near-site houiidary.

I ICENSFI: ACTIONS

I)e'otitptly tforai
SEOC/IFC1C and aft;Acwcl

countie% of Site- Area
Eimmnrgmcy Vitus aud reason,
for enmergency. It

operational, ntiofy SC
DPSWP und affected
counties.

2) Augmnent remnirces by
aclivatino on-sitc Technical
Support CO:ner and near it
1:IferguflL-y (.penilions

3) Acsses and rcsporid.

41 Dispatch on ffitc und offt-,it
ionhojriig, minsii~and

Centel.

61 Provide' a ttedicatvd

I

STATE AL UIONS LOCALACTIONS _

1) HDNNr' notifies EMiD and 1l Activate EOC and erncz~crwy

LDl-IC. pern-nne.1 tis full sratus.

2) MI verifies county 2) Dispatchi ,e1lrsentalives it)
ntitificafion. the Joint hlnloriationn (enter.

.3) siC~ec~~tuation mwith 1 3) Issue flosinietrs to
plant and tcomfirm~s v~iih I evrrre~nqy wrker:;.

B)le p-cpared it) uinist w~ilh
4) DIF.CIEMD reccminwrndi rudicd: i.:al uamittoring on

protectiv'eanctis to rqet

51 After coi trilmal Son Willi
5) FIiD relays protective atetifin SL!OC/FrOC. act~vmv pu2blic

decis~ion to counties. alert systemn in lO-MNlk lIPZ
(fixed mimpile (Ir e'ectfollic

6) Coordina~c acctivation of tczmc Rigmal).
public uk~rt %)stems and EDS
ir. 10OMilc EPZ ac, resident% 6) Hrondckast noftirca'ion
Nifjl mmr m ~ into: minion on diretion of
i-fisteeiin Provide ('nltmnl PIt) nt 111r. 1011t

7)

public wiln periodic updates.

AcLi Vaic Sl'-OC i f not alrcady
operational.

7)
7)

rmpdates it)offd-site authorlties S) FpMD I tc U rjtnc< a r'
and pcriodlic pos hricilhigs. I oce i, titd tea"~n e o 8)

7) Make senior technical and
lolallagernent stall oji-sirte 9) ENh1D P-3 fifet Goweynor% 4))
jn~ai labit for cozisuuticrn I Office. OTAG. Nossh
with NRC and State, on a 1 Carolina, Georgia wid
period~ic basis. ENA

Hi Providt e Lteorological aind oEM casdmazthan
do~seestiinares lotl'ie aM~ctiain odr d17~tchnnd

atitivriies:fora~tul reeas
v-ia mi ulzndiented indtividual or jl 1)thMt) dispatzliesý Stale liaison
auttomalcd dath iranmmjssicrn to aiffectu-d counly EOC6C().

ltsrirrination Ccnter.

Prepare to uctivote Rccepiior
Centers & Shelters as
needed.

Eslsahbih predetermsined
Tnitfie Control P~oints.

reckionnionded andt (keined

) 1eqle-st Stalesi~~n
riftded.

h i an imm rndiatte ciierr-cvcy

and SF.(X)'/FEOC are not
oper: tional: (a) Tnitiate

Emergency Action l.evels
Page 7
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( 'LASSSITE ARLO A EMEtRGE~NCY
CLASS JWSCRIPTION - Pvents n're in prucess or Iwvt oixurrvd mhich involve asn actual or likely
ma~jor failurvi of' plant fuactiowin needed for protctedurt of the. public. Aný releases tot expected to
c,%ceed EPIA Protective Actioni (tidelhie~ exposure levels except near-site boundary.

LICENSEE ACT TONS STNM' A CTIONS

-syste 12) LDispwId Public Info~rmal
groip to the Moit

9) provide rele'ase artd dose Iiifirtrmation Cetitvs. Psovi
pr'liec~iorns baied on perind ic Vrc.,s updates f or
(1V4Lh~thk- Plait( conditiOtl fitblic withiga at lkem W It)
informationi and foresecahle F_ I V4

L 3) Plam. on mrandIhi staIw tUS
10J) V(gcnIatcso Gencrat emergenzy pzrsonnel (eq

Emnergtency Cla..s. if' ihc,-; required fotcyacuaL
DaPpropriale, and dispatcb to ita~r-site i

stationn).
11) Closeout oPr !Ct)Icc formwn I
r~ductiool in enielency Class by 14) DHL~EMJ)I reeositit-cnd~
brefn the cut-si~c ;suzhojitihs iii Potassium~ Iodide should 1
L'OF anil by rlwtn.t fo1loNwcd by disiri'vuwrd to emecrgency
v;sitmcr %uninuory within ?, hours. s~rkm

ion

ide

~tile

her

luty

S i

LOCALACTIONS _

piciL~clivec lionm rec(i~nniL'nded
b.y plant as :lpprvpriarn'.. (b)
Atc~lvair the, public a~eri %ystcm1
and FEBS for 1O-Milc liZ; uno

Alert.

12) LINCalatO tO CetCTRsl
rrinrgenzy if requurcd.

11) Maintain Site Area
rUniergency status until
Closeout or rcduction of
cmu~rgeincy ecia~s.

!

1'.%) itablisih 2-uncle road blocks
and #;Onlruj1 .u,.ez, 11) weC .JIv
orl ofder.

I )Ctittider precaicritinary
c vacuarior of 2.Mile TPPL
and shellerim, of d)wflwi~td
areas~

17) Consider eyucuaioucn or IaIkrs
ritvers, and forests.

19') Provide aJI i.-tanCC T4eCl~eSted
by county and facility.

10)) F-calatc to cacncraI
7.mcrgemcy, if approIpriate..

'2 MJkakyains Site Arc.)
"I netrtnL'y Statu±, 1i11111 VtOWoUI

Or r-ediic~on of rmiergmny class.

_ _ _ I
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E. Public Information

1. Annox D, Public Informationl to EOP.

2. Att-.hmeni 1, Evacuation Sectors. Routes-, Shelters. and Procedure.-.

3. Annex C, Public Intonmition. SCORFRP.

4. EAS!ETV Piocedures, Annex A, to PVau 5 of Vogtle Site Specific.

F. Public HeaIih and Sanitation

Annex H, Medical Service tv' EOP and Annex M, Engineering and Public
Works to EOP.

G. Social Services

1. Annex K, Emergency Welfare Service (hWS) and Shelter to EOP.

2. Arclihmcni 1, Map, Evacuation Sectors, Routes, Shelter Armos,
Shelters, and Pri'e-dures.

3. On notification that an evacuation of 1he population of all or a
portion of the ten-iidle EPZ has been ordercd, or is being considered,
the Allendale County DSS will provide crnergeucy workers who will
assist the Red Cross rit the pre-dcsignaued .here~r.. Fvacucus will b,:
directed through these shelters to be monitored and registered.

4. Appendix I I to this Anuex. List of shcltcrs and capacitie-s.

5. See Basic Plan, Attachment 4 for supporting county's ph-ns.

H. Fire and Rescue

1. Annex F, Fire Service to EOP.

2. Annex G. Rescue Service to EOP.

. REmergency Medical Service (EMS)

Annex 11, Emergency Medical Service (Ambulance) (EMS)

J. La-A Enforcement

I. Annex E, Law Enforcement to Allcndale County EOP.
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2. At~chimeint I, Map, Traffic Control Points and Routes. South
Qarolia hIighway Patrol will opvyrate state traffic. control Point- on
roads leadlifig into EPZ frh•n the county. Staffing of predetermined
traffic control points will be nssigncd wu county law cutorcemcn(.
Altendale Cuunty will aIssist as needed.

K. ¶Tranartatiou1

1. Annex L. Transportation to V OP.

2. In the event of an r"vacuation of th, populzce. of the 10-paile EPZ,
emergcncy transpottalion will be necessary. The.re are no public or
private schools in the 10-mile FPZ. Residents without privately
ownc.d vehicles will rcquire Irainsportalion.

a. There are approximately 31 school buses in the Allendale
County utlendanec area.

b. Arnbitdmces will be dispatched to tmnsport amy non-
awbulatory resideizt. School buses and available county
owned vahiolcs will adsu be available.

C. T'ansponation of contaminated victizrjs will be. accornplished
by designated ambulances of. the Allendalk County
Emergenicy Medijal Service. Pmtective measures will be
taken to prevent the spread of any contamination from ilie
victim. Upon arrival of the. medical facility and removal of
the victim, both ambilance arnd atteLantus will go through a
decontamination itation.

d. Any resident in the 10-EPZ who does not have trdispoilatJon
wilt cadl dispaich center for transportation. Trans will he
provided by the county trang officer.

e. Allendale County will utilize alt avaiuble scwhool bu ses and
cuunty owned vehicles to transport any residents without
iran~sportition. Non-onibulatocy iesidents will he transporred
by the. Allendale Medical Service. Resident.z without
transportation will be transported to Iheir par-desigrnated
shelters.

f. The cournties adjacent to Allendale County (A iken, Barnwell,
Hampton. and Dambe&rg) have approxintately 15(0 school
buses at their disposad. Once these h.ses have beerl used to
return their students home, the buses can be made available
to Allendale Courity.
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L. Protective Resjponsie

I. '{Hie South Carol imt Teclmical R1.RP provides for' prutectivc action
guides and other criteria consistent with cxisming EPA guides.
A~lendale County provides thie mechanism for implementing
protcclive nctions such as sheltering and/or evacuation of the county
populacc in and from .:ectors rccommendcd by DIIECI SCEMD and
ordered by the Governor of the State.

2. Radio Protective Drugs - Emergency Workers;

The State of South Cirolina provides fir policies and proccducNs fobr
storing trnd distributinog Radio Protective drugs to all cmereency
wNorkrs including Allendale County.

3. Radio Protective Drugs - Local Populace:

'li7h Stait; of South Carolhta and Allendale County will not prescrile
and is,,re Radio Protective drugs to the general populace or the
county. See S.C. Technical RFRP. 'fliis decision re)Is upon the
Board of Commissioners of the Department of 1-enath and
1Enviuimental Control.

4. Protective Sheltering:

In the event of an accident itt VFGP remulting in the release of a
radioactive plumc. it muay be necessary for the populace, to stay in
place at their respective locations. Certain prm-cdures would he
taken by the popuiace as recommended by the facility of
DI IM SCEMI) and ordered by the Givernment.

a. Stay inside their honics with tll windows and do-,'is closed.

h. All air conditioners, attic falus, etc., should remain turneLd off.

c. Anyone outside .hould, i~miiediately upon entering the
home, remove all clothing -rd take a thorough shower.
Removed clothing should 1w placed inside a closed
container.

d. Hot Vas water healers .hould be turned off.

5. Evacuation;

a. The. population distribution of the 10-mile EPZ located in
Allendale County is ns fullows:
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Average Adverse
Weather Weather

37 155 160

200 115 120

* The rcsident, o:1 arv located in li,•uner l County (sector i-1,0.l, Nut will evactuate ihrough
Allendale County.

b. All scutorn will evacuate to the Allendal Ele enitar'y sehool,
Allendale-Fairfa\ Highway, Allendale, South Carolina.

C. The site speific par of the SCORERP provide the maps.

1. Maps of evacuation sectors, traffic routes. shelter
arc,.,,, a.stimbly ares, and shetejs.

2. Population distribution may of lvnsianent and
iaximrnum (including tratsientk) pesons within
seeorsx around the plant.

3. Evacuationt routes will be controlled by the South
Carolina Highway Patrol at specific Traffic and
Access Control Points.(TACP)

4. Traffic capacities projections ou the cvacuaticon
routes may ex: found in Tab A.

S. Special evacuation problenai will tic idcrttficad by
Transportation Coordinator. Alterniativc protective
actions that wvill reduce ionization cxposurc will he
specified by DIW.C.

6. Access to the evaucuated area will be stringently
enforced by local law enforceniett, and only pre-
designrnted forms of identification will allow entrance
Io the evacuated area.
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7. Evacuation estimates have been computed and will
be uIplated by Vogtle Electric (iencrtting Plunt to
give locad officials, time data when clmuation
decisions become necessary . Areas for which
cvacuation estimates are required encomnpas- the
entire 10-mile rdiu,.

NM. Radiological Monitoring and Decontamination

1. Ten-Mile EPZ;

a. The Allenclak. County Radiological Officer will direct all
cluunty Yriologilal moniitoring teams, which will monitor
the 'ollowilig:

(1) lvcal RER personnel.

(2j Local cmergency vehicles at decontamnination points.

(3) Evacuees and their vehicles at shelters.

b. Monitoring team assignments listed in Appendix 3, use the
SOP, Annex S (Radiological Protection) will be uriliied to
complete the above task. Teams and individual monitors
will he assigned by the county Radiological Officer to (he
locations and tasks required.

c. Equipment to t- utilizcd by mnoitorisig teams listed in SOP
Appendix 4 to Annex S (Radiologickl Protectihn).

d. If radiation is detected, decontamination will occur a,
outlined in SOP Appendix 9. After- tcontamination, peuple
and vehicles will be re-monitored.

C. Allendale County will mlaintain monitoring records for
evacaees and thcir vehicles. Monitors at the shelters will
complete tile fom- below and forward information to the-
Radiological Officer on a regular basis. If ati exposure
hicrease is noted tbr a specifie area, the Radiological Officer
will be immediatcly motilied.

MONITOR REPORT

(I) Name of Evacuee

(2) Address

(3) Reading

(4) Time of RHcading
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(5) Cloth i nfN4aicrizd Involved

(6) Probkem areas/requests

(7) Monitor Wdentjfication

L Procedures for monitoring RER personnel air. detailed in
SOP Paragraph IV.N.

g. The Radiological Officer is re.ox-'sible for notfyiang DHEC
of any significant radiological exposure.

K. Nor-radiologicnl accident a.,sess.,ent is outlimd in Annex T
to the EOP.

2. Ingestiou Pathway Monitoring:

a. DHF.C will coordinate the t•rinitoriltg and technical
assessment of the 50-Mile EPZ.

b. Under DIIEC's supervisiun, A31ondale County may bhe
requested to imnitor and to possibly provide soil. erop, ind
milk samples. for analysis.

c. Monitoring teams will give rmports to DIMEC on a regvlar
basis. and these reptxns will be prepared on the forms shown
below:

(1) Monitoring Teams;

(a) Radioactive level reading upon arrival at
assigned area, half hourly thereafier until

rteriziated.

(b) Significant elevation or decrease of

radioactivity reported imincdiately.

(c) Report format (Report by line. item).

MIONI)TOR REPORT

1) Locatiou (Sufimient detail for
plotting) _

2) Reading -

3) Time o{" Reading,
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4) Clohthing/Food Stuffs

bwolved

5) Problem Area.sRequests

•6) Monito~r Idontificaliou_

(2) Decuntmuiuatiiu Teams:

(a) Repon to DI [RC at agsigned nrtm.

(k) Repurt to completion of tnsk.

(c) Relxprt format (Report by line ilem).

DECONTAMINATION REPORT

1) Team Ide.kntification -

2) Area Decontaninated - _

3) Time Required for Completion

4) Personne) Utilized (Numberm)

5) Equfipment Utilized (Type & Numbers)

6) Probcsii Arcas/Rcquest ,_

d. See Ingestion Pathway Procedures, SCOREP

e. Sec STRFRP.

3. Decon~tainuaution:

a. Decontaminiation of the IO-mine VPZ and the 50-mrile EPZ
will We coordinated by DIfFC. Alcndale Comnty will bc
requested to deconta~minate local RER personnel evacuees,
and vehicles.

b. Procedures for decont-amiination are outlined in Appendix 9.

c. See Dccontaminmiton, SOP.
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d. Coittuminated personnel and equipment will be
deconamitated according to Appendix 7. SOP.

e. Allendale County will maintain exposure records of
evacutc.s. Monitors at the slhelters will obtain, record, and
report, aýs it minimum, tho information lsted bvelow for each
contaminated person: Use Form...

(1) Name

(2) Address

(3) Type In'syummint Urd and Reading Obtaihed

(4) Time of Reading

(5) Effectivene.m of Decourtamination

(6) L.ocation and Name (if Mottitor

N. Radlution Exposure Control

1. Emergency Workers in Allendale Comnty whu have a responsibility
which could result in their exposure to radiation i-om an accident at
the Vogtle Electuic Generating Plant will he issied dosimeter'. EIach
worker shall bc issued two dosimeters: (i) permanent record
dosimeter (PRD). and (2) a self reading dosiimcter (SRD).

2. Priority of issue of dosimeters will be to persons workiig .with:

a. Law cfd'otremcnt

b. Firc-fighting

c. Rescue and Emergency Medical Servicms

Dosimeters and dosimeter chargers will he permanently
a,-signed to the chiefs of each of the emergency services

* listed above for sub.,,equent issue to flivir personnel who are
required to perform a service under this plan at time of
ernwrgency.
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3. Additional dosimeters and chargers will be available at the Allendale
County E'mergency Management Office Ibr further emergency uses.

4. Emergency se-vice chiefs or their designatcd reprcsentatives will
sign f'.'r any equipment issued and will he rcspo.ible for its return to
tfie EOC..

5. All doksimeter, will b. issued to emergency personnel from the
service cietfs office. Before distrihution, each worker will check his
equipment for functionality and sign a clearance sheet to insure that
all equipment can be accounted for at the end of a shift.

6. Each emergency/radiation worker who is issued a dosimeter will be
responsible for reading and recording his own dose iai at well as for
submitting the accumulated dosage to his stiperior. (See. dose, record
form, Appendix 7.)

7. Chiefs of services will compile dosa'c reporis and submit ihew to
the Rudiological Officer or i, daily basis bforc midnight.

8. The Rndiological Officer will maintain permanent dose file cards for
all emergency personnel and he is responsiblc for having this
infomialion available to the Bureau of Radiological Health Upon
request.

9. &a-th individual will recharge dosimeters after his shift do.sage ha.-
been detcmiitcd. Re-chargers will be loxeaied in lhe service chiefs
office.

I11. Approximately one hour before a shift chanEge. the Radiological
Off'icr or thl biziergeucy Management Director will brief the service
chiefs on the dose rates calculated for specific area at that time
interval. Thnis briefing will be held in the EOC. Service Chiefs will
be instructed to closely monitor personnel who are wglrking in
contaminated areas and to arrange peronnel rolation,. to limit
accu mu lated dosages.

a. If a dosimeter reads 0. )R, iinstrucr lhat worker to call in and
report

b. If a dosimeter shows a inaximuiri readilig of I R. instruct that
worker to relurn to this deparninent for further instructions
and decontamination.

(I. Each service chief will arrange commtlnication checks whit his field
personnel to determine dose rates oft a 24-hour basis for the duration
of the accident.

12. Exposurc consirol will [e law, SCOREiRP. In the event workers must
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incur doses in ex(e~s of SCORERP stmdards, authorization to do so
will come from the Chairman. Allendale County Council or hiý
representative. All decisions will be discussed and authorization will
be granied only when the exceeding or cxces.s dose ik absolutely
necessury.

0. Medical

1. - Contaminated victims will be treated at ouctor's Hospital should a
radiological accident occur at Vogtle letric Generating Plant.

2. '1he. training of poiasons providing inedical services to contm-inated
victims is the rc.sponsibility of DHEC. Sec Annex B. Training,
SCORERP.

3. Transporlation of contuminaied victims is outlined in Panigntpl
IV.K., Trn•nportationi, in this Annex.

P. Recovery and Re-entry

1. Allendale County will rely on Soutl Carolina Technical RbRP and
ihs procedures as carriri ou0 by DHEC ftw elaxing protective
measures. Notification to relax protective measure. will conic from
the SEOC

2. Allendale County will follow p'oeedures a.s directed by the State
Technicial RERP for general recovery plans.

Q. Equipment

I. Radiation detectim eqvipment assigned to Allendale County
monitoring stations in Appendix 4 to Annex .9 (Radiological
Protection) may be used within its limitations for monitoring
purposes.

2. See Parigriph W.N., Radiological Exposure Control, this Annex.

3. Allendale Contty does not have any off-site radiologieal monitoring
cquipzient to sel up near the nuclear focility. In-place monitoring
and qampling stations have been established by DHEC as outlined in
STRERP.

4. DHEC provides rnonitoring Crvice and has available at the DIIEC
Cenlral Office the. following Supplie.:

a. Radiation trionitoring equipment. including personnel
dosimctcrs (1PRD's), portable survey meter. and air samplers.

b. Protective clothing.
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c. Sumpling equipment fu'r water, air, milk, vegetation, soil, etc.

d. Bio- assay collecting containers.

e. Decontamination supplies and etquipmcnt.

f. Up-lo-date set of' maps showing environs of cach nuclear
Facility are maintained in the Centrnl Office and aboard the
Mobile Railiological Laboratory. Tlicse. maps show t(ie
locatiotn of each nuclear facility, inototittg aund sanplting
locations, hospitals, and landing strips. etc.

g. See STRERP for further detailq.

5. DHEC ah.o maintains a Mobile Radiological Laiborutory ( MRL)
equipped witli emergcncy response snpplie, mid equipment. The
MRL can be dispatched to an accident site to perffri field sample
analyses, radiological monitoring, and decontamination tasks. The
MRL ii equipped with radio e'jnrnnicatiois on the state-wide
D! IEC network aud on the South Carolina Emergency Management
Division state-wide network.

6. The receipt and analysis of all field monitoring data and the
coordination of sample media will be handled by DHEC as outlined
in SrRERP.

7. Identification or emergency kits:

a. Protective Equipment - See STRERP.

h. Communications Equipment - See Annex 13.
Communications. Allendale EOP. See nlso Paragraph VI.B.,
Communications, this Aimex.

C. Rtidiological Monitoring Fquipment - See Paragraph IV.Q.,
Equiipincrit, this Annex. See al.o Annex S, Radiological
Protection, Allendale County EOP. See also STRERP.

d. Emergency Supplies -- Allondale Cowtay has no entergency
supplies on hand other than those supplies used by
cnergency respon, tearns on a daily basis. See Annex N,
Supply and Procumemo:nt, Allendale County FOP for
procedurcs to procure any cimergency supplies from Ntcte
resources. See Resource Appendix of each Annex EOP for a
list of equipment on hand.

8. htach emergency service is responsible for operationally cherking its
equipment quartcrly an'd after each use. Coilibration of equipmxent
shall Ir. at intervals recommncsidrd by tlic supplier ofequipment.
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R. Exercise and Drills

Allcidale County will panicipate in Radinoogical Emnltergency Response
Exercisob in conjunction with exercises al Ihe faciliy. ixerccisec,, ,'ill be
conducted on a frequenciy and as set forth in FEMA and NRC RPules.

1. Exercises:

a. Allendale County will prt-icipate in Radiological Fnmergency
Response Exercises prepared by EMD. DIlEC and
IheVWGP. These excrciies will be observed and cvaluated
by federal and!or state and local official.

2. Drilts:

Allend~de County will conduct nd participate in subsystem drills, in
addition to the bi-annual RER exercise. Such drills will be
,upcrvised and evaluatetl by a qualified instructor. Each emeregency
service organization/component will conduct drills a; indicaied
below:

a. Communication Drills

(Cornmunications bctwccn the county, the Voptle Electric
Gener-ating Plarit and the EMD will he tested mnonthly. Such
drills will includc the nnderstandintg and transmission of
emergency memsages.

b. Medical Emergency Drills

Medical Emergency Drills will be conductcd at unanntjiuced
fcquencies. A drill involving a simulated contaminath-
individual will bt pcrfornied biannually.

c. Radiological Monitoring Drills

Conducted in coordination with DIIEC. See S'fRERP.

d. Health 1'hysies Drills

Coniducted by DI IEC. Sce STREhRP.
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3. Coinducl of Exercise:

Exercises and drills will be designed and executcd in suc.1 a manner
to allow free play for decision nmaking and to niet the following
objectives:

a. Drills in Allendale Counly will consist ,f tIle following, witli
a bNsic objective of qualification:

II) Notification Communications.

(2) Notil-cation Warning Procedtir,,.

(3) Sheller Psocedur-es and Sheltering.

(4) Emergency Operations Center; Operations,
Procedures and Comrrunic.9tion.-.

(5) Medical Emergency Rcsponi.se Capability.

(6) Fescue Resporise Capability.

(7) Law-' Enforcement Traffic Control and Security
Capability.

(8) Fire Response Capability.

b. Evaluation will bi. provided. for every drill. A critique will
he made and reraining, if required. will te condicted.

c. The FMD will v, notified of each drill and requested to
obscrve.

d. Each drill will be planned and prepared to include thc
following:

(1) Date, lime period. place and participating county
orgpanizations.

(2) Simulated events.

(3) A tine schedule of real, initiating and anticipated
events. (Scenario)

(4) A narrative sumrmary doscribing the conduct of the
exercise.

(5) Description of murangerncits [or adv;'nced materials
to be issued to official observers.
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(6) Evaluating, critiquing, and method of implcmenting
corrective actions.

e. For RER exercises with the Vogile Eleciric Generaiing Planm
or t(ie state, Allendale Cotnty is a participanm a,,d does nrot
conduct such exerci.es. See. SCORERP. Atitex D. Exercise
Plan, State RERP for conduct of exerciscs.

S. Radiologlcal Emergency Response Training

The Allend~ale rn~exgcncy lanagermeiit Agency is reslponsible for ti•ining
off-sitc cmergcacy personnel to respond effkctively to anr accident involving
VEGP. Personnel to receive initial and follow-up training aure: law
enforcement, fire. re.cue, eiergcr.cy ,ziedical, sheller managers. and
radiological defel.e personric.

Tlie •inual training program for off-site emergency response personnel shall
conmist uf classtKim training. trabletop exercises •aid govcmmaniend
conferences. In addition, such crnergency service and governmental officials
with emergency assignnlent will participate in an annual radiological
emergency responsc exercise with the facility.

1. Allendale County Emergency Management Director:

a. The County Emergency Management Director will rfceive
initial and follow-up Vtaining by the SCEMD. Training will
consist of daily respons.ibilities, radiological defense,
governmental conference%, management scminats,
workshops, and carcer development courses. (Reference
SCORERP, Annex 13.)

1. The Cmtusty Emerg¢ency Managetement Director is rcsponsible
For the CoLlilty training program to inchlde responsibilities of
counly government and specific duties of the emergency
ýorvices. Assistance will Ix obtained from the SCEMD.
(Reference S:ORERP. Annex B3.)

2. Accident Assessment:

Accident assessment is a state responsibiliiy. (See STRERP.)

3. Radiological Monitoring Teamns and Rndiologicul AnAlysis
Personnel:
Radiological Protection) Officer and Monitors:

a. Allendale County Emergency Management Dit"ctor has the
overall responsibility of training Radiulogical Monitors and
is responsible flr conducting training and refthsher couj-,cs
and his instructors training is from the State Emergency
Management Division. REP Program Section. Instcrucorb
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take periodic refresher couses.. In order to ecomne a local
rndiological monitor, one must take the standard
fundamenta[, coursc. for Radiological Monitors and
Emergency Workers.

A refr.•sher course is given eveiy year, and it must be takcn
to remain certified. Monitors niust also parlicipate in
exercises and drills that involve radiological monitoring.

This radiological monitoring is designed for RER, however.
thc basic principles of tfic instmclion is Irinslatable to FNF
accidents for understanding of conditions, nuclear theory,
and sheltering. Should low-level tionitoriwg instrimnentation
bvecome available to the county, previously trained monitors
could be easily trained.

b. Radiologival monitoring is offered to the IFllowing county

and municipal agencies:

(1) County Law Enforcement

(2) County Volhmteer Rescue Service

(3) VolunteerFire Depart me•its

(4) County EMS

(.S) M anicipal Fire Departments

(6) Municipal Police Departments

(7) L.ocal Red Cross Workers

4. Police, Security and Fire Fighting Personnel:

Law enforcement and fire fighting personnel will he irained locally
with assistance from SCEMD and opplicable slate agencies.
Anntally. these persontcl will rmeive. training to cover
responsibilities, notification and alert procedures, sector assignrment,
and Thmniliarization with their service SOP. Governmcntal
conferences. tabletop exercises and participation in (he annual
radiological energency response exercise with the ,cHility will do
th16.

5. First Aid and Rescue Personnel:

Rescue Squadsý and the Emncrgeimy Medical Service will he trained
locally with assistance front SCENID and applicable. stale agencies.
Annually, these personnel will receive training to cover
responsibilities. notification and ldcri procedutres, sector assignnments
and familiarization with their service SOP. This will be done by
governmental conferences, tabletop exercises and participation in the
annual radiological emergency response exercise with the litcility.
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6. Medical Support Personnnel:

Training of medical support personnel is a DHEC rcspon,•ibility.
(Reference SCORERP, Annex B.)

7. Public Information and Instructions:

The Public Information Officer will receive initial training by
Allendale County EMI) with assistance fronm SCEMD. Tr-aining
will include responsibilities, RER Plan, dissemination of information
and development of an SOP. Follow-up training will consi•t of
participation in tablelop exercises, governiental conferences vnd the
annual REK exercise.

T. Cordifnating Instructions

1. This Radiological Etergency Response Plan will he
reviewed/updated annually prior to the anniversary of the Plun by the
county office with primary responsibility.

2. Sopporting RER Standing Opernling Procedures will be
reviewed/updated by responsible agencies at the time of the RERP
uip.ate.

3. All radiological ernergcncy resxonse personnel, employees or
volunteers, must receive radiologic"l cinergency response training as
outlined in Paragraph JV.S., ahove.

4. All tcllchone numbers will be updated (Itartcrly by Allendale
County Emergency Management Agency.

S. l.,crs (if Agreernent and Mutual Aid Pacts for RER will be initiated
and promulgated.

V. ADMINISTRATION AND LOGISTICS

A. Adrnituitration

I. Allendaic County EOP.

2. South Carolina Operational Radiological .iinergency Response Plan.

3. South Carolina Technical Radiological Emriergency Response Plan.

4. Administrative matters not contained in the above will be directed to
the EOC.
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5. Personnel effectivencss reports to EOC.

IJ. Logistics

1. Allendale County EOP.

2. South Catrolina Operational Radiological Emergency Response Plan.

3. South Carolina Technical Radiological E-iiergency Response Plan.

4. Logistical nuatters inot contained above will he directed to the EOC.

S. Equipment and transportation effectiveness reports to the EOC.

VI. )IERECTION AND CONTROL

A. Direction and Confrol

1. The Allendale County FOC is located in (lie James B. Brant
Building Auditorium, 398 Barnwell-Allcndale Highway, Allendale,
South Carolina and will be made operational immediately upon
receipt of an Emergency Action Condition requiring activation.

2. The State EOC is located at 1100 Fish Hatchety Road, Columbia.
South Carolina.

3. The Voglic Electric Generating Plant Operations Facility (EOFM is
lcuatcd ur the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant Training Center.

The EOF will be staffed by Sotthiem Nuclear Operating Company
Personn.l. The Tcehnica) Splpp•rt Centcr is 1wutled near tile station
control room.

4. Adjacent County EOC's are khx.ated at:

Aiken County Council Building, 736 Richland Avenue, Aiken, S.C.

5. Chairman, Allcrid'de County Council will provide county liaison
with communications capability to the State SMOC', ,djaceni affected
county EOC's and Georgia Power Company's EOF.

6. The Allendale County Council will prowide liaison to operate
shielteri if evacuation is required.

7. Chiefs of Services or their designated representatives will be present
in the Allendale Counly t)t to direct and control their service(s)
upon direction of council.

8. The E( will provide space and communicahions for State and
federal liaison personnel.
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B~. Communications

1. During an emergency in Allendale County whirl resnlls in the
opening o[ the Emergency Operutions Center. comin~uous
commnaictions with the, different agencies that respond is most

sital. Tlwe ('11owing communr ications will -e used:

a. County Law Enforcement Radio System

The. following frequencies will be uilized w coordinate
county & municipal law enforcenient personnel.

(1) The Allendale Coumty Sherilr's Depument transmits
and receives on 458.250 MHz. Thib can also
transmit ind receive on 458.250 MHz which is the
police netwoik. In addition, they have the regional

vrequency to transmit on 458.250 MIlz. The City of
Allendale and Fairrtx Irmnsmiit receive on 458.250
MHz.

(2) ,ee Annex B. Cmnrtunic,,tion., Allondale CunLty
EOP.

b. Fire and Rescue Service

(1) All Allemlcale County Fire Departments utilize
frequency 154.175 M Hz for coniniunicatiuns.

(2) All rescue squad- utilize frequency 155.220 MNiz for
Conh111111lications.

(3) See, Annex F (Fire Service) Allendale county FOP.

(4) See Annex Ot (Rescue Service) Allendale CoUnty
EOP.

c. County Emergency Medical Set-vice

The 1Hospital and Emergciicy Medical Service (EMS), can
communicate with the Sheriffs and all the Rescaue. SqLIad& via
their base station on 155.340 MHz.

d. SLED Teletype

The SLED teletype is focated in the Cotity Sheriffs
D)ispatch Section at the County Law Enforcement C:crter. It
can Fe, used to send and receive niessages to the Sooth
Carolina briergency Managcment D)vision and other
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counfles.

c. Othcr public and private communication systems, such Is
telephone companieA,, electric and gas companies, schtol bus
maintenance shops, etc., having an emergency
communication, capability, when needed and having a desire
to itsfist.

2. Upon establishment of the State SEOC South Carolina Emergency
Management Division will provide the Allendale County FOC
temporarily a two-way jadio capable of communieating in the South
Carolina Emergenev Management Division radio system.

3. See Annex B, Communications to the Allendalf County EOP.

4. Annex A 2, Communication to the South Carolina Comprehemivc
Emergency Management Plan.

C. Reports

1. South Carolina Emergency Operation Phan, O;cIobtr 1997 as
amended.

2. Situation repons will be tubmitted to the Allendale Coonty FOC as
necessary amd/or as required. These reports will include such
information a. follows:

a. Agencies activated. operations undertaken and
pcrsonncl/cquipment strength.

h. Status of evacualion (if undertaken)

(1) Area and number (if population affected.

(1) Lmvation and number of persons in shelter on an
hourly basis to include by age and %ex.

(3) Completion time of evacuation.

C. Casualties

(1) Radiation related and whcre hospitalized or stored.

(Z) Non-nadiation related and where hospitalized/stored.

(3) Natwre and extent of injuries (death) of casualties.

d. Nature and extentL to include time estimate of additional
assistance and support required specifically defined as to
Who, What, When. Where, and Why.
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e. After Action report% required from each Emergency
Respowse Service to inchtde:

(1) Number of persontel involved (total).

(2) Hlour. dcvoted by personne) (total).

(3) Avcrige hours devoted by ;x.rsonnel.

4) Equipment inivolved and comt estimate for cach piece
offequipicinti for operattot.

(5) Support received friom non-county assets.

(6) Overall dollar cost for the service foi the operation.

Damage Reports

(1) County pwOpery.

(2) Personal property to include animals and erops.
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Allendale County Administrator

Director, Allendale County
Emergency Management

Date

Datc
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ATTACHMENT 3, TAB A TO ANNEX Q2 - TRAFFIC CAPACITIES FOR
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EVACUATION ROU'FSq.

Tralfic Caipaities for E vacuationi Routes.

Given the low population levels of the EPZ or Allendatle Ckmaly. the lua:d capacirie. of
the evacuation routes are sufficient to handfle the expected volume of traffic.
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APPENDIX I TO ANNEX Q2, ORGANIZATION CHART.
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APPENDIX 1, TAB A TO ANNEX QZ - RESPONSIBILITY SUMMARY TABLE

FUNCTO AG~ENCY ftESPONSIBILTIY
Primary Support

Command & Control

Warning (Radiological
Etiicrgeny Response)

Notification
Communicat ions

Public Information

Accident Assessment
(Nuclear Accident)

Social Seivices (EWS)

AMlendale County Council Chairfmin
Cotnty Administrator
Director, Enmrgency Management Div.
Chiefq, County Emergency Services

Sheriff
Emergency Management Division
Savantiah River Site
Radio & TV Stations
S.C. Educational Nt.twork
State Law Enforcement Div. (SLED)
(when requested)

Sheriff
Director. Emergency Management Div.
Utilitie,
Tclephuue Companies
I xical Govcrnment & Municipalities
Chiefs, County Eniergcincy Services

PIO Officer (County)
Director, Eernigency Management DIv.
Allendale County Council Chaii-ran
Local Newspapers
TV & Radio Serving County
Municipalities
Utility

Dept. of Health & Fnvironmental Control
RAP & IRAP (Upon Request)
Director, Eniergency Management Div.

County lWcpt. of Social Servivcs
School Districts
County Red Cross
Salvation Army (When Available)

x

x

x

X,

x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

X

I
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APPENDIX It TAB A TO ANNEX 02 -RESPONSIB/LITY SUMMARY TABLE
(CONTINUED)

FIUNCTION AGEN(CY RESPONS/BILTIY
Primary Support

Fire Service Chic-f, Fire Service X
Local & Fire Departments x
S.C. Forestry Commissi on X
S.C. Office of Fire Marshal X
Adjacent Counties (Mutual Agreement) X

Rescue Service Chief'. Re•ceue Service X
Lo'al Re.,,ctte Squtads X
S.C. Wildiik' & Marine Resource. X

I S.C. Forestry Cornmission x
S.C. Aeronautics Commission X
S.C. Civil Air Patrol X
Adjncent Counties (Mutual Agreement) X

Traffic Control, Allendale County Sheriff X

Security & Law Municipal Police Forces X
Etaforcemrent State. Law Enl'orcemc-Let Div. -X

S.C. Wildlife & Marine Resources X

I S.(. Highway Patrol x
S.C. Army National G(ard (If Available) X

Enecrgcncy Medical Chief, County Emergency Medical Serv. X
Services (EMS) Cuunty Rescue Service X

Courly Ambulance Service x
Hospitnlk (Servinea E3PL)
Adjacent Counties (Murta) Agreamnent) X

Transportation County School Bus Maintenance.
Supervisor x
Local Trucking Firms X
S.C. Public Service Comm. X
S.C. Aeronauitivs Comoissinn x
S. C. Adjutant General X
Adjacent Cotnties (Mutual Agreement) X

Protective Res'pTse Allendalc County Council Chainrnan x
Cournty Emergency Welfare Secvices X
Sheriff's Office I
Director, Enwrgency Management Div. X
Chiefs, C~ounty Emergetey Services x
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APPENDIX I, TAB A TO ANNEX Q2-RESPONSIBII'Y SUMMARY TABLE

(CONTINUED)

FUNCTION AGENCY RESPONSuhivTR Y
. . . ... ._ Primary Support

Radiolo~gicaiI Fixpo'mu c
CoD trol

S.C. Dcpt. of Iiallh~ & biivironinientii
Controf (D1IF~C)
D~irct~or, Emiergancy Managemecnt Div.
Allendale Comiity Couincil Chaiirman

x
x
x

I _-- I -
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APPENDIX 2 TO ANNIX Q2 -PROCEDURES FOR ALERTING AND
NOTIFYING RESIDENTS AND WARNING TEAMS OF THE 10-MILE EPZ.

A. Purpose

Spceitfy the standaid operating prcx-c-durei for alerting and advising the popullaion
of Ihe 10-Mile EPZ.

B. Procedures

1. Receipt of Warning:

a. If an Ininmediate s!he arca or General Emergency occurs at the
Vogtle Electric Gencrtaing Plant, autliorized pcrsminel will notify
the Alleidale County Central Dispatch Commtmicatiomn. Center by
ielephone, or rodio on frequency 458.250 MHz.

b. The dispatcher on duly will verify than the calicr is authorized to
i-sue emergency messagas by crnsulting tim auth utication code
list.

e. If the fixed siren system is arcidentally sounded, the wurning p1int
will iimuediately notify the radio and television station,; servicing
the Allendale Cotmity area to broadcast sample rele~ase No. I t in
Annex D, Public Information.

d. See Appenidices I mnd 2 to Annex C.

2. Dissemination of the Wurning:

Upon confirmation of an inimediate General Emergeocy, the dispatcher
will iniumdiately notify/advise any one of (he following Allendale Cuunty
oflicials:

a. Allendale. County Emergenicy Management Agency

b. Allendale Cojily SheriiflDepartment

c. Allendale Couoly Comieil Chairman

Each of these offtiials has the authroi(y to activate the siren alcrl systeni.

C. Siren Alert System

A fixed siren alert system has been installed in the I0-Mile EPZ (Siren is located
in Barnwell County).
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1). Emergency Alerting System (EAS)

EAS must be activated along with the alert siren system. Informatijon advi.sing the
opulaticmu of protective actions will be given ont over the EAS. See Annex D,

Public Information.

E. Alternate Method of Notifying the population of the I 0-Mile EPZ

1. Should problemns dcvelop with the siren alert system, warning teams
would proceed inmmediately to pre-assigned areas utilizing mobile sirens,
loudspeakers and horns lo notify the public of the situation.

2. Warning teams consist of the following along with assigned areas of

responsibility:

Sector H-10 Martin/Millett Fire Dept.

3. Notification of Warning Teams:

a. ReOCLC -pager or telephone.

b. Fire Departments - pager, nrdio or telephone.

C. Police Departments - pager, radio or telephone.

d. All units above can le contarled/controlled from Allendale County
Central Dispatch Communication Room.

F. Warning Messages to be Disseminated Will Consist of One of the Following:

1. AtICeLhJH - A radiological accident occunjed at the Vogrie Electric
Generating Plawn at (date/time) thut could cause harm to persons itn this
neighborhood. You are requested to stay inside your hlomcs itad business
with doors and windows closed. Turn on your radio or TV to receive
further information.

2. Altention - A radiological accident occurred ut the Vogule Electric
Generating Plant at (date/time) ihat could cause lharm to pensonfl in this
ncigihborhliuod. We urge you to leave your homes or businesses in a sr,
orderly manner and report to your assigicd shelters. Turn on your radio or
TV to receive further information.

3. Attention - Tlhe Governor of' South Carolina hus declared a state of
emergency due to an accident at the Vogtle "il'ctric (Jcrierating Plant at
(date/time).

Your ure requcsted to begin movement to your shelter in accordance with
instruction, listed in the Vogtlc Electric (JUcscrating Plant Calendar anti
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informarioct furnishied hy radio and TV stuionN.

G. Public Information Officcr

I. The Emergency Management Director/County Manager will direct tile PIO
to activate the Emergency Public Information System and to issue
appropriatc xxessogcs.

2. The wvidcst coverage by Media mid LAS will be ttililind to covcy the
public warning and follow-up mesiages.

APPENDIX 2, TAB A TO ANNEX Q2 - WARNING MESSAGE - NUCLEAR
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FACIITY TO STATE/LOCAL GOVERNMENT
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APPENDIX 2, TAR TO ANNEX Q2 - WARNTNG MESSAGE - NUCLEAR
FACILITY TO STATE/LOCAL GOVERNMENT

in.cert (reen Shect

Page 2
INSTRUCTIONS

MESSAGE RECEIVER
Person receiving this me.sage, record your signature, duty position. agency and
time/date or receipt message.

SIGNATURE: DUTY POSITION:
AGENCY:- _TiM TIYDATF: / /

(Einsturn) nun dd yy

MESSAGE SENDER
Record the nanie, title. ,pency and IOnedate or ageI:in s nomltied per MIern prnedures.

NAME: -TITLE:_

AGENCY: _TLMF1DATE:_ / /
(Eastern) min dd yy

NAME:_ TIT-.:
AGENCY:_ ____TIMEJDATE:_ _ I I

4Eastem) mm dd yy
NAME:_ TITLE:-
AGENCY:- TIME/DATE: /I -

(Easlem) mm dd yy

NAME: ... _TITI.E:_
AGENCY:- . IME/DATE: / /

(Eastern) mm dd vy

NAME:. TITI.E: _
AGENCY: - TI.ME/DATE: _

(Eastern) mm dd NT

NAME:- TITLE:_ -

AGENCY: _TIME/DATE:. - _
(Eastern) mm dd yy

NAMF: ____.. TI 9:__
AGENCY:_ _TIME/DATE:_ /

(Eastern) mm dd yy

NAME:_ IITLE:__
AGENCY: _TFMFJDATE: _._ /

(Eaxsern) mm dd yy
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APPENDIX 2, TAB D TO ANNEX Q2 - GENERAl, ALERT LIST.

E[JER'ENC.TV I'_Ll TELEPHONE NUMBERS
BUSINMES RIr _5EDE-NL$:

Council Chairman 632-3352 632-3217

County AdminLs•{rdtor 584-3438

EPA Director 584-4081

Warning (.Jticer/Sheriff 584-2361

Chief, Low Enforcement 584-2177
632-3222

Communications Of1ic"r 584-2339
584-2-61

Transportation Officer 584-2311
584-4603

Fire Service Clie" 584-3218
584-2333

Chief, Rescue Squad Coor. 584-.3443

Chief, Engineering 584-3438

Radiological OITIccr 584-2177

Sheiter 54-4081
584-4040

EWS 584-3956

584-7048MV049

Damage Assessment )flicer 584-2572

Financial Advisor 584-3876

Txgal Advisor 584-7676

Supply & Procurement 584-7040
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APPENNDIX 2, TAB 13 TO ANNEX Q2 - GENERAL, ALERT LIST. (CONTINUED)

LmAVURSOF MUN'I C1PAIAFIf'' I;S

ALLENDALE 584-4619

CITX IANAGERS 0•?IMINICIPALITIES

FA1'&FAX 632-3111
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AIPRENIX 2. TAU C TO ANNE~X Q2 - VOGTLE ELECTRIC GENERATING
PLANT CALENIAR

PLANT BROCH:IURE
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APPENDIX 2, TAB D /O ANNEX Q2 - EME) FORM 43, ACCIDENT REPORT
FORM

ATTACHMENT I-A SC EMD ACCIDENT/INCIDENT REPORT

Initialtl
Follow-upOJ

1. Date: Time:. Message
(nu111/dWl)y) (T4 ;Z V,t, ; l:~)

2. Counmm: Time/Dare of
Acl:iden/hllciden":

3. Reporting Person:- '_'cephone:

Point-of-Contact: Telephone: . .. .

4. Location of Accident/Incident: . ...

5. Type of Acciden/Incidejil:
(c g.. E"l.•l L . c-lo -. SAR. I:Umad.-. flo b , lu t. V etr SuVppy. Weaher. u1.•.

6. if Hazardous Materials, Type/Quantity:-
7. Cause or causes, if known:_

.CiLstiaties: #Dead - #Mkisi - finjured_ -

9. Evacuation Required: YES NO__ #Evac. #Shieltered
10. Sbelter Locations:-

11. County TEOC: Activated Deactivatcd

12. Assistance Needdcx/Equipment Rccquested:

13. Ad-ditional Inforuatio/Dnages:

Message Taken By: Title:_ __

(If Needed.. Use, Rcvcrsc)
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APPENDIX 3 TO ANNEX Q2 - TR&FVIC CONTROL POINTS AND
EVACUATION ROUTES FOR THE 10-MILF EFPZ.

The following is an ctvacultiun and road block plan to be used when ordered by the proper
authorities regarding a utctlear accident at the V\ogtle Electric Generating Pant.

Evacuation data was evaluated to identify key interseclion )ocations where potential vehicle
conflicts during an evacuation would w'anant managencm or control. The locations
identified for traffic control amrt identified below:

Alliendale County:

* Route 125 at Route 12 (direct traffic south on Route 125).

* Route 125 at Route 17 (direct traffic south on Route 125).

These locatiows are illustrated in Attachment 1.

Tlh..Ne responsibility for traffic control during an evacuation of the South Carolina portion of
ihe VEGP EPZ will bc shared by Aiken and Allendale County Emergcuicy Management
Law Enforcement Agency per.wonnel, and State xs available. Barnwell County Law
Enforcement personnel will be aviilablc as backup to Allendale personncl if reqtibed. Each
traffic management location will be. manned andior road blocks will be positioned to direct
evacuIees out of the EPZ and to restrict tnatuthori7ed access in the al'tected area. Route
markerts will be placed along the evacuation route at the above critical location to promote
more efficient traffic flow out of the EPZ.

APPENDTX 4 TO ANNEX Q2 - TWO-MILE EVAC(UATION AND ROAD BLOCK
PLAN FOR VOGTI, ELECTRI[C GENERATING PLANT.

ON FILE AT THE ALtENDALE COUNTY EMERGENCY MANAGEMtENT
AGENCY.
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APPENDI X 5 TO ANNEX Q2 - NURSING HOMES, INDUSTRIES AND
SCHOOLS IN TIN, 11)-MILE KPZ OF ALENDAIE COUNTY.

ThERE ARE NO SCHOOLS, NURSING HOMES OR INDUSTRIES LOCA'TED
WIThIN AtLNDALE COUNTfY'S 10-MIE EPZ OR VE GP.
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APPENDIX 6 TO ANNEX Q2-STATE LAW EINFORCEMENT, SOP.

The. sccurity identirication that will tc used to control egress and ingress in the case of a
nuclear emergen•y is as follows:

Law Enforcement: All boonafide uniformis, including the National Gouaird uniform, will bc
honored. PMait clothes officers will be isqtued a yellow and blue lapel badge with the letIcnS
LE clearly visible marked on it., aa ecitintial number hy which it is issued. There will be a
corresponding placard for the automobile da.shboard.

Staff Support; All agencieq' personnel involved in support of an accident but are neither
law enforcement nut plant employees will b, issued a green wid white lapel badge with a
flag on it clearly visible with the letter SS, ilso to he sequentially niutbN.red by which it
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will he issued. There will be a corrcspouding placard for the automobile dashboard.

Facility Personnel; E, ach facility will bc issued a large block of ycllow and black lapcl
badges lhat air to be issued to their people by the sequential number. Thes, will also lave
cleauly visible the traditional nuclear emblei'. Thcy are to be pre-issued oniy to thc key
emergency pesonnel and to the other cmployecs as they comc to work. "here will likewise
be a cormsponding placard for the automobile dash.

News Media: The State of South t'molina issues Int media represenlttives a prcmanent
pri-ess pass with photograph. Names are rveorded on computer for quick securiiy check.
There will be temporary press ID's issued at the time of an incident with an expiration date.
affixed to it for wedia persons not pieviously issued one.

Civilians: A pass for evacuees to enter fteir prielises in the evacuated reca for the. porpocse
of tending to urgent duties, such us feeding livestock, will be available. It is a white tind
,range lapcl badge and is sequentially numbered. An accompany placard For the aulomlohilc
dash will be distributed. Both will be issued from the PEOC with a time linitation spceified
for remaining in lhe, evacuated area.

All of t•h IDs will be issued by number and they will be audiled perioically. A pholocopy
of all Ids will be attached to this section for clarification.
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APPENDIX 7 TO ANNEX QZ - DOSE RATE RECORD.

RADIATION EXPOSIlJRI RECORD

NAME_
AGE- -.-. .. DAT3F13RT" ....
HOME ADDRFSS_
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMB ER_
DOSTMETER SERIAL, NUMBER_ - - -

AGENCY/ORGANIZATION NAME_

INITIAL
READ)ING

FINAL
READ ING E~XPOS URE

DATJl - TOTA I. EX(POSURE- __ __

SIGNA-1-LIiRE _ _ __ __ _ _



APPEJNDIX 8 TO ANNJFX Q2 - PROUJLDURES 1*O IMPLEM ENT THE
ALLENDALEG COUNTY HER PLAN

NUREG-0654 Criteria 11 p.-7

1. Aiken Reg~ional Ho-wpitaI Medicn! Center Opeivtlunal Protcedutes.

2. Spent Fuel Transportation Plan - VFhGV.

3. En gi ieer ing Studs, for Radio - Controlled Outdoor Sirmi Alerting Systemi for
V'EGP - Preparecd by Federal Sigriil Co-rporaiin.

4. Standing Operations 13roecdiiret, Stain, Emrgeiency 0per tions Cente . Emergecny
Managemient Di)vision, Offivi of Ilhe Adjutant Ganicral.

5. Local Government RIkdloISignal Operalling Instrjovtions, Emergcticy
Matnage ikent D~ivision, Office of ilie Ad~iitlnt Genema'd]

6. Ditty OIcerIStafT histy Oflficer Instructionial Manual, Eimergency Management
Division, Office of the Adjutarit General.

'7. Emnergency hleaflth Plan for Nouth Carolina, Sou~th 0`11olina Decpartmrenit of
J-Ieathl & Envirrnmemdn Control.
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APPENDIX 9 TO ANNEX Q2-RADIOI.OGICAL DECONTA MINA TION

A. GENERAL

1. Radiological decontamination i. the reduction or removal of contaminating
radiologicad material frome structures. are=,, ohjccts or persons. The object is
to reduce the contamination to an acceptable level with the least expenditure
of labor and materials, and with radiation vxpouite to decontaminate
personnel commensurate with the urgency of the 1amk.

-- r)ccontminaoi procedures will be implementcd on the recommendations

of DIEC, f)cparmnent of Health wid Environmental Control.

B. EXC[ECUTION

I. Deeontainin'iion lpoinst will be established at the following lucations and Lx,
under direction of the Radiologicad Officer.

f. People: Allendale Elenienta'y School

b. Vehicle.:
Personal: Allendaile Ilcmentary School
Emergency Services: Allcndale Rlernenthry School and RSC
building -lwy. 278 E., Allendale SC

C. PROCCEDURES

I. The melhod of decontamiination will depend upon the type and extent of
coritarnination.

2. Personnel and Clothing:

As described in 'ab A.

3. )eDcontamination of food und water will tic conducted under Ihe technical
advice/supervision of DIJEC.

4. (:iutu-minated areus will be roped off and marked with CAUTION-
RADIOA CIIVITY.

5. Actioi levels of decontamiDnation will be conducted as ow lined in Appendix
I "STRER P.

1). DISPOSAL

1. Contaminated clothing will he placed in sealed drums ror decontamination
or disposal. Run-off wateli frorn washing vehicles and equipment will be,-
disposed of in one of the mariners liste4 bWlow:
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a. Retain the water in holding iianks or pond type storage for treatment
and ldispoSal Under the tech superintendent of DI IEC.

b. Water with low level contaztinatioii may be disposed of in storm
sewers, dratins, or running water (streum).

2. Personeel detailed to perform decontalmination will record their dosimeter
reading aRter each task performned.

3. A lit of coiunnercial facilitie, in the state capable of v&.-hing
decontafinated clothing will tie made available by fhet Smoth Carolina
Emergency Management Division.
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TAB A '1O APPENDIX 9
PAGE 1

PERSONNEL DMCONTAMINATION

MNETHOL)
Soap~ and W~tr

Souip aind Water

I.iav sou~p, w~ft hnti~h,
and water

,SURFACE ~ ACTO
Skin aned haiids Emnulsifies aind dikswive,

Icoulrtainatc.

lIair

Skin ZITO hamds

Samte as Atbove

and ero'de,.
disstAqVe,

ThrCIMQf JE
Wash 2-3 mriidie,; antd
trorjitr. Do not W13thi

rnorc dian 3 4 fitmc.

Waish sever-al timuns. It
corllrtn11ihvitn is nlot

loweral to .ii'eptabk-
Ievcek shzve the Jiciti

arnd oppiy skin

IUsew light pic.-smire with
heuvy W.heie. WMtsh iFur "'
r(lil'ites. 3 i~fles. Rinse
and nviuuihc. Usu care

ithe SMi Apply lanolin or
hxjd ctican it) prevent

with mdt'ionit watcr
A.itli at mild qcrubhingi

acin. U.se care not to
crode tiue.%kju:.I

IMake into~ a past;e, U1SC

with -Aki~tivrnu! wpier
Nvijun., U11e Scrubbnogt
awith. U ~se rebi

Ieaixle the skin.

I '.%with witer. Ruly fon~
mlina:lu ind rimse.

Tije or (itlir dietergcnt Nnrtu ass aboye

Miicture of 50% Tide Lind Skin rind hanes

514, water Solution of I Sanmie abov
mixtiure of 30S T1Ide. 1
65% (.algn. 5%r I
Carbose (curboxymerIttyl
erollulo.e)

A prep aration (if 86 1, Saw as Oilive
Carhose. 3%, Tide. I f~c
Vo~nze. and 881,I ur
hiornoeniii/A into a
cream1.

'410%. S 111Ve

. mlsnuifies. tlis,,alv•,
and eude~r.

Same4 as above

Samirk- as above Use with addiiional
watur. Ritb for ' mnh:uti.
atid wipe offT. UWo~kw
with lanoil'11~ IT
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TAB A TO APPENDIX 9
PAGE 2

PERSONNEL. DECONTAMINATION

IFTi-zI __0_-0 SURFACE AClTION F
I .j~fj~f~ do~d pst~ Skn. ~ins, and Siire as Lthiwe Work the paste into the,

Prepace pa.-te by mixircg c'xtremiidst- Um stot u.- ftecied ;irct rolr 2
precipiviied titaniiumi near E'ice or other MQ;ICS~e. R~nse urd wasli
dkinxice (a very thick opevinogs. 01th P,, and warm
slurry. never pk-rmiticif toI wmeir. X11oifacir.
dry) widi I smull itmount
of ficioliI1. If not
iucCLmful, go on to Lljtc

Mix~ equal vulures oyf a Skin. lmd I nd Discilvceý contruiuinant Pour over wes hm,
gaturated soluifln of extrenihkI. D1, not us~e :ihinrbcd In the uh~hing t(Lc irItiae omd
poLissi un peiuiant~analc near race or other epidermius. uxin- haindbruýlh for nce:
411LI 0) M sulIturic a:idl. Opellinis. mnore~ tha~n 2 irtinmIie,.
iSamiiired .olutioni of Rintse with %atcr.
KnicO4 is 6A' graimperL
)tx) of Mo12.) Continue
With rIlext step.

Apply a freslily prep~.ftd Sam'o as above Remiove t1he Apply in same mian~ner as~
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APPENDIX 101O ANNEX Q2- LEWVERS OFAGREEMENI.

ON FILE AT ALLENDALE COUQI'NY EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY.
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APPENDIX I I JO B - SHELTERS AND CAPACITIES.

1. GENERAL

The shelters listed in this appendix are in compliance with American Red Cross
Disaster Service Guidelines and procedures. ARC 3074. dated August 1976,

II. PURPOSE

The bhelteres marked with an asterisk is the primary shelter. As a primary shelter they
are opened irntiediately upon notiticalion that an incident zas occurred and that
sheltering will Iv. required for evacuees. Th1ese shelters are identified to
accoinuodat [00% of evacuating sectors population with Wsecondary shelters
opened as the primary shelter population indicttes the need to ocvn secndary
shULAers.

I1I, SIHIFLTER LIST'ING A~ND CAPACiI'EIFS

Shelter C.1jIMt-V

't.Allendale Elenicntary Sdliool 675

*PRIMARY SHELTER
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ANNEX Q02, FIXED NUCLEAR FACILITY (FNF) RADIOLOGICAL EMERGENCY RESPONSE
PLAN (RERP) TO THE AIKEN COUNTY EMERGENCY OPERATIONS PLAN (EOP).
VOGTLE ELECTRIC GENERATING PLANT.

1. GENERAL

A. Purpose

To provide for the Radiological Emergency Response to protect the
populace and property of Aiken County from harmful effects of
ionizing radiation in the event of a radiological accident at the
Vogtle Electric Generating Plant.

B. Authority

1. South Carolina Legislative Act Number 199, Section 21. 1979
which places Emergency Preparedness responsibilities under
the Office of the Adjutant General and provides for
Emergency Preparedness.

2. South Carolina Legislative Act Number 223 of 1967 with
subsequent amendments, which assigns State Radiological
duties to the Department of Health and Environmental
Control (DHEC).

3. Aiken County Ordinance 75-3-19, dated April 19, 1975 and
amended on January 4, 1984.

C. Reference

1. South Carolina Emergency Operations Plan, February 1999.

2. South Carolina Operational Radiological Emergency Response
Plan (SCRERP), October 1997, as amended.

3. South Carolina Technical Radiological Emergency Response
Plan (SCTRERP), October 1998 (DHEC), as amended.

4. Vogtle Electric Generating Plant Site Specific Radiological
Emergency Response Plan, Part 5, to the South Carolina
Operational Radiological Emergency Response Plan, October
1997.
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5. NUREG-0654/FEMA REP-1, November 1980.

6. NUREG-0610, FNF Emergency Action Levels (EALs),
September, 1979.

D. M

1. VEGP, 10-Mile EPZ (Attachment 1)

2. VEGP, 50-Mile EPZ (Attachment 2)

E. Definitions

1. Administrative Decision Line_(ADL) -- A dedicated telephone
line facilitating communications between the Georgia and
South Carolina SEOCs, FEOCs and the Plant VogtLe EOF during
an emergency. This line will be used for the discussion and
coordination of protective action decisions and other
coordination issues.

2. The County -- Aiken County, South Carolina.

3. DHEC/BRH -- South Carolina Department of Health and
Environmental. Control/Bureau of Radiological Health.

4. Emerg!ency Operations Center (EOC) -- A facility with the
necessary communications from which essential functions are
directed and controlled by county government.

5. Emergency Planning Zones (EPZ) of the Off-Site Area

a. Ten-Mile Plume Exposure Pathway Zone -- An
approximate ten-mile radius centered on a Fixed
Nuclear Facility having an operational nuclear reactor.
This EPZ is divided into two-five-and-ten mile zones,

which are further divided into subsectors for area
identification. The EPZ represents that area in which,
under a worst case nuclear accident, ionizing radiation
could spread and from which the population might
have to be evacuated. (Attachment 1.)

b. Fifty-Mile Ingestion Pathway -- A fifty-mile radius
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(approximate) centered on an FNF. This EPZ is that
area which must be monitored and for which plans
made to prevent human Ingestion of ionizing radiation
from food products such as milk, vegetables, and
water that may have been contaminated. Plans must
be made also for protection of animals from ingestion
of contaminated feed and water. (Attachment 2.)

6. Emergency Radiological Assistance Team (ERAT) -- A team of
Bureau of Radiological Health personnel trained in
radiological accident response.

7. Fixed Nuclear Facility (FNFJ -- A permanently located nuclear
facility which could present a radiological hazard off-site
from the facility.

8. Forward Emergency Operations Center (FEOC) -- A facility
located within the periphery of a disaster area where state
government exercises direction and control of forces and
resources.

9. LGR -- South Carolina Environmental Protection Division
LEPD) Local Government Radio -- A state-owned radio system
that provides command and control functions for state
deployed forces. County governments are also members of
this network.

10. Off-Site -- AlL land and water areas outside the FNF site
boundary and within Aiken County that could be affected by
a radiological incident at the Vogtle Electric Generating
Plant. Such area is under the operational control of the local
jurisdiction affected and for which the jurisdiction is
responsible for Radiological Emergency Response Planning.

11. On-Site -- AlL land and water areas within the FNF's site
boundary. That area cannot be used for Radiological
Emergency Response Planning without authorization from the
facility operators.

12. Price-Anderson Act -- Federal legislation which establishes an
insurance pool over and beyond that available to the nuclear
industry through private insurance firms. It would enable
those affected by a radiological accident to recover through
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the Federal government certain Losses that are not covered
by private insurance policies.

13. Radiation Protective Actions -- Actions taken to avoid or
reduce the effects of ionizing radiation releases due to a
radiological incident.

14. Radiological Accident -- Any unexpected occurrence of a
condition which could or does result in the exposure of the
public to any source of ionizing radiation.

15. RER -- Radiological Emergency Response.

16. State Emergency Operations Center ISEOC) -- A facility with
the necessary communication control capabilities from which
essentially at( disaster functions are directed and controlled
by the Governor. The SEOC is located in the basement of the
Rutledge Building, 1429 Senate Street, Columbia, South
Carolina.

17. The State -- The State of South Carolina.

18. Prompt Notification System -- An integrated system of mobile
sirens and NOAA-activated tone alert radios which blankets
the 10-mite EPZ and provides a means for notifying residents
and transients of an emergency at Plant VogtLe.

19. RERP -- Radiological Emergency Response Plan.

20. SRS -- Savannah River Site.

21. VEGP -- Vogtle Electric Generating Plant.

F. Organization

The principal organizations, including utilities, that are part of the
overall response organization for emergency planning zones are
Listed below:

1. Federal:

See the S.C. Operational Emergency Response Plan.
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2. State:

See the S.C. Operational Emergency Response Plan.

3. County;

a. The Aiken County Radiological Emergency Response
(RER) Organization consists of those
agencies/organizations specified in the Aiken County
Emergency Operations Plan.

b. Appendix 1, Aiken County RER organization.

4. Private Sector:

The principal organizations in the private sector that are part
of the overall response for emergency planning zones are:

a. Georgia Power Company and Southern Nuclear
Operating Company.

b. Southern Bell Telephone Company.

c. General Telephone Company.

d. Radio and Television Companies.

e. Private Hospitals.

f. The Salvation Army.

g- The American Red Cross.

h. Volunteer Organizations.

II. SITUATION

A. National

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), through NUREG-0654,
November 1980, has specified criteria state and local governments
within the Emergency Planning Zones must meet in order to provide
for off-site Radiological Emergency Response to protect the
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populace and property vulnerable to the effects of ionizing radiation
in the event of a nuclear accident. The Department of Energy (DOE)
exercises authority over the Savannah River Plant. The criteria are
specific, precise and detailed. It varies from natural and man-made
disaster planning as follows:

1. The NRC has federal responsibility for RER within the
boundaries of the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant, which is
specified as "on-site." The state and Aiken County have no
responsibility on-site other than that negotiated through
written agreement with the facility.

2. The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) has
federal agency responsibility for RER "off-site." The state
secures federal assistance and support through FEMA and
through letters of agreement with other state and federal
agencies. Federal support off-site in any case wilt be
requested only by the state.

3. The capability to warn the populace in a five-mile EPZ within
15 minutes and those in the ten-mite EPZ within 45 minutes
from the time the County officials decide to order prompt
notification. (NOTE: No part of Aiken County is located
within the five mile EPZ, except portions of SRS, which has
emergency action responsibilities for this section.)

4. An emergency classification system for nuclear power reactor
accidents with attendant facility, state, and local actions to
be taken is specified.

5. Command, control, and communications capabilities and
procedures are precisely stated.

6. Public Information requirements are continuous and must be
specifically stated in the Plans.

7. Specified exercises and drills for Radiological Emergency
Responses are required.

8. Radiological Emergency Response training for response forces

will be detailed in the Plan and given as programmed.

9. Periodic reviewlupdate of RER Plans is required.
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10. Local and state plans must include each aspect of the criteria
in NUREG-0654 as referenced for each planning entity for the
plan to be considered adequate.

B. State

The State of South Carolina has four nuclear power generating
stations (Robinson, Oconee, V.C. Summer and Catawba) currently in
operation and is affected by several in adjacent states.

C. Loa

1. An area of approximately 6.5 square miles in the southwest
section of Aiken County ties within the 1O-mile portion of the
Vogtle Electric Generating Plant (VEGP) EPZ. The area
consists of a privately owned and uninhabited game preserve
with controlled seasonal public access. This tract of land is
known as the Cowden Plantation and is located on the left
descending bank of the Savannah River, south southwest of
Jackson, S. C., adjacent to the Savannah River Plant Site
(SRS). For planning purposes, this sector is designated Sector
G-10 (see Attachment 1, to this Annex). Sector G-10 is
approximately 8 miles from VEGP.

2. Sector G-10 is bounded on the south and west by the
Savannah River; on the southeast by SRS on the northeast by
the CSX Railroad Track; and on the north by a gravel surface
road leading to Gray's Landing boat ramp on the Savannah
River.

3. A Larger portion of Aiken County also falls within the VEGP
EPZ but consists of land under the control of SRS. SRS or
it's contractors controls all land, facilities and personnel
within its 192,000 acres. Emergency preparedness plans
have been prepared by the Department of Energy, Savannah
River Operations office for that portion of SRS within the
VEGP EPZ.

3. Vogtle Electric Generating Plant
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a. The Vogtle Electric Generating Plant is located in
Burke County, Georgia, southwest of Aiken (SC)
County. (Longitude 81 45' West; Latitude 33, 45'
North).

b. The Vogtle Electric Generating Plant (VEGP) is a two-
unit pressurized water reactor operated by Southern
Nuclear Operating Company for Georgia Power
Company. The plant is on a 3,169-acre site located in
the eastern portion of Burke County, Georgia,
approximately 23 river miles upstream from the
intersection of the Savannah River with U.S. Highway
301.

c. The nuclear fueled reactors are contained within
steel-reinforced concrete structures.

d. The cooling towers at VEGP are used to dissipate the
heat into the atmosphere instead of the Savannah
River. Water used to coot the plant condensers wilt be
drawn from the Savannah River to the cooling tower
basins. Four river water make-up pumps supply water
to the cooling tower basins.

e. Each unit of VEGP is capable of generating 1,160 net
megawatts of electricity.

D. SuMporting Organizations

1. South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental
Control, Bureau of Radiological Health. (South Carolina
Technical Radiotogical Emergency Response Plan, Ocrober
1998, as amended.)

2. South Carolina Office of the Adjutant General, Emergency
Preparedness Division, which coordinates al[ state agency
support in accordance with the South Carolina Emergency
Operation Plan, February 1999, and subsequent Radiological
Emergency Response Plans and Site Specific Radiotogicat
Emergency Response Plans.

3. American Red Cross (ARC):
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ARC wilL manage shelters assisted by the Department of
Social Services and wilt provide food, bedding, and clothing.
ARC will register evacuees upon arrival at designated
shelters. Emergency Medical Services will receive assistance
from ARC in providing medical care to evacuees.

4. Salvation Army:

Salvation Army wilt assist in feeding, housing, and clothing
individuals in emergency situations. They will aid in
identifying and registering evacuees, as well as provide
furniture, bedding,. and household needs to disaster victims.

5. Aiken County wilt provide sheltering and Emergency Welfare
Service (EWS) tor evacuees.

6. Aiken County has mutual aid agreements with adjacent
counties for emergency support. (See Appendix 9.)

E. Assumption

A radiological accident will occur at Vogtle Electric Generating Plant
in the State of Georgia that could have ionizing radiation effects of
varying degree on Aiken County. Emergency response capabilities
wilt be needed at the local level to meet the emergency situations.

F. Wind Data

1. Vogtle Electric Generating Plant is located in Burke County,
Georgia, southwest of Aiken County. Wind frequency
percentages and directions from the Vogtle Electric
Generating Plant are as follows:

Direction Designator Percentage

North (N) 5,3
North Northeast (NNE) 6.1
Northeast (NE) 6.9
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East Northeast (ENE) 5.8
East (E) 4.4
East Southeast (ESE) 4.5
Southeast (SE) 4.9
South Southeast (SSE) 4.5
South (5) 5.8
South Southwest (SSW) 5.8
Southwest (SW) 7.1
West Southwest (WSW) 9.2
West (W) 10.3
West Northwest (WNW) 8.3
Northwest (NW) 6.9
North Northwest (NNW) 4.2

(Wind percentages were obtained from the Vogtle Electric
Generating Plant Final Safety Analysis Report.)

2. As a result, a radiological accident at Vogtle Electric Generating
Plant could have an ionizing radiation effect of varying intensities
on Aiken County.

G. Planning Basis

1. Any radiological accident in South Carolina or adjacent states
presenting an off-site radiological hazard to Aiken County is the
initial responsibility of Aiken County.

2. Technological radiological emergency response support will be
furnished to Aiken County by Vogtte Electric Generating Plant and
the South Carolina Bureau of Radiological Health.

3. The first three hours from notification of a radiological accident at
the Vogtte Electric Generating Plant are criticat to the county. The
county will be prepared to Initiate an immediate Radiological
Emergency Response in reaction to the Vogtle Electric Generating
Plant and DHEC's assessments and by notification by Emergency
Preparedness Division. Such response wilt be in absence of full state
support, except that which may be immediately available within the
county. State forces will react in accordance with the State RERP.

4. State response and support wiUl be available within three hours of
the initiation of an emergency condition. Immediate technological
support will be available from DHEC/BRH based on the most
expeditious means of transportation to the County from Columbia.
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5. Aiken County will cease direct contact with the Vogtie Electric
Generating Plant upon notification by state that the State Forward
Emergency Operations Center is operational. This does not include
Aiken County pre-negotiated agreements for support to the facility.

6. State resource support will be requested only after exhaustion or
overload of county resources or for resources not usually available
to Aiken County.

7. Municipal emergency response forces will coordinate in support as

required.

III. MISSION

Aiken County wilt provide for the protection of the county populace and
their property from the effects of ionizing radiation from a radiological
accident at the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant through an organized and
coordinated Radiological Emergency Response.

IV. EXECUTION

A. Concept of Operations

1. Successful accomplishment of the mission is visualized to
Include the following requirements for Radiological
Emergency Response:

a. Capability to warn the populace within the ten-mile
EPZ in Aiken County, which consists only of transients,
within 45 minutes from the decision to order prompt
notification. (NOTE: No part of Aiken County is within
the five-mile EPZ.)

b. Coordination and control.

c. Exhaustive Public Information.

d. Communications.

e. Training of response forces.

f. Exercising and testing.
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g. Integration with other than county agencies.

h. Capability to selectively evacuate and/or shelter the
populace.

i. Capability to provide for recovery through
decontamination.

j. Periodic updating and rewriting of response plans.

k. Procurement and maintenance of Radiological
Emergency Response Equipment.

2. Two distinct aspects of Radiological Emergency Response
capability are required based on time limits:

a. Immediate Reaction

The county is prepared to immediately initiate the
Radiological Emergency Response Plan In the event of
a sudden and uncontrollable radiological accident that
could affect off-site areas within a very short time
frame and before the state could position support or
control. In such a situation, the county must react to
the facility assessment and immediately provide for
such protective actions as are recommended by the
facility to' include possible evacuation and/or
sheltering of the populace. This occurrence has a low
probability.

b. Escalating Reaction

The county would be provided longer reaction time to
assemble forces and to execute the plan in this
situation. The radiological accident would intensify
over a Longer time frame, which would allow state
forces to be positioned to assume overall coordination
and technical instruction. In such case, the county
would be instructed by the state as opposed to the
facility for required protective actions.

3. In the event of an immediate action requirement, Aiken
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County activates its Radiological Emergency Response right
away and carries out protective action instructions issued by
authorities from the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant. State
government is informed through the State Emergency
Operations Center and immediately places the State RERP
into action. The county continues operations within its own
resources until such time as state support is operational in
the area of the accident. The Vogtle Electric Generating
Plant wilt establish an emergency operations facility as part
of their RERP.

4. In the event of escalating reaction, time should be available
to alert and assemble county and state response forces,
inform the public, and prepare for protective actions. The
state would, through DHEC/BRH, establish technological
coordination with the Emergency Operations Facility (Vogtle
Electric Generating Plant Training Center), located in Burke
County, Georgia and assess the radiological situation.
DHEC/BRH would recommend protective actions to the State
Forward Emergency Operations Center, which would direct
protective actions to affected areas of the county and would
provide for coordination of evacuation, radiological
monitoring, decontamination, registration, and sheltering of
evacuees.

The state will assist county efforts in monitoring and
decontamination of personnel and vehicles from
contaminated areas. The county will provide security of
evacuated areas and assist in return of the populace to their
homes upon clearance of radiological hazards.

5. In either reaction situation, the combined and total efforts of
the facility, the county and the state, will be utilized to
reduce and neutralize any radiological hazard.

B. Direction and Control

The direction and control for Aiken County is as follows:

1. Chairman, County Council.

2. County Administrator.
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3. Emergency Preparedness Coordinator.

4. Support Services:

Emergency Operations Center (Aiken EOP, Sec. IV-C)
Communications (ESF-2)
Public Information (ESF-5)
Law Enforcement (ESF-13)
Fire Control (ESF-4)
Rescue and Ambulance Services (ESF-8)
Medical Service (MS). (ESF-8A)
Emergency Medical Service (Ambulance) (ESF-8A)
Mental Health (ESF-6)
Emergency Welfare Service/Shelter (ESF-6)
Transportation (ESF-1)
Engineering and Public Works (ESF-3)
Supply and Procurement (ESF-7)
Evacuation (ESF-13)
Hazardous Materials Accidents (ESF-10)
Fixed Nuclear Facility (Annex Q2)
Radiological Protection (ESF-10)
Damage Assessment (ESF-3)
Hazard Mitigation (ESF-10)

C. Warnine

1. Aiken EOP Sec. V, Warning

2. The design objective for warning the population shall be as
follows:

a. To provide both an alert signal and an informational or
instructional message to the population on an area
wide basis throughout the 10-mite EPZ, within 15
minutes after decision to activate the Prompt
Notification System is made.

b. To ensure that the initial notification system will
assure direct coverage of essentially 100% of the
population within 5 miles of the site. (No part of
Aiken County is within 5 miles of VEGP. There is no
resident population within the plume EPZ in Aiken
County.)
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c. Special arrangements will be made to assure 100%
coverage within 45 minutes of the population who may
not have received the initial notification within the
entire plume exposure EPZ.

3. The County Warning Point is located in the Aiken County
Dispatch Center, 420 Hampton' Avenue, A(ken, SC.

4. The County Warning Point provides 24-hour emergency
response.

5. Initial warning of a radiological emergency and any changes
in emergency classifications (Unusual Event, Alert, Site Area
Emergency, General Emergency) will be provided to the
County Warning Point by VEGP directly using the Emergency
Notification Network (ENN), with commercial telephone
providing a backup. The State and County Warning Points
receive this warning simultaneously. These warning points
are staffed on a 24-hour basis.

6. In addition to the ENN, each county and the State EPD is
equipped with a facsimile machine to receive hard copy
transmissions from VEGP. This can be used for hard copy
transmission of technical or administrative information.

7. Once Aiken County has been notified of a Site Area
Emergency or a General Emergency at the Vog~te Electric
Generating Plant (VEGP) and protective actions are
determined, the public notification system will be activated.

8. The dispatcher at the County Warning Point will follow his
procedure and notify key EOC staff included in the
Assignment of Responsibility for RER Planning (Appendix 2,
Tab B). The notification wit[ serve to either put key
personnel on a standby status, or to mobilize them to
activate the emergency response organization.

9. See Aiken EOP Sec. V and Appendix 2, this annex, for
procedures for alerting county warning teams and residents
of the 10-mite EPZ.

10. See ESF-5, Public Information.
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D. Notification Communication/Emergencv Classification Levels

1. FoLlow-up contacts between South Carolina EPD and the
county witl be via commercial telephone with the South
Carolina EPD LGR network as a backup system.

2. Based on the emergency classification, local government and
State Radiological Response Forces will react on a continuous
24-hour basis in accordance with RER plans.

3. VEGP has responsibility for classification of an emergency in
accordance with NUREG-0654. State and local emergency
preparedness officials will review and certify their agreement
with VEGP's EALs annually. The following EAL notification
procedures will be followed: (See Insert after APPENDIX 10)

E. Public Information

1. See section D of Annex A in SCOREP, Part 7, for a description
of the Public Education and Information Program in South
Carolina. The following discussion contains a description of
the transient population and dissemination of pre-emergency
information in Aiken County. The transient population In this
part of the EPZ is limited to visitors and employees of the
Cowden Plantation, as welL as any CSX line crew operating in
this area.

2. Attachment 1, Evacuation Sectors, Routes, Shelters, and
Procedures.

3. Annex C, Public Information, SCORERP.

4. EAS/ETV Procedures, Annex A, to Part 5 of Vogtle Site
Specific.

F. Public Health and Sanitation

Annex H, Medical Service to Aiken County EOP 1999 and Annex M,
Engineering and Public Works to Aiken County EOP 1999.

G. Social Services
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1. Annex K, Emergency Welfare Service (EWS) and Shelter to
Aiken County EOP.

2. Attachment 1, Map, Evacuation Sectors, Routes, Shelter
Areas, Shelters, and Procedures.

3. On notification that an evacuation of the population of alt or
a portion of the ten-mile EPZ has been ordered, or is being
considered, the Aiken County D55 wilt provide emergency
workers who will assist the Red Cross at the predesignated
shelter. Evacuees will be directed through these shelters to
be monitored and registered.

4. Appendix 11 to this Annex. List of shelters and capacities.

5. See Basic Plan, Attachment 4 for supporting county's plans.

H. Fire and Rescue

1. Annex F, Fire Service to Aiken County EOP.

2. Annex G, Rescue and Ambulance Services to Aiken County
EOP.

1. Emergency Medical Service _ES

Annex H, Aiken County Emergency Medical Service (EMS)

J. Law Enforcement

1. Annex E, Law Enforcement to Aiken County EOP 1999.

2. Attachment 1, Map, Traffic Control Points and Routes. South
Carolina Highway Patrol will operate state traffic control
points on roads leading into EPZ from the county. Staffing of
predetermined traffic control points wilt be assigned to
county law enforcement. Aiken County wilt assist as needed.

K. Transportation

i. Annex L, Transportation to Aiken County EOP 1999.
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2. In the event of an evacuation of the populace of the 10-mile
EPZ, the limited populace within the EPZ is expected to
evacuate using available personal vehicles. County resources
will be made available, if required, for special cases.

3. Transportation of contaminated victims will be acconmplished
by designated emergency medical service vehicles of the
Aiken County Emergency Medical Service. Protective
measures will be taken to prevent the spread of any
contamination from the victims. Upon arrival at a designated
medical facility and removal of the victims, both the vehicle
and attendants will go through decontamination procedures.

L. Protective Response

1. The SoUth Carolina Technical RERP provides for protective
action guides and other criteria consistent with existing EPA
guides. Aiken County provides the mechanism for
implementing protective actions such as sheltering and/or
evacuation of the county populace in and from sectors
recommended by DHEC/BRH and ordered by the Governor of
the State.

2. Radiological Protective Drugs - Emergency Workers:

The State of South Carolina provides for policies and
procedures for storing and distributing Radio Protective drugs
to all emergency workers including Aiken County. See S.C.
Technical RERP.

3. Radiological Protective Drugs - Local Populace:

The State of South Carolina and Aiken County will not
prescribe and issue Radio Protective drugs to the general
populace of the county. See S.C.; Technical RERP. This
decision rests upon the Board of Commissioners of the
Department of Health and Environmental Control.

4. Protective Sheltering:

In the event of an accident at Vogtle Electric Generating
Plant resulting in the release of a radioactive plume, it may
be necessary for the populace to stay in place at their
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respective locations., Certain procedures would be taken by
the populace as recommended by DHEC/BRH:

a. Stay inside their homes with all windows and doors
closed.

b. All air conditioners, attic fans, etc., should remain
turned off.

c. Anyone outside should, immediately upon entering the
home, remove all clothing and take a thorough
shower. Removed clothing should be placed inside a
dosed container.

d. Hot water heaters should be turned off.

5. Evacuation:

a. The population distribution of the 10-mile EPZ located
in Aiken County is as follows:

SectorPopulation Evacuation Times (Minutes)
Average Advere
Weather Weather

G-10 0 Residents
200 Transients* 155 160

b. Aiken County will evacuate to shelters in Aiken County
that are more than 15 miles from VEGP. (See
Attachment 3.)

c. Site specific issues include:

(1) Access to the evacuated area will be stringently
enforced by local law enforcement, and only
predesignated forms of identification wilt allow
entrance to the evacuated area (see Appendix 4
to this Annex).

(2) Evacuation estimates have been computed to
give local officials time data when evacuation
decisions become necessary.
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* Sector G-1O is estimated to have a potential of 200
transients. Sector G-10 encompasses portions of Aiken
County that is in the VEGP EPZ but outside the
Savannah River Site.

M. Radiological Monitoring and Decontamination

1. Ten-Mile EPZ:

a. Under DHEC's supervision, the Aiken County
Radiological Officer will direct all county radiological
monitoring teams, which will monitor the following:

(1) Local RER personnel.

(2) Local emergency vehicles at decontamination
points.

(3) Evacuees and their vehicles at shelters.

b. Monitoring team assignments listed in Appendix 3,
Annex S (Radiological Protection) wilt be utilized to
complete the above task. Teams and individual
monitors wit[ be assigned by the county Radiological
Officer to the locations and tasks required.

c. Equipment to be utilized by monitoring teams listed in
Appendix 4 to Annex S (Radiological Protection) Aiken
County EOP 1999.

d. If radiation is detected, decontamination will occur as
outlined in Appendix 9. After decontamination,
people and vehicles will be remonitored.

e. Aiken County wilt maintain monitoring records for
evacuees and their vehicles. Monitors at the shelters
will complete the form below and forward information
to the Radiological Officer on a regular basis. If an
exposure increase is noted for a specific area, the
Radiological Officer will be immediately notified.

MONITOR REPORT
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(1) Name of Evacuee

(2) Address

(3) Reading

(4) Time of Reading

(5) Clothing/Material Involved

(6) Problem areas/requests

(7) Monitor identification

f. Procedures for monitoring RER personnel are detailed
in Paragraph IV.N.

g. The Radiological Officer is responsible for notifying
DHEC of any significant radiological exposure.

11. Non-radiological accident assessment is outlined in

Annex T to the EOP.

2. Ingestion Pathway Monitoring:

a. DHEC will coordinate the monitoring and technical
assessment of the 50-Mile EPZ.

b. Under DHEC's supervision, Aiken County maybe
requested to monitor and to possibly provide sail,
crop, and milk samples for analysis.

c. Monitoring teams will give reports to DHEC on a
regular basis, and these reports will be prepared on
the forms shown below:

(i) Monitoring Teams:

(a) Radioactive level reading upon arrival at
assigned area, half hourly thereafter
until terminated.
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(b) Significant elevation or decrease of
radioactivity reported immediately.

0 Report format (Report by Line item).

MONITOR REPORT

1) Location (Sufficient detail for
plotting)

2) Reading

3) Time of Reading_

4) CVothing/Food Stuffs

Involved

5) Problem Areas/Requests

6) Monitor Identification

(2) Decontamination Teams:

(a) Report to DHEC/BRH at assigned area.

(b) Report to completion of task.

(C) Report format (Report by line item).

DECONTAMINATION REPORT

1) Team Identification _

2) Area Decontaminated

3) Time Required for Completion
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4) Personnel Utilized (Numbers)

5) Equipment Utilized (Type E
Numbers)

6) Problem Areas/Requests -

d. See Ingestion Pathway Procedures, South Carolina
Operational Radiological Emergency Response Plan
(SCORERP).

e. See South Carolina Technical Radiological Emergency
Response Plan (SCTRERP).

3. Decontamination:

a. Decontamination of the 1O-mile EPZ and the 50-mile
EPZ will be coordinated by DHEC. Aiken County will be
requested to decontaminate local RER personnel,
evacuees, and vehicles under DHEC's guidance.

I

b. Procedures for decontamination are outlined in
Appendix 9.

c. See Decontamination, (SCORERP).

d. Contaminated personnel and equipment will be
decontaminated according to Appendix 7, SCTRERP.

e. Aiken County will maintain exposure records of
evacuees. Monitors at the shelters will obtain, record,
and report, as a minimum, the information listed
below for each contaminated person:

(1) Name

(2) Address

(3) Type Instrument Used and Reading Obtained

(4) Time of Reading
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(5) Effectiveness of Decontamination

(6) Location and Name of Monitor

N. Radiation Exposure Control

I. Emergency workers (individuals whose emergency job is
inside the EPZ) and Radiation Workers (individuals whose
emergency job is outside the EPZ) in Aiken County who have
a responsibility which could result in their exposure to
radiation from an accident at the Vogtle Electric Generating
Plant will be issued dosimeters. Emergency workers or
emergency worker teams, both inside and outside the 10-mile
EPZ, will be issued one permanent record dosimeter TLD and
one direct reading dosimeter.

2. Priority of issue of dosimeters will be to persons working with:

a. Law enforcement

b. Firefighting

c. Rescue and Emergency Medical Services

3. Additional dosimeters and chargers are available at the Aiken
County Emergency Preparedness Office for further emergency
uses.

4. Emergency service chiefs or their designated representatives
will sign for any equipment issued and will be responsible for
its return to the EOC.

5. All dosimeters will be issued to emergency personnel from
the Radiological Defense Officer or team supervisor. Before
distribution, each worker will check his equipment for
function ability and sign a clearance sheet to insure that all
equipment can be accounted for at the end of a shift.

6. Each emergency/radiation worker who is issued a dosimeter
will be responsible for reading and recording his own dose
rate as well as for submitting the accumulated dosage to his
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superior. (See dose record form, Appendix 7.)

7. Team Supervisor will compile dosage reports and submit them
to the Radiological Officer on a daily basis before midnight.

8. The Radiological Officer will maintain permanent dose file
cards for all emergency personnel and he is responsible for
having this information available to the Bureau of
Radiological Health upon request.

9. Dosimeters will be recharged by each individual after his shift
dosage has been determined.

10. Approximately one hour before a shift change, the
Radiological Officer or the Emergency Preparedness
Coordinator will brief the team supervisor on the dose rates
calculated for specific area at that time interval. This
briefing wilt be held in the EOC. Team supervisor wilt be
instructed to closely monitor personnel who are working in
contaminated areas and to arrange personnel rotations to
limit accumulated dosages.

a. If a dosimeter reads 0.1 R, Instruct the worker to notify
the EOC.

b. If a dosimeter shows a maximum reading of 1 R,
instruct that worker to notify the EOC and proceed to
the Emergency Worker Decon area.

11. Each team supervisor wilt arrange communication checks with
his field personnel to determine dose rates on a 24-hour basis
for the duration of the accident.

12. Exposure control wilt be regulated by guidelines from South
Carolina Technical RERP. In the event workers must incur
doses in excess of EPA established standards, authorization to
do so will come from the Chairman, Aiken County Council or
his representative. All decisions will be discussed and
authorization will be granted only when the exceeding or
excess doses is absolutely necessary.

0. Medical
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1. Contaminated victims will, be treated at Aiken Regional
Medical Center, S.C., or at Doctor's Hospital should a
radiological accident occur at Vogtie Electric Generating
Plant. See Annex C, Medical and Public Health, to Part 5.
Vogtle Site Specific to SCORERP.

2. The training of persons providing medical services to
contaminated victims is the responsibility of DHEC. See
Annex B, Training, SCORERP.

3. Transportation of contaminated victims is outlined in
Paragraph IV.K, Transportation, in this Annex.

P. Recovery and Re-entry

1. Aiken County will rely on South Carolina Technical RERP and
its procedures as carried out by DHEC for relaxing protective
measures. Notification to relax protective measures will
come from the State Forward EOC to Aiken County's EOC.

2. Aiken County will follow procedures as directed by the State
Technical RERP for general recovery plans.

Q. Equipment

I. Radiation detection equipment assigned to Aiken County
monitoring stations in Appendix 4 to Annex S (Radiological
Protection) may be used within its limitations for monitoring
purposes, under the guidelines of BRH.

2. See Paragraph IV.N., Radiological Exposure Control, this
Annex.

3. Aiken County does not have any off-site radiological
monitoring equipment to set up near the nuclear facility. In-
place monitoring and sampling stations have been established
by DHEC/BRH as outlined in SCTRERP.

4. DHEC/BRH provides monitoring service and has available at
the DHEC Central Office the following supplies:

a. Radiation monitoring equipment, including personnel
dosimeters (TLD's), portable survey meters and air
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samplers.

b. Protective clothing.

c. Sampling equipment for water, air, milk, vegetation,
soil, etc.

d. Blo-assay collecting containers.

e. Decontamination supplies and equipment.

f. Up-to-date set of maps showing environs of each
nuclear facility are maintained in the Central Office
and aboard the Mobile Radiological Laboratory (MRL).
These maps show the location of each nuclear facility,
motoring and sampling locations, hospitals, and
landing strips, etc.

g. See SCTRERP for further details.

5. DHEC/BRH also maintains a Mobile Radiological Laboratory
(MRL) equipped with emergency response supplies and
equipment. The MRL can be dispatched to an accident site
to perform field sample anatyses, radiological monitoring,
and decontamination tasks. The MRL is equipped with radio
communications on the statewide DHEC network and on the
South Carolina Emergency Preparedness Division statewide
network.

6. The receipt and analysis of all field monitoring data and the
coordination of sample media will be handled by DHECIBRH
as outlined in SCTRERP.

7. Identification of emergency kits:

a. Protective Equipment - See SCTRERP.

b. Communications Equipment - See Annex B,
Communications, Aiken EOP. See also Paragraph VI.B.,
Communications, this Annex.

c. Radiological Monitoring Equipment - See Paragraph
IV.Q., Equipment, this Annex. See also Annex S,
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Radiological Protection, Aiken County EOP. See also
SCTRERP.

d. Emergency Supplies --- Aiken County has no emergency
supplies on hand other than those supplies used by
emergency response teams on a daily basis. See Annex
N, Supply and Procurement, Aiken County EOP for
procedures to procure any emergency supplies from
state resources. See Resource Appendix of each Annex
EOP for a list of equipment on hand.

8. Each emergency service is responsible for operationally
checking its equipment at least once each calendar quarter
and after each use. Calibration of equipment shall be at
intervals recommended by the supplier of equipment.

R. Exercise and Drills

Aiken County will participate in Radiological Emergency Response
Exercises in conjunction with exercises at the facility. Exercises will
be conducted on a frequency and as set forth in FEMA and NRC
Rules.

1. Exercises:

a. Aiken County will participate in Radiological
Emergency Response Exercises prepared by EPD, DHEC
and the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant. These
exercises will be observed and evaluated by federal
and/or state and local officials.

b. Exercises will be conducted under varying weather
conditions. Once every six years an exercise must
commence between 1800 and 2400 and between 2400
and 0600.

2. Drills:

Aiken County will conduct and participate in subsystem drills,
in addition to the annual RER exercise. Such drills will be
supervised and evaluated by a qualified instructor. Each
emergency service organization/component will conduct
drills as indicated below:
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a. Communication Drills

Communications between the county, the Vogtle
Electric Generating Plant and the EPD will be tested
monthly. Such drills will Include the understanding
and transmission of emergency messages.

b. Medical Emergency Drills

Medical Emergency Drills will be conducted at
unannounced frequencies, no less than two per year.
A drill involving a simulated contaminated individual
will be performed at least once a year.

c. Radiological Monitoring_ Drills
Conducted in coordination with DHEC/BRH. See
SCTRERP.

d. Health Physics Drills

Conducted in coordination with DHEC/BRH. See
STRERP.

3. Conduct of Exercise:

Exercises and drills will be designed and executed in such a
manner to allow free play for decision making and to meet
the following objectives: NOTE: (Alken County is not
responsible for designing and conducting RER exercises. This
responsibility rests with the facility and the state. Aiken
County will provide for organizational drills).

a. Drills in Aiken County will consist of the following,

with a basic objective of qualification:

(1) Notification Communications.

(2) Notification and Warning Procedures.

(3) Shelter Procedures and Sheltering.

(4) Emergency Operations Center; Operations,
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Procedures and Communications.

(5) Medical Emergency Response Capability.

(6) Rescue and Ambulance Response Capability.

(7) Law Enforcement Traffic Control and Security
Capability.

(8) Fire Response Capability.

b. Evaluation wilt be provided for every drill. A critique
will be made and retraining, if required, will be
conducted.

c. The EPD will be notified of each drill and requested to
observe.

d. Each drill wilt be planned and prepared to include the
following:

(1) Date, time period, place and participating
county organizations.

(2) Simulated events.

(3) A time schedule of real, initiating and
anticipated events. (Scenario)

(4) A narrative summary describing the conduct of
the exercise.

(5) Description of arrangements for advanced
materials to be issued to official observers.

(6) Evaluating, critiquing, and method of
implementing corrective actions.

e. For RER exercises with the Vogtte Electric Generating
Plant or the state, Aiken County is a participant and
does not conduct such exercises. See SCORERP, Annex
D, Exercise Plan, State RERP for conduct of exercises.
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S. Radioloeical Emergencv ResDonse Training

The Aiken County Emergency Preparedness Division is responsible for
training off-site emergency personnel to respond effectively to an
accident involving Vogtle Electric Generating Plant. Personnel to
receive initial and follow-up training are: law enforcement, fire,
rescue, emergency medical, shelter managers, and radiological
defense personnel.

The annual training program for off-site emergency response
personnel shall consist of classroom training, tabletop exercises and
governmental conferences. In addition, such emergency service and
governmental officials with emergency assignment will participate
in an annual radiological emergency response exercise with the
facility.

1. Aiken County Emergency Preparedness Coordinator:

a. The County Emergency Preparedness Coordinator will
receive Initial and follow-up training by the SCEPD.
Training will consist of daily responsibilities,
radiological defense, governmental conferences,
management seminars, workshops, and career
development courses. (Reference SCORERP, Annex B')

b. The County Emergency Preparedness Coordinator is
responsible for the county training program to include
responsibilities of county government and specific
duties of the emergency services. Assistance will be
obtained from the SCEPD. (Reference 5CORERP,
Annex B.)

2. Accident Assessment:

Accident assessment is a state responsibility. (See 5CTRERP.)

3. Radiological Monitoring Teams and Radiological Analysis
Personnel:

Radiological Protection Officer and Monitors:

a. Aiken County Emergency Preparedness Coordinator has
the overall responsibility of training Radiological
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Monitors. The county has a Radiological Officer who is
responsible for conducting training and refresher
courses and his instructors training is from the State
Emergency Preparedness Division, Radiological
Section. Instructors take periodic refresher courses.
In order to become a Local radiological monitor, one
must take the standard 12-hour course and make a
passing grade on the final exam.

A refresher course is given every year, and it must be
taken to remain certified. Monitors must also
participate in exercises and drills that involve
radiological monitoring.

This radiological monitoring is designed for RER,
however, the basic principles of the instruction is
translatable to FNF accidents for understanding of
conditions, nuclear theory, and sheltering. Should
low-level monitoring instrumentation become
available to the county, previously trained monitors
could be easily trained.

b. Radiological monitoring is offered to the following
county and municipal agencies:

(1) County Law Enforcement

(2) County Volunteer Rescue Service

(3) Volunteer Fire Departments

(4) County EMS

(5) Municipal Fire Departments

(6) Municipal Police Departments

(7) Local Red Cross Workers

4. Police, Security and Fire Fighting Personnel:

Law enforcement and fire fighting personnel will be trained
locally with assistance from SCEPD and applicable state
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agencies. Annually, these personnel will receive training to
cover responsibilities, notification and alert procedures,
sector assignments and familiarization with their service SOP.
This will be done by governmental conferences, tabletop

exercises and participation in the annual radiological
emergency response exercise with the facility.

5. First Aid and Rescue Personnel:

Rescue Squads and the Emergency Medical Service will be
trained locally with assistance from SCEPD and applicable
state agencies. Annually. these personnel will receive
training to cover responsibilities, notification and alert
procedures, sector assignments and familiarization with their
service SOP. This will be done by governmental conferences,
tabletop exercises and participation in the annual
radiological emergency response exercise with the facility.

6. Medical Support Personnel:

Training of medical support personnel is a DHEC
responsibility. (Reference SCORERP, Annex B.)

7. Public Information and Instructions:
The Public Information Officer will receive initial training by
Aiken County EPD with assistance from SCEPD. Training will
include responsibilities, RER Plan, dissemination of
information and development of an SOP. Follow-up training
will consist of participation in tabletop exercises,
governmental conferences and the annual RER exercise.

T. Coordinating Instructions

1. This Radiological Emergency Response Plan will be
reviewed/updated annually prior to the anniversary of the
Plan.

2. Supporting RER Standing Operating Procedures will be
reviewed/updated by responsible agencies at the time of the
RERP update.

3. Population risk factors for radioactive exposures in all
categories are as shown In the South Carolina Peacetime
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Radiological Emergency Response Plan. Any changes to such
criteria wilt be directed by DHEC/BRH.

4. AUl radiological emergency response personnel, employees or
volunteers, must receive radiological emergency response
training as outtfned in Paragraph IV.S., above.

5. All telephone numbers wilt be updated quarterly by Aiken
County Emergency Preparedness Division.

6. Letters of Agreement and Mutual Aid Pacts for RER wilt be
initiated and promulgated.

V. ADMINISTRATION AND LOGISTICS

A. Administration

1. Aiken County EOP.

2. South Carolina Operational Radiological Emergency Response
Plan, October 1997.

3. South Carolina Technical Radiological Emergency Response
Plan, October 1998.

4. Administrative matters not contained in the above will be
directed to the EOC.

5. Personnel effectiveness reports to EOC.

B. Logfstics

1. Aiken County EOP.

2. South Carolina Operational Radiological Emergency Response
Plan, October 1997.

3. South Carolina Technical Radiological Emergency Response
Plan, October 1998.

4. Logistical matters not contained above will be directed to the
EOC.
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5. Equipment and transportation effectiveness reports to the
EOC.

VI. DIRECTION AND CONTROL

A. Direction and Control

1. The Aiken County EOC is located in the County Council
Building, at 736 Richland Avenue, West, Aiken, SC and will be
made operational immediately upon receipt of an Emergency
Action Condition requiring activation.

2. The State FEOC is located is the state control headquarters
and will be located at:

a. Primary -- National Guard Armory
Graniteville, S.C.

b. Alternate -- National Guard Armory
Highway 3
Barnwell, S.C.

3. The State EOC is located in the basement of the Rutledge
Building, 1429 Senate Street, Columbia, and 5. C.

4. The Vogtle Electric Generating Plant Operations Facility
(EOF) is located at the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant
Training Center. The EOF wilt be staffed by Southern Nuclear
Operating Company personnel. The Technical Support Center
is Located near the station control, room.

5. Adjacent County EOC's are located at:

a. Augusta/Richmond County Emergency Management,

b. Barnwell County EOC, 57 Watt Street, Barnwell, S.C.
c. Edoefield County Administration Building,

d. Allendale County EOC James Brandt Building, Allendale

6. Chairman, Aiken County Council will provide county liaison
with communications capability to the State FEOC, adjacent
affected county EOC's and Georgia Power Company's EOF.
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7. The Aiken County Council wilt provide liaison to operate
shelters if evacuation is required.

B. Chiefs of Services or their designated representatives will be
present in the Aiken County EOC to direct and control their
service(s) upon direction of council.

9. The EOC will provide space and communications for State and
federal Liaison personnel.

10. The Aiken Municipal Airport, capable of supporting General
Aviation aircraft, is located off U.S. Route 1, seven miles
north of Aiken, S.C. (Lat 33 38'57"N; Long 81 41'03"W). The
5,000-foot primary runway, 3800-foot secondary runway and
Helipad are paved. There is 24-hour radio coverage. Aiken
Municipal Airport has storage capacities of 10,000 gallons of
AVGAS and 12.000 gallons of jet fuel. The fixed Base
Operator (FBO) is Aiken Aviation, Inc.

The alternate is Bush Field in Augusta, Georgia. Bush Field is
a commercial airport, 27 miles southeast of Aiken Municipal
Airport, and is capable of accommodating larger commercial
jet aircraft.

B. Communications

1. During an emergency in Aiken County which results in the
opening of the Emergency Operations Center, continuous
communications with the different agencies that respond is
most vital. The following communications wilt be used:

a. County Law Enforcement Radio System

The following frequencies wilt be utilized to
coordinate county municipal law enforcement
personnel.

(1) The Aiken County Sheriffs Department
transmits on 453.550 MHz and receives on
458.550 MHz.

They can also transmit and receive on 453.550
MHz which is the police network. The City of
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Aiken transmits on 453.650 Mhz and receives
on 458.650 MHz. The city of North Augusta
transmits on 453.750 and receives on 458.750.
The small towns of New Eltenton, Jackson,
and Wagener transmit and receive on the
Sheriff's frequency.

(2) See ESF-2, Communications, Aiken County EOP.

b. Fire and Rescue Service

(1) All Aiken County Fire Departments utilize
frequency 46.06 MHz for communications.

(2) All rescue squads utilize frequency and 155.400
and 155.220 MHz for communications.

(3) See ESF-4 (Fire Service) Aiken County EOP.

(4) See ESF-8 (Rescue and Ambulance Services)

Aiken County EOP.

c. County Emergency Medical Service.

The Hospital and Emergency Medical Service (EMS),
can communicate with the Sheriffs and all the Rescue
Squads via their base station on 155.400 MHz.

d. State Law Enforcement Division (SLED) Teletype

The SLED teletype is located in the County Sheriffs
Dispatch Section at the County Law Enforcement
Center. It can be used to send and receive messages
to the South Carolina Emergency Preparedness Division
and other counties.

e. Other public and private communication systems, such
as telephone companies, electric and gas companies,
school bus maintenance shops, etc., having an
emergency communications capability, when needed
and having a desire to assist.
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2. See ESF-2, Communications to the Aiken County EOP.

3. See Aiken EOP, Sec. IV-C, Communication to the South
Carolina Comprehensive Emergency Preparedness Plan.

C. Reports

1. Aiken County South Carolina Emergency Operations Plan,
Annex C-3, October 1997 as amended.

2. Civil Defense Operational Reporting System (CEDORS) will be
in accordance with CPG2 - 10/7 Local Government
Operational Situation Reporting Procedures.

3. Situation reports will be submitted to the Aiken County EOC
as necessary and/or as required. These reports will include
such information as follows:

a. Agencies activated, operations undertaken and
personnel/equipment strength.

b. Status of evacuation (if undertaken)

(1) Area and number of population affected.

(2) Location and number of persons in shelter on an
hourly basis to include by age and sex.

(3) Completion time of evacuation.

c. Casualties

(1) Radiation related and where hospitalized/stored.

(2) Non-radiation related and where
hospitalized /stored.

(3) Nature and extent of injuries (death) of
casualties.

d. Nature and extent to include time estimate of
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additional assistance and support required specifically
defined as to Who, What, When, Where, and Why.

e. After Action reports required from each Emergency

Response Service to include:

(1) Number of personnet involved (total).

(2) Hours devoted by personnel (total).

(3) Average hours devoted by personnel.

(4) Equipment involved and cost estimate for each
piece of equipment for operation.

(5) Support received from non-county assets.

(6) Overall dollar cost for the service for the operation.

f. Damage Reports

(1) County property.

(2) Personal property to include animals and crops.

Aiken County Administrator Date

Coordinator, Aiken County Date
Emergency Preparedness Division
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ATTACHMENT I TO ANNEX Q2

Map, Vogtle Electric Generating Plant, 10-Milte EPZ, S.C. Primary Highways,
Sectors, Evacuation Routes, Shelters, Traffic Control Points, Procedures.
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ATTACHMENT 2 TO ANNEX Q2,

Map, VogUe Etectric Generating PLant, 50-Mile IPZ.
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ATTACHMENT 3 TO ANNEX Q2.

Map, Population Distribution of the Aiken County 10-Mile and 50-Mile IPZ.
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ATTACHMENT 3, TAB A TO ANNEX Q2 - TRAFFIC CAPACITIES FOR EVACUATION
ROUTES.

Traffic Capacities for Evacuation Routes.

Number'
of
Lanes

Roadway 2

Distance To Cruise Capac.
Pavement Obstruction Speed (vph)County Roadway Section

Aiken Route 2035 (Brown
Road), east of
Route 5

2 Dirt 6 ft. 25mph 1288

Route 5, between
Route 2035 and
Route 63

Route 63,between
Route 5 and
Route 57

Route 57, between
Route 63 and
Route 278

Route 278, between
Route 57 and
Route 302

Route 302

2 Paved 6 ft.

2 Paved 6 ft.

2 Paved

2 Paved

6 ft.

6 ft.

35mph 1400

35mph 1400

35mph 1400

35mph 1400

35mph 1512

35mph 1400

2 Paved 6 ft.

Aiken Route 493, South
of Route 125

2 Paved 6 ft.

Aiken Route 125 2 Paved 6 ft. 35mph 1624

1 In both directions.

2 Capacity is defined in vehicles per hour, for both directions of

travel.
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APPENDIX 1 TO ANNEX Q2, ORGANIZATION CHART.
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APPENDIX 1, TAB A TO ANNEX Q2 - RESPONSIBILITY SUMMARY TABLE.

FUNCTION

Command Et
Control

Warning
(Radiological
Emergency
Response

Notification
Communications

Public
Information

AGENCY RESPONSIBILITY
PRimary upport

Aiken County Council
Chairman

County Administrator
Director, Emergency Pre-

paredness Division
Chiefs, County Emergency

Services

Aiken County Sheriff
(Transient)

Aiken County Sheriff
(Transient)

Aiken County Sheriff
(Residents)

Aiken County Sheriff
(Residents)

Emergency Preparedness Div.
Radio Et TV Stations
S.C. Educational Network
State Law Enforcement Div.
(SLED) (When requested)
Municipalities

Sheriff
Director, Emergency Prepardness
Division Utilities
Telephone Companies
Local Government and

Municipalities
Chiefs, County Emergency

Services

PIO Officer (County)
Director, Emergency Pre-

paredness Division
Aiken County Council

Chairman
Local Newspapers

x
X

X

X

X

X

x

x

x
X
x
x

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

x
X
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APPENDIX 1, TAB A TO ANNEX Q2 - RESPONSIBILITY SUMMARY TABLE (CONTINUED)

FUNCTION AGENCY RESPONSIBILITY
Primary Surport

TV &t Radio Serving County
MunicipaLities
Utility+9

X
X
x

Accident
Assessment
(Nuclear
Accident)

Social
Services
(EWS)

Fire Service

Dept. of Health E Environ-
mental Control

RAP Et IRAP (Upon Request)
Director, Emergency Preparedness
Division

County Dept. of Social
Services

School Districts
County Red Cross
Salvation Army (When

Available)

Chief, Fire Service
Local a Fire Departments
S.C. Forestry Commission
S.C. Office of Fire Marshal
Adjacent Counties (Mutual
Agreement)

Chief, Rescue Service
Local Rescue Squads
S.C. Wildlife E Marine

Resources
S.C. Forestry Commission
S.C. Aeronautics Commission
S.C. Civil Air Patrol
Adjacent Counties (Mutual

Agreement)

Aiken County Sheriff
(Transients)

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X

x

x

x
x
x
x

X

Rescue
Service

Traffic
Control,

x

X
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APPENDIX 1, TAB A TO ANNEX Q2 - RESPONSIBILITY SUMMARY TABLE (CONTINUED)

AGENCY RESPONSIBILITY
Primary Support

Security F
Law Enforce-
ment

Aiken County Sheriff
(Transients)

Aiken County Sheriff
(Residents)

Emergency
Medical
Services
(EMS)

Transpor-
tation

Protective
Response

Municipal Police Forces
State Law Enforcement Div.
S.C. Wildtife Et Marine

Resources
S.C. Highway Patrol
S.C. Army National Guard

(If Available)

Chief, County Emergency
Medical Services

County Rescue Service
County Ambulance Service
Hospitals (Serving EPZ)
Adjacent Counties (Mutual

Agreement)

County School Bus Main-
tenance Supervisor

Local Trucking Firms
S.C. Public Service Comm.
S.C. Aeronautics Commission
S.C. Adjutant General
Adjacent Counties (Mutual

Agreement)

Aiken County Council
Chairman

County Emergency Welfare
Services

Sheriffs Office

X

X

x
X

X
X
X

x
x
X
X

X

x
X
x
X
X

x

X

X
X
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APPENDIX 11 TAB A TO ANNEX Q2 - RESPONSIBILITY SUMMARY TABLE (CONTINUED)

FUNCTION AGENCY RESPONSIBILITY
Primary Support

Radiological
Exposure

Director, Emergency Pre-
paredness Division
Chiefs, County Emergency
Services

S.C. Dept. of Health EL En-
vironmental. Control (DHEC)

Director, Emergency Pre-
paredness Division

Aiken County Council
Chairman

Director, Emergency Prepared-
ness Agency

Chiefs, County Emergency
Service

X

X

X

Control
X

X

Corrective
Actions and
Plan Changes

X

X
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APPENDIX 2 TO ANNEX Q2 - PROCEDURES FOR ALERTING AND NOTIFYING RESIDENTS
AND WARNING TEAMS OF THE 10-MILE EPZ.

1. GENERAL

Purpose

To describe procedures, organization, and facilities used to alert and notify

the populace in the Plume Exposure (10-mile) EPZ In the event of a
radiological emergency at VogUe Electric Generating Plant.

If. EXECUTION

A. General

1. Alert

Tone alert radios will be used to ALERT both the residents

and transient population in the VEGP 10-mite EPZ.

2. Notification

The resident populace will be initially notified through the
NOAA tone-alert radio and through mobile sound equipment
for the transient population. Follow-up public information
will be made by the respective states over the Emergency
Alert System (EAS). Savannah River Site (SRS) will notify
workers and members of the public within their boundaries,
including persons traveling through SRS on the public highway
and hunters.

B. Concept of Operations

1. Alerting

a. State agencies and local governments are notified of
radiological emergencies as specified in Annex A,
SCORERP.

b. In the event there is an immediate declaration of Site
Area Emergency or General Emergency by VEGP and
the SEOC/FEOC is not operational, the decision to
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sound the signals and to issue emergency instructions
to the public wilt be made and executed by county
authorities based on recommendations by VEGP
officials.

c. Once the SEOC/FEOC is operational, the decision to
sound alerting signals will be made by the Executive
Group of the State Emergency Organization (SEO).

d. NOAA tone-alert system will be activated by the
Georgia Emergency Management Agency (GEMA) in
coordination with the South Carolina FEOC/SEOC.
Alerting of persons boating or fishing on the Savannah
River will be accomplished by the Georgia Department
of Natural Resources, Game and Fish Division, and
Burke County EMA in coordination with the South
Carolina Department of Natural Resources.

2. Notification

a. The primary means of notification is the NOAA tone-
alert radio system. It will be utilized to provide the
initial notification of the public. The transient
population will be primarily notified by mobile sound
equipment.

b. The EAS wilt be utilized as the primary means for
follow-up public information. Follow-up emergency
action messages will be formulated and coordinated by
the respective state EOCs. The message(s) will be
relayed by the State PIO Organization at the
Emergency News Center (ENC).

C. State Procedures

1. Upon declaration of an emergency at the VEGP, the plant
notifies GEMA, the S.C. Emergency Preparedness Warning
Point (SCEPD), SRS, and all counties over the dedicated
Emergency Notification Network (ENN), (SEOC/FEOC, if
operational). Commercial telephone wilt be used as backup
means of notification. Recommendations will be made by
VEGP to the appropriate state(s) for their respective portions
of the EPZ.
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2. SCEPD and GEMA emergency response officials will coordinate
protective actions and the content of NOAA messages over
the Administrative Decision Line (ADL).

3. If Georgia and South Carolina SEOCs are operational,
protective actions witl be coordinated.

4. The Georgia EMA, upon coordination and agreement of the
NOAA message with South Carolina, activates the NOAA
message from the Columbia Weather Service, via the
transmitter located at VEGP using existing GEMA/NOAA
procedures. The combined message Is thereby sent to all
NOAA radios in the EPZ (both states) giving initial protective
actions for arl local planning zones and instructs all to turn to
an EAS radio and/or television station.

5. An initial EAS message will have been coordinated between
officials of Georgia and South Carolina during the same
coordination concerning the NOAA message. The EAS
message will be transmitted to the respective states' Public
Information personnel at the Emergency News Center for
transmission over the EAS network(s) in their respective
state(s). (See Appendices 1 and 2, EAS Operational Areas.)

6. Subsequent changes of recommended protective actions will

be made using the above procedures.

D. Public Information

Emergency Public Information wilt be issued by the South Carolina
spokesperson from the Emergency News Center located in the Burke
County Office Park on Georgia Highway 80/56 in Waynesboro,
Georgia, in coordination with the State of South Carolina, SRS,
respective counties and the Georgia Power Company.

E. County Procedures

1. Receipt of Warning

a. If an emergency is declared at the Vogtle Electric
Generating Plant, authorized VEGP personnel wiRl
notify the Aiken County Communications Center
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Warning Point simultaneously with state and other
county warning points by Emergency Notification
Network (ENN) phones, or commercial telephone.
Verification of the call will be established to insure
authenticity.

b. In the event the Prompt Notification System is
accidentally activated, corrective procedures will be
followed.

c. See Aiken EOP, Sec V.

2. Dissemination of the Warning

Upon confirmation of an immediate General Emergency, the
dispatcher will immediately notify/advise any one of the
following Aiken County officials:

Aiken County Emergency Preparedness Coordinator

Emergency Preparedness Division

Aiken County Sheriff

Aiken County Council Chairman

Aiken County Administrator

Each of these officials has the authority to request activation
of the Prompt Notification System and the EAS message
system.

3. In cases where immediate response is required to protect the
populace, one of the above listed Aiken County officials will
direct activation of the Emergency Alerting System and
issuance of appropriate messages.

4. If the radiological situation allows orderly activation of the
SEOC/FEOC, EAS activation wilt be made after consultation
between Georgia Emergency Management Agency and S.C.
Emergency Preparedness Division regarding protective
actions.
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F. Methods of Notifying the Population of the 10-Mile EPZ

1. Aiken County has no resident population within the VEGP
plume EPZ. The population here consists only of transients.
If the decision is made to activate the prompt notification
system, the tone alert radios located in Aiken County will be
audible in the Aiken County portion of the VEGP EPZ and
constitutes the initial means of prompt notification. In
addition, the Aiken County Sheriffs Office will dispatch
warning teams using vehicles equipped with sirens, bullhorns,
loudspeakers, or other public address systems to warn
transient population within that portion of Aiken County that
falls within the VEGP plume EPZ. Those warning teams will
proceed to and drive through that part of the plume EPZ
disseminating appropriate warning messages. Those warning
teams will provide notification within 45-minutes to any
transients in that part of the plume EPZ who were not
warned by the initial notification.

In addition to providing additional warning to the Aiken
County portion of the VEGP plume EPZ, the Aiken warning
teams witl also provide initial notification to transients in the
Aiken County portion of the VEGP EPZ.

2. Warning teams consist of the following along with assigned
areas of responsibility:

Sheriff's Office - Sector G-10 in Aiken County including
Cowden Plantation.

Other police, fire and rescue units are available to augment

above resources if necessary.

3. Notification of Warning Teams

a. Rescue -- radio, pager or telephone.

b. Fire Departments -- radio or telephone.

c. Police Departments --- radio or telephone.

d. All units above can be contacted/controlled from the
Aiken County Communications Center.
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4. Warning Messages to be disseminated will consist of one of
the following:
a. Attention -- A radiological accident occurred at the

Vogtle Electric Generating Plant at (date/time) that
could cause harm to persons in this neighborhood. You
are requested to stay inside your homes and businesses
with doors and windows closed. Turn on your radio or
TV to receive further information.

b. Attention -- A radiological accident occurred at the
Vogtle Electric Generating Plant at (date/time) that
could cause harm to persons in this neighborhood. We
urge you to leave your homes or businesses in a safe,
orderly manner and report to your assigned shelters.
Turn on your radio or TV to receive further
information.

c. Attention -- The Governor of South Carolina has
declared a state of emergency due to an accident at
the Vogtie Electric Generating Plant at (date/time).
You are requested to begin movement to your shelter
in accordance with instructions listed in the Vogtle
Electric Generating Plant brochure and information
furnished by radio and TV stations.

G. Emergency Alert System (EAS)

EAS will be activated along with the prompt notification system.
Information advising the population of protective actions wlAt be
given out over the EAS via standard messages in place at the EAS
stations. (See Appendix 3, Annex C, SCORERP)

The widest coverage by the EAS will be utilized to convey the public

warning and follow-up messages.

H. Alert and Notification Communications Directory (Tab E).
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APPENDIX 2, TAB A TO ANNEX Q2 - EMERGENCY NOTIFICATION MESSAGE FORM
(ENMF)

(INSERT ENMF)
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APPENDIX 2, TAB C TO ANNEX Q2 - PLANT VOGTLE EMERGENCY INFORMATION
CALENDAR

(INSERT CALENDAR)
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APPENDIX 2 TO ANNEX Q2 - EPD-43 ACCIDENT/INCIDENT REPORT FORM.

(INSERT EPD-43)
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APPENDIX 2 TO ANNEX Q2 - EPD ACCIDENT/INCIDENT REPORT FORM - (CONTINUED)
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APPENDIX 3 TO ANNEX Q2 - TRAFFIC CONTROL PROCEDURES.

The following is an evacuation and roadblock plan to be used when ordered by
proper authorities regarding a nuclear accident at the Vogtle Electric Generating
Plant.

Evacuation data was evaluated to identify key intersection locations where
potential vehicle conflicts during an evacuation would warrant management or
control. The locations identified for traffic control are identified below:

Aiken County:

o Route 2035 (Brown Road) at Route 5 (direct traffic north on
Route 5; restrict vehicles from traveling south on Route
2035).

o Route 5 at Route 299 (direct traffic north on Route 5).

o Route 5 at Route 63 (direct traffic west on Route 63).

o Route 63 at Route 125 (allow traffic to flow on Route 63).

o Route 63 at Route 57 (direct traffic north on Route 57).

BarnweUl County:

o Route 125 at Route 493 (direct traffic south on Route 125).

Allendale County:

o Route 125 at Route 12 (direct traffic south on Route 125).

o Route 125 at Route 17 (direct traffic south on Route 125).

These locations are ilkustrated in Attachment 3.

The responsibility for traffic control during an evacuation of the South
Carolina portion of the VEGP EPZ will be shared by Aiken and Allendale
County emergency management, law enforcement agency personnel, and
State as available. Barnwell County law enforcement personnel willt be
available as backup to Allendale personnel if required. Each traffic
management location wiUl be manned and/or roadblocks will be positioned
to direct evacuees out of the EPZ and to restrict unauthorized access in the
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affected area. Route markers will be placed along the evacuation route at
the above critical location to promote more efficient traffic flow out of the
EPZ.
The stationing of traffic controllers at these Traffic Management Locations
would not be expected to significantly reduce the time required to
evacuate the South Carolina portion of the EPZ, since the time estimates
are most influenced by the various preparations and mobilization times.
However, controllers at these key locations would reduce the number of
vehicle conflicts and promote movement through the area. Also the traffic
controllers will instill confidence in evacuees by directing evacuating
traffic in the most efficient manner possible, and by being available to
respond to unpredictable or changing events.
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APPENDIX 5 TO ANNEX Q2 - NURSING HOMES, INDUSTRIES AND SCHOOLS IN THE 10-
MILE EPZ OF AIKEN COUNTY.

There are no schools, hospitals, nursing homes, or industries located in the Aiken
County portion of the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant EPZ.
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APPENDIX 6 TO ANNEX Q2 - STATE LAW ENFORCEMENT DIVISION (SLED), SOP.

The security identification that will be used to control egress and ingress in the
case of a nuclear emergency is as follows:

PUBLIC SAFETY

AU bona fide uniforms of public safety agencies will be honored. This includes but
is not limited to the uniforms of Police, Fire and Emergency Medical Personnel.
Personnel of public safety agencies and/or National Guard who are not in uniform
will display appropriate agency identification or obtain an Approved Identification
Pass from the SLED representative at the SEOC or FEOC.

STAFF SUPPORT

All personnel of agencies and organizations supporting governmental response to a
nuclear emergency will be issued Approved Identification Passes.

NEWS MEDIA

Members of the media should display official identification from their employing
or sponsoring organization. Generally, the media will be directed to a near site
media center and not to the Forward Emergency Operating Center.

CIVILIANS

A pass is available for evacuees who may be authorized re-entry to an evacuated
area in the event of urgent duties.
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APPENDIX 7 TO ANNEX Q2- DOSE RATE RECORD.

RADIATION EXPOSURE RECORD

NAME

AGE

SOCIAL SECURITY NMTBER

DOSIMETER SERIAL NUMBER

INITIAL
READINGDATE

FINAL
READ ING EXPOSURE

DATE

SIGNATURE

TOTAL EXPOSURE
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APPENDIX 8 TO ANNEX Q2 - PROCEDURES TO IMPLEMENT THE AIKEN COUNTY RER
PLAN.

NUREG-0654 Criteria 11 P:7

1. Aken Re-gional Medical Centers Operational Procedures.

2. Standing, Operations Procedures, State Emergency Operations
Center, Emergency Preparedness Division, Office of the Adjutant
General.

3. Local Government Radio/Signal Operating Instructions, Emergency
Preparedness Division, Office of the Adjutant General.

4. Duty Officer/Staff Duty Officer Instructional Manual, Emergency
Preparedness Division, Office of the Adjutant General.

5. Standard Operating Procedures, EMS Division, South Carolina

Department of Health E Environmental Control.

6. Chief Elected Official, Implementing Procedures.

7. Emergency Preparedness Agency, Implementing Procedures.

8. Aiken County Sheriff's Office. Implementing Procedures.

9. Rescue Squad/Ambulance, Implementing Procedures.

10. Shelter Manager , Implementing Procedures.

11. County Communications Center, Implementing Procedures.
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APPENDIX TO ANNEX Q2 - RADIOLOGICAL DECONTAMINATION

A. General

1. Radiological decontamination is the reduction or removal of
contaminating radiological material from structures, areas, objects
or persons. The object is to reduce the contamination to an
acceptable level with the least expenditure of labor and materials,
and with radiation exposure to decontaminate personnel
commensurate with the urgency of the task.

2. Decontamination procedures will be implemented on the

recommendations of DHEC, Bureau of Radiological Health.

B. Execution

1. Decontamination points will be established at the following
locations and be under direction of the Radiological Officer:

a. Shelters

South Aiken High School

Kennedy Middle School

b. Decontamination Points:

South Aiken High School

Redcliffe Elementary School

C. Procedures

1. The method of decontamination will depend upon the type and
extent of contamination.

2. Personnel and Clothing:

As described in Tab A.

3. Decontamination of food and water wilt be conducted under the
technical advice/supervision of DHEC/BRH.
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4. Contaminated areas will be roped off and marked with CAUTION-
RADIOACTIVITY signs.

5. Action levels for decontamination will be conducted as outlined in
Appendix I - STRERP.
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TAB A TO APPENDIX 8
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APPENDIX 9 TO ANNEX Q2- LETTERS OF AGREEMENTS

Letters of agreements are on file in Aiken County Emergency Preparedness Office.
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APPENDIX 10 TO ANNEX Q2 - DESIGNATED SHELTERS IN AIKEN COUNTY FOR
EVACUEES FROM AIKEN COUNTY, S.C.

I. GENERAL

The shelters listed in this appendix are in compliance with American Red
Cross Disaster Services Guidelines and Procedures, ARC 3074, dated August
1976.

II. PURPOSE

The shelter marked with an asterisk below is the primary shelter. As
primary shelter, it is opened immediately upon notification that an
incident has occurred and that sheltering will be required for evacuees.
The alternate shelter will be opened as needed. These shelters will
accommodate 100% of the population.

III. Shelter Listing with phone number is indicated below:

COUNTY NAME/ADDRESS CAPACITY

AIKEN South Aiken High School 1200
Pine Log Road
Aiken, S.C.

AIKEN *Kennedy Middle School 1200
Pine Log Road
Aiken, S.C.

Alternate Shelter
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APPENDIX 11 TO ANNEX QZ EMERGENCY ACTION LEVELS
Page 1

CLASS NOTIFICATION OF UNUSUAL EVENTS

CLASS DESCRIPTION Unusual events are in process or have occurred which indicate a
potential degradation of the level of safety of the plant. No releases of radioactive material
requiting off-site response of monitoring are expected unless further degradation of safety
systems occurr.

LICENSEE ACTIONS STATE ACTIONS LOCAL ACTIONS

1) Promptly inform SCOPS 1) SC DPSWP notifies EDP and 1) Provide fire. medical, or
Warning Point and affected DHEC. security assistance if
Lounties for nature of required.
unusual conditions as soon as 2) EPD verifies county
discovered, notification. 2) Escalate response to more

severe class If so notified.
2) Augmenet on-shift 3) DHEC assesses situation
resources. with plant and confirms with 3) Stand by until verbal close

EPD. out.
3) Assess and respond.

4) EPD notifies Governor's
4) Escatate to a more severe Office & OTAG.
class, if appropriate.

5) Escalate response to more
5) Close out with verbal severe class; if appropriate.
summary to off-site
authorities followed by 6) Stand by until verbal
written summary within 24 closeout.
hours.

Emergency Action Levels
Page 2
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CLASS ALERT

CLASS DESCRIPTION Events are in process or have occurred which involve an actual or potential
substantial degradation of the level of safety of the plant. Any release expected to be limited to small
fractions of the EPA
Protective Actions Guidelines exposure Levels.

LICENSEE ACTIONS STATE ACTIONS LOCAL ACTIONS

1) Promptly inform SCDPS 1) SC DPSWP notifies EPD and 1) Provide fire, medial, or
Warning Point and affected DHEC. security assistance on request.
counties of Alert status

2) Augment resources, activate 2) Augment resource and bring
on-site Technical Support 2) EPD verifies county EOC(s) to standby status.
Center (TSC) and on-site notification. Consider activation of EOC(s)
Operational Support Center downwind from facility.
(OSC). Emergency Operations 3) DHEC assess situation with
Facility (EOF) and other key plant and 3) Bring alert and notification
personnel to standby. confirms with EPD. systems to standby status.

Recommends response required.
3) Assess and respond. 4) Activate siren system and EBS

4) EPD notifies Governor's in 10-mile EPZ if recommended.
4) Consider activating the Joint Office, OTAG, North Carolina,
Information Center. Georgia and FEMA. 5) Alert key personnel to

standby status.
5) Dispatch on-site monitoring 5) Governor considers declaring
teams and associated a State of Emergency. 6) Escalate to more severe class
communications. If notified.

6) Alert key emergency
6) Provide periodic plant status response personnel and 7) Maintain Alert status until
update to off-site authorities communications to standby vprbal closeout or reduction or
(at least every 60 minutes) status. emergency class.

7) Provide periodic 7) EPD staff activates SEOC.
meteorological assessments to Consider dispatch and activation
off-site authorities and close of FEOC.
estimates for actual releases.

8) Dispatch Public Information
8) Escalate to a more sever s group to the Joint Information
class, if appropriate Center, If activated.
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Emergency Action Level

CLASS GENERAL EMERGENCY

CLASS DESCRIPTION Events are in process or have occurred which involve actual or imminent
substdrnLial core degradation or melting with potential for loss un containment integrity. Release can
be reasonably expected to exceed EPA Protective Action Guideline exposure levels off-site tor more
than the Immediate site area.

LICENSEE ACTIONS STATE ACTIONS LOCAL ACTIONS

1) Make senior technical and 1) EPO coordinates evacuation, 1) In an immediate enietgency
management staff on-site sheltering, and radiological and SEOC I FEOC is not
available for consolation with munitdring if required. operational:
NRC and State on a periodic a) Initiate protective actions
basis. 2) Provide periodic press recommnended by plant as

updates for public within at appropriate:
2) Provide mpteorolacicat and least 10-mile EPZ. b) Activate the public alert
dose estimates to off-site system and EHS for iO-mile
authorities for actual releases 3) Consider distribution of EPZ:Ic.) Take actions
via a dedicated Individual or Potassium Iodide tablets to appiopriate at Alert and Site
automated data transmission. emergency response Area Emergency.

organization.
3) Provide release and dose 2) Maintain General Emergency
projections based on available 4) Coordinate and allocate state status until closeout or
plan condition information and support resource, reduction of emergency class.
foreseeable contingencies.

5) Request Federal support as
4) Close out or recommend needed.
reduction of emergency class by
briefing of off-site authorities at 6) Provide protective actions in
EOC and by phone followed by 50-mite Ingestion Pathway EPZ.
written summary within 8 hours.

7) In an immediate emergency
and DEOC/rEOC Is not
operational, state forces wilt
rapidly take appropriate actions
required at Alert and Site Area
Emergency to aclieve requisite
directions and control.

8) Maintain General Emergency
status until closeout or
reduction in emergency class.
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Emergency Action Levels

CLASS ALERT

CLASS DESCRIPTION Events are in process cr have occurred which Inyotve an actual or
potential! ub.tantial degradation of the level of safety of the

plant.

Any release expected to be limited to small fractions of tJ)t? EPA
Protective Action Guideline exposure Ievpls.

LICENSEE ACTIONS STATE ACTIONS LOCAL ACTIONS

9) Close out or recommend
reduction in emergency class
to of[-site authorities
follnwed by written summary
within 8 hours.

9) Coordinate activation of
siren systems and EBS In 10-
mite EPZ If recnmmpnded.

10) Consider precautionary
evacuation of schools within
the 5-mile EPZ and 10-mite
downwind. Consider
notification of 50-mile EPZ
counties.

11 ) Consider precautionary
evacuation of schools within
5-mile EPZ and 10-mile
downwind.

12) Provide any assistance
requestcd from counties and
facility.

13) Escalate response to
more severe from counties
and facility.

141 Maintaiii Alert status
until verbal closeout or
reduction of enierency
class.
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Executive Summary ..... .
In order to ensure the safety of the public living in the vicinity of nuclear power
plants in the nation, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) requires the
plants to update their evacuation times estimates (ETEs) within the 10-mile radius
emergency planning zone (EPZ) as local conditions change (e.g., change in the
type of effectiveness of public notification system).

Southern Nuclear Operating Company (SNC) contracted IEM to estimate ETEs
for the projected 2006 and 2010 populations within the 10-mile emergency
planning zone (EPZ) surrounding Vogtle Electric Generating Plant (VEGP). This
document describes the methods used to obtain population data and to estimate
the ETEs. It reports the estimated population figures, evacuation road network
information, and ETEs.

The total permanent resident populations within the 10-mile EPZ for VEGP are
estimated to be 3,017 for 2006 and 3,224 for 2010. This population is broken
down by protective action zone (PAZ) and by sector and ring within the report.
There is not a major change in the permanent population figures because the
power station is located in a densely-wooded rural area, and no significant change
in the land-use pattern is expected around the plant in the next four years.
Transient population consists of workers employed within the area and
recreational sportsmen on the Savannah River. Special facilities populations are
composed of students, teachers, and other employees at the Lord's House of
Praise Christian School and employees of the VEGP.

IEM used PTV Vision VISUM, a computer simulation model, to perform the ETE
analyses. In order to represent the most realistic emergencies, ETEs have been
prepared for several temporal, seasonal, and weather conditions. Evacuations for
the nine geographic evacuation areas were modeled individually in each of three
seasonal scenarios: Winter Weekday, Winter Weeknight, and Fall Weekend. The
winter weekday and weeknight scenarios also represent summer weekday and
weeknight scenarios because the population remain the same. The fall weekend
scenarios are the same as the other weekends except for areas on and around the
Savannah River, which include an increased population due to recreational
sportsmen.

All these scenarios were considered under both fair and adverse weather
conditions. ETEs for 2006 fair weather conditions ranged from 1 hour and 25
minutes to 1 hour and 45 minutes. ETEs for 2006 adverse weather conditions
ranged from 1 hour 40 minutes to 1 hour 55 minutes. ETEs for 2010 fair weather
conditions ranged from 1 hour 45 minutes to 1 hour 55 minutes. ETEs for 2010
adverse weather conditions ranged from 2 hours 5 minutes to 2 hours 45 minutes.

In conclusion, based on the data gathered and the results ofthe evacuation study
conducted, JEM believes that the existing evacuation strategy is functional for
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both 2006 and 2010 conditions, given the lack of severe congestion or very high
ETEs.
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Evacuation Time Estimates for the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant

1.0 Introduction
The Vogtle Electric Generating Plant (VEGP) is a two-unit pressurized water
reactor operated by Southern Nuclear Operating Company (SNC). In order to
ensure the safety of the public living in the vicinity of the power plant, the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) requires nuclear power plants in the
nation to conduct evacuation studies for the population within the 10-mile radius
emergency planning zone (EPZ) at regular intervals. The population evacuation
study fulfills regulatory requirements outlined in the NRC's and Federal
Emergency Management Agency's (FEMA) Criteria for Preparation and
Evaluation of Radiological Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness in
Support of Nuclear Power Plants (NUREG-0654), Appendix 4.

SNC contracted IEM, Inc. to perform a population evacuation study for the 10-
mile radius EPZ surrounding VEGP. This document presents the results of this
study. It describes the assumptions and methodologies used by IEM to obtain
population and evacuation network data and to perform evacuation time estimates
(ETE) analyses. ETEs in this evacuation study incorporate the projected
population numbers of years 2006 and 2010. The 2010 population numbers also
include the projected construction workforce for the projected site expansion.
This document reports the updated population figures, evacuation road network
information, and ETEs.

The study is consistent with the requirements specified in Appendix 4 of
NUREG-0654. If and wherever appropriate, the study uses guidance contained in2,3
NUREG/CR-6863 and NUREG/CR-6864, Volume I '. The study is intended to
provide information for State, local, and VEGP emergency management
personnel to effectively plan for an event at the plant.

NRC and FEMA. Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation ofRadiological Emergency Response Plans

and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear Power Plants. NUREG-0654, FEMA-REP-1. November 1980.
Online: http://www.nrc.gov.edgesuite.net/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/srO654/srO654r1.pdf (last
accessed March 20,2006).
2 NRC. Development of Evacuation Time Estimate Studies for Nuclear Power Plants. NUREG/CR-6863.
January 2005. Online: http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/contract/cr6863/cr6863.pdf
(last accessed March 20, 2006).
3 NRC. Identification and Analysis of Factors Affecting Emergency Evacuations Emergency Evacuations,
Volume 1. NUREG/CR-6864. January 2005. Online: httpl//www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-
collections/nuregsfcontractlcr6864/vl/cr6864v1 .pdf (last accessed March 20, 2006).
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Evacuation Time Estimates for the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant

1.1. Site Location
VEGP is located on the southwestern bank of the Savannah River in Burke
County, Georgia. The plant is approximately 15 miles east-northeast of the City of
Waynesboro. The small town of Girard is approximately seven miles south of the
plant. The closest population center is the town of Sardis, which is approximately
12 miles south of the plant. Figure 1 shows location of the VEGP site.

Figure 1: Vogtle Electric Generating Plant Site Location
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Evacuation Time Estimates for the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant

1.2. Emergency Planning Zone
The plume exposure pathway EPZ includes the majority of the l 0-milc
geographic area surrounding VEGP. The VEGP EPZ covers areas in both Georgia
and South Carolina. The land within the plume exposure pathway is divided
almost equally by the Savannah River. The EPZ covers portions of the counties of
Burke and Richmond, Georgia, and Barnwell, Allendale, and Aiken, South
Carolina. Burke County has the largest resident population within the EPZ. This
population is small and dispersed.

The major portion of the EPZ in South Carolina is within the United States
Department of Energy's (DOE) Savannah River Site (SRS). DOE's Savannah
River Operations Office (DOE-SR), pursuant to a memorandum of agreement
between Georgia Power Company (GPC), as assigned to SNC, will be responsible
for all emergency response actions on the SRS whenever an emergency occurs at
VEGP4. For this reason, a portion of the VEGP EPZ located in Bamwell County
in South Carolina contained by the DOE-SR facility is not included in the study.

The areas in South Carolina that are not Federally-owned or controlled are along
the Savannah River lowlands in Aiken, Allendale, and Barnwell counties. The
segment in Aiken County, approximately 8-10 miles north-northwest of VEGP, is
part of the Cowden Plantation, which has no resident population. The segments in
Barnwell and Allendale counties, approximately 9-10 miles east-southeast of
VEGP, are largely comprised of portions of the Creek Plantation, a horse farm.
Within the South Carolina portion of the EPZ, the only housing is located within
the Creek Plantation in Bamwell County, where there are only a limited number
of permanent residences.

4 A copy of the memorandum of agreement is provided in Appendix A. It can also be found in Appendix 5
of the VEGP emergency plan.
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Evacuation Time Estimates for the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant

NUREG-0654 recommends that the EPZ be subdivided into evacuation areas, for
performing the evacuation time estimate analyses (see Table 1).5

Table 1: Evacuation Areas for ETE Analysis

Radius Area

Approximately 2 miles Four 90° sectors

Approximately 5 miles Four 90" sectors

Approximately 10 miles (EPZ) Four 90° sectors

Approximately 10 miles (EPZ) Entire EPZ

Based on the geography and political boundaries in the EPZ, one 0-2 mile area,
two 0-5 mile areas, and four 0-10 mile areas are defined for the VEGP EPZ. For
evacuation and emergency response planning purposes, these areas have been
further divided into 13 protective action zones (PAZ).6 The PAZ descriptions7
were obtained and verified from Appendix 4 of the VEGP Emergency Plan7 , the
2006 public outreach calendar8, and the State of Georgia Radiological Emergency
Plan: Appendix D-Burke County Plan.9 The zones were selected based on
existing political boundaries and prominent physical features-either natural (e.g.,
rivers and lakes) or man-made (e.g., roads)-to enhance direction and
coordination of the public in the affected area.

5NUREG-0654. p. 4-4.
6 Protective Action Zone is also referred to as "Zone" in this document.
7 VEGP. VEGP Emergency Plan, 46-49.
8 Plant Vogtle Emergency Information Calendar 2006.

9 Georgia Emergency Management Agency. State of Georgia Radiological Emergency Plan: Appendix D-
Burke County Plan, Georgia Annex D and Burke RERP..46-47. May 2005.
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Evacuation Time Estimates for the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant

Figure 2 is a map of the evacuation zones for VEGP. Appendix B contains
boundary descriptions of the zones within the 10-mile EPZ for VEGP.

Figure 2: VEGP EPZ Boundary and Protective Action Zones
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Evacuation Time Estimates for the Vogtie Electric Generating Plant

The relationship between the evacuation areas and evacuation zones is
summarized in Table 2.

Table 2: Summary of Evacuation Areas and Protective Action Zones

Evacuation Area Protective Action Zones

0-2 Miles A

0-5 Miles, 90° S A, B-5, and C-5

0-5 Miles, 90° NW A, D-5, E-5, and F-5

0-5 Miles, (except SRS) A, B-5, C-5, D-5, E-5, and F-5

0-10 Miles, 90° S A, B-5, C-5, B-10, C-10, and D-10

0-10 Miles, 90° NW A, D-5, E-5, F-5, E-10, and F-10

0-10 Miles, 90° N G-10

0-10 Miles, 90* E H-10

0-10 Miles, Full EPZ All 13 evacuation zones

2.0 Assumptions and Methodology

2.1. General Assumptions
The general assumptions made to model the population evacuation study are
outlined below:
" The ETEs include the times associated with warning diffusion, public

mobilization, and travel time out of the EPZ.
" Following initial notification, all persons within the EPZ will evacuate.

Evacuation of the EPZ will be considered complete after all evacuating
vehicles are outside the EPZ.

" Existing lane utilization patterns will prevail during the course of the
evacuation. There will be traffic control points in the network to allow
efficient flow of traffic towards the reception centers.

" Reception centers are modeled as defined in the 2006 public outreach
calendar10

" All households having more than one vehicle will use only use one
automobile. This is consistent with empirical data, which indicates that family
members, where possible, prefer to evacuate as a unit.II

10 Plant Vogtle Emergency Information Calendar 2006.

11 R.W. Perry, M.K. Lindell, M.R. Greene. Evacuation Planning in Emergency Management. 1981.
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Evacuation Time Estimates for the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant

" Non-auto-owning households will evacuate with neighbors, friends, and
relatives, or they will be evacuated through coordinated efforts by State and
county emergency management officials. This is also consistent with the 2006
public outreach calendar.

" To model the population evacuation during adverse weather conditions, the
speed limits are reduced by 40%, and the road capacities are reduced by 25%.
This is consistent with research that concludes that during the adverse weather
conditions, drivers may reduce their velocity by nearly 40%, which can result
in a 25-30% reduction in capacity.'2 Weather-related capacity reductions of
20-25% are generall'y used in current evacuation studies for bad weather
roadway conditions.

2.2. Methodology
IEM used PTV Vision VISUM, a computer simulation model, to perform the
ETEs for the VEGP site.14 PTV Vision is the leading software suite for
transportation planning and operations analyses used in more than 70 countries.
Detailed information on the evacuation time analysis methodology using VISUM
is provided in Section 5.2. PTV Vision quality assurance and industry acceptance
information is provided in Appendix D.

2.3. Sources of Data
The most up-to-date data sources were reviewed and analyzed to prepare
appropriate input data for running the traffic simulation and providing the best
ETEs. These data sources are explained below:

" Population estimates were based on data obtained from Synergos
Technologies, contact with individual facilities, and discussions with the SNC
emergency planning staff.

" The peak estimated employment level at VEGP reflects office or operations
personnel, as well as 2010 projections for construction workforce in that
scenario.

" Roadway geometric data were obtained from PTV. PTV data is based on
high-quality, regularly updated, NAVTEQ street network data. NAVTEQ
networks are detailed, including neighborhood streets in every community in
North America. This data was validated by IEM during a "ground truthing"
field trip in February 2006.

12 National Research Council, Committee on Weather Research for Surface Transportation. Where the

Weather Meets the Road: A Research Agenda for Improving Road Weather Services; Transportation
Research Board (TRB), Board on Atmospheric Services. 2004.
13 Urbanik, T. E. and J. D. Jamison, State of the Art in Evacuation Time Estimate Studies for Nuclear
Power Plants (NUREG/CR-4831; PNL-7776). Richland, WA: Pacific Northwest Laboratory, 1992. Page 5.
" PTV Vision can be found online at http://www.ptvamerica.com.
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Evacuation Time Estimates for the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant

" Roadway and intersection approach capacities were calculated using the
concepts and procedures defined in the Highway Capacity Manual'5.

" Warning diffusion and mobilization times were based on the data presented in
Evaluating Protective Actions for Chemical Agent Emergencies. This data
was collected during evacuations executed in response to large-scale chemical
spills, and it explicitly incorporates the time required for communication of
the warning (warning diffusion) and the time required for an individual to
respond to the warning (mobilization). The data collected in this meta-study
were based on transient, permanent, and special populations. Section 5.1.1 of
this report provides more information on warning diffusion and mobilization
time assumptions.

* Vehicle occupancy rates for the different population categories were derived
based on average household size and discussions with the SNC emergency
planning staff. Section 3.0 provides more information on population and
vehicle demand assumptions.

2.4. Scenarios Modeled
As per NUREG-0654 guidelines, ETEs have been prepared for several temporal,
seasonal, and weather conditions. Based on the discussion with the SNC
emergency planning staff, estimates have been prepared for winter weekday fair
and adverse weather conditions, winter weeknight fair and adverse weather
conditions, and fall weekend fair and adverse weather conditions. Fair weather
refers to conditions where roads are clear and dry and visibility is not impaired.
Adverse weather refers to conditions where road capacities are reduced by 25%
and speed limits are reduced by 40%. Evacuation conditions are modeled for the
populations of the years 2006 and 2010. The 2010 population estimates also
include the construction workforce for the planned two new units.' 7 Table 3
presents the snapshot of the ETE scenarios that were modeled for the study.

Table 3: ETE Scenarios Modeled

2006 2010

Fair Weather Adverse Weather Fair Weather Adverse Weather

Winter Weekday Winter Weekday Winter Weekday Winter Weekday

Winter Weeknight Winter Weeknight Winter Weeknight Winter Weeknight

Fall Weekend Fall Weekend Fall Weekend Fall Weekend

15 Transportation Research Board, National Research Council. Highway Capacity Manual. Washington,

D.C. 2000.
16 Rogers, G. 0., et al., Evaluating Protective Actions for Chemical Agent Emergencies (ORNL-6615). Oak

Ridge, TN: Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 1990.
17 The construction work force population figures are based on the projected construction plan for the two
new units provided by the SNC emergency planning staff.
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Evacuation Time Estimates for the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant

The various population components for different scenarios are summarized
below:
" Winter Weekday: This situation represents a typical weekday period when

the VEGP workforce is at a full, daytime level. Assumptions on the
population levels for this condition include the following:

* Permanent residents within the EPZ will evacuate from their place of
residence.

" The VEGP site employment is at an estimated peak daytime level.

• For the 2010 scenarios only, one-fourth of the construction workforce is
deployed at the VEGP site. Out of rest of the construction workers, the
temporary construction workers are located within the 10-mile EPZ at a
temporary housing site, and the permanent construction workers are
located outside the 10-mile EPZ.

" School is in session.

" Winter Weeknight: This situation reflects a typical nighttime period when
the workforce is at a nighttime level. Assumptions on the population levels for
this condition include the following:

* Permanent residents within the EPZ will evacuate from their place of
residence.

* The VEGP site is staffed at an estimated peak nighttime level.

* For the 2010 scenarios only, one-fourth of the construction workforce is
deployed at the VEGP site. Out of rest of the construction workers, the
temporary construction workers are located within the 10-mile EPZ at a
temporary housing site, and the permanent construction workers are
located outside the 10-mile EPZ.

" Fall Weekend: The fall weekend situation represents a daytime period when
recreational activities are at peak levels. This condition would most likely
occur during any weekend day during the hunting season (i.e., September 15
through January 6), when there would be a large number of hunters and
fishermen at various points along the Savannah River. Assumptions on the
population levels for this condition include the following:

* Permanent residents within the EPZ will evacuate from their place of
residence.

* The VEGP site is at an estimated peak weekend level.

* For the 2010 scenarios only, one-fourth of the construction workforce is
deployed at the VEGP site. Out of rest of the construction workers, the
temporary construction workers are located within the 10-mile EPZ at a
temporary housing site, and the permanent construction workers are
located outside the 10-mile EPZ.

" Recreational activities are at a peak estimated level.
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Evacuation Time Estimates for the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant

3.0 Population and Vehicle Demand
Estimation
IEM identified three population categories within the EPZ surrounding VEGP, as
specified in the NUREG-0654 guidelines. These populations include the
permanent resident population, the transient population, and the special facility
population. Because the VEGP power station is located in a densely-wooded area,
there are no special facility populations within the 10-mile EPZ other than a
private school (The Lord's House of Praise Christian School). The majority of the
population consists of permanent residents and a varying number of recreational
visitors mainly located on or around the Savannah River.

IEM derived the 2006 population estimates, as well as business location data,
from 2005 fourth-quarter population estimates obtained from Synergos18
Technologies, Inc. These population estimates formed the basis for determining
the evacuee demand used in the analyses for any given evacuation scenario. Local
school data were obtained from commercially available geographic information
system (GIS) data and through contact with individual facilities. The recreational
visitors' population figures were based on the discussion with the SNC
emergency planning staff. The populations from these sources were assigned to
each zone.

SNC also asked IEM to provide population projections for the year 2010.
Synergos Technologies provided general estimates for 2010 population
projections. The same calculations and assumptions used in calculating 2006
population figures were applied to derive the 2010 population figures. This
ensures consistency in comparing ETEs for 2006 and 2010 populations for the
area considered.

3.1. Permanent Residents
IEM obtained permanent resident population data from the Synergos
Technologies January 2006 data release. IEM used GIS software to process the
geographic data and associated population counts for census blocks in each of the
counties surrounding the VEGP. IEM then aggregated these populations over
each zone to generate a permanent resident population count, which is comprised
of the nighttime population.

To calculate population by each zone and radial sector, census block population
was aggregated within each of the sectors. Since boundaries of the sectors do not
follow census block boundaries, many of the blocks had to be divided into sub-
areas based on sector boundaries. To do this, IEM overlaid the census blocks with
the EPZ zones and 10-mile radius sectors. The blocks were then split into sub-

18 Synergos Technologies, Inc. http://www.synergos-tech.com.
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areas and allocated the block population to the sub-areas based on an area ratio
method. The populations of the block sub-areas within the sector boundaries were
then aggregated for each radius sector.

The area ratio method assigns each sub-area a portion of the block population
based on the ratio of the area of each block part to the area of the entire block. For
example, if a particular sub-area contains one-fourth the area of the total block
area, the sub-area receives one-fourth of the block's total population. Figure 3
illustrates this principle, in which one-fourth of the total area is located in the sub-
area and it includes one-fourth of the population. The area ratio method assumes
that the population within the block is evenly distributed, a reasonable assumption
in most cases.

The populations of the block sub-areas within the sector boundaries were then
aggregated for each sector. This method was also used in the few instances in
which the PAZ boundaries did not follow block boundaries, making it necessary
to split blocks along a particular zone boundary.

Figure 3: An Example of the Area Ratio Method Applied to a
Census Block Divided into Sub-Areas

The permanent resident population is divided into auto-owning versus non-auto-
owning populations.

3.1.1. Auto-Owning Population

It was assumed that one vehicle would evacuate from each permanent resident
household. This assumption is consistent with the research indicating the
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tendency of evacuees to evacuate, where possible, as a family unit. 19 The
population projections and estimates indicate that 92% of the households within
the EPZ have at least one vehicle-per-household. The data also indicates an
average household size of 2.75 persons for the VEGP EPZ.

3.1.2. Non-Auto-Owning Population
The population projections and estimates indicate that 8% of the households
within the EPZ do not own a vehicle. It is assumed that privately-owned vehicles
of friends and/or relatives will be available to evacuate this population component
(this is also recommended in the 2006 public outreach calendar).20 This
assumption is used since it provides the most realistic representation of
evacuation traffic generated from the non-auto-owning households, which would
account for vehicles within the network following internal routes to collect non-
auto-owning passengers.

For an estimate of the vehicle demand associated with the permanent population
(auto-owning and non-auto-owning), IEM used a vehicle occupancy rate of 3.0.
This is based on the assumptions stated above that a family will evacuate in a
vehicle and non-auto-owning households will evacuate with neighbors, friends,
and relatives-or they will be evacuated through coordinated efforts by State and
county emergency management officials.

Table 4 shows the distribution of the 2006 and 2010 total permanent resident
population by sector and ring, while Figure 4 and Figure 5 present the same data
graphically. Table 5 shows the distribution of the permanent resident population
by zone, and Figure 6 and Figure 7 present this data graphically.

19 R.W. Perry, M.K. Lindell, M.R. Greene. Evacuation Planning in Emergency Management. 1981.
20Plant Vogtle Emergency Information Calendar 2006. p 6.
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Table 4: 2006 and 2010 Permanent Resident
Population Distribution by Sector and Ring

Permanent
Sector21  Ring 22  Popul

2006

Resident
ation

N

N

N

NNW

NNW

NNW

NW

NW

NW

WNW

WNW

WNW

W

W

W

WSW

WSW

WSW

SW

SW

SW

SSW

SSW

SSW

S

2

5

10

2

5

10

2

5

10

2

5

10

2

5

10

2

5

10

2

5

10

2

5

10

2

3

18

3

13

47

13

17

122

160

16

147

172

6

72

408

3

82

500

2

7

121

0

6

57

0

2010

3

16

0

14

46

14

17

193

169

17

160

180

6

75

456

3

85

560

2

7

125

0

6

59

0

2 1 There are a total of 12 sectors, each measured 22.5'. Sectors of 22.5°are designated by compass direction

going outward from the plant on the centerline of the sector (e.g., the sector from 348.750 to 11.25* is
designated "N" for north). The remaining 11 sectors are designated NNW, NW, WNW, W, WSW, SW,
SSW, S, etc.
22 Rings are defined as the area between two circles of radius 0 and 2 miles, 2 and 5 miles, and 5 and 10
miles.
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Permanent Resident

Sector21  Ring 22  Population

2006 2010

S 5 25 25

S 10 253 253

SSE 2 0 0

SSE 5 17 17

SSE 10 485 478

SE 2 0 0

SE 5 22 22

SE 10 184 180

ESE 2 0 0

ESE 5 5 5

ESE 10 31 31
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Figure 4: 2006 VEGP Sector and Ring Permanent Resident Population Map
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Figure 5: 2010 VEGP Sector and Ring Permanent Resident Population Map
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Table 5:2006 and 2010 Permanent Resident Population Distribution by Zones

Zone Permanent Resident Population

2006 2010

A 60 62

B-5 65 65

B-10 277 273

C-5 5 5

C-10 565 558

D-5 111 115

D-10 610 631

E-5 157 164

E-10 582 678

F-5 221 293

F-10 344 360

G-1 0 0 0

H-10 20 20
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Figure 6: 2006 VEGP Zone Permanent Resident Populations Map
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Figure 7: 2010 VEGP Zone Permanent Resident Populations Map
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3.2. Transient Populations
The transient population for the VEGP EPZ area is derived from a combination of
daytime populations, recreation populations, and employment data. These
populations were combined with other contributors, such as the percentage of the
population that is of working-age, to daytime population estimations and assigned
to loading points in a manner similar to the permanent resident populations. The
daytime populations incorporate employment and workforce information, such as
county working-age population and unemployment statistics.

The recreational population shown for the VEGP area considers the use of private
land and wildlife management areas by hunters and fisherman along the Savannah
River. Through conversations with the SNC emergency planning staff, IEM was
able to estimate recreational population approximates within the EPZ. There are
three public boat landings in the VEGP EPZ. Two are in Burke County,
Georgia-the Vogtle boat landing in zone B-5 and Brigham's Landing in zone B-
10. The third boat landing is in Aiken County, South Carolina-Grays Landing
located in zone G-10. It is estimated that there will be 200 hunters/fishermen in
zones G-10 and H-10 during the hunting season.

A vehicle occupancy rate of 1.0 was used to estimate the number of vehicles to be
evacuated by the transient population.

Table 6 shows the distribution of the 2006 and 2010 transient population by sector
and ring, while Figure 8and Figure 9 present the same data graphically. Table 7
shows the distribution of the permanent resident population by zone, and Figure
10 and Figure 11 present this data graphically. There is no change between the
2006 and 2010 transient population figures, except for the sectors NW and WSW
between 5 to 10-mile radius rings. This is because the power station is located in a
densely-wooded rural area and no significant change in the land-use pattern is
expected around the plant in next four years.

Table 6: 2006 and 2010 Transient Population Distribution by Sector and Ring

Sector Ring Transient Population

2006 2010

N 2 0 0

N 5 3 3

N 10 24 24

NNW 2 2 2

NNW 5 8 8

NNW 10 153 153

NW 2 2 2
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Sector Ring Transient Population

2006 2010

NW 5 8 8

NW 10 51 52

WNW 2 1 1

WNW 5 9 9

WNW 10 28 28

W 2 1 1

W 5 7 7

W 10 21 21

WSW 2 1 1

WSW 5 7 7

WSW 10 82 83

SW 2 1 1

SW 5 2 2

SW 10 12 12

SSW 2 1 1

SSW 5 2 2

SSW 10 9 9

S 2 1 1

S 5 1 1

S 10 9 9

SSE 2 1 1

SSE 5 3 3

SSE 10 6 6

SE 2 0 0

SE 5 43 43

SE 10 13 13

ESE 2 0 0

ESE 5 16 16

ESE 10 223 223
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Figure 8: 2006 VEGP Sector and Ring Transient Populations Map
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Figure 9: 2010 VEGP Sector and Ring Transient Populations Map
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Table 7: 2006 and 2010 Transient Population Distribution by Zones

Zone Transient Population

2006 2010

A

B-5

B-10

C-5

C-10

D-5

D-10

E-5

E-1 0

F-5

F-1 0

G-10

H-10

11

56

44

3

12

9

32

10

95

21

58

200

200

11

56

44

3

12

9

32

10

96

21

59

200

200
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Figure 10: 2006 VEGP Zone Transient Populations Map
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Figure 11: 2010 VEGP Zone Transient Populations Map

3.3. Special Facility and Other Special Consideration
Populations
There are two facilities with in the VEGP EPZ that are classified as special
facility (i.e., employers, schools, or other facilities with more than 50 employees
or residents). The special facilities include the Vogtle Electric Generator Plant and
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the Lord's House of Praise Christian School. Although there are only two large
facilities, the modeled population for the ETE estimates were not limited to these
large facilities only. It included employment from all businesses for which IEM
had relevant information.

For the 2010 VEGP workplace estimates, IEM worked closely with the SNC
emergency planners to get workforce and construction workers estimates. By
2010, the SNC emergency planning staff estimates that 3,045 construction
workers will be onsite. The construction workforce is divided up into four crews.
Two crews are assumed to work four shifts of 10 hours, and the remaining two
crews are assumed to work three shifts of 12 hours. Therefore, only one-fourth of
the construction workers are assumed to be deployed at any time at the VEGP
site. Table 8 shows the special facility population within the EPZ.

The construction workforce is divided into two categories: permanent and
temporary. The permanent construction workers would stay for a period of two
years or longer and would bring families. The temporary construction workers
would stay for less than two years and would not bring family. The permanent
construction workers are assumed to be housed outside the VEGP EPZ, and the
temporary construction workers are assumed to be housed inside the VEGP EPZ
at a temporary housing location. SNC emergency planners estimate that a total of
94 temporary workers would be living at the temporary housing location in 2010.
Figure 12 shows the distribution of special facility and temporary construction
workers around VEGP in 2010.

A vehicle occupancy rate of 1.5 was used to estimate the number of vehicles to be
evacuated by the VEGP onsite population, as was discussed with the SNC
emergency planning staff. It was based on the assumption that one to two persons
will use one vehicle. Therefore, an average value of 1.5 persons per vehicle is a
reasonable assumption.

The population of Lord's House of Praise Christian School consists of
approximately 50 students and 20 teachers and staff. After consultation with SNC
emergency planners, the students were assumed to evacuate via two buses, with
the remaining school population departing in their own cars (occupancy rate of
1.0).

Table 8: 2006 and 2010 Special Facility Population

Special Facility
Facility Name Address Zone County Population

2006 2010

VEGP PO Box 1600, A Burke 805 1,566
Waynesboro, GA 30830

Lords House of Praise 162 Daybreak Road E-10 Burke 70 70
Christian School Waynesboro, GA 30830
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Figure 12: 2010 VEGP Special Facility Populations Map
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4.0 The Evacuation Roadway Network
The evacuation routes were modeled based on the information provided in the
2006 VEGP Public Outreach Calendar. Additional information regarding the
evacuation routes was obtained from Section 4, Appendix 6 of the VEGP
Emergency Plan. The maps and descriptions in both documents were also used as
the basis of network verification activity by IEM.

The public outreach calendar included a detailed description of the evacuation
routes for each zone within the 10-mile radius. It provided descriptive information
on recommended protective actions and the names and locations of reception
centers for each zone. The map in the calendar clearly marked the evacuation
routes and the direction of evacuation. The relocation centers are located well
beyond the 10-mile EPZ.

IEM personnel drove along the designated evacuation routes in the direction of an
evacuation, as marked on the public outreach calendar, to ensure complete and
accurate information about the physical state of the roads. Any differences
between information indicated in the calendar, NAVTEQ data, and existing field
conditions were noted and, where necessary, were incorporated into the analyses.
The differences that were noted are described later in this section. Figure 13
shows the entire evacuation network.
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Figure 13: VEGP Evacuation Network

4.1. Network Definition
IEM performed a complete review of the evacuation roadway network. The
evacuation network was developed using published evacuation routes and GIS
road network data representing roads available from NAVTEQ and the U.S.
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Census Bureau (USCB).23'24 The high accuracy NAVTEQ street network GIS
data, obtained for the PTV Vision simulation software, was used for field
validation purposes and to build the digital evacuation network database. The
USCB data is included in the Census Bureau's Topologically Integrated
Geographic Encoding and Reference (TIGER) files, and was used to supplement
the NAVTEQ data where required.25 To ensure the accuracy of this data, the
entire evacuation network, including those roads outside the 10-mile EPZ leading
to the reception centers, was verified by traveling each route in the network in the
direction of evacuation and collecting detailed information regarding the
properties of each road section using a Global Positioning System (GPS)-enabled
device. The GPS allowed locating-with a high degree of precision-any sections
that had changed in channelization, curvature, speed limits, or other necessary
network information.

The specific network attributes that were collected during the field trip included
number of lanes, speed, turns, traffic controls, pavement type and width, shoulder
width, and any other information required to model the traffic capacity of each
link in the network.

4.2. Evacuation Route Descriptions
The evacuation network modeled for the ETE analyses covers Burke County in
Georgia and Aiken, Barnwell, and Allendale Counties in South Carolina. The
evacuation routes were originally developed to permit a general radial travel
pattern away from the plant toward the designated reception center. Figure 14
shows the designated reception centers, and Table 9 provides the street address
and evacuation route number information (as mentioned in the 2006 public
outreach calendar) for the individual reception renters.

Table 9: Reception Centers

Reception Center Address Evacuation Routes

1057 Perimeter RoadBurke County High School Waynesboro, GA 30830 1, 2, 3, 4

South Aiken High School 232 E Pine Log Rd
Aiken, SC 29803

Allendale-Fairfax High School 3581 Allendale-Fairfax Highway 6Fairfax, SC 29827

23 PTV America, Inc. "NAVTEQ Data for PTV VISION." Online:

http://www.ptvamerica.com/navteq_tiles/index.html (last accessed March 31,2006).
24 US Census Bureau. Online: http://www.census.gov.
25 U.S. Census Bureau. "TIGERe, TIGER/Line® and TIGER-Related Products." Online:

http://www.census.gov/geo/www/tiger/index.html (last accessed March 21, 2006).
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Figure 14: VEGP EPZ Boundary, Evacuation Zones, and Reception Centers
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The evacuation route network is composed of three kinds of roads: highways,
major arterial (roads connecting to highways), and minor arterial or connector
roads (residential roads connecting to major arterial roads). Examples of
highways are Georgia State Highways 23 and 80. Examples of major arterials are
Ben Hatcher Road and Thompson Bridge Road. Examples of connector roads are
Claxton-Lively Road and Thomas Road. The connector roads, although not part
of the evacuation routes as described in the VEGP calendar, actually load the
evacuee population (in cars) onto the evacuation routes composed of highways,
major, and minor arterial roads. Following is a description of the evacuation
routes as taken from the calendar (also see Figure 15, Figure 16, and Figure 17):

Evacuation Route 1

* Ben Hatcher Road to Shell Bluff Spur to Georgia Highway 80 to Georgia
Highway 56 to Perimeter Rd. to Burke County High School.

Evacuation Route 2

* Hancock Landing Road to Botsford Church Road to Seven Oaks Road to
Cates Mead Road to Highway 56 to Perimeter Rd. to Burke County High
School.

Evacuation Route 3

* Ebenezer Church Road to Highway 23 to Thompson Bridge Road to Georgia
Highway 24 to Perimeter Rd. to Burke County High School.

Evacuation Route 4
" Brigham's Landing Road to Georgia Highway 23 to Tom Bargeron Road to

Georgia Highway 24 to Perimeter Rd. to Burke County High School.
" Royal Road to Stoney Bluff Road to Georgia Highway 23 to Tom Bargeron

Road to Georgia Highway 24 to Perimeter Rd. to Burke County High School.

Evacuation Route 5 (Zone G-10, Cowden Plantation)

* West on County Road 5 to County Road 63 north to County Road 57 west to
U.S. Highway 278 north to South Carolina Highway 302 north to South Aiken
High School.

Evacuation Route 6 (Zone H-10, Creek Plantation)

* South on South Carolina Highway 125 to U.S. Highway 278 to Allendale-
Fairfax High School.
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Figure 15: Burke County Evacuation Routes
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Figure 16: Aiken County Evacuation Route
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Figure 17: Barnwell County and Allendale County Evacuation Route
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Figure 18: Evacuation Network: Differences between Documented and Field
Validated Information
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5.0 Evacuation Time Estimate Methodology
ETEs are developed using VISUM, one of the core components of the PTV
Vision software suite. VISUM is used to estimate evacuation times for different
scenarios (e.g., day vs. night or fair vs. adverse weather) for user-defined spatial
networks. Information provided by VISUM includes evacuation or clearance
times, operational characteristics (e.g., average evacuation speed, average
distance traveled), points of congestion, and other data necessary to evaluate
evacuation plans.

The evacuation network was defined based on the information provided in 2006
public outreach calendar. IEM subject matter experts drove the designated routes
to ensure complete and accurate information about the state of the roads and to
evaluate the appropriate selection of routes given the current conditions onsite.

Population (number of cars) loaded onto the network is based on the data and
methods described above in the Section 3.0. Loading times for the evacuation
network are described below. Additional details about the methodology are
included in the following sections.

5.1. Assumptions
Key assumptions that have a substantial impact on the results of the analysis are
detailed in the following sections. Any assumptions associated with the
development of population estimates are included in Section 3.0.

5.1.1. Loading of the Evacuation Network
The timing of network loading27 is derived from data presented in Evaltating
Protective Actions for Chemical Agent Emergencies. This data was collected
during evacuations executed in response to large-scale chemical spills and
explicitly incorporates the time required for communication of the warning
(warning diffusion) and the time required for an individual to respond to the
warning (mobilization). The data collected in this meta-study was based on
transient, permanent, and special populations and is therefore appropriate to use
as "general" warning diffusion and public mobilization curves for all three
population types.

The underlying assumption regarding the applicability of Rogers' mobilization
curves in the ETE study is that public perception of radiological emergencies
differs from the actual characteristic of such an event. The familiarity of the
hazard and the social assessment of the risks associated with the hazards are
among the underlying forces that guide the decision-making process in an

27 Loading is defined as the appearance of evacuating vehicles on the roads.

28 Rogers, G. 0., et al., Evaluating Protective Actions for Chemical Agent Emergencies (ORNL-6615), Oak

Ridge, TN: Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 1990.
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evacuation scenario. People are more likely to respond to calls for evacuation
when the assessment of threat in the community is high and dangers to life and
property are recognized. The reality may be different. The alarm associated with
social response in a radiological emergency makes the use of Rogers'
mobilization curves prudent for the ETE study.

It should also be noted that these curves were developed from the empirical data
collected from real-life evacuations in response to actual events. No similar study
developed specifically for radiological events is readily available. Therefore, the
widely accepted Rogers' mobilization curves were used for this study. The
implications of assuming public behavior in absence of real data are unknown.
Actual data taken from a somewhat similar real-life scenario and similar public
response is more applicable than some manufactured assumptions about how
people will behave.

The specific timing used for warning diffusion is detailed in Figure 19. Since the
distribution of times depends on the warning system employed, the alert and
notification (A&N) systems around the site were evaluated based on the
description in the emergency plans. The warning diffusion time distribution was
chosen based on the availability of sirens, tone alert radios (TAR), and the
emergency alert system (EAS) in the EPZ. Any deviations from this assumption
will impact the evacuation times. For example, any loss of the capability of the
A&N components will potentially increase the evacuation times. For example,
Figure 19 shows that if only sirens and EAS are used, the evacuation times will be
longer since it takes comparatively longer time for warning to diffuse.

The mobilization curve (Figure 20) is combined with the warning diffusion curve
to form a composite loading curve that reflects the actual time distribution of cars
loaded on the network. It is important to note that the starting point for this curve
is the time at which public notification begins-not the start time of a
hypothetical event.
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Because the evacuation of students from Lord's House of Praise Christian School
would require the arrival of buses from Burke County Emergency Management,
their loading times were modeled differently. Conversations with the SNC
emergency planners estimated that a total of 40 minutes would be necessary for
the buses to arrive and be loaded, so the buses were assumed to depart at this
time. Teachers and other staff were also assumed to depart at this time, as their
presence would be necessary at the school for as long as students remained there.
The school is located near the edge of the EPZ and has a small population;
therefore, it would not have a significant impact on the ETEs.

30 ibid.
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5.2. Evacuation Simulation
Evacuations were simulated using the population and vehicle demand data,
evacuation network data, and loading distribution data discussed in the previous
sections. VISUM was used to simulate evacuations. Figure 21 describes the
framework of the analysis and three of its main features: the demand model, the
network model, and the impact model.

Demand Model
Contains demand data:
* Permanent (auto and non-auto

owning), transient, and special
populations

" Vehicle Occupancy Rates (VORs)
* Origin, destination, and number

of vehicles by each zone
* Temooral distribution of demand

Network Model
Contains supply data:
* Transport systems
" Traffic zones
* Nodes
* Links
" Speed limits
" Capacities

Impact Model
Contains methods to determine impacts:
* User Model: traffic assignment, impedance functions

Results
" Listing and statistics: calculated attributes of network objects and routes
* Indicator matrices: evacuation time estimates

Figure 21: ETEs Analysis Framework using VISUM

5.2.1. The Demand Model
The demand model contains the travel demand data. The total number of vehicles
originating from a zone is calculated by dividing a population with its expected
vehicle occupancy rate. The total number of vehicles originating from a zone is
then distributed to different time intervals based on the loading distribution curve
for the zone. The loading distribution curve for the zone depends on the warning
system available for that zone. The travel demand is described by an origin-
destination (OD) matrix. The OD matrix refers to a time interval and the total
number of vehicles departing in that time interval.
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5.2.2. The Network Model
The network model describes the relevant supply data of an evacuation network.
The supply data consists of traffic zones, nodes, links, speed limits, and
capacities. Traffic zones describe areas with particular boundaries based on
demography, topography, land characteristics, access routes, and local
jurisdictions. They are origin and destination of trips within the evacuation
network. Nodes define positions of intersections in the evacuation network. Links
connect nodes and, therefore, describe the road infrastructure. Every network
object is described by its attributes (e.g., speed limits and capacities for the links).
Travel times of vehicles depend on the speed permitted on the links used and the
capacity of the links used. The capacity of a transportation facility is the
maximum hourly rate at which vehicles can be expected to traverse a point or a
uniform section of a lane or roadway during a given time period under prevailing
roadway, traffic, and control conditions. The capacity calculations in the analysis
are based on the Transportation Research Board's Highway Capacity Manual

5.2.3. The Impact Model
The impact model takes its input data from the demand model and the network
model. VISUM provides different impact models to analyze and evaluate the
evacuation network. A user model simulates the behavior of travelers. It
calculates traffic volumes and service indicators, such as travel time. VISUM
provides six traffic assignment procedures. Five procedures are static assignment
procedures with no explicit time modeling, and the sixth procedures uses a time-
dynamic model of the traffic flow. The dynamic stochastic assignment procedure
was used for analyzing evacuation times. This procedure accounts for the inherent
variability of travelers by not requiring them to take the optimal route but one of
several of the shortest paths available to them. It also models how traffic flows
change over the course of time and how the results affect the decisions of
subsequent travelers entering the roadway network. This time-dynamic
functionality allows for loading of the network via distributions, as when using a
range of mobilization times.

The ETE is measured by noting when the last car passes the boundary of the EPZ.
VISUM displays the calculated results in graphic and tabular forms and allows
graphical analysis of results. In this way, for example, routes per OD pair, traffic
flow, and isochrones can be displayed and analyzed.

31 Transportation Research Board, National Research Council. Hlighway Capacity Manual. Washington,

D.C. 2000.
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6.0 Analysis of Evacuation Times
In accordance with guidelines in NUREG-0654, Rev. 1, the EPZ has been divided
into 13 PAZs, which were then grouped into nine evacuation areas used to
perform ETEs: one comprising 2-mile radius, two within the five-mile radius, the
entire five-mile radius, four within the ten-mile radius, and the entire ten-mile
EPZ. The PAZs and evacuation areas were defined in the Vogtle Emergency Plan
and described in Section 1.0 of this document.

Evacuees inside the 10-mile EPZ are broken down into three segments:
permanent residents, transients, and special facilities. The transient population
consists of workers employed within the area and recreational sportsmen located
near one of the boat ramps on the Savannah River. The population in special
facilities is composed of students, teachers, and other employees at the Lord's
House of Praise Christian School and employees of VEGP. In the 2010 scenario,
construction employees are included among the VEGP employees. The
population of the EPZ is described in more detail in Section 3.0

The South Carolina portion of the EPZ is covered almost entirely by the Savannah
River Site, so only two of the PAZs, G-1 0 and H-10, are located on this side of
the river. The population within G-10, which is covered by Cowden Plantation, is
assumed to consist solely of sportsmen. PAZ H-10, which consists primarily of
Creek Plantation, has a similar number of sportsmen, and has a small permanent
population.

Five roads within the evacuation network cross the EPZ boundary: Georgia
Highway 80, Cates Mead Road, Thompson Bridge Road, Tom Bargeron Road,
and South Carolina Highway 125. Evacuees in PAZ G-10 are considered to exit
the evacuation network via private roads within Cowden Plantation. All other
vehicles exited the EPZ on one of these five roads.

6.1. Summary of ETE Results
Evacuations for the nine geographic evacuation areas were modeled individually
in each of three seasonal scenarios: Winter Weekday, Winter Weeknight, and Fall
Weekend. Sportsmen were considered to be at their peak in the Fall Weekend
scenario and zero in the other cases. These scenarios were considered under both
normal and adverse weather conditions. In the latter case, the speed limits and
capacities of the evacuation routes were reduced by 40% and 25%, respectively.
Each PAZ had been assigned a set of evacuation routes by VEGP planners, and
these route restrictions were reflected in the models. Additionally, each of these
54 cases was modeled for 2006 and 2010. By the latter year, plant expansion was
expected to have started, so construction workers were added to the model.
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The evacuation time estimate results are displayed in Table 11. Evacuation times
listed include warning diffusion, public mobilization, and travel time out of the
EPZ. It is important to note that the evacuation time is the time from the moment
at which public notification begins-not the start time of a hypothetical event.
The seasonal scenarios are abbreviated, with "Day" representing Winter
Weekday, "Night" corresponding to Winter Weeknight, and "Weekend" meaning
Fall Weekend. No estimates were prepared for the 10-mile 90' N evacuation area
in the Winter Weekday and Weeknight scenarios, as it had no population to
evacuate in those cases.
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Table 11 : ETEs in Minutes

2006 2010

Fair Weather Adverse Weather Fair Weather Adverse Weather

Evacuation Area PAZs Impacted Day Night Weekend Day Night Weekend Day Night Weekend Day Night Weekend

0-2 Miles A 100 85 85 115 100 100 115 105 105 160 125 125

0-5 Miles, 90 S A, B-5, C-5 100 85 90 115 100 105 115 105 105 160 125 125

0-5 Miles, 90 NW A, D-5, E-5, F-5 105 90 90 115 105 115 115 105 105 160 125 125

0-5 Miles A, B-5, C-5, D-5, E-5, F-5 105 100 100 115 105 115 115 105 105 160 125 125

0-10 Miles, 90 S A, B-5, C-5, B-10, C-10, D-10 105 100 100 115 115 115 115 105 105 160 125 125

0-10 Miles, 90 NW A, D-5, E-5, F-5, E-10, F-10 105 100 100 115 115 115 115 105 105 160 125 125

0-10 Miles, 90 N G-10 .. .. 75 .. .. 80 .. .. 75 .. .. 80

0-10 Miles, 90 E H-10 40 40 80 40 40 80 40 40 80 40 40 80

0-10 Miles All 13 Evacuation Zones 105 100 100 115 115 115 115 105 105 165 125 125

Note:
1: ** : No estimates were prepared for G-10 in the Winter Weekday and Weeknight scenarios, as it had no population to evacuate in those cases.
2. The scenarios are each considered individually; if combinations of the geographic evacuation areas are to be evacuated together, the larger of the two numbers
should be used as the evacuation time. For example, if PAZs A (2-mile scenario) and II-10 (10-mile 900 E scenario) were to be evacuated on a normal 2006
winter weekday, the ETE would be the greater of the two ETEs or 100 minutes.
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6.2. Discussion of Scenario Results

6.2.1. Evacuation Area 1: 0-2 Miles

Year 2006
For 2006, this evacuation area contains small populations of residents and non-
plant employees, but most of its evacuees are employees of VEGP. For winter
weekdays, the Vogtle workforce is assumed to be at its maximum level. This
results in the largest number of evacuees of the three seasonal scenarios, and,
therefore, the longest evacuation time of 100 minutes in fair weather. In adverse
weather conditions, where speed limits and capacities are reduced, the evacuation
times increase by 15% to 115 minutes. In the Winter Weeknight and Fall
Weekend scenarios, the Vogtle workforce is at a minimum, and residents are
expected to be at home. The smaller number of evacuees is reflected in the shorter
evacuation times (85 minutes in fair weather and 100 minutes in adverse weather
conditions) compared to the Winter Weekday scenario. Congestion is not
sufficient to cause traffic "jamming" in any of these cases, where speeds of travel
drop sharply and road throughput is reduced to stop-and-go traffic.

Year 2010
In the 2010 simulations, large numbers of construction workers are expected to be
working at the plant in all seasons and times of day. This additional population
causes traffic congestion and queuing in the evacuation network for a limited time
period. The effect on the evacuation time estimates is mild, for the most part. In
normal weather, evacuation times increase by 5-25% from those in 2006 (from
85-100 minutes in 2006 to 105-115 minutes in 2010). Also, in the weeknight and
weekend adverse weather scenarios, 2010 ETEs were found to be 20% greater
than the corresponding 2006 values.

However, the congestion and queuing are increased when adverse weather
conditions are applied to the Winter Weekday scenario when the Vogtle
workforce is at its peak. In this case, evacuations are expected to take nearly 40%
longer in 2010 (160 minutes) than in 2006 (115 minutes). The queuing is
maximum on the VEGP evacuation route, with Ebenezer Church Road and
Thompson Bridge Road each exhibiting volumes exceeding their capacities.

6.2.2. Evacuation Area 2: 0-5 Miles 90* S
In this scenario, PAZs B-5 and C-5 evacuate in addition to the population within
the two-mile radius. These two zones add small residential and employment
populations, as well as the sportsmen using the Vogtle Boat Ramp south of the
plant.

The ETEs for this scenario (for both 2006 and 2010) are very similar to those for
the 2-mile radius. This is because the people within the two-mile radius compose
a large portion of the total population and have the farthest distance to travel to
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exit the EPZ. As a result, they typically take the longest to reach the boundary,
making their movement the limiting factor in any evacuation. As an example,
consider the 2006 normal weekday evacuation times for different PAZs within the
0-5 mile 90' S evacuation area:

PAZ Time to Exit EPZ

A (2-mile radius) 100

B-5 70

C-5 35

Evacuees originating in zones B-5 and C-5, which were not a part of the two-mile
evacuation area, reach the EPZ boundary in significantly less time than those
within the two-mile radius. However, because zone A requires the same time to
evacuate, the total ETE remains the same.

This phenomenon is a general feature of the ETEs in that year, weather, and
season tend to have more effect on the evacuation times than the geographic
region being evacuated. The exceptions to this trend are the two evacuation areas
that do not include the two-mile radius, 10-mile 90' E and 10-mile 90' N.

An additional and related result of the sparse population in the area is that
congestion does not occur on roads outside of the Vogtle evacuation route.

6.2.3. Evacuation Area 3: 0-5 Miles 900 NW
This evacuation area is made up of the two-mile radius and D-5, E-5, and F-5, the
three PAZs inside the five-mile radius to the north and west of the plant. Worker
and residential population in these PAZs total approximately 200 in the Winter
Weekday scenario and nearly 500 in the Winter Weeknight and Fall Weekend
scenarios. As with the 0-5 Miles 90 ° S evacuation area, this extra population has
less distance to travel than evacuees from VEGP and therefore have little effect
on the ETEs compared to the 2-Miles evacuation area.

6.2.4. Evacuation Area 4: 0-5 Miles (except Savannah River Site)
All of the population inside the five-mile radius is contained in this evacuation
area, making it a combination of the 0-5 Miles 900 S and 0-5 Miles 90' NW
areas. As a result, the ETE results are similar to those for these two evacuation
areas.

6.2.5. Evacuation Area 5: 0-10 Miles 900 S
This evacuation area consists of the 0-5 Miles 900 S evacuation area and three
additional PAZs, B-10, C-10, and D-10. These PAZs contribute roughly 200
evacuating vehicles from residents and employees in the Winter Weekday
scenario and approximately 500 vehicles in the Winter Weeknight and Fall
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Weekend scenarios. Zone B-10 also contains a small population of sportsmen in
the weekend scenario. As with other scenarios, however, these vehicles exit the
EPZ before the last of the evacuees from PAZ A, so they have little effect on the
ETEs.

6.2.6. Evacuation Area 6: 0-10 Miles 900 NW
This evacuation area consists of the 0-5 Miles 900 NW evacuation area and two
additional PAZs, E-10 and F-10. These PAZs contribute roughly 300 evacuating
vehicles from residents and employees in the Weekday, Weeknight, and Weekend
scenarios. As with other scenarios, however, these vehicles exit the EPZ before
the last of the evacuees from PAZ A, so they have little effect on the ETEs.

Also, Lord's House of Praise Christian School, the only special facility in the EPZ
other than VEGP, is located in PAZ E-10 in this evacuation area. Its students are
assumed to evacuate via two buses, with the teachers and other employees
traveling via car. The school is located just inside the 10-mile boundary, so its
evacuees reached the EPZ boundary before some of those from other areas, which
had no impact on the ETEs.

6.2.7. Evacuation Area 7: 0-10 Miles 900 N
This evacuation area consists of one PAZ, G-10. This zone is covered entirely by
Cowden Plantation and contains neither public road nor inhabited buildings.
Evacuees are assumed to travel the short distance to the 10-mile boundary via
private routes within the plantation. It has no population in the Winter Weekday
and Weeknight scenarios, but it has a significant population of sportsmen in the
Fall Weekend scenario. With little expectation for growth, the number of
sportsmen is kept the same for the 2006 and 2010 scenarios, resulting in identical
ETEs (75 minutes in normal weather and 80 minutes in bad weather) for the two
years. The ETEs only increase by five minutes under adverse weather conditions,
as the reduced speed limits and capacities have only minor effects given the small
distance traveled to exit the EPZ.

6.2.8. Evacuation Area 8: 0-10 Miles 900 E
Only one PAZ, H-10, is included in this evacuation area. This zone bridges
Bamwell and Allendale counties near the I 0-mile radius in South Carolina and is
covered largely by Creek Plantation. It has a small residential population and, in
the Fall Weekend scenario, a somewhat larger population of sportsmen. The close
proximity of evacuees to the EPZ boundary means that evacuation times for this
zone are comprised largely of notification and mobilization time and very little
travel time, resulting in the short ETEs for this evacuation area. Weekend results
are somewhat higher due to the additional sportsmen in this scenario, while the
effects of adverse weather conditions are muted by the short distance of travel.
Even though all evacuees from this zone use the same road, South Carolina
Highway 125, congestion is not an issue in any scenarios due to the small number
of evacuees.
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6.2.9. Evacuation Area 9: 0-10 Miles (whole EPZ)
This scenario requires evacuation of the entire population within the EPZ. In a
more densely-populated area, this might have resulted in congestion and higher
evacuation times than in the smaller evacuation areas. The population around
VEGP, however, is small enough that the additional evacuees do not cause a
significant slowing of vehicles on the road network. Congestion in the 2010
scenario is almost identical to that found for evacuation of the 0-2 Miles area.

6.2.10. Wind from 20*-550 Subset (VEGP South Route Evacuation)
The VEGP Document 91403-C3 2, which details how an evacuation of the plant is
to be carried out, documents two scenarios in which Vogtle employees are to
evacuate via different routes. The West Route, which is modeled in all of the
scenarios discussed above, is to be used if the wind is blowing in the 3250 range
between 550-200. The alternative South Route is only to be implemented if the
wind blows from within the remaining 350 range from 200 to 550. The latter case
is discussed in this section.

The effects of evacuating Plant Vogtle via the South Route were investigated by
testing a representative case, Winter Weekday 0-10 Miles 90' S, in each
combination of year and weather condition. This scenario was chosen because it
represented the largest population of evacuees among scenarios where the wind
could blow from between 200 and 550. These results were then compared to those
found for evacuation via the West Route. The ETEs for these scenarios can be
found in Table 12.

Table 12: South Route ETE vs. West Route ETE

ETE with South Route ETE with West Route
Evacuation Evacuation

2006, Normal Weather 105 105

2006, Adverse Weather 120 115

2010, Normal Weather 130 115

2010, Adverse Weather 220 160

Altering the evacuation route for the plant employees increases evacuation times
by 0-60 minutes. The change has little effect on the ETEs for the 2006 scenarios,
as the South Route has sufficient capacity to handle the number of evacuees,
which allows them to reach the boundary in the same amount of time.

32 VEGP Site Dismissal, 12/15/2004.
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This change for the 2010 scenarios (with the additional construction workers),
proves enough to overload the route, creating more congestion than in the West
Route scenarios and increasing the ETEs. The additional queuing stems from the
South Route, including an unpaved three-mile section of River Road. The
capacity on this section is lower than at any point along the West Route and
creates queuing responsible for increasing the total travel times.

7.0 Supplemental Analysis
The analyses related to confirmation of evacuation and potential mitigating
measures to effectively manage the traffic flow were performed and are provide in
the following sections.

7.1. Confirmation of Evacuation
The confirmation of evacuation process determines if the evacuation has been
completed. The time required for confirmation of evacuation is dependent upon
the method employed. The most time-consuming method typically employed is to
use ground vehicles. The time required involves the driving time for each route
selected. Given the lack of congestion evident around VEGP in 2006, the
evacuation confirmation process in this case would not need to wait for the bulk
of the evacuation to complete. This indicates that the confirmation could be
completed concurrently with the evacuation. Substantial congestion was,
however, observed in 2010 scenarios, so confirmation in this case is
recommended to be conducted after the evacuation had completed.

Informing people to leave some standard signs on their doors or windows when
they leave their houses would help the authorities in the confirmation of
evacuation. Presence of Traffic Control Points (TCPs) and Access Control Points
(ACPs) at strategic locations within the evacuation network could provide real-
time feedback regarding the progress of the evacuation process. All evacuees are
recommended to sign in at the designated county reception centers as they arrive.
This procedure helps the authorities to account for the population within the
designated county. This can be accounted as one of the means of confirmation of
evacuation, only under the assumption that all the evacuees would actually report
to the reception centers and nowhere else. Telephoning people at their homes
could also be considered as a possible means of ensuring completion of
evacuation.

As noted in the VEGP Emergency Plan and Burke County Radiological
Emergency Response Plan (RERP), "Evacuation confirmation will be
accomplished by the Burke County Sheriffs Department and supporting law
enforcement agency personnel that will traverse roadways throughout the affected
area to ensure that the residential population has evacuated their homes. Personnel
from Burke County EMA and Georgia Department of Natural Resources, Law
Enforcement section, will move along the Savannah River and tributaries in boats
to ensure that hunters and fishermen have evacuated the area. Additional
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assistance is available from other state agencies, i.e., Georgia Forestry
Commission and Department of Transportation."

The actual time associated with the confirmation process would depend on both
the number of personnel and the amount of equipment available. These resources
may change significantly under various emergency conditions.

7.2. Evacuation Traffic Management Locations and Other
Potential Mitigating Measures
In order to efficiently promote smooth movement of traffic flow during an
evacuation, several TCPs locations were developed and are listed in the Burke
County RERP, Aiken County RERP, Allendale County RERP, and Bamwell
County RERP. These TCPs are listed in Table 13 and Table 14 and shown in
graphically Figure 22. The responsibility of supervising traffic controls during an
evacuation will be shared between the State's and counties' emergency
management and law enforcement agency personnel, as available. Each TCP will
be manned and/or road blocks will be established to direct evacuees out of the
EPZ and to deny access into the affected area. Also, route markers will be placed
along the evacuation routes at critical intersections and road block locations to
promote more efficient traffic flow out from the EPZ.

Table 13: Georgia Traffic Control Points for the VEGP EPZ

Location No. Description

1 Georgia Highway 56 SP (River Road) at McBean Club Road

2 Georgia Highway 23 at Spring Branch Church Road

3 Georgia Highway 80 at Georgia Highway 23

4 Georgia Highway 23 at Hancock Landing Road

5 Botsford Church Road at Seven Oaks Road

6 Sam Mead Road at Seven Oaks Road

7 Georgia Highway 80 at Shell Bluff Spur

8 Georgia Highway 56 at Georgia Highway 80

9 Georgia Highway 56 at Cates Mead Road

10 Georgia Highway 56 at Perimeter Road

11 Entrance to Reception Center, Perimeter Road

12 Georgia Highway 24 at Perimeter Road

13 Thompson Bridge Road at Hatchers Mill Road

14 Georgia Highway 24 at Tom Bargeron Road

15 Georgia Highway 23 at Johnson Road

16 Ellisort Bridge Road at Johnson Road
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Location No. Description

17 Ellison Bridge Road at Murray Hill Road

18 Millhaven Road, 1 mile south of Givens Church Road

19 Millhaven Road, Stony Bluff Road, Georgia Highway 23 Intersection in Girard

20 Stony Bluff Road at Intersection at Oak Grove Church

21 Royal Road at River Road

22 VEGP Main Access Road at River Road

23 River Road at Hancock Landing Road

24 Jack Delaigle Road at Ebenezer Church Road

Table 14: South Carolina Traffic Control Points for the VEGP EPZ

County Location Description
No.

Aiken County 1 Route 437 (Browns Road) at Route 5 (direct traffice north on Route 5:
restrict vehicles from traveling south on Route 437)

2 Route 5 at Route 299 (direct traffice north on Route 5)

3 Route 5 at Route 63 (direct traffic west on Route 63)

4 Route 63 at Route 125 (allow traffic to flow on Route 63)

5 Route 63 at Route 57 (direct traffic north on Route 57)

Barnwell County 6 Route 125 at Route 493 (direct traffic south on Route 125)

Allendale County 7 Route 125 at Route 12 (direct traffic south on Route 125)

8 Route 125 at Route 17 (direct traffic south on Route 125)
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Figure 22: Traffic Control Points
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8.0 Conclusion
Travel time is primarily affected by the conditions on the evacuation network,
including any areas prone to congestion during times of large volume. As no areas
of congestion were identified for the 2006 scenarios, improvement in this area is
not necessary at this time. In 2010 scenarios, a large number of workers at the
plant for the construction of new reactor units is expected to cause traffic
congestion for a limited time period during the evacuation. In conclusion, based
on the data gathered and the results of the evacuation study conducted, IEM
believes that the existing evacuation strategy is functional for both 2006 and 2010
conditions, given the lack of severe congestion or very high ETEs.
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Appendix A: MOA between DOE-SR and VEGP
The following pages contain Appendix 5, "Memorandum of Agreement with
Department of Energy-Savannah River," of the Vogtle Electric Generating
Plant Emergency Plan.
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Department of Energy -
Savannah River Operaions Offe 4

P.O.e A Box A
Alken, South Carolina 29802

•APRl 199in

. J. B. Befsley, Jr.
Vice President - Nuclear Vogtle Project 'P
Soudwen Nuclear Operating Company e q4#
Birmnýgham, Alabama 35201

Dear Nft. Bea•ie:

SUBJECT: Voage Electric Generating Plant (VEOP) aoormnm of Agreement
(MOA)

Enclosed is your copy of the exeuted MOA b the Depatmezn of Energy
Svannah Riw Operations Ofilce and the Soutn Nucea Operating Compa (SNC)
for plannin and responding to emerendies originating at the Vog Elecwic Geeig
PIMr CYBOP) and the Savannah River Site (SMS).

We appreciate the continued support of SNC and the aff at VE•OP in promoting
effctive =eme preparedness and response activides for our respective faclties. Our
stM are wrdnt together to idezt more effctive wayWO we w 9 ===!CM with
the states and demonstra that we am hewarg and addressing ther concerns. In t% ne r
fu=e I intend to submit to you a revised MOA whkc includes provisions for nowtI
the states and/Or each othmw upon the Impending release of tated. wate. Our goal
would be to assure th govenmme ntitien with intrests i downstream Savannah River
wate qualty will not be surprsed by lnt onal relases of trifum infthe wa, and thene
will be no need for SRS to demonstrate when utilum detected in the wvat is at from
SRS faidlities. Again, I thak you for yo= support1

Please c€nraedme or Lean SJosom of my sff at (803) 72.-S$62, if you have any
questions.

VrF-994)033

Ensclosw.

Memorzndum of Agreemenzt

cc w/enck
Lawrence E. Mayo, SNC
Merrili UMzdd SNC



MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
BETWEEN

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
SAVANNAH RIVER OPERATIONS OFFICE

AND
SOUTHERN NUCLEAR OPERATING COMPANY

I. PURPOSE

This Memoran(dm of Agreement (MOA) is between the United States Department of
Enery Savannah River Operations Office (DOE.SR) and the Southern Nuclear
Scrtg Conpsay (SNC) and provides for planning and responding to emeencies

oat the Vog Ekctric Gonerating Plant (VEOP). and the Savamah River Site
(SRS).

EL RESPONSIBILITIES

DOE-SR is the responsible authority for SRS and as such, is responsiblo for the
protection of all penm and for tho dimrctio and control of all cmcrncy r ep
action an SRS for emergencies occurring at or a SRS, including emergci
origiating at VEOP..

SNC is respomnble for the protection ofa-" mU prow and for the direction mod control of all
emerncy respomse actions on the VEOP site for cemergcie occurring at or acing
VEOP, incudiS emergencies originating at SRS.

IlL AGREEMEN

SNC and DOE-SR agree as follows:

A. Inthevent anemarg yisdeglaredatVEOP:

1. SNC wilk

a. notify th Savannah Rive Site Operations • rough the Fmrgency
Notification Network witin 15 minut of an anecy declaration-

b. tihli th Ememecy Notification form topv infomation once-i
the emrzwcy, incu meteorological and radioloical data and any
pro acon

c. provide periodic follow-up information to DOE-SR in accordance with the
VEGP mergency plan;

d. dispatch a technical liaison to the SRS Eegenc Opecmtions Center if
requested by SRS.



2. DOE-SR will

a. provide for the prompt notification of all persons on SRS within VEOP's
plume ocosure pathway E=me Planning Zone

b. a=s the radiological hazard on SRS and decide upon and implemc any
protective actions necessary to protect the health and safety of affected
persons on SRS, including access coatol;

c. pufm radiological monitoring on SRS as zuuested by SNC or the Sta•e
of South Carolina and provide mnitoring rsults to SNC and to the States
of South Carolina and Georgia;

d. provide resources and support as identified in to Federal Radiological
Emergency Response Plan (FRERP) to address ingeston pathway concerno;

e. provide meteorological data to SNC, as requened; and

f. advise SNC and tie States of South Carolina and Geara of public
inforantion activities concerning to SRS to the ma n w possible,
and provide a spokespersm to the VEOP Emergeny News Ca n when
significant mediWapublic interst in SRS activities is anticipated

S. as the Regional Coordinating Office for DOE P.gom 3, respond to requests
for radilogica assistance from SNC , the Nuclear Regulatory Commisio
(NRC), or'ed Staes ofSouth Carolina o coqe ainh e event of an
inciderm involving the actual or potentia release of radiological materials.
Tis ass, will be provided under e Radiological Assistance Progrm
(RAP) and will be limited to teclnical advice and resoces for mnitoring
and assncsm actions essential for the control of the immedifam hazards to
heth and safty. DOE radiological assistance will be teu-,nated when it is
no longer needed or the necessary assistance is available from State, local,
or comnmeria services.

h. as the Regional Coordiating Office for DOE Region 3, advise SNC. the
NRC, or the States of South Carolina or Georgia of additional DOE
Emce cy Response a available to assist in the respons.

B. Inrheevwtai emagacyisdeclaredatSRS:

1. DOE-SR wilt

a. notify, VEOP personnel thruv4 the Emergenc Notification Network within
15 minutes of an emergency declaration;

b. utilize the Emergency Notification form to provide information concerning
the emergency, including meteorological and radological data and any
protective action1F ,ra n nain;
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c. dispatch a technical liaison to the VEGP Emergency Operations Facility, as
requestedby SNC;.

d. provide periodic oow-up infrmation to SNC in accordance with the SRS
emergency plan;

e. provide resources and support as kid d in the FRERP to addrs
-ree padmva concerns.

2. SNC wilk

a. provide for the prompt notification of all pens an the VEOP site within

the SRS pluzne ~cposu pathway Emergency Plannin Zone;

b. assess he radiokogcal haard on the VEOP site, and dc upon and
iplement any protective actons necessary to p, the health and safety
of affected peraons on the VEOP ite;

c, perfor radiological monitoring as requested by DOE-SR or the States of
Georgia and South CaroliU and provide results to DOE-SR and to the
States of Georsk and South Caromin and

d. provide meteorological data to DOE.SR, as requeted.

C. The parties wil also:

1. provide a twecty-four hour pozt of contact as VEOP and SRS for nobfication
purpcs;

2. maintain effective lines of =nuiamduring an eargenW,

3. participate in each other's emergency response czercises as requested and agreed
upon-

IV. TERM OF AGREEMENT

A. This MOA sh be-ome cffective upon the lat date of sgnature of the parties.

B. This MOAs a previous MOA dated January 3, 196, between the United
States D ,patmW of Eng Savannah Rivm Operations Offce and t Georgia
Power Company, as asnd.

C. This MOA may be amended by mutual consent of the parties concerned or
termated by either party upon gin at least thirty (30) days written o.ce to the
other party.
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Savmanna River Opertmons Office
United States Deparment: of Ener

Data

Southr NuclearOprtnCo ay
Visce President -Nuclear
Vogle, Project

-NothinzgF

- 12/L119

OUOW5
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Appendix B: Geographical Boundaries of
Evacuation Zones

Evacuation Geographical Boundaries
Zones

A Northeast-Savannah River

Southeast, South/Southwest and West Northwest-2-mile area

B-5 North-2-mile area

West-Ebenezer Church Road

Southwest-GA Highway 23

South-Chance Road

Southeast-Griffin's Landing Road

Northeast-Savannah River

B-10 Northwest-Griffin's Landing Road

West-Dixon Road and City of Girard eastern boundary

Southwest-Stony Bluff Road

Southeast-Royal Road and then 10-mile area

Northeast-Savannah River

C-5 Northwest-Jack Delaigle Road

Southwest-GA Highway 23

East-Ebenezer Church Road

C-10 North-Chance Road and GA Highway 23

West-Brier Creek Road, Buck Road, and GA Highway 23

South-Johnson Road, Ellison Bridge Road, Murray Hill Road, and the 10-
mile area

Southeast-Stony Bluff Road

East-City of Girard eastern boundary and Dixon Road

D-5 North-Hancock Landing Road

West-Hancock Landing Road and Thomas Road

Southwest-Hatchers Mill Road and Thompson Bridge Road

South-Gordon Road and Tom Bargeron Road

East-GA Highway 23, Brier Creek Road, and Buck Road

E-5 North-Ben Hatcher Road

East-River Road

South-Hancock Landing Road

West-Nathaniel Howard Road

IEM, Inc. 2006 Page B-1



Evacuation Time Estimates for the Vogtle Electric Generatig-Plant

Evacuation Geographical Boundaries - ---

Zones

E-10 Northeast-Nathaniel Howard Road

North-GA Highway 80, GA Highway 23, and Ben Hatcher Road

West-1 0-mile area and Bates Road

South-Thompson Bridge, Seven Oaks Road, and Botsford Church Road

East-Hancock Landing Road

F-5 North-Savannah River

East-Savannah River

West-5-mile radius and River Road

South-2-mile area

F-10 Northeast-Savannah River

West-10-mile radius and GA Highway 23

South-Ben Hatcher Road

East-River Road and the 5-mile area

G-1 0 North-Gray's Landing on the Savannah River to the CSX track and Cowden
Plantation Road

East-SRS boundary and the CSX line

South-Savanna River and the SRS boundary

West-Savannah River

Northeast-CSX track

H-10 North-the SRS boundary and S125 extending into Allendale County's
northern boundary

East-Creek Plantation Road

South-Savannah River

West-SRS boundary

Page B-2 IEM, Inc. 2006
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Appendix C: Evacuation Network Links (Detailed Information)

Road Name

Academy Ave/Brigham Landing Rd

Alledale-Fairfax Hwy

Number of Links

2

21

25Augusta Hwy

Baker St

Bates Rd

Ben Hatcher Rd

Bottsford Church Rd

Bottsford Church Rd/Hancock Landing Rd

Brigham Landing Rd

Brown Rd

Brown-Mobley Rd

Burke County High Sc

C C Rd

Cates-Mead Rd

Cates.Mead Rd/Cates Head Rd

Claxton Rd

Claxton-Lively Rd

Clayton Rd/Claxton Rd

Cox Place Rd

Creek Rd

4

3

9

8

2

8

5

5
1

1

11

Length (miles)

0.72

2.04

8.32

0.76

1.98

4.36

1.32

0.65

5.04

2.23

3.93

0.03

0.18

3.82

0.34

1.98

3.83

0.38

1.89

5.39

Number of Lanes Speed Limit

1 35

1 55

1 55

1 30

1 35

1 45

1 45

1 45

1 35

1 45

1 35

1 20

1 45

1 45

1 45

1 45

1 45

1 45

1 25

1 45

Type

Evacuation

Evacuation

Evacuation

Evacuation

Connector

Evacuation

Evacuation

Evacuation

Evacuation

Evacuation

Connector

Evacuation

Evacuation

Evacuation

Evacuation

Connector

Connector

Connector

Connector

Evacuation

1

6

13

IEM, Irlc. 2006 Page C-1



Evacqation Time Estimates for the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant

Road Name

Earl Dixon Rd

Ebenezer Church

Ellison Bridge Rd

GA Highway 23

GA Highway 24

GA Highway 56

GA Highway 80

Givens Church Rd

Glisson Rd

Godbee Rd

Gordon Rd

Green Pond Rd

Griffin Landing Rd

Griffin Rd

Hancock Landing

Hancock Rd

Hatcher Mill Rd

Hatchers Mill Rd

JCT SC 125/Atom

Jack Delaigle Rd

Jackson Rd

Jackson St

Number of Links

2

Rd 2

3

38

32

22

14

6

3

1

4

8

11

2

Rd 6

14

3

1

ic & Baker/McElMurray 1

6

5

4

Length (miles)

2.04

3.80

1.42

19.05

12.19

3.29

8.94

2.30

2.53

0.62

1.60

2.76

4.60

1.77

2.10

4.62

2.10

0.54

0.01

2.88

1.02

0.85

Number of Lanes Speed Limit

1 25

1 45

1 45

1 55

2 55

2 55

1 55

1 45

1 25

1 25

1 25

1 50

1 45

1 25

1 45

1 45

1 25

1 25

1 30

1 40

1 45

1 45

Type

Connector

Evacuation

Connector

Connector

Evacuation

ývii, nt

Evactiatibn

'donnector

Connector

Connecto"r
. " I I

ConnectorI

Evacuation

dConnectbr

Connector

Evacuation

Evacuation

Connector

Connector

Evacuation

Evacuation

Evacuation

Evacuation

i:
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Evacuation Time Estimates for the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant

Road Name

Johnson Rd

Judge Anderson Rd

Long Rd

Main St

Mcbean Club Rd

Mcelmurray Farm Rd

Milhouse Rd

Millhaven Rd

Murray Hill Rd

Nathaniel Howard Rd

Number of Links

4

1

5

18
1

7

1

9

2

3

1

9

7

36

2

No Name (connected to Thompson Bridge)*

Perimeter Rd

Pine Log Rd

River Rd

Riverside Dr

Royal Rd

S Aiken Blvd

SC Highway 125

SC Highway 302

Sam Mead Rd

Length (miles)

1.71

1.67

0.96

2.69

0.58

2.90

0.33

4.27

1.60

2.70

1.21

2.38

0.66

23.11

0.52

5.46

0.13

11.52

7.11

1.31

Number of Lanes Speed Limit

1 45

1 35

1 45

1 55

1 35

1 45

1 45

1 45

1 45

1 25

1 25

2 55

2 35

1 55

1 25

1 25

1 20

1 55

1 55

1 35

Type

Connector

Connector

Connector

Evacuation

Connector

Evacuation

Evacuation

Connector

Connector

Connector

Connector

Evacuation

Evacuation

Connector

Connector

Connector

Evacuation

Evacuation

Evacuation

Connector

4

1

16

28

3

"This particular road has no name, and is located in zone D-I0.
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Evacyation Time Estimates for the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant

Road Name Number of Links Length (miles) Number of Lanes Speed Limit Type

Sc-S-6-493 2 2.43 1 40 Evacuation

Seven Oaks Rd 1 0.24 1 45 Connector

Seven Oaks-Shell Bluff Rd 13 3.11 1 45 Connector

Shell Bluff Landing Rd 5 2.21 1 45 Evacuation

Shell Bluff Spur Rd 3 0.84 1 45 Evacuation

Silver Bluff Rd Sw 16 1.33 1 35 Evacuation

Silver Bluff Rd Sw/Pine Log Rd 4 0.50 1 35 Evacuation

Son Delaigle Rd 1 2.01 1 25 Connector

Stoney Bluff Rd 10 3.64 1 45 Evacuation

Sweet Water Rd 1 0.58 1 45 Connector

Thankful Church Rd 4 1.82 1 25 Connector

Thomas Rd 2 1.45 1 25 Evacuation

Thompson Bridge Rd 12 10.16 1 45 Evacuation

Tom Bargeron Rd 10 3.61 1 45 Connector

Vine Rd 1 1.23 1 25 Connector

Vogtle Main Plant Access Rd 3 1.30 3 35 Connector

Vogtle Plant Rd 4 0.97 1 45 Evacuation

Vogtle Visitor Center Access Rd 1 0.83 2 35 Connector

Williston Rd 1 0.28 1 55 Evacuation
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Appendix D: PTV Vision Quality Assurance
and Industry Acceptance Information
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March 28, 2006 <1 K/

traffic mobility logistics.

PTV America, Inc.

Akhil Chauhan 1300 N Market Street, Suite 603

Transportation Analyst/Modeler Wilmington, DE 19801-1809

IEM, Inc.
8555 United Plaza Blvd. Phone: 302-654-4384

Baton Rouge, LA 70809 Fax: 302-691-4740
www.ptvamerica.com

RE: PTV Vision® Quality Assurance and Industry Acceptance

Dear Mr. Chauhan:

Per your request, I am providing the following information concerning
quality assurance and industry acceptance of the PTV Vision traffic
simulation and transportation planning software.

PTV AG has performed extensive research and development of the PTV
Vision software since 1992. The basis of the VISSIM simulation model is
the car-following and lane-changing models developed at the University
of Karlsruhe, Germany since 1974. The first commercial release of
VISSIM was in 1993. The VISSIM simulation model components have
been validated by PTV for accuracy and performance based on field data
in Germany and the United States.

A comprehensive quality assurance procedure is conducted before each
service pack and major software release by PTV, ensuring consistency of
the results within acceptable stochastic variation. A summary of
changes/improvements/fixes for each service pack are provided in the
releasenotes_..._e.txt file included with any service pack.

There are over 430 users of the VISSIM simulation software in North
America and over 800 users worldwide. There are over 200 users of the
VISUM planning software in North America and over 600 user worldwide.
In total, there are over 850 VISSIM licenses and over 350 VISUM
licenses within North America. PTV Vision is accepted and used by over
90 academic agencies in the United States and Canada, 18 State
Department of Transportation agencies in United States, 3 Provincial
Transport Ministries in Canada, and the Federal Highway Administration.



The following public agencies are currently using VISSIM:

" Arkansas State Highway Dept,
" CALTRANS,
* Colorado DOT,
* Florida DOT,
• Idaho DOT,
• Kansas DOT,
* Louisiana DOT,
* Michigan DOT,
* Missouri DOT,
* Nevada DOT,
* New Mexico DOT,
* NYSDOT.
* Ohio DOT,
* Oregon DOT,
* South Carolina DOT,
* UDOT,
" Washington DOT

traffic mobility logistics.

PTV America, Inc.
1300 N Market Street, Suite 603
Wilmington, DE 19801-1809

Phone: 302-654-4384
Fax: 302-691-4740
www.ptvamerica.com

The following public agencies are currently using VISUM:

* AGFTC, Fort Edward NY
* BMPO, Bend OR
* BMTS, Binghamton NY
* CAMPO, Corvallis OR
* CDTC, Albany NY
* El Paso MPO, El Paso TX
* Farmington MPO, Farmington NM
* KMPO, Coeur D'Alene ID
* Las Cruces MPO, Las Cruces NM
" LCOG, Eugene OR
" METRO, Portland OR
* MWVCOG, Salem OR
* NOCTC, Goshen NY
* PPACG, Colorado Springs CO
* RATS, Rockford IL
* Santa Fe MPO, Santa Fe NM
* Skagit COG, Mount Vernon WA
* Southwest WA RTC, Vancouver WA
* SRTC, Spokane WA
* WVTC, Wenatchee, WA
* YVCOG, Yakima WA



If you have any questions about the PTV Vision software, feel free to
contact me at 302-654-4384.

Sincerely yours,

Kiel Ova, P.E., PTOE
Project Manager

traffic mobility logistics.

PTV America, Inc.
1300 N Market Street, Suite 603
Wilmington. DE 19801-1809

Phone: 302-654-4384
Fax: 302-691-4740

www.ptvamerica.com
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Southern Nuclear -Operating Company

AR-06-1721

Enclosure 11

Vogtle Electric Generating Plant Emergency Plan

Letters Of Agreement With Local Agencies



Emergency Management Agency
277 Highway 24 South

Waynesboro, Georgia 30830
TEL: (706) 554-6651
FAX: (706) 554-4660

E-Mail: burkee a2@burke.ne

Dedicated To The Protection Of Life And Property
Rusty Sanders - Chief

April 2,2004

Mr. W. F. (Skip) Kitchens
General Manager
Vogtle Electric Generating Plant
7821 River Road
Waynesboro, Georgia 30830

Dear Mr. Kitchens:

This letter serves to confirm that Burke County Emergency Management Agency, the
undersigned, confirms their responsibility to respond to all calls involving fire, rescue,
sickness or injury, including casualties arising from radiation accident at the Vogtle
Electric Generating Plant (VEGP).

As part of this agreement, we understand that Southern Company is financially
responsible for any modification of the present ambulance service equipment that may be
required of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission or other expenses required for the
treatment of patients exposed to radioactive material. This is to include special training
of ambulance service personnel and for special equipment that may be required.

Written procedures prepared by Radiation Management Consultants (RMC) (or by some
other consultant) detailing actions to be taken for the care of these patients have been
implemented. It is understood our personnel will receive personal instruction regarding
this plan of action and will participate in periodic drills with respect to this plan of
action.

Burke County Emergency Management accepts the responsibility to receive, monitor and
decontaminate VEGP personnel, once dismissed from the site. The Burke County
emergency plan and procedures have established reception centers to receive members of
the general public as well as personnel dismissed from VEGP. Burke County has
sufficiently trained personnel to staff the reception centers and operate the portal
monitors which are designed for persons and vehicles. Burke County EMA also agrees
that the monitoring equipment will be made available as needed to support drills,
exercises, and/or actual events not only for Vogtle Electric Generating Plant but for any
of the plants operated by Southern Nuclear.



rD * C-V:YU Ountit-_ -

f@m -... Emergency Managemetnt Agetwy
277 Highway 24 South

Waynesboro, Georgia 30830
TEL: (706) 554-6651
FAX: (706) 554-4660

E-Mail: burkecma2@burke.net

Dedicated To The Protection Of Life And Property
Rusty Sanders - Chief

EMS

Burke County Emergency Management personnel will also participate in on-site training
offered by Plant Vogtle/Southern Company and in periodic fire and rescue drills and
exercise when needed.

This letter supercedes any letters written before the above date concerning these matters.

Please be assured of our cooperation.

Jesse E.County) Sanders
Burke County EMA Director
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News
Channel
coverage you can count on

February 15, 2005

Mr. Lawrence Mayo
Emergency Preparedness Coordinator
Vogtle Electric Generating Plant
P.O. Box 1600
Waynesboro, Georgia 30830

Dear Mr. Mayo,

WJBF-TV stands ready to alert viewers about any emergency that could threaten
life and property. Should an incident occur at Plant Vogtle prompting notice to plant
workcrs or the public-at-large, please immediately relay that information to us so that we
may disseriiinate it In-fii beUst interest of the public. As you coordinate with other
emergency responders and authorities, please atk that they do the same. WJBF-TV is a
member of the Emergency Alert System and would broadcast any BAS messages related
to such an noident.

The station can respond quickly and be on the air in short order after you notify a
key contact person. Please find attached a list of contact information for station personnel
charged with initiating emergency coverage. The list is organized in order of importance.
Please start at the top and work your way down until you get an affirmed response. Could
you please send a like list of your contact personnel so that we can have it in case of
emergency.

Please be assured of our earnest intent to work with you to get the word out as
quickly as possible should the need arise.

Sincerely

Gene Kirkconnell
Vice President/General Manager

Cc: WJBF-TV Department Heads

WJBFCTV
1001 Reynolds Street a P.O. Box 1404 • Augusta, GA 30901J30903 - .Phone: 706-722-6664 - Fax: 706.722-0022

A MEDIA GENERAL STATION



November 3, 2005

Mr. Lawrence Mayo
Emergency Preparedness Coordinator
Vogtle Electric Generating Plant
Post Office Box 1600
Waynesboro, GA 30803

Dear Mr. Mayo:

In the event of a serious emergency at Plant Vogtle, WRDW-TV is willing to broadcast
emergency information and instructions provided by authorities of local or state
emergency management or other civilian authorities. WRDW-TV is a member of the
Emergency Broadcasting System and would broadcast any EBS message related to any
such emergency.

WRDW-TV is on the air 24 hours a day. However, should we be off air for some reason
when such an emergency occurs, it is estimated we can be ready to broadcast within
about 30 minutes after one of the key persons is notified. These key persons may be
reached through the following phone numbers:

John Ray, President/General Manager
706/650-1335

Edward Elser, Chief Engineer
706/399-0247

Estelle Parsley, News Director
706/651-0115

Please be assured of the cooperation of this station.

Sinc• /<

~1nRa
J President/General Manager

JLR'jmt

PO. Box 1212 Augusta, GA 30903-1212 1301 Georgia Avenue North Augusta, SC 29841
(803) 278-1212 N Fax (803) 279-8316
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February 13, 2004

Mr. Lawrence E. Mayo
Emergency Preparedness Coordinator
Vogtle Electric Generating Plant
P.O. Box 1600
Wavnesboro, GA 30830

Dear Mr. Mayo:

In the event of a serious emergency at Plant Vogtle, WAGT Television, Inc., is wiullng to
broadcast emergency information and instructions provided by authorities of local or
State Emergency Management or other civilian authorities. WAGT is a member of the
Emergency Broadcasting System and would broadcast any EBS message related to any
such emergency.

TUs station is willing and able to go on the air on short notice should such an emergency
occur when we are off the air. It is estimated that this situation can be ready to broadcast
within 30-45 minutes after one of the key persons is notified.

For your files, the direct telephone number to the newsroom is (706) 926-0001. You can
reach the newsroom via e-mail at nesgw-a•,com or Greg Schieferstein, News Director
at gMg•jwa, m.

Please be assured on the cooperation of this station.

Mann.
President/General Manager

cc: Greg Schieferstein, News Director
Don Mathews, Operations Manager

90S Ruflan ST. a iir-stacTr. vanan &f~l Dt Doh.v m..g~,fAPtn

TOTAL P.02



__RMC

Radiation Management Consultants

February 15, 2005

Lawrence E. Mayo
Emergency Preparedness Coordinator
Southern Nuclear Operating Company SENT VIA FAX: 706-724-0654
Vogtle Electric Generating Plant
P. O. Box 1600
Waynesboro, GA 30830

RE: Emergency Medical Assistance Program for 2005

Dear Mr. Mayo:

This confirms an agreement between Radiation Management Consultants (RMC) and
Southern Nuclear Operating Company wherein RMC agrees to furnish certain services to Vogtle
Electric Generating Plant. These services comprise a program that is identified by RMC as an
Emergency Medical Assistance Program (EMAP). This agreement remains in effect from
January 1, 2005 through December 31, 2005. The EMAP program contains the following
provisions:

1. Twenty-four hour per day availability of expert medical consultation
on the evaluation of radiation injuries.

2. Twenty-four hour per day availability of RMC's Radiation Emergency
Medical Team (REM-Team) comprised of physicians, Certified Health
Physicists and a technician with portable instrumentation to travel to your
location and assist hospital personnel, attending physicians and/or plant
personnel in the initial evaluation of radiation injuries.

3. Availablity of and assistance with transfer of patients to Definitive Care
Centers established and maintained at Loyola University Medical Center,
Chicago, IL (or any other qualified medical center, at the client's
discretion) for the treatment of radiation injuries.

4. Twenty-four hour per day availability of RMC's dose assessment capabilities
including:

A. Access to a bioassay laboratory for urine, fecal,
sputum and tissue analysis.

B. Mobile Whole Body Counting facilities
C. Experienced Certified Health Physicists and

Physician Team for evaluation of radiation exposures.

3019 Darnell Road, Philadelphia, PA 19154-3201 * Tel: (215) 824-1300 * Fax: (215) 824-1371



February 15; 2005
Southern Nuclear Operating Company
Vogtle Electric Generating Plant
Page #2

5. Annual training for the plant personnel in the handling and treatment of
injured/contaminated patient(s).

6. Annual training for EMS personnel in the rescue and transport of
injured/contaminated patient(s).

7. Annual training for hospital personnel in the handling, treatment and
evaluation of injured/contaminated patient(s).

8. Annual radiation emergency medical drill to include preparation of accident
scenarios. A drill observer will be provided, who will furnish drill evaluation
reports related to observations made at the plant, ambulance and hospital.

9. Annual inventories of support hospital radiation emergency medical supplies
and equipment.

10. Performance of an annual telephone number verification as well as a review of
the hospital procedural manual; revise and distribute changes to the manual
under controlled document distribution system.

11. Accident Response: Consultation and laboratory services under RMC's
employment and control are at no extra charge, except for travel, lodging
and meals.

12. Preparation of incident/accident reports for NRC and other regulatory bodies
at no additional charge.

S13. Legal and medical appearances as required and requested by Southern
Nuclear Operating CompanyNogtle Plant personnel.

RADIATION MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS, INC.

Roger Ent mann, MD
President

RMC:jb
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SIhayneEy~e
October 21, 2005

Please review the attached letter of agreement. If the letter is correct, please sign and date in the
space provided below. If you feel the letter ne6ds updating please phone June McBride (706) 826-
3945 let us know that this is being done.

All correspondence and/or.questions should be directed to Lawrence Mayo, Emergency
Preparedness Coordinator, (70.6) 826-3356. Your continued support of our Emergency
Preparedness program Is greatly appreciated.

Jne .J. McBride
Administration Assistant for Emergency Preparedness Coordinator

JJMC/jjmc

The attached current letter of agreement with the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant Is correct and
-needs no. updating.

Sign ed ,rIV r Title D kte

FaxTo: June J. McBride
Administration Assistant for
Emergency Preparedness Coordinator
Vogtle Electric Generating Plant
706-724-0654- -F
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36S1 Wheeler Road
Augtosa. Georgla 30909

* (706) 851-=22

www.doctara-ho•elak at •

December 30, 2003

Mr. Lawrence E. Mayo
Emergency Preparedness Coordinator
Vogtle Electric Generating Plant
P. O. Box 1600
Waynesboro, GA 30830

Dear Mr. Mayo:

The purpose of this letter is to reconfirm that Doctors Hospital would accept the radiologically
contaminated injured patients arising from incidents or emergencies at Plant Vogtle. We realize
that Georgia Power Company or Southern Nuclear Operating Company would be financially
responsible for any modifications to our facility that may be required by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, or others, for the treatment of patients exposed to'radioactive materials. This may
also include special training of hospital personnel, as may be required, and also the cost of any
special equipient, as may be required.

It is my' understanding that 3,our organization* has .shared with our staff written procedures
prepared by Radiation Management Corporation, which would detail the actions that would be
necessary to take care of these patients. Our personnel are available to receive instructions from
Radiation Management Corporation regarding your proposed plan of action. We would also be
willing to participate in periodic drills with respect to your plan of action.

Please feel free to contact me at 706-651-2451 concerning any questions that you may have.-

Sincerely,

Presiden EC

Copy: J. B. Beasley, Jr., General Manager
Martha Garner, R.N., Director of EmergencyDepartment
Dell Oliver, Chief Nursing Officer
Mark Newton, M.D., Medical Director of Emergency Department
Ted Newton, R.N., Hospital Safety Officer

Enclosure

TJF/ds
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Pebrui 22, 2005

Mr. 1rvwce. Mayo
Emergency Preparedness Coordinator
Southern Nuclear Operafmg Comipanry, I=.
Vogtl Electric Geerating Plant
P. O. Box 1600
Wayynaboro. GA 30830

D r Mr. Mayo:

This Jetter sezvea to confirm that 1, the undeaigad, agree to treat
and assume 'reponsibility for the medical suparvion of
radioactive contamnted patients from the Vogtle Electric
GOnometir Plant (VIGP) eithef on the Vogtlc ste or at Doctors
Hospital provided, in my judgement, no other urgein medical
duties preclude my availability.

As part. of this agreement, I nderstaud that Southcrn Nuclear
Operating Company, Inc.. will provide or pay faor the fclJowing:

1. Provide for facilities to treat emergency patientA throush a
separai asmernent with DoctorF HRoptal.

2. Provide special equipmcnt .required for detection and
control of rvloiactive contazaiatioi,

I3. Provide anual trining in the hoqpital of about two hourm
of duratimo, which will cover the basics of rmiioactive
6onta=ivation cc.atrol and baski radiation protection. Th1
training jx p reently p efdbimed by It adiation Matagpment
eonsultanto (RMC) in accorda=e with a separate
agreement with Southern Nuclear Operating Comp any, Inc,

4. RMC wiU also be available to the undersigned for
cousulttui •a ad will .dispatch a R~adiaon Emargency
Medical Team to assist in the management of the patients
when requsted, tbrough Southern Nuclear Operatitig
Compiny. it.

P.O. Box 372S " Atiusta, Georgia 30914-3725
-Phone (706) 663-gS9S - FAX (706) 868-8375
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Mr. Lawrence Mayo
FebmrTy 14. 2001
Page Two

S. Pay fbr the physician's iime for participation in drills;.

6. Pay the tuition and travel costb br imiuly for one phy~cign trom 'osoph M. Still* urn
Cntmrs, Inc. to astend the annual trimiug xeminar sponsorcd by 1•aMC. Any other
pbysicion may attend at hA/he own expeus...

Sin~oe~ey,

Robert F. Muflins, M. D.

R-PMhnk



LETTER OF AGREEMENT
WITH

VOGTLE ELECTRIC GENERATING PLANT

BURKE MEDICAL CENTER confirms acceptance of casualties
arising from radiation accidents at Vogtle Electric Generating Plant.

Southern Nuclear Operating Company has provided space,
equipment and fixtures in the hospital required by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, or others, for the treatment of patients
exposed to radioactive materials. Hospital personnel have been
trained as required.

Written procedures, prepared by Radiation Management Corporation,
detailing actions to be taken for the care of these patients are in
place. Hospital personnel have received training* from RMC
regarding this plan of action and participates in- periodic drills with
respect to the plan of action.

Date
ýifr. Royal,

rnos ator

Burke Medical Center

Lawrence May6
Emergency Preparedness
Vogtle Electric Generating Plant



+ Medical
S pecialists, Inc.

A Rural Healthare Nebtwork

PEDIATRICS

SHm.LLY A. GRIFFIN, M.D., F.A.A.P.

FAMILY MEDICINE
Jo.sH L TACsIuo. M.D., F.A.A.EP.

JOSEPH L JAcxsoN, JR., M.D.

FAMILY MEDICINE I OBSTETRICS

FwAi L CARTER, JR., M.D.
JOHNNY E CmusuzAN, M.D.

INTERNAL MEDICINE
GASTROENTEROLOGY

HARVEY J. SANDERS, JL, M.D.

PHYSICIAN ASSISTANTS

ANDREA B. DOAx, PA-C
ROBIN SHELLIrO, PA-C

NURSE PRACTITIONERS

ANGzE Powsm, APRN, BC
SHELLEY MALLARD, APRN, BC

PRACTICE ADMINISTRATOR

JAMES B. TmtNER

February 16, 2005

Mr. Lawrence Mayo
Emergency Preparedness Coordinator
Southern Nuclear Operating Co., Inc.
Vogtle Electric Generating Plant
P. 0. Box 1600
Waynesboro, GA. 30830

Dear Mr. Mayo,

This letter serves to confirm that we, the undersigned, agree to treat and assume
responsibility for the medical supervision of radioactive contaminated patients from the
Vogtle Electric Generating Plant (VEGP) either on the Vogtle Site or at the Burke Medical
Center provided, in our judgment, no other urgent medical duties preclude our availability.

As part of this agreement, we understand that Georgia Power Company will provide or pay
for the following:

I) Provide for the facilities to treat emergency patients through a separate Agreement
with Burke Medical Center.

2) Provide special equipment required for detection and control of radioactive
contamination.

3) Provide annual training in the hospital of about two hours' duration, which will
cover the basics of radioactive contamination control and basic radiation
protection. This training is presently performed by Radiation Management
Consultants (RMC) in accordance with a separate agreement by Georgia Power
Company.

4) RMC will also be available to the undersigned for consultation and will dispatch a
Radiation Emergency Medical Team to assist in the management of the patients
when requested through Georgia Power Company.

5) Pay for the physician's time for participation in drills.
6) Pay for tuition and travel cost biannually for one physician from Medical

Specialist, Inc. to attend the annual training seminar sponsored by RMC. Any
other physician may attend at his own expense.

Sincerely,

J F P
:Jackson, Sr., M.D., F.A.A.F..JrM. leh L'.'Aackson', Jr., MD.

MEDICAL SPECIALISTS, INC.

305 JONES AVENUE
WAYNESBORO, GA 30830

(706) 554-5147 OR (706) 554-7226

OFFICE LOCATIONS

MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
81o CEMETERY ROAD

SARDIS, GA 30456
(478) 569-9600

NORTH JEFFERSON MEDICAL CENTER

406 EAST BROAD STREET

WRENS, GA 30833
(706) 547-7008



O Westinghouse Westinghouse Electric Company
Nuclea r.Services
P.O. Box 355

Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania 15230-0355
USA

GP-17860
December 13, 2005

Mr. D. E. Grissette
Vice President, Nuclear Vogtle Project
Southern Nuclear Operating Company, Inc.
P. O. Box 1295
Birmingham, Alabama 35201

SOUTHERN NUCLEAR OPERATING COMPANY
VOGTLE ELECTRIC GENERATING PLANT UNITS I AND 2

Revision to Westinghouse Emereency Response Plan

Dear Mr. Grissette:

Westinghouse is committed to Plant Vogtle to provide technical support services during a
nuclear plant emergency. The Westinghouse Emergency Response Plan exists primarily for
instances following an abnormal occurrence involving a nuclear plant that releases or hs the
potential of releasing above normal amounts of radioactivity.

Westinghouse emergency assistance is available on a 24 hour per day, seven day per week basis.
In the event of a request from Southern Nuclear / Plant Vogtle personnel, Westinghouse will
activate all appropriate features of our Emergency Response Plan to support your needs.

In the event of a site emergency, the following Westinghouse personnel may be contacted:

Primary Contact: Ron Cowman (706) 826-4176

13 Alternate: Ed Arnold (412) 374-3365

2 nd Alternate: Lee Stem (412) 374-6528

The most recent version of the Westinghouse Response Plan roster is attached for your
information. It contains after hours / alternate numbers for contacting the above three
individuals as well as additional key Westinghouse personnel. Entries marked with an asterisk
(*) indicate a change from the previous issue of the roster.

Original Electronically Approved in EDMS 2000



Mr. Grissette GP-1 7860
December 13, 2005

Should you have any questions or require additional information, please feel free to contact me
at (412) 374-3365.

Sincerely,

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC COMPANY

o C t.lZoý

E. C. Arnold, Manager
Southern Nuclear Projects

/jag



Mr. Grissette GP-17860
December 13, 2005

cc: R. H. Parker (SNC Document Mgmt.)*
J. G. Aufdenkampe*
R. S. Cowman*
T. E. Tynan*
N. J. Stringfellow*
S. C. Swanson*
P. D. Rushton*
J. J. McBride*
J. L. Tain*

* w/att.

Original Electronically Approved in EDMS 2000



Mr. Grissette GP-17860 .
December 13, 2005

bcc: E. C. Arnold
L. Stem
Vogtle Letter Files

East 5-6
East 5-6
East 5-6



SENT BY:BEcHT2EL POWER CORP. ; 2-10- 5 ; 15:52 BECtfF1 POR-I 1"7067240654;# 2/ 3

December 22, 2003

Mr- W. F. Kitchena
General Manager
Southern Nuclear Operating Company
Vogtle Electric Generating Plant
7821 River Road

P. 0. Box 1600
Waynesboro, GA 30830

Subject: VoStle Elcctric Generating Plant Units 1 & 2
Bechtel Job 23162
Emergency Preparednesa Prgra"n
*Bechtel File XYBD78-02-l
Letter No.: BV-GP-03-00007

Dear Mr. Kitchens:

This letter is intended to confirm our understanding as to the manner in which Bechtel is prepared to
support your Emergency Prepardnew Program at Vogdc Electric Generating PlanL

The current agreement that is in place and applicable for such support is:

Agreement for Engineering and Technical Service between Southern Nuclear Operating Company,
TIc. (SNC) and Bechtel Power Corlxpration, Contract C-90-000221, Amnendmnent 3, dated August
20,1996, SNC Blanket Purchase Order Number B9193-0000.

In event of any emergency ut the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant, any requested support involving
services to be performed by Bechtel would be furnished under the above referenced Agreement.

Should any questions arise, please contact me at (301) 228-6049.

Very truly yours.

NOPS Project Manager

BECWTEL POWER CORPORATION S W44.6-.OLn,-o, ( 1tpaI) 220-OM
Preduick, MD 21703-0)0o SIA



SENT BY:BECHTEL POWER CORP. 2-10- 5 ; 15:52.; BECHTEL POWER-, 17067240654;# 3/ 3
qUU.

Mr. J.. Aufdenkampe
BV-OP-03-00007
Pa• 2

D. IH Jones (copy of letter) (Birmingham)
1. B. Pappas (copy of letter) (Birmingham)
L. E. Mayo (copy nf letter) (Vogtic Site)
J. A. Gasser (copy of lertcr) (Birmingham)
J, E. Oarlington (copy of letter) (Birmingham)

Bechtel Power Corporatitn
1. E. Love (copy of letter)
L. L. Rowe (copy of letter)



McBride, June J.

From: Patrick, John (Augusta) [JohnmPatrick@clearchannel.com]
Sent: Friday, February 17, 2006 4:11 PM
To: McBride, June J.
Subject: FW: 2005 Letter of Agreement

Attachments: EAS Policies and Procedures for C C.doc

EAS Polides and
Procedures fo... June,

Please see the attached document. Especially Page 2.

That is what we commit to do .....

We're getting closer

John

John Patrick

Community Relations/NTR Manager
Clear Channel Radio/CSRA
2743 Perimeter Parkway

Building 100 Suite 300

Augusta, Ga 30909

-Original Message----
From: Welsh, Earl
Sent: Thursday, February 16, 2006 16:56
To: Patrick, John (Augusta)
Subject: RE: 2005 Letter of Agreement

John

See attached Doc

-- Original Message---
From: Patrick, John (Augusta)



Emergency Alert System Policies and Procedures for Clear Channel
Augusta Georgia

All Clear Channel operators are required to log all EAS activity and
verify normal operation of EAS equipment daily.

WBBQ FM and WIBL FM are the Local Primary 1 (LP I), and Local Primary 2 (LP2),
respectively for the Augusta, Georgia area. Listed below are the sources that WBBQ and
WIBL monitor for EAS activations, the counties covered, and the EAS event types that
are immediately relayed without operator intervention.

WBBQ / WIBL Monitor Sources:

I WQZY FM Georgia Main
2 EmNet Satellite Georgia Secondary
3 WCOS FM South Carolina Main
4 WLJK FM South Carolina Secondary
5 NOAA Wrens Ga. Georgia and South Carolina
6 Alternate Redundancy WBBQ and WIBL monitor each other
7 Dial In Phone This input is switched automatically.

Counties Covered in Georgia:

Burke, Columbia, Glascock, Jefferson, Jenkins, Lincoln, McDuffie, Richmond, Warren.

Counties Covered in South Carolina:

Aiken, Allendale, Barnwell, Edgefield, McCormick.

Event Types Relayed immediately without operator intervention:

Administrative Message, High Wind Warning, Severe Thunderstorm Warning, Blizzard
Warning, Civil Emergency Message, Emergency Action Notification, Hurricane
Warning, Emergency Action Termination, Tornado Warning, Immediate Evacuation,
Flash Flood Warning, National Periodic Test, Winter Storm Warning, Flood Warning,
Required Monthly Test, Required Weekly Test, Child Abduction Emergency, Civil
Danger Warning, Earthquake Warning, Fire Warning, Hazardous Materials Warning,
Law Enforcement Warning, Local Area Emergency, National Information Center,
Nuclear Power Plant Warning, Radiological Hazard Warning, Shelter in Place Warning,
Tropical Storm Warning.

Page 1 of 2



Local Activation:

Local activations by officials are accomplished through EAS equipment connected
through phone lines. This type of activation is immediately relayed without operator
intervention.

WBBQ FM and WIBL FM employees do not, under any circumstances, manually
activate EAS from our studios, even if supported by e-mails, vocal request, or faxes.

Manual studio activation of the EAS can only be achieved by a request from officials
who are present at our studio site with proper photo identifications. The official must be
at the studios at the time of the request. The official will be asked to fill out a request
form and will be expected to voice the audio portion of the activation. Activation will
take place only after approval by the Clear Channel General Manager, Director of
Operation, or Director of Engineering.

WEKL, WKSP, WPCH, WPRW, and WSGF immediately relay without operator
intervention any activation from WBBQ or WIBL.

Page 2 of 2
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AGRReMeNr FPO *THE OPERATZON oF X
NOAA WEAM1R RADIO TANSMITTER BY A COOPERATOR

This agreement is entered into between the United States of
AmJerica, Department of Comnerce, National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration. National Weather Service, hereinafter referred
to at INWS", and Georgia Power Company, hereinafter referred to
as the *Cooperator'.

WHIEEAS, Cooperator operates a nuclear power plant, known as the
Vo~tle Electric Gener&t.ing Plant, hereinafter referred to as
VE02, and is required by law to fulfill" he requiremants in Title
10 of .the Cbde of Federal Regulation0, Section S0.47(b) (5) and
Appendix B, Section IV D.2 to Part SO, to provide a system for
prompt notification to the public; and

WSEREAS, NWS operaces a ýontinuoux meteorological and
hydrological information and warning radio system, known as NOAA
Weather Ra•dio (NWR) , which can provide a means for Cooperator to
satisfy maid emergency notification requirements; and

WEREAS, Cooperator and NWS -ds ire to provide for the
installatlon and operation of a NWR transmitter in thq VZGP area
and to prcvide for said emergency notification means.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the benregits of this
agreement to each party, the parties agree as follows:

1. Cooperator aha1l provide all inforrmation required for the
radio frequency lictnse app)ication an operate the
transmitter strictly In accordance with the licenoe.

2. AIl coste "associated with the VEGP NWR traninLtter, with the
exception of cost for energy provided by NWs under Section
13. below, will )e Dorine by Cooperator.. This includes, but
is not limited to, costs for:

a) purchase of equipment

b) installation

c) operation, including power

d) .maintenance

e) "communications linke from the NWS to the transmitter, and

f) "removal or replAcement of equipment.

*Page I of 4
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3'. Cooperator will provide dual tranomitting equipment as
specified by NWS. Cooperator is solely responsible *'or all
aspects of equipment irnstallation, .including any necessary
permits. However, connection to the NWR control console
shall be under the direction of a 19WS electronic technician
and in accordance with the best modern practice. The design
of aýny device umad by Cooperator or h}is agent to connect to
the XWS control console, as Well as its final construction,
must be inrpected and approved by 14WS.before the connection
is wade. The cooperator' a equipment will be designed such
that it will be matched, balanced and isolated from NWS's
control concole-to-tzransmitter commtunications link.

4. Cooperator will use qualified..ancl licenaed radio technicians
for all transmitter mainitenance. Cooperator Will use its
best efforts in. maintaining the transmitter to ensure that
outages are kept to a mini=m, that breakdownp and
malfunctions are quiekly acted upon, and that equipment
performs rout.rnely within. the technical specifications of
said equipment and terms of the'llcenge.

5. 'Cooperator will monitor the broadcast and will notify the
Columbia, South Carolina NWS office whenever the transmitter
9oes off the air and also .h.n it again becomes operational.

6, Cooperabor will perform an Imrediate technical check-out of
the transmitter when such check out is requested by NWS as a
result of any Radio Frequency Interference problem.

7. "XWS will be allowed to check periodically the effect of
Cooperator equipment on NWS eqUipment.

a. NWS'will maintain control over all broadcast content with
the exception of messages issued in connection witki an..
emergency at the VBGP facility..

9. All messages broadcast in connection with a VEOP emergency
will be received through the Georgia Eme.rgency Management
Agency (GEMA) or through the South Carolina Emergency
Management Division (SCEMV) as described in Appendix A to
this Agreement.

10. Cooperator will hold and save the United States Government,
its "officers, agents, .and employees harmless from liabillty
of any nature of any kind, 'including costs and expenses for
or on account of any or all auits or damages of any chaxter
whatsoever resulting from injuries or damages sustaihed by
any person or persons or property by virtue of performance
of this .Agreetnent.

Page 2 of 4
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.1. "Cooperator will hold NW8 free Of any 1liability for loss or
damage to Cooperator property installed to carry out this

12. NWS w•ill obtain the radio frequency liceine for the
transmitter. The license will remain the property. of NWS.

13. " WS will, if necessary, furnith electrical energy required
for the equippment at the console.site, if this can be done
easily within e"isti'g electrical service.

14. KWS will, i-f necessary, allow Cooperator to install, at
Cooperator's expense, special eleotrical circuits fok its
equipment. at the console site prpvided the circuit aesign
and related installation are'first approved by NWS in
writing.

15. MWS personnel will exercise reasonable care to protect

property of Cooperator.

IG. NWS will activate the notification system with the alert
signal and broadcast messages relating'-to a VEGP emergency
when requested by authorized officials in accordance withAppendix A-

17. NWS will provide s.inadard NWS programming over the.
transmitters (including the' use of rhe Warning alarm) as
required by NWS directives.

Ia. NWS will maintain the recorder console in. compliance with
NWS directives *o.as to minnd'ze downtime.:

19. .JWS will participate in a yearly drIll to 't.es' the ute of
the NWS equipment as a public notification system.

20. NWS and Cooperator will coordinate amd jointly issue a
public "announcement describing the service to be provided as
a result of this Aýreemenc. If the Service in terminated
for any reason, the parties Will also coordinate a public
statement explaining the reason(s) for ter.mination.

21. The provisions of the h9greement shall be carried out by the
-parties with no covupenshtion due either party.

22. This agreement may be amended. modif e'd, or terminated at
any time by mutual consent of the parties hereto. It may be
terminated -by either party 4pon giving at least 60 days •
prior written notice, although to the extent possible,
recognizing the importance of this project, the parties
hereto will strive to give one year's .notice of intention to
te•rminate. - ..... . ..

Page 3 of 4
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IN WITNESS WHERETO, the -parties hereto have executed this
Agreement effective as. of the latest'date written below.:

P. 6
W og;

P.5

Dean P. Guldziah
Di~iector
NWS Eastern Region

I

11-3

Vice Pree~ident
Project Vostle
Southern Nuclear operatingi

Page 4 of 4
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APPNDIX A

STATE OF G.EORGI?/STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA

AGREEMENT FOl ACTIVATION AND USE OF NOA WEATHER RADEo lN
RESPONSE TO AN EMIEGENCY AT G=ORIA POWER S

ALVIN W. VOGTLE ELECTRIC GENERATING PLANT

THIS AGREEMPHNT is enbered into among 'the Georgia 1rmergency
Management Agency, hereinafter referred to as GEMA, the South
Carolina Emergency Management Division, hereinafter referred to
%a SCEMD, and the United States Department of Commerce, National
Oceanic and Atmospherlc Adminiistration, National Weather Service,
hereinaf'er referred to as the NWS.

THIS AGREBMENT is fully part .of the "Agreement for the Operation
of a NOAA Weather Radio Transmitter by a Cooperator". hereafter
referred to as the Basic Agreement, and ia referencad in the
Basic Agreement as Appendix A.

THIS AGREE•NT covers the respon•ibl2ities and operational
considerations among ELMA, SCEM and the NWS relative to the use
of the.NOAA Weather Radio (NWR) 'to alert persons living in the
ptoximity of the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant, hereinafter
refeirred to as. VEGP., in the event of an emergency conditlon at
the plant. This Agreefhent fulfills, in part, the requirements
get forth by NUREG-06S4/FEMA-REP-1, Revision 1, riteria for
Preparation anI E altioion of 1diolo2§eal Emergencv _•Monoe
Plans and Prepareness in Suleort of Nuceo.l Power Plants. and
Appendix 3 thereto.
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A. THE .WK AG:REES

I. To proMptly activate the IWR and broaacast nessages t
relating to t1he VNGP emergency when requested by GmMA; the
ineovageo which may be broadcast 'unclude but are not limited
to prescripted emergency messages.

.2. That all prescripted eMergency tnecuages hold in the
possession of NWS be given reasonable protection from misuse
or accidental broadcant.

1. GEMA AGREES

1. To provIde joiitly with the South Carolina Smargency
Management Division (SCEMD), a "Standing Operating
Procedureo defining proceaures for the activation of the

NWR, verification of authenticity and the emergency messages
for broadcast over 'R.

2. To make requests over XAVAS or, "a• beckup, commercial
telephone for activation of the NWR.

3. To coordinate impending activation of the XWR with SCEMD
anr, if requested, w.ill include protective actions
instructions for .South Carolina residents potentially
affected.

C. SCEMD ACREES

1. To defer to GEMA for activation of MO.

2. To coordinate with GEMA impending activation of the MWR,
and if appropriate, includs protective action instructions
for South Carolina residents potentially affected.

3. To provide jointly with GEMA an SQP defining procedures
for activation oE the NWR, and if appropriate, provide
Information needed to complete the wording of acripts as
they pertain to South Carolina.

MLZ•IX - The mutual role of GEMA,. SCEMD and the NWS will be
recognized in all press releases, public presentation or other
public information/education activities carried out in regard to
promoting the service•. provided for in the Basic Agreement.

o.~
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This Agreement may be amended at any time by mutual consent of
0EMh,. SCEkD and the NWS. This Agreetent may be terminated in
accordance with the prQvisions of t:he Basic Agreement.

11T WITNESS WHEREOF GRMA, SCEMD and the NWS have executed this

Agreeitent effective ae oa the 1ltest date written below.

T'or the Georgia Smere.ency Management Agency

21;-A ct_ý --
Mike G. -Sherberger
Director

Date .

'I

'1

For the South Carolina Bmergency Manaeiement Division

ron Osborne
Director

Datd

F'or the United Statew of America
Department of -Coe~rce
National oceanic anid Atmnospheric 4idjninietratior%
National. Weath~er Soxvice.

Dean P. Oulezian'
Director, NWS Eastern Region

.i 103
Date
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GO..O - RADIO BIROADCASTING ift.

NCO X.A' WHYuISmW

Is tie seiast of a masrils mrac tPatT~l MAM9YXw
vill~m* to broadcast tM7 omta.adMsrtlspovadb
&Xtbargigis af local or xtatt euergeacy amasmagut or' other civTlsan
autbhrL~s. I3OM 1s m 10mber Of teXZN73oCsfSB~"m
weuld btoascast any 033 message rlttt 2 mhOCMy

1 2irs tation Is. ,i22tag and able to go an the *It o c hoe xmiso nbmudd
such "u ammlDcy occu wbea we areofthsi.II atmetaths
sstanu Can be r@edy to broadcaSt WitW~ LMMNMSa~Q 80O bkey persoamm.isted below) to sastifed.

1. Carl CoodSAS ... Gu..Mg. and Chieaf Zug* (803) AIE

pleftan be asmeaed offthe Cooewiiou at thies tatious

11.Curl Go

From. sid rpm

16 ,



12/13/2005 16:10 FAX 7063967100

12/13/2005 TUE 15:05 FAX 17067240854
FED-IS-2005 15:49
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BeasleyBroadcasting Z002/002
VEGP EP Office 1002

Dazbw 11. 2002

LawTEIce E. Maya
Enuswgmoy Pnupwxdnm Coordinsio
VogIJC M1CCIri Geiierui PlNAf
P.O. FICK 1600
W~yuesboci GA 30830

R~e: Emergency Prepundneu Latter al'Agrmneng

? 7ob-cc o
F 7 OLv- 00cs

Dewr Mr. Maya:

Ift rUPOise 10 Your f9cgucs [at an Updated "Vwlfcatnioleltier oftAresum ffg plami accept Ih
Iithcr "as ofiireaul zwoicadon LabL In 04 ub orei Sadw arauawjMY at Moem Vogda. W)Cxc-
1N~iIC1CKS 99 WWl bromdmzt maBy MSUCOpaCY inibiunif o mad bVUU~So

All infarnia11n and/or hinmutnawUans m he purv~dad to WICxc by offwWu a~uthmigis or
JoCW511a10 Erwg~acy warfteffii or oahw afWMI dCivai alftaide.

wK~c ix a namnba orthc Ea~.rguny Alen Syrtwn WW will brad~am any EAS Inumuge Mated
.4o Any Ambc am~neray.

We amn A pBIoua to so an th ak hlinedLazely hajjd Suchan eiiergeaq oy c, 24 houn 0
day, wvw" days a week,

Ifyou have an~y fUntsar quatlons or commentzs plum czAl =a &1 (903) 27SI-2 099.

S
T. Gentry
PuMvM vi or, Ci2MCKS 9

=W or =17

TOTAL P.03



October 21, 2005

e~ .4

Please review the attached letter of agreement. If the letter is correct, please sign and date in the
space provided below. If you feel the letter needs updating please phone June McBride (706) 826-
3945 let us know that this is being done.

All correspondence and/or questions should be directed to Lawrence Mayo, Emergency
Preparedness Coordinator, (706) 826-3356. Your continued support of our Emergency
Preparedness program is greatly appreciated.

O-ne J. McBride
Administration Assistant for Emergency Preparedness Coordinator

JJMC/jBmc

The attached current letter of agr ement with the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant is correct and
needs no Vdating.

Title Date

Fax To: Junr J. McBdri/
Administration Assistant for
Emergency Preparedness Coordinator
Vogtle Electric Generating Plant
706-724-0654

C,
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Burke County Sheriff's Office Raw
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JUNE 24, 3994

MR. ,. B. BEASLEY, JR.
GENERAL MNAGER
VOGTL2 ELECTRIC GENERATING PLANT

P.O. BOX 1600
WAYNESBORO, GBORGIA 30830

DrAN HR. BXASLEY:

I HAVE BEEN FULLY BRIEFED CONCERNING TUE SUPPORT DESIRED ROM

MY AGENCY ZR THE ZEVET OF A SECURITY 0? RADIOLOGICAL MERGINCY
CONDITION AT PLANT VOGT M

IT IS AGREED TEAT IN THE EVlNT 01 A SECURITY OKRGOIRCr, TIM

BURKS COUNTY ISERIFY'S OFPICE WILL PROVIDE ASSIITANCE TO YOU IN
FIVE (5) TO 7IFTElN (15) MINUTE8 INITIALLY AKD ADDITIZOAL RESPONSE

IN THIRTY (30) MINUTES HIN HURSTED BY TRI GENERAL MANAGER. Tag
u;CLEA SECURITY mAAGn OR TNIR DzSIGNATED REPr wAvZs. THE

ABBISTANCE PROViDXD WOULD 31
2. TRAFFIC CONTROL ON ACCESS ROADS TO TIM PLANT;
2. BACKU COKKUNICATIONS, 11 ]NRCWZSDY;
3. SUPPORT FOR ELIKIKATION 0 IITU IL 01 ETIRAL TRIAMS;

4. PROT'CTIVE ACTION TO TRE VM LIC AN RROUZRE .
IN TE ZEVENT OF A RADIOLOGICAL EM•ENCY, SUPPORT WILL BE

PROVIDED AS REQUESTED TUOULM T2M MURE COUT EURGENCY XAMANGEENT
AGENCY (WA).

YYOURS FOR BETTER LAW)ENFORCMMR,~

BURO COX 0IA

OTC/nb
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I.st. otf B Suite ý100II P" Nuclear Power 700 Gallerla Parkway, SE
Operallons Atlanta, GA 30339-5957

770-644°8000
FAX 770-644-8549

September 30, 2005

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen:

This letter certifies that the plant emergency assistance agreement between INPO and its
member utilities remains in effect. In the event of an emergency at your utility, INPO will assist you
in acquiring the help of other organizations in the industry, as described in Section 1 of the
Emergency Resources Manual, INPO 03-001. If requested,,INPO will provide the following
assistance:

" Facilitate technical information flow from the affected utility to the nuclear
industry.

* Locate replacement equipment and personnel with technical expertise.

" Obtain technical information and industry experience regarding plant component
and systems.

" Provide an INPO liaison to facilitate interface.

This agreement will remain in effect until terminated in writing. Should you have questions,
please call me at (770) 644-8304 or e-mail mossdieinpo.or.

Sincerely,

David J. Mos.
Manager
Radiological Protection &
Emergency Preparedness

DJM:ncs

EOS-SQO09
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN
GEORGIA POWER COMPANY

AND
AIKEN COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA

THIS AGREEMENT, made and entered into as of the .4 day of ,A*usr5'7
, 199.1, by and between Georgia Power Company ('Company'), a Georgia

corporation having its principal place of business in Atlanta, Georgia, and Aiken
County, South Carolina, a body politic and Corporate and a political subdivision
of the State of South Carolina, hereinafter referred to as 'County", 828 Richland
Avenue, West, Aiken, South Carolina 29801.

W I TNESS ETH:

WHEREAS, Company has constructed, is the owner of, is the licensed operator
of, and is currently operating, for the purpose of generating electric current,
Units 1 and 2 of the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant, federally licensed nuclear
facilities located in Burke County, Georgia and

WHEREAS, advance planning is necessary to assure that the health and safety
of the public will be protected in the unlikely event of a radiological emergency
associated with the operation of said nuclear plant; and

WHEREAS, Company has developed a Vogtle Electric Generating Plant Emergency
Plan so that in the unlikely event of an emergency, appropriate federal, state
and local government officials are notified and appropriate monitoring and onsite
measures are taken to protect the public; and

WHEREAS, County is responsible for the health, safety, security and welfare
of its citizens; and

WHEREAS, local governments have the responsibility to develop and maintain
effective response capability to support emergency actions; and

WHEREAS, County has the overall responsibility for emergency preparedness
and local response in County concerning an incident at Vogtle Electric Generating
Plant; and

WHEREAS, County is responsible for coordinating and for submitting to the
South Carolina Emergency Preparedness Division ("SCEPD") changes to the
Radiological Emergency Plan ("REP") for County and for annually certifying REP
currentness to SCEPD; and

WHEREAS, the Federal Emergency. Management Agency ("FEMA") has been
designated by the President to take the lead in offsite radiological emergency
planning and response and to review and assess state and local plans for
adequacy; and

WHEREAS, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission ('NRC") will review the FEMA
findings and determinations on the adequacy and capability of implementation of
state and local plans and make decisions with regard to the overall (onsite and
offsite) state of emergency preparedness; and



WHEREAS, NRC has adopted a regulation requiring that REPs meeting the FEMA-
NRC criteria of NUREG-0654/FEIA REP-M be implemented and maintained; and

WHEREAS, County has prepared a REP for radiological emergencies associated
with the operation of Vogtle Electric Generating Plant; and

WHEREAS, maintaining the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant REP in accordance
with the FEMA-NRC criteria and participating in exercises as required by NRC and
FEMA regulations requires resources and results in costs (hereinafter referred
to as "incremental costs") above and beyond those which would be required and
incurred by County solely to meet its statutory duties to protect public health
and safety; and

WHEREAS, Company, in order properly to fulfill its statutorily mandated
duty to make adequate electric service available for the people of the State of
Georgia and to provide for the continued operation of Vogtle Electric Generating
Plant, and solely to achieve this goal, has previously provided County with some
of the funds necessary to meet the incremental cost of implementing a REP which
sufficiently complies with the applicable regulations and related guidelines of
the NRC so as to avoid an ordered shutdown of these units; and

WHEREAS, the State and local governments have completed development and
implementation of a REP but must continue to maintain the REP current and
periodically participate in REP exercises and drills to sufficiently comply with
the applicable regulations and guidelines related thereto, for FEMA and the NRC;
and

WHEREAS, Company has agreed to pay to County the funds specified herein
which shall constitute Company's total responsibility for the incremental cost
incurred by County in performing the obligations hereunder; and

WHEREAS, the Department of Energy, Savannah River Site utilizes County
Emergency Preparedness resources and provides the County with some REP related
funding; and

WHEREAS, the parties desire to terminate REP funding provided under the
Agreement Between Georgia Power Company and Aiken County and South Carolina
Emergency Preparedness Division dated as of 1986, and to substitute funding under
this new Agreement which shall provide sufficient funds for meeting the
incremental costs associated with maintaining the REP for the Vogtle Electric
Generating Plant to comply sufficiently with applicable regulations and related
guidelines of FEMA and the NRC;

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing premises and mutual
covenants hereinafter set forth, the parties agree as follows:

1. IERM. This Agreement shall be for a term of four (4) Contract Years from
July 1, 1993 and thereafter shall automatically renew for successive terms
of one (1) Contract Year unless terminated by either party by giving.
written notice to the other party at least thirty (30) days prior to the
then-current term. Each Contract Year shall commence on July I and shall
end on June 30 of the succeeding year.

2



2. RESPONSIBILITIES OF COUNTY.

2.1 County shall maintain, coordinating with SCEPD and appropriate
agencies and political subdivisions, County REPs (offsite contingency
plans) for the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant in accordance with
criteria established by FENA and the NRC. In performing this task, County
shall be responsible for assuring the performance of all necessary related
County activities, including staffing, planning, coordination with local
government, administration, equipment maintenance and replacement and
logistical support.

2.2 Each County agency shall participate as required by NRC and FEKA
regulations in annual Vogtle Electric Generating Plant Emergency exercises
sufficiently to maintain FENA approval of the county and state Vogtle
Electric Generating Plant site specific REP. In performing this task,
County shall be responsible for assuring the performance of all necessary
related County activities, including staffing, planning, coordination with
local governments, administration, and logistical support.

2.3. County shall utilize the funds provided by Company to meet the
incremental costs described in Exhibit A hereto. Provided, however, that
none of the funds provided by Company to County hereunder may be utilized
to pay all or any part of the salary of an elected official that do not
relate to REP activities.

2.4. (a) If, during any Contract Year that this Agreement is in effect,
County determines that it is necessary to request one-time
additional funding for non-recurring exceptional needs
necessary for REP program maintenance or for the purchase of
replacement equipment which will be used to support REP
maintenance activities and REP emergency operations, County
shall submit to Company a written request for such funds.

(b) Each such written request shall clearly and in detail (1)
describe the purpose for which the requested funds will be
used, (2) state the amount of funds requested, (3) state the
total cost of the project to be undertaken or the equipment to
be purchased, (4) describe the reason such undertaking or
equipment is necessary for maintaining REP activities and REP
emergency operations, (5) other sources and amounts of funds,
if any, and (6) state its time table for committing its own
funds if any.

(c) To enable Company to thoroughly evaluate such written request,
County shall furnish to the Company such additional
substantiating documentation and information concerning the
use of the requested funds as Company may request.

(d) All funds provided to County under Section 2.4 shall be used
strictly for the purposes stated in the request for funds

3



submitted pursuant to Section 2.4.(a) above and in Section
2.3. Any such funds furnished by Company which are not
expended by County for such purposes shall be promptly
refunded to Company.

(e) Company reserves the right to set forth special terms and
conditions in connection with its provision of funds under
Section 2.4.

2.5 The funds provided to County under this Agreement are intended to
augment emergency preparedness activities and are not a substitute for
current or past County budget expenses allocated for local emergency
preparedness agencies. These funds shall not affect present or future
County budget requirements normally allocated for local emergency
preparedness activities.

2.6 Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, the
Sarti es hereto acknowledge that County cannot bind future County Council
udgets in future budget years.

3. RESPONSIBILITIES OF COMPANY.

3.1 For the first Contract Year this Agreement is In effect, Company
shall place on deposit with County the total amount reflected in Exhibit
A attached hereto and made a part hereof, such deposit to be made in four
(4) equal quarterly payments. Each quarter of the second and subsequent
Contract Years of this Agreement, Company shall place on deposit with
County an amount equal to one-fourth of: (1) the previous Contract Year's
deposit for salary, adjusted by a percentage equal to twelve (12) month
Bureau of Labor Statistics Consumer Price Index for all urban consumers;
plus (2) the total amount of items other than salary specified on Exhibit
A. Such monies shall be transferred to the budget of County solely for
use in REP activities as specified in Exhibit A. Acceptance of such
monies constitutes County's ratification of this Agreement. Unexpended
monies shall accrue in each Exhibit A category from Contract Year to
Contract Year.

3.2 Upon receiving all necessary information from County concerning a
request for supplemental funds for nonrecurring exceptional needs
necessary for REP program maintenance or for the purchase of replacement
equipment, Company shall within a reasonable time evaluate and submit to
County a written response to such request.

4. USE OF EQUIPMENT

4.1 Any equipment purchased with supplemental funds furnished hereunder
shall be used in support of REP maintenance activities and REP emergency
operations. Upon request, Company, in its sole discretion, may approve in
writing the use by County of such equipment for purposes other than REP
support provided that County ensures that such use does not interfere with
the timely availability of the equipment for REP support and does not
expose. the equipment to unusual or excessive wear and tear. County agrees
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to promptly report and replace or repair at no expense to Company any such
equipment that is damaged or lost during, or as the result of, such other
use.

4.2 County shall be responsible for maintaining any equipment purchased
with funds furnished hereunder in good working order at all times.

4.3 In the event this Agreement is terminated for any reason, County
shall, with respect to any equipment purchased hereunder that has a
remaining useful life at the time of termination, continue to use such
equipment in support of REP maintenance activities and REP emergency
operations and comply with the provisions of Paragraphs 4.1 and 4.2 above
for the remaining useful life of such equipment.

5. DISCLAIM1ER

Company makes no warranties or representations whatsoever, either express
or implied, to County or to any third party as to the condition, safety,
reliability or adaptability of any equipment to be purchased in part with
funds provided under this Agreement, for use in County's emergency
management activities, as Company's participation in each project is
limited solely to the contribution of funds hereunder. The parties agree
that Company shall have no control over, or authority, responsibility or
liability for, the procurement, use or operation of any such equipment.

6. RELATIONSHIP OF PARTIES

No person performing services under this Agreement (other than a person
directly employed by Company) shall be considered as an agent or employee
of Company unless specifically designated by Company in writing as an
agent. Company assumes no liability to County, or agency thereof, or to
any third party for damages to property, both real and personal, or
personal injury (including death) which might arise out of or be in any
way connected with any act or omission on the part of any person not
directly employed by Company or designated by Company in writing as an
agent in connection with service performed under this Agreement. In no
event shall this Agreement be construed to confer any benefits or rights
or any parties other than any affiliate of this Company that owns or
operates the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant.

7. RECORDS.

County agrees to receive and manage, in accordance with generally accepted
accounting procedures, the funds advanced by Company under this Agreement.
A separate funding account, in county accounting records, shall be
maintained for the receipt and disbursement of such funds.

Company shall have the right to assign this Agreement to any affiliate or
subsidiary of Company upon written notice to County.
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9. AUDTRIGLHTS.

Company (or its designated representatives) shall have the right to
examine and audit all books, records, vouchers, and accounts of County
that pertain to the receipt, disbursement, and use of the sums advanced
pursuant to this Agreement. Any such examination or audits shall be
conducted during regular business hours and, to the extent possible, with
reasonable advance notice.

10. 1EMNTO AND MODIFICATION.

10.1 Company may' terminate this Agreement upon written notice to County
in the event: (1) of a change in the applicable federal, state or local
laws or regulations which authorizes or provides for alternative funding
for the purposes set forth herein; (2) Vogtle Electric Generating Plant
ceases operation or (3) the direct supervision of County's emergency
management agency is transferred or delegated from the Aiken County
Council to another agency. In the event of termination under this Section
10, County shall refund to Company within sixty (60) days of such
termination all of the funds furnished hereunder which are unexpended and
unobligated as of the date the notice of termination was given by Company.

1042 In the event of significant change in FEMA or NRC REP requirements,
County and Company shall review the impact of any such change upon this
Agreement and shall mutually determine, on the basis of such review, what
course of action, if any, the parties shall take with respect to this
Agreement. In the event of a drastic and sudden increase in the inflation
rate or in any of the non-salary categories listed on Exhibit A, which
change would, if Exhibit A were not revised, cause financial hardship to
County, Company and County agree to review Exhibit A and, if they are in
agreement that modifications are warranted, to make appropriate
modifications thereto. Notwithstanding any other provision hereof,
nothing in this Agreement shall require Company to enter into a
modification of the Agreement or Exhibit A unless Company, in its sole
discretion, elects to do so.

11. ADMINISTRATION OF THIS AGREEMENT.

In all matters relating to this Agreement, Company's Vice President or his
designee shall act for Company, and the Chairman, Aiken County Council or
his designee shall act for County.

12. WAIVER OF BREAC.

The waiver by Company of a breach of any provision of this Agreement by
County shall not operate or be construed as a waiver of any other or
subsequent breach by County.
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13. ENTIRE AGREEMENT.

This instrument contains the entire Agreement and understanding between
the parties and there are no oral understandings, terms or conditions not
herein recited. No party has relied upon any representation, either
expressed or implied, not contained in this Agreement. All prior
understandings, terms and conditions relating to requests by County for
funding relating to the maintenance of REPs are deemed to be merged in
this instrument, and the same may not be changed or supplemented orally.

This Agreement shall be construed and enforced in accordance with the Laws

of the State of South Carolina.

15. SEVERABILIT!.

The unenforceability or invalidity of any particular provision of this
Agreement shall not affect its other provision, and to the extent
necessary to give such other provisions effect, they shall be deemed
severable.

16. JURISDICTION.

The principal place of business for the purpose of this Contract is South
Carolina and any litigation arising from the Contract shall be proper only
in a Court of competent jurisdiction in Aiken County, South Carolina.

17. SOVEREIGN IMMUNITY.

Aiken County specifically claims sovereign immunity from claims, suits, or
causes of action, to the extent allowed by law, and this immunity is part
of any agreement or contract with Aiken County.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement by
their duly authorized representatives of the date first above written.

GEORGIA POWER COMPANY AIKEN COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA

By:By "
Vice President - ear eaairman, Aiken CountyVogtle Project Council

Witness:. :2e9'0 W itness:

7 AS TDo rM At MOM
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN
GEORGIA POWER COMPANY

AND
ALLENDALE COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA

THIS AGREEMENT, made and entered into as of the _ day of
... 2 F7 - , l992' by and between Georgia Power Company ("Company"), a Georgia
corporation having its principal place of business in Atlanta, Georgia, and
Allendale County, South Carolina (*County").

W IT N E S S F T1 :

WHEREAS, Company has constructed, is the owner of, is the licensed operator
of, and is currently operating, for the purpose of generating electric current,
Units I and 2 of the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant, federally licensed nuclear
facilities located in Burke County, Georgia and

WHEREAS, advance planning is necessary to assure that the health and safety
of the public will be protected in the unlikely event of a radiological emergency
associated with the operation of said nuclear plant; and

WHEREAS, Company has developed a Vogtle Electric Generating Plant Emergency
Plan so that in the unlikely event of an emergency, appropriate federal, state
and local government officials are notified and appropriate monitoring and onsite
measures are taken to protect the public; and

WHEREAS, County is responsible for the health, safety, security and welfare
of its citizens; and

WHEREAS, local governments have the responsibility to develop and maintain
effective response capability to support emergency actions; and

. WHEREAS, County has the overall responsibility for emergency preparedness
and local response in County concerning an incident at Vogtle Electric Generating
Plant; and

WHEREAS, County is responsible for coordinating and for submitting to the
South Carolina Emergency Preparedness Division ("SCEPDO) changes to the
Radiological Emergency Plan ("REP") for County and for annually certifying REP
currentness to SCEPD; and

WHEREAS, the Federal Emergency Management Agency ("FEMA") has been
designated by the President to take the lead in offsite radiological emergency
planning and response and to review and assess state and local plans for
adequacy; and

WHEREAS, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (INRC') will review the FEIA
findings and determinations on the adequacy and capability of Implementation of
state and local plans and make decisions with regard to the overall (onsite and
offsite) state of emergency preparedness; and

WHEREAS, NRC has adopted a regulation requiring that REPs meeting the FEMA-



WHEREAS, NRC has adopted a regulation requiring that REPs meeting the FEMA-
NRC criteria of NUREG-0654/FENA REP-I be implemented and maintained; and

WHEREAS, County has prepared a REP for radiological emergencies associated
with the operation of Vogtle Electric Generating Plant; and

WHEREAS, maintaining the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant REP in accordance
with the FEHA-NRC criteria and participating in exercises as required by NRC and
FEMA regulations requires resources and results in costs (hereinafter referred
to as "incremental costs") above and beyond those which would be required and
incurred by County solely to meet its statutory duties to protect public health
and safety; and

WHEREAS, Company, in order properly to fulfill its statutorily mandated
duty to make adequate electric service available for the people of the State of
Georgia and to provide for the continued operation of Vogtle Electric Generating
Plant, and solely to achieve this goal, has previously provided County with some
of the funds necessary to meet the incremental cost of implementing a REP which
sufficiently complies with the applicable regulations and related guidelines of
the NRC so as to avoid an ordered shutdown of these units; and

WHEREAS, the State and local governments have completed development and
implementation of a REP but must continue to maintain the REP current and
periodically participate in REP exercises and drills to sufficiently comply with
the applicable regulations and guidelines related thereto, for FEMA and the NRC;
and

WHEREAS, Company has agreed to pay to County the funds specified herein
which shall constitute Company's total responsibility for the incremental cost
incurred by County in performing the obligations hereunder; and

WHEREAS, the Department of Energy, Savannah River Site utilizes County
Emergency Preparedness resources and provides the County with some REP related
funding; and

WHEREAS, the parties desire to terminate REP funding provided under the
Agreement Between Georgia Power Company and Allendale County and South Carolina
Emergency Preparedness Division, dated as of July 8, 1986, and to substitute
funding under this new Agreement which shall provide sufficient funds for meeting
the incremental costs associated with maintaining the REP for the Vogtle Electric
Generating Plant to comply sufficiently with applicable regulations and related
guidelines of FEMA and the NRC;

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing premises and mutual
covenants hereinafter set forth, the parties agree as follows:

1. IERM. This Agreement shall be for a tern of four (4) Contract Years from
July 1, 1993 and thereafter shall automatically renew for successive terms
of one (1) Contract Year unless terminated by either party by giving
written notice to the other party at least thirty (30) days prior to the
then-current term. Each Contract Year shall commence on July I and shall
end on June 30 of the suceeding year.
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2. RESPONSIBILITIES OF COUNTY.

2.1 County shall maintain, coordinating with SCEPD and appropriate
agencies and political subdivisions, County REPs (offsite contingency
plans) for the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant in accordance with
criteria established by FEKA and the NRC.. In performing this task, County
shall be responsible for assuring the performance of all necessary related
County activities, including staffing, planning, coordination with local
government, administration, equipment maintenance and replacement and
logistical support.

2.2 Each County agency shall participate as required by NRC and FEKA
regulations in annual Vogtle Electric Generating Plant Emergency exercises
sufficiently to maintain FEMA approval of the county and state Vogtle
Electric Generating Plant site specific REP. In performing this task,
County shall be responsible for assuring the performance of all necessary
related County activities, including staffing, planning, coordination with
local governments, administration, and logistical support.

2.3. County shall utilize the funds provided by Company to meet the
incremental costs described in Exhibit A hereto. Provided, however, that
none of the funds provided by Company to County hereunder may be utilized
to pay all or any part of the salary of an elected official that do not
relate to REP activities.

2.4. (a) If, during any Contract Year that this Agreement is in effect,
County determines that it is necessary to request one-time
additional funding for non-recurring exceptional needs
necessary for REP program maintenance or for the purchase of
replacement equipment which will be used to support REP
maintenance activities and REP emergency operations, County
shall submit to Company a written request for such funds.

(b) Each such written request shall clearly and in detail (1)
describe the purpose for which the requested funds will be
used, (2) state the amount of funds requested, (3) state the
total cost of the project to be undertaken or the equipment to
be purchased, (4) describe the reason such undertaking or
equipment is necessary for maintaining REP activities and REP
emergency operations, (5) other sources and amounts of funds,
if any, and (6) state its time table for committing its own
funds if any.

(c) To enable Company to thoroughly evaluate such written request,
County shall furnish to the Company such additional
substantiating documentation and information concerning the
use of the requested funds as Company may request.

(d) All funds provided to County under Section 2.4 shall be used
strictly for the purposes stated in the request for funds
submitted pursuant to Section 2.4.(a) above and in Section
2.3. Any such funds furnished by Company which are not
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expended by County for such purposes shall be promptly
refunded to Company.

(e) Company reserves the right to set forth special terms and
conditions in connection with its provision of funds under
Section 2.4.

2.5 The funds provided to County under this Agreement are intended to
augment emergency preparedness activities and are not a substitute for
current or past County budget expenses allocated for local emergency
preparedness agencies. These funds shall not affect present or future
County budget requirements normally allocated for local emergency
preparedness activities.

3. RESPONSIBILITIES OF COMPANY.

3.1 For the first Contract Year this Agreement is in effect, Company
shall place on deposit with County the total amount reflected in Exhibit
A attached hereto and made a part hereof, such deposit to be made in four
(4) equal quarterly payments. Each quarter of the second and subsequent
Contract Years of this Agreement, Company shall place on deposit with
County an amount equal to one-fourth of: (1) the previous Contract Year's
deposit for salary, adjusted by a percentage equal to twelve (12) month
Bureau of Labor Statistics Consumer Price Index for all urban consumers;
plus (2) the total amount of items other than salary specified on Exhibit
A. Such monies shall be transferred to the budget of County solely for
use In REP activities as specified in Exhibit A. Acceptance of such
monies constitutes County's ratification of this Agreement. Unexpended
monies shall accrue in each Exhibit A category from Contract Year to
Contract Year.

3.2 Upon receiving all necessary information from County concerning a
request for supplemental funds for nonrecurring exceptional needs
necessary for REP program maintenance or for the purchase of replacement
equipment, Company shall within a reasonable time evaluate and submit to
County a written response to such request.

4. USE OF EOUIPMENT

4.1 Any equipment purchased with supplemental funds furnished hereunder
shall be used in support of REP maintenance activities and REP emergency
operations. Upon request, Company, in its sole discretion, may approve in
writing the use by County of such equipment for purposes other than REP
support provided that County ensures that such use does not interfere with
the timely availability of the equipment for REP support and does not
expose the equipment to unusual or excessive wear and tear. County agrees
to promptly report and replace or repair at no expense to Company any such
equipment that is damaged or lost during, or as the result of, such other
use.
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4.2 County shall be responsible for maintaining any equipment purchased
with funds furnished hereunder in good working order at all times.

4.3 In the event this Agreement is terminated for any reason, County
shall, with respect to any equipment purchased hereunder that has a
remaining useful life at the time of termination, continue to use such
equipment in support of REP maintenance activities and REP emergency
operations and comply with the provisions of Paragraphs 4.1 and 4.2 above
for the remaining useful life of such equipment.

Company makes no warranties or representations whatsoever, either express
or Implied, to County or to any third party as to the condition, safety,
reliability or adaptability of any equipment to be purchased Iin part with
funds provided under this Agreement, for use in County's emergency
management activities, as Company's participation in each project is
limited solely to the contribution of funds hereunder. The parties agree
that Company shall have no control over, or authority, responsibility or
liability for, the procurement, use or operation of any such equipment.

6. RELATIONSHIP OF PARTIES

No person performing services under this Agreement (other than a person
directly employed by Company) shall be considered as an agent or employee
of Company unless specifically designated by Company in writing as an
agent. Company assumes no liability to County, or agency thereof, or to
any third party for damages to property, both real and personal, or
personal injury (including death) which might arise out of or be in any
way connected with any act or omission on the part of any person not
directly employed by Company or designated by Company in writing as an
agent in connection with service performed under this Agreement. In no
event shall this Agreement be construed to confer any benefits or rights
or any parties other than any affiliate of this Company that owns or
operates the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant.

7. RECRD.

County agrees to receive and manage, in accordance with generally accepted
accounting procedures, the funds advanced by Company under this Agreement.
A separate funding account, in county accounting records, shall be
maintained for the receipt and disbursement of such funds.

Company shall have the right to assign this Agreement to any affiliate or
subsidiary of Company upon written notice to County.
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9. AUDIT RIGHTS.

Company *(or its designated representatives) shall have the right to
examine and audit all books, records, vouchers, and accounts of County
that pertain to the receipt, disbursement, and use of the sums advanced
pursuant to this Agreement. Any such examination or audits shall be
conducted during regular business hours and, to the extent possible, with
reasonable advance notice.

10. TERMINATION AND MODIFICATION.

10.1 Company may terminate this Agreement upon written notice to County
in the event: (1) of a change in the aeplicable federal, state or local
laws or regulations which authorizes or provides for alternative funding
for the purposes set forth herein; (2) Vogtle Electric Generating Plant
ceases operation or (3) the direct supervision of County's emergency
management agency is transferred or delegated from the Allendale County
Council to another agency. In the event of termination under this Section
10, County shall refund to Company within sixty (60) days of such
termination all of the funds furnished hereunder which are unexpended and
unobligated as of the date the notice of termination was given by Company.

10.2 In the event of significant change in FEHA or NRC REP requirements,
County and Company shall review the impact of any such change upon this
Agreement and shall mutually determine, on the basis of such review, what
course of action, if any, the parties shall take with respect to this
Agreement. In the event of a drastic and sudden increase in the inflation
rate or in any of the non-salary categories listed on Exhibit A, which
change would, if Exhibit A were not revised, cause financial hardship to
County, Company and County agree to review Exhibit A and, if they are in
agreement that modifications are warranted, to make appropriate
modifications thereto. Notwithstanding any other provision hereof,
nothing in this Agreement shall require Company to enter into a
modification of the Agreement or Exhibit A unless Company, in its sole
discretion, elects to do so.

11. ADMINISTRATION OF THIS AGREEMENT.

In all matters relating to this Agreement, Company's Vice President or his
designee shall act for Company, and the Chairman, Allendale County Council
or his designee shall act for County.

12. WAIVER OF BREACH.

The waiver by Company of a breach of any provision of this Agreement by
County shall not operate or be construed as a waiver of any other or
subsequent breach by County.



13. ENTIRE AGREEMENT.

This instrument contains the entire Agreement and understanding between
the parties and there are no oral understandings, terms or conditions not
herein recited. No party has relied upon any representation, either
expressed or implied, not contained In this Agreement. All prior
understandings, terms and conditions relating to requests by County for
funding relating to the maintenance of REPs are deemed to be merged in
this instrument, and the same may not be changed or supplemented orally.

14. GOVERNING LAW.

This Agreement shall be construed and enforced in accordance with the Laws
of the State of South Carolina.

15. SEVEB ABJLTY.

The unenforceability or invalidity of any particular provision of this
Agreement shall not affect its other provision, and to the extent
necessary to give such other provisions effect, they shall be deemed
severable.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement by
their duly authorized representatives of the date first above written.

GEORGIA POWER COMPANY

By: 2xU * /
Vice President - Nu ear

Vogtle Project/

Witness: IfllaMl'4 -n.2E4d

ALLENDALE COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA

•arman, Allendale ounty
Council

Witness:
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN
SOUTHERN NUCLEAR OPERATING COMPANY, INC.

AND
BARNWELL COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA

THISAGREEMENT, nadeandateed intoasoftd• 10day of_3___ ____ 1999, byand
between Southern Nuclear Operating Com~xny, Inc. (CCon~pmny') a Ddlwar Corporatm having Ats principa
place of buin=s in BunamAlabarma and Barnwell County, South Carolina ("Coanty").

WITNESSETH

WH1EREAS, Georgia Powe Comipany has constructed for the purpose of generating electric cumrnt,
and is the oww oL Units 1 and 2 of the Vogtle Flectric Genwag Pla., federally licensed clear facli•
located in barke County, Gocr1i and

WHEREAS, Company is the aclusive licensed operator of and is currently operating Vogtle Elctr
G g Plant; and

WHEREAS, advance planning is necessary to assure that the health and safety of the public will be
protected in the =nli event ofa radiological ergency associated with the operation of said nuclear pba•t and

WHEREAS, Company has developed a Vogtle Electric Generating Plant Emergency Plan so that in the
unliky evet of a radiolosical ear y, appropriate fecral, state and local govnmnt ofcials are nufdled
and aropi monitoring and omsitc mcamus takmn to prow the public; and

WHEREAS, County is responsible for the health, safi!y, security andi wdefar of its citizens- and

WHEREAS, local qwermmts have the responsibility to develop and maintin effectve response
capability to sxpport energency acis and

WHEREAS, Conty has the ovall responsibility for amraiy prqr&md and local response in
County conceining an incidt at Vogtle Electric Generatn Plant; and

WHEREAS, C.anty is responsible- for coordinat and fr msntig to ft Souih Carolina
Emergency Prqea Division ("SCEPD") changes to the Radiological Emergmey Plan ( PTM ) for County
and fo annually ccxtif REP curnrnbv to GEMA; and

WHEREAS, the Federal Eme n Mmagement Ageny ("FEMA") has been designated by the
Presidat to talk the lead in ofshe radiological •ngency plaming and response and to rview and asess ste
and local plans for adequacy and

WHEREAS, the Nuclear Ptoiy CmunMon ("NRC) will review the FEMA fixrings and
determinations on the adequacy and capability of implemtatio ofstate and local plans and make doeision with
regard to the overal (ositc and offske) state of emagncy. pzqp css; and

WHEREAS, NRC has adopted a rguaon rcuirig tha REM meetn the FEMA-NRC criteria of
NUREO-0654/FEMA REP-i he invklnerted and maintaitd- and



WHjEREAS, county bas prepared a REP for radiological anrgeride associated with bhe operatm of
Vogtue Electric G icerating Plant f and

w ith MRE ma otfhs Vogt Electi Generating Plant REP sn accordance with the FEMA-
NRC trftna and in ex0=0= as required by NRC and FEMA regulatins requires reources w•iu•h
remalt in coot (hereiriar rened to as *m==eicta costs") above and becmod thos which would be requird
and incurred by County solel to ma its statutory duties to prowc public health and safety; and

WHER.AS, Geta Pmmr Company, im order properly to fei its statutorily mandated daly to mfa
adequate doctrc evice availableto ft poople of the State of (eompa and to provide for die ccmtzWe
pperat of Wogte Electric: Geneatig Plant, and solely to achieve this goal bas previou*l provided County
with somi of the finls necesseyto med ithencrerm cad of imtnp f ti a REP wfihi sufficiadtly complies
with theo applicable- regtlabm and related guidelines of the NRC so as to avid an ordered shutdown of these
units; and

WHEREAS, the State and local govwnits avanh conmvietnd developnent and implententatim of a
REP but rnmust im• to maintan the REP curret and periodically participate, m REP cise and drills to,
siifwicietly conply with the applicable regulaticJ and guidlines lated th t, for FEMA and hc e NRC; and

WhEiREAS, C-mpany recognizes tvt County now uile te series of a fiol tien Director of
IF S y Services and supporo n y sat and

WHEREAS, Company has agreed to pay to County the funds • seci.ed herei whichd shall cs t
Ccmpwan total responsibility for the inrernietal costs incrred by County =n perforni ft obligations
hewunder:.x

WHEREAS, the Departmnct of Enez~g, Savannah River Site, utili; County Emergency Preparedness
torestes and provides the County with somic REP related fnding; and

WHEREAS, the parties desir to termtinate the Agemernat Betw=e Geogia Po~we Company, and
Bamnwell County, South CArolina, dated as of June 28, 1993, as assigned to Southen Nuclear, and to, substitute
this new sarsaedixrg Agreeet whidi shall provide sufficien fimds for rneeing th fimmncr tal costs associated
with mitingthe REP for the Vogtle Electric Gerieating Plant to comply sufficinty with applicable
regulations and related gudelines of FEMA and the NRC;

NOW, THERFORE in considerationiof the foregoing premtises. and mutua corvents hereinftr set
fort, the parties agree as fillows:

1. TrERM

This Agreement shall be for a term of four (4) Conacta Years fromm July 1, 1999 and doerefter shall
mautmnatically renew for successive, Sumsof amc (1) Coutract Year unless tertninated by eidw party by
giving wridte notice tD the other party at least thirty (30) days prior to fth thmcun~aut ftem Each
Contract Year shall coanmnc on July 1 and shall end an Jum 30 ifthe succeedin year. In the cimt of
cancellation, County shall refund to the Company all unobligated and umeTaxkd fonds at th e nd of the
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2. RESPONSIBIITES OF COUNTY

2.1 County shal maintain with SCEPD and appropriate agcie and political
SUbdvSI00S, County PEPs (offitse =cni y plans) for the Vcetle Electric Geating Plant in
ac-dance with adew established by FENA and the NRC. In eforng this task Cbunty shall be
responsible for assunug the perfornanoe of all neosaszy related County acfivites, including withouzt
Initsuppom stafng. pla h. wordinatim with local Vocrnnznts, and loisc suppoit

2.2 Each County agency shall participate as required by NRC and FENA reuatiows in annual
Vogtl Ekedric Geerating Plant etneigency exercise sufcidetly to maiainin FEMA approWa of tbe
county aix! state Vogtl Elecric Generating Plant site q=&ifi ME In peribrning this tak, County
shall be responsible fo assuring fth perflxtnance, of all neesary related County admumte~ including
widnau limitation stnang. pLaimir&g coordination. with local govenments, a~ii~rtcand logistical

2.3 County shall utilizo the fiwls provided by Cui~any to med the increnital costs described in
Exhibit A hereo. Unexpax moes shall accrue in each Exhibit A caegmy from Cotract Year to
ContmaYear. Now ofthe fims provicld by CaMany to County lrrwder may be ulized to pay all
or any part of the salar of an dected official.

2.4 (a) 1 durin any Cantraot Year dth this Agrmment is in e , County dternmne that it
is necssary to request 0004 fl2C additionl flzxidieg for mi-recurring exceptional noods
mcccssary fo REP progmin maintezwnc or for the purchas of a&!fitional equipnft
which will be used to suport REP maintenan activities and REP mcncry
operations, County shall submit to Cwo any a writm requst for such fuxds.

(b) Each such writen request shall dearly and in detail (1) describe the purpoe for which
the =qetd fiunds will be used, (2) state the amncxt of fuids liat will be ued, (3)
state the total ost of &e equipmet to be purd=4 (4) describe the re•son such
udbtakcing or equipment is necessary for Rma REP activities and REP
ancrgy oprations, (5) state the mmrce and amout of any onhr funds to be used
for fth equipned and! (6) state Countys timnetabl for conmmiting its awn funoding. if
any.

(c) To enable CompVany to thorogly evaluate such written request~, County shall firnish

caxerning the use ofdt requested funds as Comany may request.

(d) All fiuds provided to County trder Section 2.4 shall be used sgrictly for the prposes
stated in the request for fimds msbmitted pursant to Secton 2.4.(a) abow and in
Secfn 23. Any such flmds furnished by Company which are not cxnded by
County for such purpose shall be promptly refundd to Company.

(e) Company resews the right to set forth special tmw and conlition in connectix with
its provision of finds under Section 2.4.
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23 The fitods provided to County under this Agreement are inteded to a• t C
preparedness activities and are net a substitute for currnt or past budget empmes allocated for local
emuiy prepaq ds agences. These fAud shall no afct present or fiujt budget rauiremns
wramlly allocated for local cmergecyprqparedness activities.

2.6 All wexpeded and unobatd funds pmvily provided dr the Agre.-at Between
SouthN uc=r Operating Company, In., and Banrwdl County, South Carona, dted as ofJune 2•,
1993, as assined to Southen Nuclear, shall be refinided by Countytothe Company.

3. RESPONSIBILITIES OF COMPANY

3.1 For the firt C4mact Year this 4Agrneit is in effec Ccmpany shall place on deposit with
County the total mont refiected mi Exhibit A attachd hereo aM made a part heao s•ch deoi to be
made in four (4) equal qmterly pments. Such monies shall be tramferr to the budge of Conty
solely for use in REP activities as specified in Exhibit A. Accptanc of such manes constitute
County's ratificatiom of this Agmeent. Unwxeded n•ies shall accue in each Exhibit A catcoty
from Ctract Year to Contract Year,

3.2 Upon roodvng all nesy infinatcm from Conty ccocenwe a request fr supplemental
finds for nonrecurrng occxial needs neceay for REP program mainteanci or for the purchase of
additional equipmest, Company shall within a reasonable tme evaluate and stbmit to County a witten,
respce to such reiuest.

4. USE OF EQUIPMENT

4.1 Any cqumxt purchased with supplemental fuids fiishld hereunder shall be used in support
of REP niaintaiane activities and REP cemsagecy operations. Upon rcquest, Company m its sole

o may approv in wvitiu to use by County of such *qutprpn for purposes otheran REP
suppxot provided th County ensus that such use does not cint -F with the timely availabiUy of the
equmtoa for REP suppcrt and does nad expos the to WmmsU l or CX Wa and t=ear.
County ape to promply repat ad mila or repair at no ape• to Company any such equipment
tis damaged or los dvirg or as th•re sulc sh other use.

4.2 County shall be responsible for x any equipment purchased with funds fitmshd
hereunder in good wodd•g order at all times.

4.3 In the even this Agreement is tw diraW for any reas, County shallJ with respect to any
eqipmat purchased hevounder that has a rwiaing usefl life at the tint of termination, ontihm to
use such equipmet i- s ort of REP mainteane activities and REP I nrency operations and
€omply with the provisions of Paagraphs 4.1 and 4.2 above far the rernan use life of such

5. DISCLAIMER

C~npny makes no warranties or rep utats vnwtsoever, air e, pess or impled, to Conty or to
any tlhid party as to the oonlitic, safety, reliability or adaptability ofany equipment to be purchased in
wbole or in part with fimds provided =unkr dh Agremes, for use in Cao s emrgecy m
activities, as Cmpays participation in each project is lhnited solely to the cntntbution of hunds
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herader. Tne parties agree that Company shall hav no cotrl over, or authoity, respxxsilifky, or
liabiky for, fte procuzrnat, use or optration of any such luiprnea

6. REATIONSIHP OF PARTIES

No prson perfoinnhn sivices undr this Agert (other than a pwion directly employed by
Cocnpiay) shall be nidered as an agft or empkoyee of Cmpan unyi specficaly duignmted by
Company in writing as an agea. Company assues no labiliy to County, or agwcy weoC or to any
thrd party for damnages to property, both real and personal, or perscnal injury (including death) which
ni* arise out of or be in any way camected with any act or omissio on the part of any pearsn oct
directly enployc by Company cc des fd by Compi nw ritin gas an agent in, oac tio with
savice perbmed wuxr this Agreeant In no evaet shall this Ag.ranam be construed to o any
benefits or rihtWs or any parties obeir t= any aliatf of tis Company• t own or op tes th Vogtl
Electric Generating Plant.

7. RECORDS

County W=r to receive and nuinage, in accordance with gamil~y accep acounin proedures, the
fuinds adwanoed by Company undkr this Ap t A separe fimrin account, in minty accounting
recs, shall be imaitahed fir the receipt and disburscient of hsuc flmds.

8. ASSIGNMENT

company shall have the riot to assign this Agrcctnerit to any afli or subsidiary of Company upon
writtM nice to County.

9. AUDIT RIGHTS

Ccpy (or iks designated --m-t- - s) shall have the rit to camine and audit all bocks, records,
Vcxuds and accounts of County that pmtin to the receipt, disbursnent, and use of the sum
advanced pursuant to this Ag nt Any such ¢caminabc or audft shall be c_ ,xcW during regular
businss bours and, to the Fteot possibl, with reasonable advanc nctice.

10. TERMINATION AND MODIFICATION

10.1 Company may terminate this Agreement upon writtenotice to County in the eve= (1) of a
dcange in the applicable ederal, fta or local laws or resuatieins which authori= or provides for
alternative :flidin for the prposes set f~th heorein; (2) Vogtle Electric GemmneratinPat ceso
Wetion or (3) the diret su•p•vis of Couwtys anacgncy mangement ageny is transkfed co
d flm the Bamwdil Cou=V Council to another agecy. In the evnt of tmination under tis
Section 10., COLIVty s9a11 rfdLuId to Comnpany within sixty (60) days of such twminijaficn all of the flizds
furushed herunder hich are mtexqanded and unobligwd as ofthe date ihe notwe oftaminaition was
givn by Caqprny.

102 In the eavt of sgnificant change in FEMA or NRC REP mreueents, County and Coapany
shall review the impact of any such dwag upon this Agxreent and shall mutually dewnmine, on the
basis ofstuch review, what ourse ofaction, if any, the paties shall take with respect to this Agreement
In the evet of a drastic and mxddc inase in the inlati or inany of he nonsalaycategories
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listed on Exhibit A, which chage iwMK, if Exhi• t A wr not revised, caim fmncial hardship to
County, Carany and County agree to rcviw Exhibit A and ify are in agmemat tt modificaions
are warrant4d to make appropriate modificabtios thereto. Notwithatanding any other provison herccC
nothing in this Agreanca shah reqire Company to enter into a modification of to Agreeimnt or
Exhibit A unless Canpany, in its sole discrt eers to do so.

11. ADMINISTRATON OF THIS AGREEMENT

In al manors relating to this Agreent Company's Vice President or his designee shal art for
Company, and tdh Cairman, BamvU County Cunc or hIs d new shah act for Cunty.

12. WAIVER OF BREACH

T7e waiver by Canpany of a breach of any provision of this Agreemws by County shall hot operate or
be construed as a waivr of any oher or subsequent breach by County.

13. EN7IRE AGREEMENT

This instrwmrm contains th entire Agrecat and ubetiwo the parties and ther a no
oral Iterms 1 conditims not herein recited. No party has relied upon any zq.epenaticu,
either premsed or ipUied, ma catained in this Agreemen All prior uternadh=V I s and
oons relating to requests by County for flmdig rltin to he m• of REPs art e d , to
be merged in this istrument, and the samne maynot be dcanged or mspplanwted orally.

14. GOVERNING LAW

This Agreeent shall be oomMd and enforced in woordance with tde laws of the Staft of South

15. SEVERABIITY

Mte , ,fImBlity or inaldity of any particular provison of this Agreemnat shall not affect its othe
pmvisiom, and to the cxmt ecmry to give such ohe provmi• s dfx, try sbal be deemed
sye'ab•.•
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IN WrTNEss WHEREF, th partis bhro have ected thi Agrmit by eir du, autmi
a a of the date fzut above writtm.

SOUTHERN NUCLEAR OPERATING COMPANY

U-4je4gxý

By.
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN
GEORGIA POWER COMPANY

AND
BURKE COUNTY, GEORGIA

THIS AGREEMENT, made and entered into as of the day of iI#,Cc
, 1991, by and between Georgia Power Company (uCompany')% a Georgia

corporation having its principal place of business in Atlanta, Georgia, and Burke
County, Georgia (*Countym).

W I T N E S S E T H:

WHEREAS, Company has constructed. is the owner of, Is the licensed operator
of, and is currently operating, for the purpose of generating electric current,
Units I and 2 of the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant, federally licensed nuclear
facilities located in Burke County, Georgia and

WHEREAS, advance planning is necessary to assure that the health and safety
of the public will be protected in the unlikely event of a radiological emergency
associated with the operation of said nuclear plant; and

WHEREAS, Company has developed a Vogtl e Electric Generating Plant Emergency
Plan so that in the unlikely event of an emergency, appropriate federal, state
and local government officials are notified and appropriate monitoring and onsite
measures are taken to protect the public; and

WHEREAS, County is responsible for the health, safety, security and welfare
of its citizens; and

WHEREAS, local governments have the responsibility to develop and maintain
effective response capability to support emergency actions; and

WHEREAS, County has the overall responsibility for emergency preparedness
and local response in County concerning an incident at Vogtle Electric Generating
Plant; and

WHEREAS, County is responsible for coordinating and for submitting to
Georgia Emergency Management Agency (OGEKAI) changes to the Radiological
Emergency Plan ("REPO) for County and for annually certifying REP currentness to
GERA; and

WHEREAS, the Federal Emergency Management Agency ("FENA') has been
designated by the President to take the lead in offsite radiological emergency
planning and response and to review and assess state and local plans for
adequacy; and

WHEREAS, the Nuclear Regulatory Coumission ("NRC*) will review the FEMA
findings and determinations on the adequacy and capability of implementation of
state and local plans and make decisions with regard to the overall (onsite and
offsite) state of emergency preparedness; and



WHEREAS, NRC has adopted a regulation requiring that REPs meeting the FEKA-
NRC criteria of NUREG-0654/FEMA REP-I be Implemented and maintained; and

WHEREAS, County has prepared a REP for radiological emergencies associated
with the operation of Vogtle Electric Generating Plant; and

WHEREAS, maintaining the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant REP in accordance
with the FEHA-NRC criteria and participating in exercises as required by NRC and
FEKA regulations requires resources and results in costs (hereinafter referred
to as "incremental costs') above and beyond those which would be required and
incurred by County solely to meet its statutory duties to protect public health
and safety; and

WHEREAS, Company, in order properly to fulfill its statutorily mandated
duty to make adequate electric service available for the people of the State of
Georgia and to provide for the continued operation of Vogtle Electric Generating
Plant, and solely to achieve this goal, has previously provided County with some
of the funds necessary to meet the incremental cost of implementing a REP which
sufficiently complies with the applicable regulations and related guidelines of
the NRC so as to avoid an ordered shutdown of these units; and

WHEREAS, the State and local governments have completed development and
Implementation of a REP but must continue to maintain the REP current and
periodically participate in REP exercises and drills to sufficiently comply with
the applicable regulations and guidelines related thereto, for FENA and the NRC;
and

WHEREAS, Company has agreed to pay to County the funds specified herein
which shall constitute Company's total responsibility for the Incremental cost
incurred by County in performing the obligations hereunder; and

WHEREAS, the Department of Energy, Savannah River Site utilizes County
Emergency Preparedness resources and provides the County with some REP related
fundtng; and

WHEREAS, the parties desire to terminate REP funding provided under the
Agreement Between Georgia Power Company and County dated as of August 12, 1986,
as amended, and to substitute funding under this new Agreemnt which shall
provide sufficient funds for meeting the incremental costs associated with
maintaining the REP for the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant to comply
sufficiently with applicable regulations and related guidelines of FENA and the
NRC;

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing premises and mutual
covenants hereinafter set forth, the parties agree as follows:

1. IM. This Agreement shall be for a term of four (4) Contract Years from
July 1, 1993 and thereafter shall automatically renew for successive terms
of one (1) Contract Year unless terminated by either party by giving
written notice to the other party at least thirty (30) days prior to the
then-current term. Each Contract Year shall commence on July I and shall
end on June 30 of the suceeding year.

2.



2. RESPONSIBILITIES OF COUNTY.

2.1 County shall maintain, coordinating with GENA and appropriate
agencies and political subdivisions, County REPs (offsite contingency
plans) for the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant in accordance with
criteria established by FENA and the NRC. In performing this task, County
shall be responsible for assuring the performance of all necessary related
County activities, including staffing, planning, coordination with local
government, administration, equipment maintenance and replacement andlogistical support.

2.2 Each County agency shall participate as required by NRC and FENA
regulations in annual Vogtle Electric Generating Plant Emergency exercises
sufficiently to maintain FEKA approval of the county and state Vogtle
Electric Generating Plant site specific REP. In performing this task,
County shall be responsible for assuring the performance of all necessary
related County activities, including staffing, planning, coordination with
local governments, administration, and logistical support.

2.3. County shall utilize the funds provided by Company to meet the
incremental costs described in Exhibit A hereto. Provided, however, that
none of the funds provided by Company to County hereunder may be utilIzed
to pay all or any part of the salary of an elected official that do not
relate to REP activities.

2.4. (a) If, during any Contract Year that this Agreement is in effect,
County determines that it is necessary to request one-time
additional funding for non-recurring exceptional needs
necessary for REP program maintenance or for the purchase of
replacement equipment which will be used to support REP
maintenance activities and REP emergency operations, County
shall submit to Company a written request for such funds.

(b) Each such written request shall clearly and in detail (1)
describe the purpose for which the requested funds will be
used, (2) state the amount of funds requested, (3) state the
total cost of the project to be undertaken or the equipment to
be purchased, (4) describe the reason such undertaking or
equipment Is necessary for maintaining REP activities and REP
emergency operations, (5) other sources and amounts of funds,
if any, and (6) state its time table for committing its own
funds if any.

(c) To enable Company to thoroughly evaluate such written request,
County shall furnish to the Company such additional
substantiating documentation and information concerning the
use of the requested funds as Company may request.

(d) All funds provided to County under Section 2.4 shall be used
strictly for the purposes stated in the request for funds
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submitted pursuant to Section 2.4.(a) above and in Section
2.3. Any such funds furnished by Company which are not
expended by County for such purposes shall be promptly
refunded to Company.

(e) Company reserves the right to set. forth special terms and
conditions in connection with Its provision of funds under
Section 2.4.

2.5 The funds provided to County under this Agreement are Intended to
augment emergency preparedness activities and are not a substitute for
current or past County budget expenses allocated for local emergency
preparedness agencies. These funds shall not affect present or future
County budget requirements normally allocated for local emergency
preparedness activities.

3. RESPONSIBILITIES OF COMPANY.

3.1 For the first Contract Year this Agreement is in effect, Company
shall place on deposit with County the total amount reflected in Exhibit
A attached hereto and made a part hereof, such deposit to be made in four
(4) equal quarterly payments. Each quarter of the second and subsequent
Contract Years of this Agreement, Company shall place on deposit with
County an amount equal to one-fourth of: (1) the previous Contract Year's
deposit for salary, adjusted by a percentage equal to twelve (12) month
Bureau of Labor Statistics Consumer Price Index for all urban consumers;
plus (2) the total amount of items other than salary specified on Exhibit
A. Such monies shall be transferred to the budget of County solely for
use in REP activities as specified In Exhibit A. Acceptance of such
monies constitute's County's ratification of this Agreement. Unexpended
monies shall accrue in each Exhibit A category from Contract Year to
Contract Year.

3.2 Upon receiving all necessary information from County concerning a
request for supplemental funds for nonrecurring exceptional ne~eds
necessary for REP program maintenance or for the purchase of replacement
equipment, Company shall within a reasonable time evaluate and submit to
County a written response to such request.

4. USE OF EQUIPMENT

4.1 Any equipment purchased with supplemental funds furnished hereunder
shall be used in support of REP maintenance activities and REP emergency
operations. Upon request, Company, in its sole discretion, may approve in
writing the use by County of such equipment for purposes other than REP
support provided that County ensures that such use does not interfere with
the timely availability of the equipment for REP support and does not
expose the equipment to unusual or excessive wear and tear. County agrees
to promptly report and replace or repair at no expense to Company any such.
equipment that is damaged or lost during, or as the result of, such other
use.
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4.2 County shall be responsible for maintaining any equipment purchased
with funds furnished hereunder in good working order at all times.

4.3 In the event this Agreement is terminated for any reason, County
shall, with respect to any equipment purchased hereunder that has a
remaining useful life at the time of termination, continue to use such
equipment in support of REP maintenance activities and REP emergency
operations and comply with the provisions of Paragraphs 4.1 and 4.2 above
for the remaining useful life of such equipment.

5. DlISCLIME

Company makes no warranties or representations whatsoever, either express
or implied, to County or to any third party as to the condition, safety,
reliabgility or adaptability of any equipment to be purchased in part with
funds provided under this Agreement, for use in County's emergency
management activities, as Company's participation in each project is
limited solely to the contribution of funds hereunder. The parties agree
that Company shall have no control over, or authority, responsibility or
liability for, the procurement, use or operation of any such equipment.

6. RELATIONSHIP OF PARTIES

N4o person performing services under this Agreement (other than a person
directly employed by Company) shall be considered as an agent or employee
of Company unless specifically designated by Company in writing as an
agent. Company assumes no liability to County, or agency thereof, or to
any third party for damages to property, both real and personal,, or
personal injury (including death) which might arise out of or be in any
way connected with any act or omission on the part of any person not
directly employed by Company or designated by Company in writing as an
agent in connection with service performed under this Agreement. In no
event shall this Agreement be construed to confer any benefits or rights
or any parties other than any affiliate of this Company that owns or
operates the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant.

7. RECORDS.

County agrees to receive and manage, in accordance with generally accepted
accounting procedures, the funds advanced by Company under this Agreement.
A separate funding account,, in county accounting records, shall be
maintained for the receipt and disbursement of such funds.

Company shall have the right to assign this Agreement to any affiliate or
subsidiary of Company upon written notice to County.

Company (or its designated representatives) shall have the right to
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examine and audit all books, records, vouchers, and accounts of County
that pertain to the receipt, disbursement, and use of the sums advanced
pursuant to this Agreement. Any such examination or audits shall be
conducted during regular business hours and, to the extent possible, with
reasonable advance notice.

10. TERMINATION AND MODIFICATION.

10.1 Company may terminate this Agreement upon written notice to County
in the event: (1) of a change in the applicable federal, state or local
laws or regulations which authorizes or provides for alternative funding
for the purposes set forth herein; (2) Vogtle Electric Generating Plant
ceases operation or (3) the direct supervision of County's emergency
management agency is transferred or delegated from the Burke County
Commission to another agency or individual. In the event of termination
under this Section 10, County shall refund to Company within sixty (60)
days of such termination all of the funds furnished hereunder which are
unexpended and unobligated as of the date the notice of termination was
given by Company.

10.2 In the event of significant change in FEMA or NRC REP requirements,
County and Company shall review the impact of any such change upon this
Agreement and shall mutually determine, on the basis of such review, what
course of action, if any, the parties shall take with respect to this
Agreement. In the event of a drastic and sudden increase in the inflation
rate or in any of the non-salary categories listed on Exhibit A, which
change would, if Exhibit A were not revised, cause financial hardship to
County, Company and County agree to review Exhibit A and, if they are in
agreement that modifications are warranted, to make appropriate
modifications thereto. Notwithstanding any other provision hereof,
nothing in this Agreement shall require Company to enter into a
modification of the Agreement or Exhibit A unless Company, in its sole
discretion, elects to do so.

11. ADMINISTRATION OF THIS AGREEMENT.

In all matters relating to this Agreement, Company's Vice President or his
designee shall act for Company, and the Chairman, Burke County Commission
or his designee shall act for County.

12. WAIVER OF BREACH.

The waiver by Company of a breach of any provision of this Agreement by
County shall not operate or be construed as a waiver of any other or
subsequent breach by County.

13. ENTIRE AGREEMENT.

This instrument contains the entire Agreement and understanding between
the parties and there are no oral understandings, terms or conditions not
herein recited. No party has relied upon any representation, either
expressed or implied, not contained in this Agreement. All prior
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understandings, terms and conditions relating to requests by County for
funding relating to the maintenance of REPs are deemed to be merged in
this instrument, and the same may not be changed or supplemented orally.

14. GOENNL.
This Agreement shall be construed and enforced in accordance with the Laws

of the State of Georgia.

15. SEVERABILITY.

The unenforceability or invalidity of any particular provision of this
Agreement shall not affect its other provision, and to the extent
necessary to give such other provisions effect, they shall be deemed
severable.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement by
their duly authorized representatives of the date first above written.

GEORGIA POWER COMPANY

Vice President - uclear
Vogtle ProlecI/

Witness: '1 -41 S 6 t 1ýt

BURKE COUNTY, GEORGIA

Chai man, Burke County
Commission

Witness:- b_.
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GRANT AGREEMENT BETWEEN
GEORGIA POWER COMPANY

AND
GEORGIA EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY

THIS AGREEMENT, effective the 'I-day of, 1996, by and between
Georgia Power Company, a Georgia corporation having its princi~d place of business in Atlanta,
Georgia (the "Company"), and the Georgia Emergency Management Agency ("GEMA"),
supersedes the prior agreement between Georgia Power Company and GEMA dated May 29,1984
and effective June 1, 1984 (the "Prior Agreement").

WITNESSETH:

WHEREAS, the Company has constructed, for the purpose of generating electric curent,
the Edwin 1. Hatch Nuclear Plant ("Plant Hatch"), a federally licensed nuclear facility located in
Appling County, Georgia, and Vogtle Electric Generating Plant ("Plant Vogtle"), a federally
licensed facility located in Burke County, Georgia; and

WHEREAS, the Company has implemented radiological emergency plans ("REPs") to
assure that, in the unlikely event of a radiological emergency associated with the operation of Plants
Hatch or Vogtle appropriate federal, state and local government officials are notified and
appropriate monitoring and on-site measures are taken to protect the public; and

WHEREAS, the State of Georgia is responsible for the health, safety, security and welfare
of its citizens and has by law mandated the development of emergency response plans and
capabilities at each level of government for dealing with natural or man-made disasters, including,
but not limited to, radiological emergencies associated with the operation of fixed nuclear facilities;
and

WHEREAS, GEMA, in coordination with other State agencies, has developed the Georgia
Radiological Emergency Response Plan, and is required to maintain the currency of that plan; and

WHEREAS, the Federal Emergency Management Agency ("FEMA") has been designated
by the President of the United States to take the lead in off-site radiological emergency planning
and response, and to review and assess State and local emergency plans for adequacy; and

WHEREAS, the NRC will review the FEMA findings and determinations on the adequacy
and capability of implementation of state and local plans, and make decisions with regard to overall
on-site and off-site state of emergency preparedness; and

WHEREAS, the NRC has adopted a regulation requiring that REPs meeting the FEMA-
NRC criteria of NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-1 be implemented and maintained; and



WHEREAS, the NRC and FEMA have established certain planning standards and require
certain demonstrations of emergency planning capability in the form of written plans and periodic
drills and exercises; and

WHEREAS, the Company, in order to fulfill properly the statutorily mandated duty to
make adequate electric service available for the people of the State of Georgia through the
continued operation of Plants Hatch and Vogtle, and solely to achieve this goal, has previously
provided the State of Georgia with some of the funds necessary to meet the costs of maintaining a
REP which sufficiently complies with the applicable regulations and relevant guidelines of the
NRC and FEMA so as to avoid an ordered shutdown of these essential units; and

WHEREAS, Southern Nuclear Operating Company ("SNC") has implemented a REP for
the Plant Farley emergency planning zone a portion of which is located in the State of Georgia, and
also contributes some of the funds to GEMA necessary to meet the cost of maintaining a REP, and

WHEREAS, the U.S. Department of Energy ("DOE") has implemented a REP for the
portion of the Savannah River Site ("SRS") emergency planning zone located within the State of
Georgia, and also contributes funds to GEMA necessary to meet the costs of maintaining a REP;
and

WHEREAS, GEMA and the Company have agreed that the Company shall be required to
provide only the funding delineated in this Agreement as its share of the total funds required to
maintain the State of Georgia REP; and

WHEREAS, DOE funding is contingent upon annual renewal of the GEMA-DOE
Agreement through Georgia Fiscal Year 1997; and

WHEREAS, GEMA is designated by executive order as the State Emergency Coordinating
Agency and the Governor of the State of Georgia, by letter dated September 21, 1984, has
delegated to the Director of GEMA the authority to enter into this Agreement and accept the
following offer of funds for emergency management in those areas of the State of Georgia affected
by the operation of private nuclear power plants; and

WHEREAS, in order to assure the continued operation of Plantsi Hatch and Vogtie, the
Company entered into the Prior Agreement for the purpose of providing GEMA: with the funds
necessary to meet the cost of maintaining the State of Georgia REP, and the Company and GEMA
agree that this Agreement shall supersede the Prior Agreement;

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing premises and subject to the terms and
conditions set forth hereinafter, the parties agree as follows:
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A. OBLIGATIONS OF THE PARTIES

1. GEMA will continue to update, modify and develop the Georgia REP as necessary
to provide direct support and resources required to accomplish fixed nuclear facility emergency
planning with respect to Plants Hatch and Vogte. Such continuing work by GEMA will include
developing and conducting periodic exercises and drills designed to evaluate emergency response
capabilities and to develop and maintain individual skills as required by and consistent with
applicable state and federal guidelines and regulations.

2. The Company will provide some of the funding to defray expenses which are
incurred by the State government for activities, training, facilities and equipment associated with
maintenance of the Georgia REP for Plants Hatch and Vogtle, that comply with FEMA-NRC
requirements and guidelines and which are specifically approved by the Company. Such funding
shall be calculated on a yearly basis beginning July 1, 1996. A condition of receiving funding shall
be that on or before April 1 of each year, GEMA shall submit to the Company any proposed
adjustments, together with an appropriate itemization of each such adjustment, to the base funding
level established in Exhibit 1, attached hereto ("Base Level Funding"), to reflect:

(a) Changes in personnel salary costs, across-the-board or merit, for
personnel whose salaries are funded, fully or in part under this Agreement;
provided, however, that this adjustment shall only recognize such changes in
the same proportion that each such person's salary is already funded under
this Agreement;

(b) Additional costs to be incurred during the fiscal year (July I through
June 30) following the date of renewal, which costs are associated with
participation by GEMA at the Company's request in Plants Hatch and
Vogtle emergency exercises.

The proposed adjustments under (a) and (b) shall be reviewed by the Company and
either accepted or rejected by June 1 of each year, with the obligation to fund such adjustments to
be expressly subject to and conditioned upon the Company's approval thereof. Except as otherwise
provided in this Agreement, unexpended funds for any itemized expense which arise from
payments by the Company shall be refimded to the Company.

3. In the event DOE ceases providing to the State of Georgia funding for the costs of
maintaining a REP, and the State of Georgia ceases all REP activities conducted in support of SRS,
REP funding will revert to "without SRS" as identified in Exhibit 2, subject to adjustments as
delineated in Paragraph 2 for prior contract years; provided, however, that no Company funds or
resources will be used to benefit SRS REP planning or activities.

4. The Director of GEMA shall receive funds advanced for exercise and practice
exercise costs ("exercise funds"), as provided by the Company. Within ninety (90) days following
the completion of exercises conducted after execution of this Agreement, the Direct of GEMA shall
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provide to the Company, in such detail as the Company may require, a statement of expenditures
(itemized to indicate transportation, per diem, meal and supplies expenses) and return any
unexpended and unobligated funds to the Company. Transportation, per diem, meal and supplies
costs will be based on actual charges to GEMA accounts for the conducting of exercises and
associated practice exercises.

5. The Company shall advance one-fourth of the base funding to GEMA not less than
thirty (30) days prior to the beginning of each quarter of the fiscal year. Funding for emergency
exercise costs shall be advanced on a schedule to be mutually established by GEMA and the
Company.

6. GEMA shall be responsible for entering into the appropriate agreements with, and
for distribution of the funds provided by the Company for, other State agencies, and shall be
responsible for the appropriate accounting for such amounts.

7. The funding provided under this Agreement is for the purpose of providing financial
support to GEMA and other State of Georgia agencies in order that they may carry out their
responsibilities under this Agreement, including:

(a) Providing radiological emergency response planning, training,
development and maintenance of the REP and related procedures for Plants
Hatch and Vogtle, which affect or impact u*pon Georgia counties;

(b) Participating, as required, in the implementation of radiological
emergency response exercises and drills;

(c) Providing assistance to Georgia counties in the planning, training,
development and maintenance of county radiological emergency response
plans and procedures for Plants Hatch and Vogtle which has an effect or
impact upon Georgia counties;

(d) Complying with applicable NRC-FEMA regulations and guidelines.

8. (a) If during any fiscal year that this Agreement is in effect, GEMA determines that
it is necessary to request one-time additional funding for non-recurring exceptional needs necessary
for REP program maintenance or for the purchase of replacement equipment which will be used to
support REP maintenance activities and REP'emergency operations, GEMA shall submit to
Company a written request for such funds.

(b) Each such written request shall clearly and in detail (1) describe the purpose for
which the requested funds will be used, (2) state the amount of funds requested, (3) state the total
cost of the project to be undertaken or the equipment to be purchased, (4) describe the reason such
undertaking or equipment is necessary for maintaining REP activities and REP emergency
operations, and (5) state GEMA's timetable for committing its own or other funding, if any.
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(C) To enable the Company to thoroughly evaluate such written request, GEMA
shall furnish to the Company such substantiating documentation and information concerning the
use of the requested funds as the Company may request.

(d) All funds provided to GEMA under Paragraph 8. shall be used strictly for the
purposes stated in the request for funds submitted pursuant to Paragraph 8.(b) above. Any such
funds furnished by the Company which are not expended by GEMA for such purposes shall be
promptly refunded to the Company.

9. GEMA agrees to receive and manage, in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles, the funds advanced by the Company under this Agreement. All auditing by
GEMA shall be done in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards, and accordingly
will include such tests of the accounting records and such other auditing procedures as are
considered necessary or appropriate. The Company will have the right to review these records and
audits and reserves the right to conduct its own audit at its own expense, except that nothing herein
shall apply to confidential information or records of GEMA.

10. This agreement shall not obligate GEMA to expend any sum for the purposes set
forth herein in excess of the total funding made available by the Company under this Agreement
and by DOE and Southern Nuclear Operating Company under separate agreements.

11. The Prior Agreement is hereby terminated effective as of the effective date of this
Agreement.

12. All funds provided to GEMA shall be used strictly for the purposes stated herein.
Any equipment purchased with funds furnished under the Prior Agreement shall be used in support
of REP maintenance activities and REP emergency operations. GEMA shall be responsible for
maintaining such equipment in good working order at all times. GEMA may use such equipment
for purposes other than REP support provided that such use does not interfere with the timely
availability of the equipment for REP support and does not expose the equipment to unusual or
excessive wear and tear. GEMA agrees to promptly replace or repair at no expense to the
Company, any such equipment that is damaged or lost during, or as the result of, such other use.

13. GEMA and the Company shall cooperatively establish dates and objectives for
Plants Hatch and Vogtle emergency exercises and cooperatively develop emergency exercise
scenarios for the Plants Hatch and Vogtle exercises.

14. Should there be major revisions in applicable NRC or FEMA regulations or
guidelines, GEMA and the Company shall review the effects of the changes and the need to amend
or supplement this Agreement as a result of such changes.
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B. TERM OF AGREEMENT

1. This Agreement shall be effective for a period of one (1) year commencing on the
effective date hereof, and will thereafter be renewed automatically firom year-to-year thereafier,
provided, however, that either party may terminate the Agreement by notifying the other party in
writing at least ninety (90) days in advance of the end of the then-current term of the Agreement.

2. The Company may terminate this Agreement in the event of a change in law or
regulation implementing alternative funding of for the purposes set forth herein. In the event of
such termination, GEMA shall refund to the Company within sixty (60) days of such termination
all funds which were unexpended and unobligated as of the date notice of termination was given.

C. ADMINISTRATION OF AGREEMENT

In all matters relating to this Agreement, the Company's Executive Vice President - Nuclear
Operations or his designee shall act for the Company and the Director of GEMA or his designee
shall act for GEMA.

D. THIRD PARTIES

Notwithstanding any provision of this Agreement which may be interpreted to the contrary,
this Agreement shall not be interpreted to confer any benefit or rights on any third parties.

E. RELATIONSHIP OF PARTIES

No person performing services under this Agreement other than an actual employee of the
Company shall be considered as an agent or employee of the Company, unless specifically
designated in writing. The Company assumes no liability whatsoever to GEMA or to any third
party for damages to property, either real or both, or personal injuries (including death) which
might arise out of or be in any way connected with any act or omission on the part of GEMA or
such party. No person performing services under this Agreement other than an actual employee of
GEMA shall be considered as an agent or employee of GEMA. GEMA assumes no liability
whatsoever to the Company or to any third party for damages to property, either real or personal or
both, or personal injuries (including death) which might arise out of or be in any way connected
with any act or omission on the part of the Company or such party. Neither does GEMA by this
Agreement waive in any manner its sovereign immunity or rights under the Eleventh Amendment
of the United States Constitution as an agency of the State of Georgia.

F. SEVERABILITY

The unenforceabiity or invalidity of any particular provision of this Agreement shall not affect its
other provisions and, to the extent necessary to give such other provisions effect, the particular
provision shall be deemed severable.
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G. ENTIRE AGREEMENT

This instrument contains the entire agreement and understanding between the parties and
there are no oral understanding, terms, or conditions not herein recited. Neither party has relied
upon any representation, either express or implied, not otherwise contained in this Agreement. All
prior understandings, terms, or conditions arm deemed to be merged in this instrument and the same
may not be changed or supplemented orally.

IL ASSIGNMENT

Neither party shall assign any of its obligations hereunder without the prior written consent
of the other. Provided, however, that upon written notice to the other parties to this Agreement, the
Company may assign its rights and obligations hereunder to any affiliate of the Company which
becomes authorized by the NRC to operate Plants Hatch and Vogtle. Alternatively, the Company
may by written notice to the other parties hereto designate such affiliate as its agent to administer
and perform this Agreement on behalf of the Company.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement by their duly
authorized representatives as of the date stated above.

GEORGIA EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
AGENCY

RIF 9 A% p- FG-i-

wf4& -- / e

By: a,==f•.--

Director

GEORGIA POWER COMPANY

BY: t Vie Pd -N
E~xecutive Vice President -Nuclear OpeaitionsWitness Q
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GRANT AGREEMENT
BETWEEN

DUKE ENERGY CORPORATION,
SOUTHERN NUCLEAR OPERATING COMPANY, INC.,

PROGRESS ENERGY CAROLINAS, INC.,
SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTRIC AND GAS COMPANY, AND

THE SOUTH CAROLINA EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT DIVISION
FOR RADIOLOGICAL EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS FUNDING

THIS AGREEMENT, effective the 1st day of July 2003, by and among Duke Energy
Corporation, a North Carolina corporation having its principal place of business in Charlotte,
North Carolina, ("Duke"); Southern Nuclear Operating Company, Inc., a Delaware corporation
having its principal place of business in Birmingham, Alabama ("SNC"); Progress Energy
Carolinas, Inc., with its principal place of business in Raleigh, North Carolina, ("Progress");
South Carolina Electric and Gas Company, a South Carolina corporation having its principal
place of business in Columbia, South Carolina, ("SCE&G") and the South Carolina Emergency
Management Division, ("SCEMD"), supersedes the prior Agreement entitled "Grant Agreement
Between Duke Power Company, Georgia Power Company, Carolina Power & Light Company,
(now doing business as Progress Energy Carolinas, Inc.), South Carolina Electric and Gas
Company, and The South Carolina Emergency Preparedness Division, dated July 1, 1996, (the
"Prior Agreement").

WITNESSETH:

WHEREAS, Duke Energy Corporation has constructed, for the purpose of generating electric
current, Units 1, 2, and 3 of the Oconee Nuclear Site and Units I and 2 of the Catawba Nuclear
Site, both of which are federally licensed nuclear facilities located in Oconee County, South
Carolina and York County, South Carolina, respectively; and

WHEREAS, Georgia Power Company has constructed, for the purpose of generating electric
current, Units I and 2 of the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant, a federally licensed nuclear facility
located in Burke County, Georgia; and

WHEREAS, in 1997, SNC became the exclusive licensed operator of Vogtle Electric
Generating Plant, and the Prior Agreement was subsequently assigned from Georgia Power
Company to Southern Nuclear Operating Company, and

WHEREAS, Carolina Power & Light Company, (now doing business as Progress Energy
Carolinas, Inc.), has constructed, for the purpose of generating electric current, Robinson Nuclear
Plant, a federally licensed nuclear facility located in Darlington County, South Carolina; and

WHEREAS, South Carolina Electric and Gas Company has constructed, for the purpose of
generating electric current, Unit I of the V. C. Summer Nuclear Station, a federally licensed
nuclear facility located in Fairfield County, South Carolina; and



WHEREAS, SNC, Duke, Progress, and SCE&G, (hereinafter collectively referred to as the
"Utilities"), have implemented radiological emergency plans ("REPs") to assure that, in the
unlikely event of a radiological emergency associated with the operation of Plants Vogtle,
Oconee, Catawba, Robinson, and V. C. Summer, appropriate federal, state and local government
officials are notified and appropriate monitoring and on-site measures are taken to protect the
public; and

WHEREAS, the State of South Carolina is responsible for the health, safety, security, and
welfare of its citizens and has by law mandated the development of emergency response plans
and capabilities at each level of government for dealing with natural or man-made disasters,
including, but not limited to, radiological emergencies associated with the operation of fixed
nuclear facilities; and

WHEREAS, SCEMD, in coordination with the Federal Emergency Management Agency
("FEMA") and other State agencies, has developed the South Carolina Operational Radiological
Emergency Response Plan (SCORERP) and is required to maintain the currency of that plan; and

WHEREAS, the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) has been designated by the
President as the lead Federal agency for off-site radiological emergency planning and response
and to review and assess State and local emergency plans for adequacy, and

WHEREAS, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) will review the FEMA findings and
determinations on the adequacy and capability of implementation of state and local plans and
make decisions with regard to the overall on-site and off-site state of emergency preparedness;
and

WHEREAS, the NRC has adopted a regulation requiring that REPs meeting the FEMA-NRC
criteria of NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-I be implemented and maintained; and

WHEREAS, the NRC and FEMA have established certain planning standards and require
certain demonstrations of emergency planning capability in the form of written plans and
periodic drills and exercises; and

WHEREAS, the Utilities, in order to properly fulfill their statutorily mandated duty to make
adequate electric service available for the people of the States of Georgia and South Carolina
through the continued operation of Plants Vogtle, Oconee, Catawba, Robinson, and V. C.
Summer, and to achieve this goal of continued operation, have previously provided the State of
South Carolina with some of the funds necessary to meet the costs of maintaining a REP which
complies with the applicable regulations and relevant guidelines of the NRC and FEMA so as to
avoid an ordered shutdown of these essential units; and

WHEREAS, SCEMD is designated by law within the Office of the Adjutant General as the State
emergency coordinating agency, and the Adjutant General has delegated to the Director of
SCEMD the authority to enter into this Agreement and accept the following funding assistance
for emergency management in those areas of the State of South Carolina affected by the
operation of privately owned nuclear power plants;
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NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing premises and subject to the terms and
conditions set forth hereinafter, the parties agree as follows:

A. OBLIGATIONS OF THE PARTIES

1. SCEMD will continue to update, modify, and develop the SCORERP as necessary and
provide direct support and resources required to accomplish fixed nuclear facility emergency
planning with respect to Plants Vogtle, Oconee, Catawba, Robinson, and V. C. Summer.

2. The funding provided under this Agreement is for the purpose of providing financial
support to SCEMD and other State of South Carolina agencies ("State agencies") in order that
they may carry out their overall emergency planning responsibilities under this agreement,
including:

(a) Providing radiological emergency response planning, development, and
maintenance of the REP and related procedures for Plants Vogtle, Oconee, Catawba, Robinson,
and V. C. Summer, whose emergency planning zones have an effect or impact upon the State of
South Carolina;

(b) Participating, as required, in the implementation of radiological emergency
response exercises and drills;

(c) Providing assistance to South Carolina counties in the planning, training,
development, and maintenance of county radiological emergency response plans and procedures
for Plants Vogtle, Oconee, Catawba, Robinson, and V. C. Summer, whose emergency planning
zones impact upon South Carolina counties;

(d) Complying with applicable NRC and FEMA regulations and guidelines.

3. This Agreement shall not obligate SCEMD to expend any sum for the purposes set
forth herein in excess of the total funding made available by the Utilities under this Agreement.

4. SCEMD agrees to receive and manage, in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles, the funds advanced by the Utilities under this Agreement.

5. All funds provided by the Utilities to SCEMD shall be used and applied strictly to the
funding categories stated herein on Exhibit A. At the end of the then-current SCEMD fiscal year,
any surplus funds remaining from each Exhibit A category shall be applied to second and
subsequent SCEMD utility assessments equal to the percentages stated in paragraph 13, with the
exception of the Thermoluminescent Dosimeter (TLD) assessment which shall be applied
specific to each site.

6. SCEMD shall have the flexibility to move up to ten percent (10%) of funds allocated
to one particular Base Level REP Funding category to another Base Level REP Funding category
during the fiscal year without prior approval of the Utilities.
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7. Any equipment purchased under the Prior Agreement shall be used in support of REP
maintenance activities and REP emergency operations. SCEMD shall be responsible for
maintaining such equipment in good working order at all times. SCEMD may use such
equipment for purposes other than REP support, provided that such use does not interfere with
the timely availability of the equipment for REP support and does not expose the equipment to
unusual or excessive wear and tear. SCEMD agrees to promptly replace or repair, at no expense
to the Utilities, any such equipment that is damaged or lost during, or as the result of, such other
use.

8. SCEMD shall be responsible for entering into the appropriate agreements with, and
for distribution of the funds provided by the Utilities for, other State agencies, and shall be
responsible for the appropriate accounting for such funding amounts.

9. A state-authorized audit shall be conducted in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards and accordingly will include such tests of the accounting records and such
other auditing procedures as are considered necessary or appropriate.

10. The Utilities shall each have the right to review these records and audits, and to
conduct no more than one joint independent audit annually at their own expense, except that
nothing herein shall apply to confidential information or records of SCEMD.

11. A condition of receiving funding shall be that on or before April I of each year,
SCEMD shall submit to the Utilities any proposed adjustments, together with an appropriate
itemization of each adjustment, including equipment requests and requests for non-recurring,
one-time exceptional needs, to the funding levels established in Exhibit A, attached hereto, (Base

* Level REP Funding) to reflect:

(a) Changes in labor costs, across the board or merit, for personnel whose salaries
are funded, fully or in part, under this Agreement; provided, however, that this adjustment shall
only recognize such changes in the same proportion that each person's salary is already funded
under this Agreement.

(b) The proposed adjustments under section 11 shall be reviewed by the Utilities,
and either accepted or rejected by June 1 of each year, with the obligation to fund such
adjustments, including equipment requests, expressly subject to and conditioned upon the
Utilities' collective approval thereof.

12. Funding for SCEMD Fiscal Year 2005 and each subsequent fiscal year that this
Agreement is in effect shall be calculated by modifying the Exhibit A base level REP f&nding
categories except Labor and Fringe Benefits/Insurance for inflation using the 12-month January
Consumer Price Index, All Items (CPI), to include the adjustments proposed by SCEMD and
approved by the Utilities as provided in Paragraph II above.
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13. The Utilities agree that each company will annually pay the following percentage of
the Base Level REP Funding amount shown on Exhibit A, to include any adjustments and/or
one-time requests as stated in paragraph 11 above:

Duke 40%/
SNC 20%
Progress 20%
SCE&G 20%

B. TERM OF AGREEMENT

This Agreement shall be effective for a period of four (4) years commencing July 1, 2003, and
will thereafter be renewed automatically from year-to-year; provided, however, that any party
may terminate the Agreement by notifying the other parties in writing at least ninety (90) days in
advance of the end of the then-current term of the Agreement.

C. ADMINISTRATION OF AGREEMENT

In all matters relating to this Agreement, Duke Energy Corporation's Executive Vice President or
his designee shall act for Duke, Southern Nuclear Operating Company's Vice President or his
designee shall act for SNC, South Carolina Electric and Gas Company's Vice President or his
designee shall act for SCE&G, Progress Energy Carolinas Vice President or his designee shall act
for Progress, and the Director of the South Carolina Emergency Management Division shall act
for the SCEMD.

D. THIRD PARTIES

Notwithstanding any provision of this Agreement which may be interpreted to the contrary, this
Agreement shall not be interpreted to confer any benefit or rights on any third parties other than
any third party having an ownership interest in Vogtle Electric Generating Plant, Oconee Nuclear
Site, Catawba Nuclear Site, Robinson Nuclear Plant, or V. C. Summer Nuclear Station.

E. RELATIONSHIP OF PARTIES

1. The parties hereto recognize and agree that the obligations of the Utilities hereunder
are limited to the funding contemplated by this Agreement, that the Utilities have no dominion or
control over SCEMD in the performance of its emergency planning responsibilities, and that the
maximum responsibility of each Utility under this Agreement is limited to its proportionate share
of funding set forth in Exhibit A, as such Exhibit may be adjusted during the term of this
Agreement. No employee of a party to this Agreement shall be considered or deemed to be an
agent or'employee of any other party for any purpose whatsoever. This Agreement shall not be
considered or deemed to create a joint venture, partnership, agency or enterprise between any of
the parties, it being recognized and agreed by the parties that each party is an independent
contractor with respect to the other parties.

5



2. The Utilities assume no liability whatsoever to SCEMD or to any State agency or to
any third party for damages to property, real or personal, or personal injury (including death)
arising out of or in any way connected with the grant of funds to SCEMD hereunder or the
performance of emergency planning responsibilities by SCEMD or any State agency, or any act
or omission of SCEMD, any State agency, or any third party. SCEMD assumes no liability
whatsoever to the Utilities or any third party for damages to property, real or personal, or
personal injury (including death) arising out of or in any way connected with any act or omission
of any of the Utilities or any third party. Neither does SCEMD by this Agreement waive in any
manner its sovereign immunity or rights under the Eleventh Amendment of the United States
Constitution as an agency of the State of South Carolina.

F. ASSIGNMENT

SNC, Duke, Progress, and SCE&G each shall have the right to assign this Agreement to its
affiliate or subsidiary upon written notice to SCEMD and the other parties.

G. SEVERABILITY

The unenforceability or invalidity of any particular provision of this Agreement shall not affect
its other provisions and, to the extent necessary to give such other provisions effect, the particular
provision shall be deemed severable.

H. ENTIRE AGREEMENT

This instrument contains the entire agreement and understanding between the parties, and there
are no oral understandings, terms, or conditions not herein recited. Neither party has relied upon
any representation, either express or implied, not otherwise contained in this Agreement. All
prior understandings, terms, or conditions are deemed to be merged in this instrument and the
same may not be changed or supplemented orally.

6



IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement by their duly
authorized representatives as of the date stated above.

SOUT ,RO A MERGENCY MANAGEMENT DIVISION

B Y :. ..- - " -9 • t • r- f

Director

SOUTHERN NUCLEAR OPERATING COMPANY, INC.

Vice kreliatentf- Nuclear, Vogtle Project

DUKE ENERGY CORPORATION

By: ____ ___
Executive'Vice President - Nuclear Generation

SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTRIC AND GAS COMPANY

By:__
Senior Vice President - Nuclear Operations

PROGRES NERGY CAROLINAS, INC.

By: r "/ qqt:/-"
Vice Pident - Roinson Nuclear Plant

7



FILE COPY
ASSIGNMENT OF EMERGENCY PLANNING AGREEMENTS

THIS ASSIGNMENT OF EPIERGENCY PLANNING AGREEMENTS (the "Assignment")
is made and entered into this the A -jf day of,. 199., by and between Georgia Power
Company, a Georgia corporation ("Georgia Pbwer"), and S6uthern Nuclear Operating Company, Inc., a
Delaware corporation ("Southern Nuclear").

WYIINESSEIH:

WHEREAS, Georgia Power is currently operating, for and on behalf of those owning Units One
and Two of the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant, a nuclear generating facility licensed to operate by the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the "NRC"), located in Burke County, Georgia; and

WHEREAS, advance planning is necessary to assure that the health and safety of the public will
be protected in the unlikely event of a radiological emergency associated with the operation of Vogtle
Electric Generating Plant; and

WHEREAS, Georgia Power has developed a Vogtle Electric Generating Plant Emergency Plan
to assure that, in the event of an emergency, appropriate federal, state and local government officials are
notified and appropriate monitoring and on-site measure are taken to protect the public; and

WHEREAS, on September 18, 1992, Georgia Power applied to the NRC for amendments to its
operating licenses for Vogte Electric Generating Plant, requesting that Southern Nuclear be authorized
as the exclusive licensed operator of Vogtle Electric Generating Plant; and

WHEREAS, as the exclusive operating licensee of Vogtle Electric Generating Plant, Southern
Nuclear will be responsible and will have the authority for all functions necessary to fulfill the
emergency planning requirements of the operating licenses; and

WHEREAS, Georgia Power now desires to assign its rights and delegate its obligations under
certain emergency planning agreements to Southern Nuclear as its agent.

NOW, THEREFORE, FOR AND IN CONSIDERATION of the premises, the mutual
covenants and promises herein contained, and other good and valuable consideration, the parties hereto
hereby agree as follows:

1. * EflcIixtD2at. The "Effective Date" for the purposes of this Assignment shall be the
date that Southern Nuclear becomes the exclusive licensed operator of Vogtle Electric Generating Plant,
currently scheduled for January 1. 1997.

II. Assignment and Delegation. Upon the Effective Date, Georgia Power hereby assigns all
of its right, title and interest in and to the following agreements, as amended, and delegates all of its
obligations under those agreements, as amended, to Southern Nuclear. This Assignment includes the
grant to Southern Nuclear of full power and authority to prosecute or withdraw in its own name any suit
or proceedings at law or in equity regarding the agreements. The agreements assigned pursuant hereto
are:



1. Grant Agreement between Georgia Power Company and Georgia Emergency
Management Agency, effective July 1, 1996;

2. Memorandum of Understanding among The South Carolina Emergency Preparedness
Division, and the South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control, and Georgia Power
Company, dated February 5, 1986;

3. Agreement between Georgia Power Company and Burke County, Georgia, dated March
24, 1993;

4. Agreement between Georgia Power Company, and Barnwell County, South Carolina,
dated June 28, 1993;

5. Agreement between Georgia Power Company, and Allendale County, South Carolina,
dated June 24, 1993;

6. Agreement between Georgia Power Company, and Aiken County, South Carolina, dated
August 6, 1993;

7. Grant Agreement Between Duke Power Company, Georgia Power Company, and
Carolina Power and Light Company, and South Carolina Electric and Gas Company, and The South
Carolina Emergency Preparedness Division, dated July 1, 1996;

8. Letter Agreement from Burke County Emergency Management Agency to Vogtle
Electric Generating Plant, dated February 8, 1993;

9. Letter Agreement from Burke County Sheriffs Department to Vogtle Electric
Generating Plant, dated June 24, 1994;

10. Letter Agreement from WBRO Radio Station to Vogtle Electric Generating Plant, dated
January 19, 1995;

1I. Letter Agreement from WYFA Radio Station to Vogtle Electric Generating Plant, dated
December 14, 1994;

12. Letter Agreement from WJBF Television Station to Vogtle Electric Generating Plant,
dated Fevruy 5,1993;

13. Letter Agreement from WRDW Television Station to Vogtle Electric Generating Plant,
dated November 17, 1993;

14. Letter Agreement from WAGT Television Station to Vogtle Electric Generating Plant,
dated February 4, 1993;

15. Letter Agreement from Augusta Regional Medical Center to Vogtle Electric Generating
Plant, dated November 16, 1993;

16. Letter Agreement from Joseph M. Still, Jr., M.D. to Vogtle Electric Generating Plant,
dated April 25, 1995;



17. Letter Agreement from Burke County Hospital to Georgia Power Company, dated
February 8, 1993;

18. Letter Agreement from Medical Specialists, Inc., Shelley A. Grifflin, M.D., Joseph L.
Jackson, M.D., and Harvey J. Sanders, M.D. to Vogtle Electric Generating Plant, dated December 71,
1994;

19. Letter Agreement from Westinghouse Electric Corporation to Georgia Power, dated
February 22, 1993;

20. Letter Agreement from Bechtel Power Corporation to Vogtle Electric Generating Plant,
dated November 12, 1992;

21. Letter Agreement firom WBBQ Radio Station to Vogtle Electric Generating Plant, dated
December 12, 1994;

22. Letter Agreement from WGUS-AM and WEKL-FM to Vogtle Electric Generating Plant,
dated May 9, 1995;

23. Letter Agreement from WBAW Radio Station to Vogtle Electric Generating Plant, dated
March 1, 1993;

24. Agreement between Georgia Power Company and the U.S. Department of Commerce for
the Operation of a NOAA Weather Radio Transmitter by a Cooperator, with Appendix A, effective
January 9, 1995;

25. Letter Agreement from WDOG Radio Station to Vogtle Electric Generating Plant, dated
February 10, 1993;

26. Letter Agreement from WKXC Radio Station to Vogtle Electric Generating Plant, dated
Februay 4, 1993;

27. Letter Agreement from Frank L. Carter, M.D., to Vogtle Electric Generating Plant, dated
December 26, 1994;

28. Letter Agreement from Radiation Management Consultants, to Vogtle Electric
Generating Plant, dated January 11, 1994;

29. Letter Agreement from B. Lamar Murray, M.D., to Vogtie Electric Generating Plant,
dated December 16, 1994;

30. Memorandum of Agreement between United States Department of Energy Savannah
River Operations Office and Georgia Power Company, effective January 1, 1986, confirmed July 28,
1993;

31. Letter Agreement from Institute of Nuclear Power Operations to Georgia Power, dated
April 26, 1995;



III. Accetce by Southern Nuclear Upon the Effective Date, Southern Nuclear agrees to
and does accept the assignment and delegation of the agreements referenced herein. Southern Nuclear
agrees to keep, perform and fulfill the terms, conditions, covenants, agreements and obligations required
to be kept, performed and fulfilled by Georgia Power under such agreements.

IV. eitlral. This Assignmentshall be binding and inure to the benefit of the parties hereto
and their respective successors and assigns. This Assignment shall be interpreted in accordance with the
laws and decisions of the State of Georgia.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Georgia Power and Southern Nuclear have caused their duly
authorized representatives to execute this Assignment as of the day and year first above written, to be
effective as of the Effective Date.

GEORGIA POWER COMPANY

F. D. Williams, Senior Vice President

SOUTHERN NUCLEAR OPERATING COMPANY, INC.

By:

ýN i ExecuieVice'Peident



Blanket Purchase Order
This Purchase Order replaces previously issued Purchase Order Number,
Southern Nuclear Operating Company, Inc.
Post Office Box 1295 D.M. Varner
Birmingham, Alabama 35201 Supply Chain General Manager

SOUTHERNA
NUCLEAR

ASOouIm 114 COmm"I
INTERNAL

Order Number Date IVendor Nbr 1P0 Type

1 SN040082 07-01-2004 124685 I

I!MPORTANTr:Please show this number on all packages, invoicesbills of lading,
lcr any other references to this Order.

Seller: FRAMATOME ANP, INC
MS CHERYL M WARREN
8048323742)
3315 OLD FOREST ROAD
PO BOX 10935
LYNCHBURG, VA 24506-0935

I BusinessD ID
I 124685(PHONE: BILLING AND MARKING INSTRUCTIONS:

Mail Invoice to:
SOUTHERN NUCLEAR OPERATING CO.
ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT
P.O. BOX 1295
BIRMLNGHAM, AL 35201

IMPORTANT SALES TAX INFORMATION:
State of ALABAMA...4%
Shelby County.1%
City of I louver.3% FI E C P

Ship To: Southern Nuclear Operating Company
Merrill Maddox
P. O Box 1295
205-992-6399
Birmingham, AL 35201
Purchase Order: SN040082 CLSIUAA

7- z -o;4

I Project Name Effective Date Expiration Date
Merrill Maddox 06-25-2004 12-31-2007

ATTN: CHERYL WARREN PHONE: 434-832-3742 FAX: 434-832-3703 OR
CHARLIE MAYER PHONE: 434-832-4065 FAX: 434-832-3660

THIS ORDER IS A BLANKET PURCHASE ORDER FOR OFF-SITE SERVICES.

THIS BPO WILL BE ADMINISTERED BY SOUTHERN NUCLEAR OPERATING COMPANY (SNC) FARLEY-PLANT
SUPPORT EMERGENCY PLANNING COORDINATORS. TELEPHONE AUTHORIZATIONS SHALL BE MADE BY THE
FOLLOWING AUTHORIZED SNC PERSONNEL:

MERRILL MADDOX PHONE: 205-992-6399 OR
WALT LEE PHONE: 205-992-5627

PSP1G *** TERM OF PURCHASE ORDER ***

THIS ORDER SHALL BE EFFECTIVE FOR THE PERIOD JUNE 25,2004 THROUGH EITHER DECEMBER 31,2007 OR THE
DATE OF TERMINATION BY PURCHASER (WHETHER FOR BREACH OR FOR PURCHASER'S CONVENIENCE, AT ITS
SOLE DISCRETION), WHICHEVER OCCURS FIRST.

905 TERMS AND CONDITIONS

THIS PURCHASE ORDER SHALL BE GOVERNED BY THE MASTER AGREEMENT BETWEEN SOUTHERN NUCLEAR
OPERATING COMPANY AND FRAMATOME ANP, NUMBER JPC-0007, AS AMENDED REFERENCED HERETO AND
MADE A PART HEREOF.

By accepting and filling this order or any part thereof, the seller agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions contained herein.

IPLEASE ADDRESS QUESTIONS OR OTHER INFORMATION CONCERNING THIS ORDER TO THE ATTENTION OF:

3 BETTY MIDDLEBROOKS (205)992-6406



Blanket Purchase Order (continued) INTERNAL

ISeller's Name
I FRAMATOME ANP, INC

Purchase Order Number Date Vendor NbrI
SN040082 07-01-2004 124685

Page umber

PRICING:

Pricing will be based on time and material basis to locate and subsequently coordinate the analysis of highly radioactive liquid and/or
gaseous samples as requested in the event of a severe accident event. All schedules and deliverables will be provided on a Best-Effort
basis at the time of performance. Support could include such activities as locating a laboratory to perform analysis and coordinating
shipments with reporting of sample results.

969 *** NOT TO EXCEED *

NOTE TO CONTRACTOR: THE UNIT PRICE OF LINE ITEM ONE IS A NOT-TO-EXCEED AMOUNT ONLY AND SHOULD
NOT BE CONSTRUED AS A FIRM PRICE EXPENDITURE COMMITMENT BY THE PURCHASER. TOTAL EXPENDITURE
FOR LINE ITEM ONE SHALL NOT EXCEED THE UNIT PRICE SHOWN WITHOUT THE PRIOR WRITTEN
AUTHORIZATION OF THE PURCHASER VIA CHANGE ORDER.

EXPENDITURES ON THIS PURCHASE ORDER SHALL NOT EXCEED $1500.00.

Ijtm Commodity Number Request Number Ouantit Unit of Measure Unit Price Discount Extended Price
001 4SNR0404768:001 1 EA $1,500.000 $1,500.00

Description: AREVA/FRAMATOME, ANP, INC. to provide support to Southern Nuclear (Farley, Hatch and Vogtle) contingency
plans for coordinating the capability for off-site laboratory over-check analysis of highly radioactive gas and liquid
samples. AREVA/Framatome, ANP, Inc. will provide Southern Nuclear (Purchaser) technical support on a time and
material basis to locate and subsequently coordinate the analysis of highly radioactive liquid and/or gaseous samples as
requested in the event of a severe accident event. All schedules and deliverables will be provided on a Best-Effort basis at
the time of performance. Support could include such activities as locating a laboratory to perform analysis and
coordinating shipments with reporting of sample results.

IDate Required: 06-30-2004 Date Promised: 12-31-2007

Payment Terms: NET 30 DAYS FOB Terms: DESTFA
Manufacturer: Part Number:

Vendor Part Number: Procurement Level: Expediting Code:
Ship From: LYNCHBURG, VA

ShipVia BESTWAY Carrier: None

Account Numbers: PRCN I Ferc I Sub I CT I Loc I Act I RRCN I EWO I Percent
00230 524 00000 EEF 08250 ND20000 00230 000000 33.00%
00330 524 00000 EEF 08220 ND20000 00330 000000 34.00%
00430 524 00000 EEF 00793 ND20000 00430 000000 33.00%

By accepting and filling this order or any part thereof, the seller agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions contained herein.

IPLEASE ADDRESS QUESTIONS OR OTHER INFORMATION CONCERNING TillS ORDER TO THE ATTENTION OF:

I BETTY MIDDLEBROOKS (205)992-6406



Blanket Purchase Order (continued) INTERNAL

[Seller's Nm¢e
I FRAMATOME ANP, INC

Purchase Order Number I Date Vendor Nbr Page umber
SN040082 107-01-2004 124685 3m 1

ITEM(S) CLASSIFIED AS AUGMENTED QUALITY

"OFF-SITE SERVICE" POST ACCIDENT SAMPLE ANALYSIS

QR PURCHASE

THIS PURCHASE ORDER REQUIRES QUALITY RELATED ITEMS AND SPECIFIC DOCUMENTATION. ALL SPECIFIED
DOCUMENTATION MUST ACCOMPANY THE SHIPPED ITEMS UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED HEREIN. FINAL
INVOICES WILL NOT BE PROCESSED FOR PAYMENT UNTIL ALL DOCUMENTATION HAS BEEN RECEIVED BY THE
PURCHASER.

*** DOCUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS:*

WITH EACH SHIPMENT, VENDOR SHALL PROVIDE:

FOR ALL ITEMS: SAMPLE ANALYSIS RESULTS

FOR ALL ITEMS: CERTIFICATE OF CONFORMANCE CERTIFYING COMPLIANCE TO THE SPECIFICATIONS AND
REQUIREMENTS OF THE PURCHASE ORDER (WITH DATE, TITLE AND SIGNATURE) ATTESTED TO BY THE PERSON
WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THIS QUALITY ASSURANCE FUNCTION AND WHOSE FUNCTION AND POSITION ARE
DESCRIBED IN THE SUPPLIERS QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM.

*** APPLICABLE QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM ***

THE FOLLOWING QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM HAS BEEN REVIEWED AND ACCEPTED BY PURCHASER AND IS
APPLICABLE TO THIS PURCHASE ORDER. IF THE ITEMS OR SERVICES OF THIS PURCHASE ORDER ARE TO BE
PROVIDED UNDER A PROGRAM OR REVISION DIFFERENT FROM THE ONE(S) LISTED BELOW, THE SUPPLIER
SHALL SUBMIT TO THE PURCHASER'S MANAGER - CORPORATE QUALITY SERVICES SUCH OTHER PROGRAM(S)
OR REVISION(S) FOR REVIEW AND ACCEPTANCE PRIOR TO PERFORMING ANY ACTIVITIES OR PROVIDING ANY
MATERIALS UNDER THIS PURCHASE ORDER. ALL SUBSEQUENT REVISIONS TOTHE SUPPLIER'S QUALITY
ASSURANCE PROGRAM(S) MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE PURCHASER FOR REVIEW AND ACCEPTANCE UNTIL ALL
ITEMS OF THE PURCHASE ORDER HAVE BEEN SHIPPED OR UNTIL THE SERVICE HAS BEEN COMPLETED.

FRAMATOME ANP, INC QUALITY MANAGEMENT MANUAL 56-5015885-02 DATED 5/27/2003.

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR AUGMENTED QUALITY SERVICES:

THIS IS A QUALITY RELATED ORDER FOR AUGMENTED QUALITY MATERIALS. LEGIBLE, REPRODUCIBLE COPIES
OF DOCUMENTATION REQUIRED BY THE PURCHASE ORDER MUST ACCOMPANY SHIPMENT TO FACILITATE
PURCHASER RECEIVING AND PAYMENT OF INVOICES. THIS DOES NOT RELIEVE THE SUPPLIER OF THE
RESPONSIBILITY TO FURNISH OTHER DOCUMENTATION, NOT SPECIFICALLY IDENTIFIED IN THIS PURCHASE
ORDER, WHICH IS REQUIRED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF APPLICABLE CODES AND STANDARDS INVOKED BY

[ By accepting and filling this order or any part thereof, the seller agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions contained herein.

IPLEASE ADDRESS QUESTIONS OR OTHER INFORMATION CONCERNING THIS ORDER TO TILE ATTENTION OF:

I BTTY MIDDLEBROOKS (205)992-6406



Blanket Purchase Order (continued) INTERNAL

ISeller's Name
I FRAMATOME ANP, INC

Purchase Order Numbcr Date Vendor Nbr I Page Number]
SN040082 07-01-2004 124685 1 4 _

THIS PURCHASE ORDER. EACH DOCUMENT SHALL REFERENCE THIS PURCHASE ORDER AND THE PURCHASE
ORDER ITEM NUMBER(S) TO WHICH IT APPLIES AND SHALL BE ATTESTED TO BY A PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR
THIS QUALITY ASSURANCE FUNCTION. WHERE THIS PURCHASE ORDER INVOKES A QUALITY ASSURANCE OR
QUALITY CONTROL PROGRAM, CERTIFICATES OF CONFORMANCE SHALL BE ATTESTED TO BY A PERSON WHOSE
FUNCTION AND POSITION ARE DESCRIBED IN THE SUPPLIER'S QUALITY PROGRAM.

I. PURCHASER APPROVAL IS REQUIRED FOR THE DISPOSITION OF ANY DEVIATIONS OR NONCONFORMANCES TO
PROCUREMENT REQUIREMENTS OR TO PURCHASER APPROVED DOCUMENTS, INCLUDING PART NUMBER
CHANGES, EXCEPT WHERE THE MATERIAL CAN BE REWORKED TO FULL COMPLIANCE. PROPOSED DISPOSITIONS
FOR "REPAIR" OR "USE-AS-IS" SHALL BE IDENTIFIED ALONG WITH A TECHNICAL JUSTIFICATION TO SUPPORT
THE SUPPLIER'S RECOMMENDATION AND SUBMITTED TO:

SOUTHERN NUCLEAR OPERATING COMPANY
42 INVERNESS CENTER PARKWAY
BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA 35242
ATTN: MERRILL MADDOX BIN B-031
(205) 992-6399

2. EXCEPT FOR THOSE RECORDS PROVIDED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE REQUIREMENTS OF THIS PURCHASE
ORDER, ALL SUPPLIER RECORDS NECESSARY TO VERIFY THE VALIDITY OF SUPPLIER CERTIFICATIONS SHALL BE
RETAINED BY THE SUPPLIER IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PURCHASER ACCEPTED SUPPLIER QUALITY
ASSURANCE PROGRAM (IF INVOKED BY THE PURCHASER) REFERENCED HEREIN OR ANSI-N45.2.9 (1974); AND
ASME NCA-3800/4000 FOR ASME CODE ITEMS. ALTERNATELY, IF THE SUPPLIER SO DESIRES, THE PURCHASER
WILL ACCEPT ALL SUCH SUPPLIER RECORDS AND BE RESPONSIBLE FOR STORAGE AND RETENTION.

3. THE SUPPLIER SHALL INCORPORATE IN SUBTIER PROCUREMENT DOCUMENTS ALL THE REQUIREMENTS OF
THIS ORDER THAT ARE APPLICABLE TO THE SCOPE OF SUBTIER WORK ON PRODUCTS OR SERVICES FURNISHED
HEREUNDER.

4. IF THIS PURCHASE ORDER REQUIRES SERVICES TO BE FURNISHED UNDER A SPECIFIC SUPPLIER QUALITY
PROGRAM, THEN THE SUPPLIER SHALL ALLOW PURCHASER ACCESS TO THE SUPPLIER'S PLANT FACILITIES AND
RECORDS FOR QUALITY INSPECTION OR AUDIT BY THE PURCHASER, OR PURCHASER'S REPRESENTATIVE. SUCH
PURCHASER ACCESS SHALL EXTEND TO THE SUPPLIER'S SUB-SUPPLIERS AS DEEMED NECESSARY BY THE
PURCHASER. (SUB-SUPPLIER ACCESS WILL BE COORDINATED THROUGH THE SUPPLIER.)

5. IF A CERTIFICATE OF CONFORMANCE IS REQUIRED BY THIS PURCHASE ORDER, THE SUPPLIER SHALL USE THE
ATTACHED FORM OR THE SUPPLIER'S EQUIVALENT FORM WHICH PROVIDES THE INFORMATION REQUIRED BY
THE PURCHASER'S FORM.

6. UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED HEREIN, ANY MATERIALS PROVIDED UNDER THIS PURCHASE ORDER SHALL
BE NEW AND UNUSED; REFURBISHED, REPAIRED, AND/OR SURPLUS EQUIPMENT, IS NOT ACCEPTABLE TO THE
PURCHASER AND SHALL NOT BE PROVIDED. BY SUPPLYING GOODS HEREUNDER, THE SUPPLIER WARRANTS
COMPLIANCE WITH THIS CONDITION.

983

CONTRACTOR HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGES AND AGREES THAT, BY COMMENCEMENT OF THE WORK HEREUNDER,

I By accepting and filling this order or any part thereof, the seller agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions contained herein.

IPLEASE ADDRESS QUESTIONS OR OTHER INFORMATION CONCERNING THIS ORDER TO THE ATTENTION OF

I BETTY MIDDLEBROOKS (205)992-6406



Blanket Purchase Order (continued) INTERNAL

ISeller's Name
I FRAMATOME ANP. INC

Purchase Order Number Date VendorNbr [ Number
SN040082 07-01-2004 124685 5

CONTRACTOR SHALL BE DEEMED TO HAVE ACCEPTED AS PART OF THE AGREEMENT ALL TERMS AND
CONDITIONS PREVIOUSLY PROPOSED BY PURCHASER TO GOVERN WORK (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION,
THOSE TERMS AND CONDITIONS DISPUTED BY CONTRACTOR WHICH HAVE NOT BEEN WITHDRAWN IN
WRITING BY AN AUTHORIZED PURCHASER REPRESENTATIVE), AS ANY SUCH TERMS AND CONDITIONS MAY
HAVE BEEN SPECIFICALLY MODIFIED BY PURCHASER IN WRITING SIGNED BY AN AUTHORIZED PURCHASER
REPRESENTATIVE.

FSPS0 *** TAX STATUS *

TAX STATUS: "TAXABLE" NOTE TO VENDOR: "DO NOT BILL SALES TAX. BILL LABOR AND MATERIAL ON
SEPARATE LINE ITEM SO THAT TAX CAN BE ACCRUED AND PAID ON MATERIAL ONLY BY ALABAMA POWER
COMPANY."

I

Total price: I00.00

I By accepting and filling this order or any part thereof, the seller agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions contained herein. I

IPLEASE ADDRESS QUESTIONS OR OTHER INFORMATION CONCERNING THIS ORDER TO THE ATrENTION OFM J

I BETTY MIDDLEBROOKS (205)992-6406 I



Blanket Purchase Order
[Seller's Name
I FRAMATOME ANP, INC

(attachments)

Purchase Order Number I Date Vendor Nbr
SN040082 1 07-01-2004 124685

INTERNAL

ge umberl

This Blanket Purchase Order has the following attachments which are hereby incorporated by reference:

1. EXHIBIT NO. 1:
MASTER AGREEMENT JPC-0007 BETWEEN SOUTHERN NUCLEAR OPERATING COMPANY, INC. AND FRAMATOME ANP, INC.,

AS MODIFIED BY ADDENDA NOS. 1- 3 FOR FURNISHING EQUIPMENT AND SERVICES.

End of Blanket Purchase Order

I By accepting and filling this order or any part thereof, the seller agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions contained herein.

PLEASE ADDRESS QUESTIONS OR OTHER INFORMATION CONCERNING THIS ORDER TO THE ATTENTION OF:

BETTY MIDDLEBROOKS (205)992-6406



Blanket Purchase Order
This Purchase Order replaces previously issued Purchase Order Number-.
Southern Nuclear Operating Company, Inc.
Post Office Box 1295 D.M. Varner
Birmingham, Alabama 35201 Supply Chain Gcnerm Manager

SOUTHERNA
SN010086 INTERNAL NUCLEAR

Order Number Date Vendor Nbr PO Type
SN040082 07-01-2004 124685 T

E3MPORTANT:Pfcase show this numberon 811 packages, Unvoicesbils of bding.
let attv other references to this Order.

Seller: FRAMATOME ANP, INC
MS CHERYL M WARREN (PHONE:
8048323742)
3315 OLD FOREST ROAD
PO BOX 10935
LYNCHBURG, VA 24506-0935

Ship To: Southern Nuclear Operating Company
Merrill Maddox
P. O Box 1295
205-992-6399
Birmingham, AL 35201
Purchase Order: SN040082

Bu~sinmI
BILLING AND MARKING INSTRUCTIONS:

Mail Invoice to:
SOUTIHERN NUCLEAR OPERATING CO.
ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT
P.O, BOX 1295
BIMINGHAM, AL 35201

IMPORTANT SALES TAX INFORMATION:
State of ALAA.MA..4%
Shelb~yCoumty-...l OP
City of floover.....3% FILE C P

ecft uAft%a w
Project Name Effective Date Expiration Date

Merrill Maddox 0 o6-25-2004 12-31-2007

ATTN: CHERYL WARREN PHONE: 434.832-3742 FAX: 434-832-3703 OR
CHARLIE MAYER PHONE: 434-832-4065 FAX: 434-832-3660

THIS ORDER IS A BLANKET PURCHASE ORDER FOR OFF-SITE SERVICES.

THIS BPO WILL BE ADMINISTERED BY SOUTHERN NUCLEAR OPERATING COMPANY (SNC) FARLEY-PLANT
SUPPORT EMERGENCY PLANNING COORDINATORS. TELEPHONE AUTHORIZATIONS SHALL BE MADE BY THE
FOLLOWING AUTHORIZED SNC PERSONNEL:

MERRILL MADDOX PHONE: 205-992-6399 OR
WALT LEE PHONE: 205-992-5627

PSPIG *** TERM OF PURCHASE ORDER**

THIS ORDER SHALL BE EFFECTIVE FOR THE PERIOD JUNE 25,2004 THROUGH EITHER DECEMBER 31,2007 OR THE
DATE OF TERMINATION BY PURCHASER (WHETHER FOR BREACH OR FOR PURCHASER'S CONVENIENCE, AT ITS
SOLE DISCRETION), WHICHEVER OCCURS FIRST.

905 TERMS AND CONDITIONS

THIS PURCHASE ORDER SHALL BE GOVERNED BY THE MASTER AGREEMENT BETWEEN SOUTHERN NUCLEAR
OPERATING COMPANY AND FRAMATOME ANP, NUMBER JPC-0007, AS AMENDED REFERENCED HERETO AND
MADE A PART HEREOF.

I By accepting and filling this order or any part thereof, the seller agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions contained herein.

PLEASE ADDRESS QUESTIONS OR. OTHER INFORMATION CONCERNING THIS ORDER TO TILE ATTENTION OF.

BETTY MIDDLEBROOKS (205)992-6406



Blanket Purchase Order (continued) INTERNAL

Sellee~s Name
FRAMATOME ANP. INC

Purchase Order Number Date Vendor Nbr I I Page Numberl
SN040082 1 07-01-2004 1 124685 [ 1 2

PRICING:

Pricing will be based on time and material basis to locate and subsequently coordinate the analysis of highly radioactive liquid and'or
gaseous samples as requested in the event of a severe accident event. All schedules and deliverables will be provided on a Best-Effort
basis at the time of performance. Support could include such activities as locating a laboratory to perform analysis and coordinating
shipments with reporting of sample results.

969 ***NOT TO EXCEED***

NOTE TO CONTRACTOR: THE UNIT PRICE OF LINE ITEM ONE IS A NOT-TO-EXCEED AMOUNT ONLY AND SHOULD
NOT BE CONSTRUED AS A FIRM PRICE EXPENDITURE COMMITMENT BY THE PURCHASER- TOTAL EXPENDITURE
FOR LINE ITEM ONE SHALL NOT EXCEED THE UNIT PRICE SHOWN WITHOUT THE PRIOR WRITTEN
AUTHORIZATION OF THE PURCHASER VIA CHANGE ORDER.

EXPENDITURES ON THIS PURCHASE ORDER SHALL NOT EXCEED SM.

IB=m Commoditv Number Request Number Ouantiti Unit of Mcasurc .nit Price Discmnt Exten ded Price
11001 4SNR0404768:001 I EA

Description: AREVA/FRAMATOME, ANP, INC. to provide support to Southern Nuclear (Farley, Hatch and Vogtle) contingency
plans for coordinating the capability for off-site laboratory over-check analysis of highly radioactive gas and liquid
samples. AREVA/Framatome, ANP, Inc. will provide Southern Nuclear (Purchaser) technical support on a time and
material basis to locate and subsequently coordinate the analysis of highly radioactive liquid and/or gaseous samples as
requested in the event of a severe accident event. All schedules and deliverables will be provided on a Best-Effort basis at
the time of performance. Support could include such activities as locating a laboratory to perform analysis and
coordinating shipments with reporting of sample results.

IDate Required: 06-30-2004 Date Promised: 12-31-2007

Payment Terms: NET 30 DAYS FOB Terms: DESTFA
. Manufacturer: Part Number:
Vendor Pon Number. Procurement Level: Expediting Code:

Ship From: LYNCHBURG, VA
ShipVia BESTWAY Carrier. None

Account Numbers: PRCN I Ferc I Sub I CT I Loc I Act I RRCN I EWO I Percent
00230 524 00000 EEF 08250 ND20000 00230 000000 33.00%
00330 524 00000 EEF 08220 ND20000 00330 000000 34.00%
00430 524 00000 EEF 00793 ND20000 00430 000000 33.00%

I By accepting and filling this order or any part thereof, the seller agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions contained herein.

JPtASE ADDRESS QESTIONS Oft OTHER INFO.IATION CONCE."NtO THIS ORDER TO THE ATTENTIONq OF.

BETTY MIDDLEBROOKS (205)992-6406



Blanket Purchase Order (continued) INTERNAL

Seller's Name
FRAMATOME ANP, INC

Purchase Order Number I Date I Vendor Nbr j Page Numer
I SN040082 I07-01--2004 1 124685 3 [

I -

ITEM(S) CLASSIFIED AS AUGMENTED QUALITY

"OFF-SITE SERVICE" POST ACCIDENT SAMPLE ANALYSIS

QR PURCHASE

THIS PURCHASE ORDER REQUIRES QUALITY RELATED ITEMS AND SPECIFIC DOCUMENTATION. ALL SPECIFIED
DOCUMENTATION MUST ACCOMPANY THE SHIPPED ITEMS UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED HEREIN. FINAL
INVOICES WILL NOT BE PROCESSED FOR PAYMENT UNTIL ALL DOCUMENTATION HAS BEEN RECEIVED BY THE
PURCHASER-

*** DOCUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS: *

WITH EACH SHIPMENT, VENDOR SHALL PROVIDE:

FOR ALL ITEMS: SAMPLE ANALYSIS RESULTS

FOR ALL ITEMS: CERTIFICATE OF CONFORMANCE CERTIFYING COMPLIANCE TO THE SPECIFICATIONS AND
REQUIREMENTS OF THE PURCHASE ORDER (WITH DATE, TITLE AND SIGNATURE) ATTESTED TO BY THE PERSON
WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THIS QUALITY ASSURANCE FUNCTION AND WHOSE FUNCTION AND POSITION ARE
DESCRIBED IN THE SUPPLIERS QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM.

*** APPLICABLE QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM ***

THE FOLLOWING QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM HAS BEEN REVIEWED AND ACCEPTED BY PURCHASER AND IS
APPLICABLE TO THIS PURCHASE ORDER. IF THE ITEMS OR SERVICES OF THIS PURCHASE ORDER ARETO BE
PROVIDED UNDER A PROGRAM OR REVISION DIFFERENT FROM THE ONE(S) LISTED BELOW, THE SUPPLIER
SHALL SUBMIT TO THE PURCHASER'S MANAGER - CORPORATE QUALITY SERVICES SUCH OTHER PROGRAM(S)
OR REVISION(S) FOR REVIEW AND ACCEPTANCE PRIOR TO PERFORMING ANY ACTIVITIES OR PROVIDING ANY
MATERIALS UNDER THIS PURCHASE ORDER. ALL SUBSEQUENT REVISIONS TOTHE SUPPLIER'S QUALITY
ASSURANCE PROGRAM(S) MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE PURCHASER FOR REVIEW AND ACCEPTANCE UNTIL ALL
ITEMS OF THE PURCHASE ORDER HAVE BEEN SHIPPED OR UNTIL THE SERVICE HAS BEEN COMPLETED.

FRAMATOME ANP, INC QUALITY MANAGEMENT MANUAL 56-5015885-02 DATED 5/27/2003.

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR AUGMENTED QUALITY SERVICES:

THIS IS A QUALITY RELATED ORDER FOR AUGMENTED QUALITY MATERIALS. LEGIBLE, REPRODUCIBLE COPIES
OF DOCUMENTATION REQUIRED BY THE PURCHASE ORDER MUST ACCOMPANY SHIPMENT TO FACILITATE
PURCHASER RECEIVING AND PAYMENT OF INVOICES. THIS DOES NOT RELIEVE THE SUPPLIER OF THE
RESPONSIBILITY TO FURNISH OTHER DOCUMENTATION, NOT SPECIFICALLY IDENTIFIED IN THIS PURCHASE
ORDER, WHICH IS REQUIRED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF APPLICABLE CODES AND STANDARDS INVOKED BY

I By accepting and fillin! this order or any part thereof, the seller agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions contained herein.

IPLEASE ADDRESS QUESTIONS OR OTHER INFOPMATION CONCERNING THIS ORDER TO THE ATTLNTION OF;

BETTY MIDDLEBROOKS (205T992-6406



Blanket Purchase Order
]Seller's Name
I FRAMATOME ANP, INC

(conainued) INTERNAL

PurchaseOrder8umber 0Date IV0ndor Nbr4 Page Number[SN04008 107-01-2004 I124685A 4

THIS PURCHASE ORDER. EACH DOCUMENT SHALL REFERENCE THIS PURCHASE ORDER AND THE PURCHASE
ORDER ITEM NUMBER(S) TO WHICH IT APPLIES AND SHALL BE ATTESTED TO BY A PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR
THIS QUALITY ASSURANCE FUNCTION. WHERE THIS PURCHASE ORDER INVOKES A QUALITY ASSURANCE OR
QUALITY CONTROL PROGRAM, CERTIFICATES OF CONFORMANCE SHALL BE ATTESTED TO BY A PERSON WHOSE
FUNCTION AND POSITION ARE DESCRIBED IN THE SUPPLIER'S QUALITY PROGRAM.

1. PURCHASER APPROVAL IS REQUIRED FOR THE DISPOSITION OF ANY DEVIATIONS OR NONCONFORMANCES TO
PROCUREMENT REQUIREMENTS OR TO PURCHASER APPROVED DOCUMENTS, INCLUDING PART NUMBER
CHANGES, EXCEPT WHERE THE MATERIAL CAN BE REWORKED TO FULL COMPLIANCE. PROPOSED DISPOSITIONS
FOR "REPAIR" OR "USE-AS-IS" SHALL BE IDENTIFIED ALONG WITH A TECHNICAL JUSTIFICATION TO SUPPORT
THE SUPPLIER'S RECOMMENDATION AND SUBMITTED TO:

SOUTHERN NUCLEAR OPERATING COMPANY
42 INVERNESS CENTER PARKWAY
BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA 35242
ATTN: MERRILL MADDOX BIN B-031
(205) 992-6399

2. EXCEPT FOR THOSE RECORDS PROVIDED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE REQUIREMENTS OF THIS PURCHASE
ORDER, ALL SUPPLIER RECORDS NECESSARY TO VERIFY THE VALIDITY OF SUPPLIER CERTIFICATIONS SHALL BE
RETAINED BY THE SUPPLIER IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PURCHASER ACCEPTED SUPPLIER QUALITY
ASSURANCE PROGRAM (IF INVOKED BY THE PURCHASER) REFERENCED HEREIN OR ANSI-N45.2.9 (1974); AND
ASME NCA-3800/4000 FOR ASME CODE ITEMS. ALTERNATELY, IF THE SUPPLIER SO DESIRES, THE PURCHASER
WILL ACCEPT ALL SUCH SUPPLIER RECORDS AND BE RESPONSIBLE FOR STORAGE AND RETENTION.

3. THE SUPPLIER SHALL INCORPORATE IN SUBTLER PROCUREMENT DOCUMENTS ALL THE REQUIREMENTS OF
THIS ORDER THAT ARE APPLICABLE TO THE SCOPE OF SUBTLER WORK ON PRODUCTS OR SERVICES FURNISHED
HEREUNDER-

4. IF THIS PURCHASE ORDER REQUIRES SERVICES TO BE FURNISHED UNDER A SPECIFIC SUPPLIER QUALITY
PROGRAM, THEN THE SUPPLIER SHALL ALLOW PURCHASER ACCESS TO THE SUPPLIER'S PLANT FACILITIES AND
RECORDS FOR QUALITY INSPECTION OR AUDIT BY THE PURCHASER, OR PURCHASER'S REPRESENTATIVE. SUCH
PURCHASER ACCESS SHALL EXTEND TO THE SUPPLIER'S SUB-SUPPLIERS AS DEEMED NECESSARY BY THE
PURCHASER. (SUB-SUPPLIER ACCESS WILL BE COORDINATED THROUGH THE SUPPLIER.)

5. IF A CERTIFICATE OF CONFORMANCE IS REQUIRED BY THIS PURCHIASE ORDER, THE SUPPLIER SHALL USE THE
ATTACHED FORM OR THE SUPPLIER'S EQUIVALENT FORM WHICH PROVIDES THE INFORMATION REQUIRED BY
THE PURCHASER'S FORM.

6. UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED HEREIN, ANY MATERIALS PROVIDED UNDER THIS PURCHASE ORDER SHALL
BE NEW AND UNUSED; REFURBISHED, REPAIRED, AND/OR SURPLUS EQUIPMENT IS NOT ACCEPTABLE TO THE
PURCHASER AND SHALL NOT BE PROVIDED. BY SUPPLYING GOODS HEREUNDER, THE SUPPLIER WARRANTS
COMPLIANCE WITH THIS CONDITION.

983

CONTRACTOR HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGES AND AGREES THAT, BY COMMENCEMENT OF THE WORK HEREUNDER,

I By accepting and filling this order or any part thereof, the selle r agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions contained herein.

IPLEASE ADDRESS QUESTIONS OR OTHER INFORMATION CONCER.'INO THis ORDER TO THE ATTENTION OF

IBETTY MIDDLEBROOKS (205)992-6406



Blanket Purchase Order (continued) INTERNAL

IScller's Name
I FRAMATOME ANP, INC

PurchaseOrderNumber 0Date -- vndor1Nbr2 PageNumber6SNO40082 -107-o1-2004 1124685 I5

CONTRACTOR SHALL BE DEEMED TO HAVE ACCEPTED AS PART OF THE AGREEMENT ALL TERMS AND
CONDITIONS PREVIOUSLY PROPOSED BY PURCHASER TO GOVERN WORK (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION,
THOSE TERMS AND CONDITIONS DISPUTED BY CONTRACTOR WHICH HAVE NOT BEEN WITHDRAWN IN
WRITING BY AN AUTHORIZED PURCHASER REPRESENTATIVE), AS ANY SUCH TERMS AND CONDITIONS MAY
HAVE BEEN SPECIFICALLY MODIFIED BY PURCHASER IN WRITING SIGNED BY AN AUTHORIZED PURCHASER
REPRESENTATIVE.

FSP50 *** TAX STATUS **

TAX STATUS: "TAXABLE" NOTE TO VENDOR: "DO NOT BILL SALES TAX. BILL LABOR AND MATERIAL ON
SEPARATE LINE ITEM SO THAT TAX CAN BE ACCRUED AND PAID ON MATERIAL ONLY BY ALABAMA POWER
COMPANY."

-1

Total price:

By accepting and filling this order or any part thereor, the seller agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions contained herein.

PLE.SE ADDRESS QUESTIONS OR OTHER TFORKA'TION CONCERNING THIS ORDER TO THE ATrEN'ION OF.

BETTY MIDDLEBROOKS (205)992-6406



Blanket Purchase Order
Seller's Name
I FRAMATOME ANP. ING

(attachments)

Purchase Order Number I Date Vendor Nbr
SN040082 1 07-01-2004 1 124685

INTERNAL

PagiNube

Trhis Blanket Purchase Order has the following attachments which are hereby Incorporated by reference:

IMASTER AGREEMENT JPC-0007 BETWEEN SOUTHERN NUCLEAR OPERATING COMPANY, INC. AND FRAMATOME ANP. INC.,
AS MODIFIED BY ADDENDA NOS. 1- 3 FOR FURNISHING EQUIPMENT AND SERVICES.

A End of Blanket Purchase Order

By accepting and filling this order or any part thereof, the seller agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions contained herein.

PLEASE ADDRESS QUESTIONS OR OTHER INFTORMATON CONCER.NIG T•lS ORnFR TO THE ATTENTION OF.

BETTY MIDDLEBROOKS (205)992-6406
II

h I I
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Southern Nuclear Operating Company

AR-06-1721

Enclosure 12

Vogtle Electric Generating Plan Emergency Plan

Correlation To NUREG-0654



VEGP Emergency Plan
Correlation to NUREG 0654

NUREG 0654 Criteria (10 CFR 50.47(b)) VEGP Emergency Plan Section(s) Comments

Section A: Assignment of Responsibility (Organization Control)

Primary responsibilities for emergency response by the
nuclear facility licensee, and by State and local
organizations within the Emergency Planning Zones have
been assigned, the emergency responsibilities of the
various supporting organizations have been specifically
established, and each principal response organization has
staff to respond and to augment Its Initial response on a
continuous basis. (10 CFR 50.47(b)(1))

Criteria A.1.a. A.1,VEGP A.8 - Voluntary Assistance Group - SNC is a

Each plan shall identify the State, local, Federal and private A.2, Georgia signatory to two comprehensive
sector organizations (including utilities), that are intended to be A.3, Burke County, Georgia agreements: The Nuclear Power Plant
part of the overall response organization for Emergency Emergency Response Voluntary Assistance
Planning Zones. A.4, South Carolina Agreement and the Voluntary Assistance

A.5, Aiken, Bamwell, and Allendale Agreement by and among Electric Utilities
Counties, South Carolina Involved in Transportation of Nuclear

A.6, DOE-Savannah River Site Materials. Copies of these agreements are
included in the Institute of Nuclear Power

A.7, Medical Support - Burke County EMA; Operations (INPO) Emergency Resources
Burke County Hospital; RMC; Doctors Manual.
Hospital A.9 - Provisions of Federal Master Plan -

A.8, Private Sector Organizations - Bechtel may involve FEMA, EPA, Department of
Power Corporation; Westinghouse; Health and Human Services; DOT, and
Voluntary Assistance Groups Department of Agriculture

A.9, Federal Government Support

Table A-1



NUREG 0654 Criteria (10 CFR 50.47(b)) VEGP Emergency Plan Section(s) Comments

Criteria A.l.b. A.10, Concept of Operations See respective State and local plans for
Each organization and sub-organization having an operational A.10.1, VEGP-Continuous communications details of their respective concept of
role shall specify its concept of operations, and its relationship to A.10.2, Georgia and Burke County operations and their relationship to the total
the total effort. A.10.3, South Carolina and Counties effort.

A.10.4, Savannah River Site

Figure A - 1, Formal Interfaces

Criteria A.l.c. Figure A- 1, Formal Interfaces
Each plan shall illustrate these interrelationships in a block
diagram.

Criteria A.1.d. Table A - 1, Responsible Individuals of
Each organization shall identify a specific individual by title who Primary Response
shall be in charge of the emergency response

Criteria A.1.e. A.10.1, Continuous Communication See respective State and local plans for
Each organization shall provide for 24-hour per day emergency Capability details of 24-hour per day manning for
response, including 24-hour per day manning of communication links
communications links.

Criteria A.2.a. A.1, VEGP See respective State and local plans for
Each organization shall specify the functions and responsibilities A.2, Georgia additional details related to assignment of
for major elements and key individuals by title, of emergency A.3, Burke County responsibilities
response, including the following: Command and Control,
Alerting and Notification, Communications, Public Information, A.4, South Carolina
Accident Assessment, Public Health and Sanitation, Social A.5, SC Counties of Aiken, Barnwell, and
Services, Fire and Rescue, Traffic Control, Emergency Medical Allendale
Services, Law Enforcement, Transportation, Protective A.6, DOE-Savannah River
Response (including authority to request Federal assistance and A.7, Medical Support - Burke County EMA
to initiate other protective actions), and Radiological Exposure
Control. The description of these functions shall include a clear A.8, Private Sector Organizations
and concise summary such as a table of primary and support A.9, Federal Support Agencies
responsibilities using the agency as one axis, and the function
as the other. (See Section B for licensee).



NUREG 0654 Criteria (10 CFR 50.47(b)) VEGP Emergency Plan Section(s) Comments

Criteria A.2.b. See respective State plans for details
Each plan shall contain (by reference to specific acts, codes or related to the legal basis for their plans.

statutes) the legal basis for such authorities.

Criteria A.3 Appendix 2 Copies of the letters of agreement will be
Each plan shall include written agreements referring to the submitted under separate correspondence.
concept of operations developed between Federal, State, and
local agencies and other support organizations having an
emergency response role within the Emergency Planning
Zones. The agreements shall identify the emergency measures
to be provided and the mutually acceptable criteria for their
implementation, and specify the arrangements for exchange of
information. These agreements may be provided in an appendix
to the plan or the plan itself may contain descriptions of these
matters and a signature page in the plan may serve to verify the
agreements. The signature page format is appropriate for
organizations where response functions are covered bylaws,
regulations or executive orders where separate written
agreements are not necessary.

Criteria A.4 A.10.1, VEGP See respective State and local plans for
Each principal organization shall be capable of continuous (24- A.10.2, GA and Burke County details of 24-hour per day manning for
hour) operations for a protracted period. The individual in the A.10.3, SC and Counties communication links
principal organization who will be responsible for assuring A.10.4 SRS
continuity of resources (technical, administrative, and materiao.
shall be specified by title.

Section B: Onsite Emergency Organization

On-shift facility licensee responsibilities for emergency
response are unambiguously defined, adequate staffing to
provide Initial facility accident response In key functional
areas is maintained at all times, timely augmentation of
response capabilities Is available, and the Interfaces
among various onsite response activities and offsite
support and response activities are specified. (10 CFR
50.47(b)(2))



NUREG 0654 Criteria (10 CFR 50.47(b)) VEGP Emergency Plan Section(s) Comments

Criteria B.1. B.1, Normal Plant Organization
Each licensee shall specify the onsite emergency organization B.2, Emergency Response Organization
of plant staff personnel for all shifts and its relation to the Table B-1, Minimum Staffing for Power
responsibilities and duties of the normal staff complement. Operation

Table B-2 Emergency Response
Organization Assignment

Figure B-i, Site Organization Chart

Figure B-2, Response Organization for Alert
Figure B-3, Site Area or General ERO

Criteria B.2. B.2.1.1, Emergency Director, Table B-1
Each licensee shall designate an individual as emergency
coordinator who shall be on shift at all times and who shall have
the authority and responsibility to immediately and unilaterally
initiate any emergency actions, including providing protective
action recommendations to authorities responsible for
implementing offsite emergency measures.

Criteria B.4. B.2.1.1, Emergency Director
Each licensee shall establish the functional responsibilities
assigned to the emergency coordinator and shall clearly specify
which responsibilities may not be delegated to other elements of
the emergency organization. Among the responsibilities which
may not be delegated shall be the decision to notify and to
recommend protective actions to authorities responsible for
offsite emergency measures.



NUREG 0654 Criteria (10 CFR 50.47(b)) VEGP Emergency Plan Section(s) Comments

Criteria B.5. B.2.1.1, Emergency Director
Each licensee shall specify the positions or title and major tasks B.2.1.2.1, TSC Manager
to be performed by the persons to be assigned to the functional B.2.1.2.2, TSC Support Coordinator
areas of emergency activity. For emergency situations, specific B.2.1.2.3, Engineering Supervisor
assignments shall be made for all shifts and for plant staff
members, both onsite and away from the site. These B.2.1.2.4, Maintenance Supervisor
assignments shall cover the emergency functions in Table B-1 B.2.1.2.5, Operations Supervisor
entitled, "Minimum Staffing Requirements for Nuclear Power B.2.1.2.6, Heath Physics Supervisor
Plant Emergencies." The minimum on-shift staffing levels shall
be as indicated in Table B-1. The licensee must be able to B.2.1.2.7, Chemistry Supervisor
augment on-shift capabilities within a short period after B.2.1.2.8, TSC Security Supervisor
declaration of an emergency. This capability shall be as B.2.1.3.1, OSC Manager
indicated in Table B-1. The implementation schedule for
licensed operators, auxiliary operators and the shift technical
advisor on shift shall be as specified in the July31, 1980 letter Appendix 7, B.1, EOF Manager
to all power reactor licensees. Any deficiencies in the other Appendix 7, B.2, EOF Technical Supervisor
staffing requirements of Table B-1 must be capable of Appendix 7, B.3, EOF Support Coordinator
augmentation within 30 minutes by September 1, 1981, and Appendix 7, B.4, Dose Assessment
such deficiencies must be fully removed by July 1, 1982 Supervisor

Appendix 7, B.5, Security Coordinator

Appendix 7, B.6, Offsite Response
Coordinator
Appendix 7, B.7, Engineering/Technical
Support Staff and Administrative Support
Staff

Criteria B.6. Figure A-i, Formal Interfaces
Each licensee shall specify the interfaces between and among
the onsite functional areas of emergency activity, licensee
headquarters support, local services support, and State and
local govemment response organization. This shall be
illustrated in a block diagram and shall include the onsite
technical support center and the operational support
(assembly) center and the licensee's near-site Emergency



NUREG 0654 Criteria (10 CFR 50.47(b)) VEGP Emergency Plan Section(s) Comments

Operations Facility (EOF)

Criteria B.7. Appendix 7, B.1, EOF Manager
Each licensee shall specify the corporate management, Appendix 7, B.2, EOF Technical Supervisor
administrative, and technical support personnel who will Appendix 7, B.3, EOF Support Coordinator
augment the plant staff as specified in the table entitled
'Minimum Staffing Requirements for Nuclear Power Plant Appendix 7, B.4, Dose Assessment

Emergencies," (Table B-i) and in the following areas: Supervisor
Appendix 7, B.5, Security Coordinator
Appendix 7, B.6, Offsite Response
Coordinator
Appendix 7, B.7, Engineering/Technical
Support Staff and Administrative Support
Staff

Table A7-1, Corporate Emergency
Response Organization

Criteria B.7.a.

logistics support for emergency personnel, e.g., transportation,
communications, temporary quarters, food and water, sanitary
facilities in the field, and special equipment and supplies
procurement;

Criteria B.7.b. Appendix 7 - See B.7.a above
Technical support for planning and reentry/recovety
operations;

Criteria B.7.c. Appendix 7 -see B.7.a above
Management level interface with governmental authorities; and

Criteria B.7.d Appendix 8
Release of information to news media during an emergency
(coordinated with governmental authorities).

Criteria B.8. A.8, Private Sector Organizations



NUREG 0654 Criteria (10 CFR 50.47(b)) VEGP Emergency Plan Section(s) Comments

Each licensee shall specify the contractor and private B.3.1 Contractor Support
organizations who may be requested to provide technical
assistance to and augmentation of the emergency
organization.

Criteria B.9. A.7, Medical Support
Each licensee shall identify the services to be provided by B.3.2, Medical Assistance
local agencies for handling emergencies, e.g., police, Appendix 2, Letters of Agreement
ambulance, medical, hospital, and fire-fighting organizations
shall be specified. The licensee shall provide for transportation
and treatment of injured personnel who may also be
contaminated. Copies of the arrangements and agreements
reached with contractor, private, and local support agencies
shall be appended to the plan. The agreements shall delineate
the authorities, responsibilities, and limits on the actions of the
contractor, private organization, and local services support
groups.

Section C: Emergency Response Support and Resources

Arrangements for requesting and effectively using
assistance resources have been made, arrangements to
accommodate State and local staff at the licensee's
near-site Emergency Operations Facility have been made,
and other organizations capable of augmenting the
planned response have been identified. (10CFR
50.47(b)(3))

Criteria C.1.
The Federal government maintains in-depth capability to assist
licensees, States and local governments through the Federal
Radiological Monitoring and Assessment Plan (formerly
Radiological Assistance Plan (RAP) and Interagency
Radiological Assistance Plan (IRAP). Each State and licensee
shall make provisions for incorporating the Federal response
capability into its operation plan, including the following:.



NUREG 0654 Criteria (10 CFR 50.47(b)) VEGP Emergency Plan Section(s) Comments

Criteria C.I.a. B.2.1.1 Emergency Director See respective state plans for state
Specific persons by title authorized to request Federal authorization
assistance.

Criteria C.l.b. C.2 Federal Government Support See respective state and county plans for
Specific Federal resources expected, including expected times state and county details
of arrival at specific nuclear facility sites; and

Criteria C.1.c. C.2 Federal Government Support See respective state and county plans for
Specific licensee, State and local resources available to Table C-1 State and County Emergency state and county details
support the Federal response, e.g., air fields, command posts, Operation Centers
telephone lines, radio frequencies and telecommunications
centers.

Criteria C.2.b. C.2 Federal Government Support See respective state and county plans for
The licensee shall prepare for the dispatch of a representative C.3 VEGP Site Support state and county details
to principal offsite governmental emergency operations
centers.

Criteria C.3. C.4 Other Support See respective state and county plans for
Each organization shall identify radiological laboratories and state and county details
their general capabilities and expected availability to provide
radiological monitoring and analyses services which can be
used in an emergency.

Criteria C.4. C.4 Other Support See respective state and county plans for
Each organization shall identify nuclear and other facilities, state and county details
organizations or individuals which can be relied upon in an
emergency to provide assistance. Such assistance shall be
identified and supported by appropriate letters of agreement.



NUREG 0654 Criteria (10 CFR 50.47(b)) VEGP Emergency Plan Section(s) Comments

Section D: Emergency Classification System

A standard emergency classification and action level
scheme, the bases of which include facility system and
effluent parameters, is in use by the nuclear facility
licensee, and State and local response plans call for
reliance on information provided by facility licensees for
determinations of minimum initial offsite response
measures. (IOCFR 50.47(b)(4))

Criteria D.1. D.1 See Table V2A3-1, Inspections, Tests,
An emergency classification and emergency action level Analysis, and Acceptance Criteria
scheme as set forth in Appendix I must be established by the (ITAAC), 1.0 Emergency Classification
licensee. The specific instruments, parameters or equipment System
status shall be shown for establishing each emergency class,
in the in-plant emergency procedures. The plan shall identify
the parameter values and equipment status for each
emergency class.

Criteria D.2. Table V1A2-1 FSAR Postulated Transients
The initiating conditions shall include the example conditions and Table V2A2-1 VEGP Units 3 and 4
found in Appendix I and all postulated accidents in the Final SSAR Transient Table
Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) for the nuclear facility.

Criteria D.3. See respective State and County plans
Each State and local organization shall establish an
emergency classification and emergency action level scheme
consistent with that established by the facility licensee.

Criteria D.4. See respective State and County plans
Each State and local organization should have procedures in
place that provide for emergency actions to be taken which are
consistent with the emergency actions recommended by the
nuclear facility licensee, taking into account local offsite
conditions that exist at the time of the emergency.



NUREG 0654 Criteria (10 CFR 50.47(b)) I VEGP Emergency Plan Section(s) Comments
Section E: Notification Methods and Procedures
Procedures have been established for notification, by the
licensee of State and local response organizations and for
notification of emergency personnel by all response
organizations; the content of Initial and follow-up
messages to response organizations and the public has
been established; and means to provide early notification
and clear instruction to the populace within the plume
exposure pathway Emergency Planning Zone have been
established. (IOCFR 50.47(b)(5))

Criteria E.1. E Notification Methods and Procedures
Each organization shall establish procedures which describe
mutually agreeable bases for notification of response
organizations consistent with the emergency classification and
action level scheme set forth in Appendix 1. These procedures
shall include means for verification of messages. The specific
details of verification need not be included in the plan.

Criteria E.2. E.1 Notification of VEGP Personnel
Each organization shall establish procedures for alerting, Table E-1 Initial Notification System -
notifying, and mobilizing emergency response personnel. Normal Working Hours and Table E-2 Initial

Notification System - Backshift Hours

Criteria E.3. Figure E-1 Example of Initial Emergency Also see respective State and County plans
The licensee in conjunction with State and local organizations Message for State and Local Response
shall establish the contents of the initial emergency messages Agencies
to be sent from the plant. These measures shall contain
information about the class of emergency, whether a release is
taking place, potentially affected population and areas, and
whether protective measures may be necessary.

Criteria E.4. Figure E-1 Example of Initial Emergency
Each licensee shall make provisions for follow-up messages Message for State and Local Response
from the facility to offsite authorities which shall contain the Agencies
following information if it is known and appropriate: I



NUREG 0654 Criteria (10 CFR 50.47(b)) VEGP Emergency Plan Section(s) Comments

Criteria E.4.a. Figure E-1 Example of Initial Emergency
location of incident and name and telephone number (or Message for State and Local Response
communications channel identification) of caller, Agencies

Criteria E.4.b. Figure E-1 Example of Initial Emergency
date/lime of incident; Message for State and Local Response

Agencies

Criteria E.4.c. Figure E-1 Example of Initial Emergency
class of emergency; Message for State and Local Response

Agencies

Criteria E,4.d. Figure E-1 Example of Initial Emergency
type of actual or projected release (airbome, waterbome, Message for State and Local Response
surface spill),and estimated duration/impact times; Agencies

Criteria E.4.e. Figure E-1 Example of Initial Emergency
estimate of quantity of radioactive material released or being Message for State and Local Response
released and the points and height of releases; Agencies

Criteria E.4.f. Figure E-1 Example of Initial Emergency
chemical and physical form of released material, including Message for State and Local Response
estimates of the relative quantities and concentration of noble Agencies
gases, iodines and particulates;

Criteria E.4.g. Figure E-1 Example of Initial Emergency
meteorological conditions at appropriate levels (wind speed, Message for State and Local Response
direction (to and from), indicator of stability, precipitation, if Agencies
any);

Criteria E.4.h. Figure E-1 Example of Initial Emergency
actual or projected dose rates at site boundary; projected Message for State and Local Response
integrated dose at site boundary; Agencies

Criteria E.4.1. Figure E-1 Example of Initial Emergency
projected dose rates and integrated dose at the projected peak Message for State and Local Response
and at 2, 5 andlO miles, including sector(s) affected; Agencies
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Criteria E.4.j.

estimate of any surface radioactive contamination in-plant,
onsite or offsite;

Criteria E.4.k. Figure E-1 Example of Initial Emergency
licensee emergency response actions underway Message for State and Local Response

Agencies

Criteria E.4.1. Figure E-1 Example of Initial Emergency
recommended emergency actions, including protective Message for State and Local Response
measures; Agencies

Criteria E.4.m. Figure E-1 Example of Initial Emergency
request for any needed onsite support by offsite organizations; Message for State and Local Response
and Agencies

Criteria E.4.n. Figure E-1 Example of Initial Emergency
prognosis for worsening or termination of event based on plant Message for State and Local Response
information Agencies

Criteria E.5. See respective State and County plans
State and local government organizations shall establish a
system for disseminating to the public appropriate information
contained in initial and follow-up messages received from the
licensee including the appropriate notification to appropriate
broadcast media, e.g., the Emergency Broadcast System
(EBS).

Criteria E.6. E.4 Notification of the Public See respective State and County plans
Each organization shall establish administrative and physical
means, and the time required for notifying and providing
prompt instructions to the public within the plume exposure
pathway Emergency Planning Zone. (See Appendix 3.) It shall
be the licensee's responsibility to demonstrate that such
means exist, regardless of who implements this requirement. It
shall be the responsibility of the State and local govemrnments
to activate such a system.
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minimum, a telephone link and alternate, including 24-hour per F.3 Communications with the Savannah
day manning of communications links that initiate emergency River Site
response actions.

Criteria F.l.b. F.i.1 State of Georgia
provision for communications with continuous Stat eAocal F.i.2 Burke County
governments within the Emergency Planning Zones; F.2.1 State of South Carolina

F.3 Communications with the Savannah
River Site

Criteria F.l.c. F.4 Communications with the Nuclear See respective State and County plans for
provision for communications as needed with Federal Regulatory Commission and other Federal additional details
emergency response organizations; Agencies

Criteria F.l.d. F.5 Communications among VEGP
provision for communications between the nuclear facility and Emergency Response Facilities
the licensee's near-site Emergency Operations Facility, State F.1.1 State of Georgia
and local emergency operations center, and radiological F.1.2 Burke County
monitoring teams; F.2.1 State of South Carolina

F.3 Communications with the Savannah
River Site

F.9 VEGP Radiological Monitoring Teams

Criteria F.I.e. F.7 Alerting Emergency Response See respective State and County plans for
provision for alerting or activating emergency personnel in Personnel additional details
each response organization; and

Criteria F.1.f. F.4 Communications with the Nuclear
provision for communication by the licensee with NRC Regulatory Commission and other Federal
headquarters and NRC Regional Office Emergency Agencies
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Operations Centers and the licensee's near-site Emergency F.5 Communications among VEGP
Operations Facility and radiological monitoring team assembly Emergency Response Facilities
area. F.9 VEGP Radiological Monitoring Teams

Criteria F.2. F.6 Medical Support Facility

Each organization shall ensure that a coordinated Communications

communication link for fixed and mobile medical support
facilities exists.

Criteria F.3. F.8 Communications Systems Tests See respective State and County plans for
Each organization shall conduct periodic testing of the entire additional details
emergency communications system (see evaluation criteria
H.10, N.2.a and Appendix 3).

Section G: Public Education and Information
Information is made available to the public on a periodic
basis on how they will be notified and what their initial
actions should be in an emergency (e.g., listening to a
local broadcast station and remaining indoors), the
principal points of contact with the news media for
dissemination of information during an emergency
(including the physical location or locations) are
established In advance, and procedures for coordinated
dissemination of Information to the public are established.
(IOCFR 50.47(b)(7))
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Criteria G.A. G Public Education and Information
Each organization shall provide a coordinated periodic (at
least annually) dissemination of information to the public
regarding how they will be notified and what their actions
should be in an emergency. This information shall include, but
not necessarily be limited to:

a. educational information on radiation;

b. contact for additional information;

c. protective measures, e.g., evacuation routes and
relocation centers, sheltering, respiratory protection,
radioprotective drugs; and

d. special needs of the handicapped.
Means for accomplishing this dissemination may include, but
are not necessarily limited to: information in the telephone
book; periodic information in utility bills; posting in public areas;
and publications distributed on an annual basis.

Criteria G.2. G Public Education and Information
The public information program shall provide the permanent G.1 Information for Transients
and transient adult population within the plume exposure EPZ
an adequate opportunity to become aware of the information
annually. The programs should include provision for written
material that is likely to be available in a residence during an
emergency. Updated information shall be disseminated at
least annually. Signs or other measures (e.g., decals, posted
notices or other means, placed in hotels, motels, gasoline
stations and phone booths) shall also be used to disseminate
to any transient population within the plume exposure pathway
EPZ appropriate information that would be helpful if an
emergency or accident occurs. Such notices should refer the
transient to the telephone directory or other source of local
emergency information and guide the visitor to appropriate
radio and television frequencies.
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Criteria G.3.a. G.2 Emergency News Center Operations
Each principal organization shall designate the points of Appendix 8 VEGP Emergency
contact and physical locations for use by news media during Communications Plan
an emergency.

Criteria G.3.b. N/A Due to the location of the EOF, it is not
Each licensee shall provide space which may be used for a anticipated that News media will arrive at
limited number of the news media at the near-site Emergency the EOF. News media will be directed to the
Operations Facility. Emergency News Center- See G.2,

Emergency News Center Operations, and
Appendix 8, Emergency Communications
Plan for a description of the facility

Criteria G.4.a. G.2 Emergency News Center Operations
Each principal organization shall designate a spokesperson
who should have access to all necessary information.

Criteria G.4.b. G.2 Emergency News Center Operations
Each organization shall establish arrangements for timely Appendix 8, Emergency Communications
exchange of information among designated spokespersons. Plan

Criteria G.4.c. G.4 Rumor Control
Each organization shall establish coordinated arrangements Appendix 8 Section I Rumor Control
for dealing with rumors.

Criteria G.5. G.5 Media Education
Each organization shall conduct coordinated programs at least Appendix 8 Section P.2 News Media
annually to acquaint news media with the emergency plans, Training
information concerning radiation, and points of contact for
release of public information in an emergency.

Section H: Emergency Facilities and Equipment
Adequate emergency facilities and equipment to support
the emergency response are provided and maintained.
(IOCFR 50.47(b)(8))
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Criteria H.1. H.1.1 Technical Support Center (TSC) See Table V2A3-1 Unit 3 Inspections, Tests,
Each licensee shall establish a Technical Support Center and Analyses, and Acceptance Criteria (ITAAC),
an onsite operations support center (assembly area) in 5.0 Emergency Facilities and Equipment

accordance with NUREG-0696, Revision 1.

Criteria H.2. Appendix 7, Emergency Operations Facility

Each licensee shall establish an Emergency Operations Figure A7-1, EOF Layout
Facility from which evaluation and coordination of all licensee
activities related to an emergency is to be carried out and from
which the licensee shall provide information to Federal, State
and local authorities responding to radiological emergencies in
accordance with NUREG-0696, Revision 1.

Criteria H.3. H Emergency Facilities and Equipment See respective State and County plans for a
Each organization shall establish an emergency operations description of emergency operation centers

center for use in directing and controlling response functions.

Criteria H.4. H.3 Activation and Staffing of Emergency
Each organization shall provide for timely activation and Facilities

staffing of the facilities and centers described in the plan.

Criteria H.5. Annex V1, H.4 Plant Monitoring and Data
Each licensee shall identify and establish onsite monitoring Handling Systems (Units 1 and 2)
systems that are to be used to initiate emergency measures in Annex V2, H.4 Plant Monitoring and Data
accordance with Appendix 1, as well as those to be used for Handling Systems (Units 3 and 4)
conducting assessment.

The equipment shall include

Criteria H.5.a. Annex V1 H.4.1.1 Meteorological
geophysical phenomena monitors, (e.g., meteorological, Annex V2 H.4.1.1 Meteorological
hydrologic, seismic); Annex V1 H.4.1.2 Hydrologic

Annex V2 H.4.1.2 Hydrologic

Annex V1 H.4.1.3 Seismic

Annex V2 H.4.1.3 Seismic
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Criteria H.5.b. Annex V1 H.4.2 Process and Effluent
radiological monitors, (e.g., process, area, emergency, Radiation Monitoring System (PERMS)
effluent, wound and portable monitors and sampling Annex V2 H.4.2 Radiation Monitoring
equipment); System (RMS)

Criteria H.5.c. Annex V1 H.4.3 Integrated Plant Computer
process monitors, (e.g., reactor coolant system pressure and Annex V2 H.4.3 Process Monitoring
temperature, containment pressure and temperature, liquid
levels, flow rates, status or lineup of equipment components);
and

Criteria H.5.d. Annex V1 H.4.1.4 Fire Detection
fire and combustion products detectors. Annex V2 H.4.1.4 Fire Detection

Criteria H.6. Annex VI H.4.5 Safety Parameter Display
Each licensee shall make provision to acquire data from or for System
emergency access to offsite monitoring and analysis Annex V2 H.4.3 Process Monitoring
equipment including:

Criteria H.6.a. Annex V1 H.4.4 Emergency Response Data
geophysical phenomena monitors, (e.g., meteorological, System (ERDS)
hydrologic, seismic); Annex V2 H.4.3 Emergency Response Data

System (ERDS)

Criteria H.6.b. Annex V1 H.4.4 Emergency Response Data
radiological monitors including radiometers and sampling System (ERDS)
devices. Dosimetry shall be provided and shall meet, as a Annex V2 H.4.3 Emergency Response Data
minimum, the NRC Radiological Assessment Branch System (ERDS)
Technical position for the Environmental Radiological
Monitoring Program; and

Criteria H.6.c. H.5.3 Laboratory Facility
laboratory facilities, fixed or mobile.
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Criteria H.7. H.5.2 Radiological Monitoring
Each organization, where appropriate, shall provide for offsite
radiological monitoring equipment in the vicinity of the nuclear
facility.

Criteria H.8. H.5.1 Geophysical Monitoring
Each licensee shall provide meteorological instrumentation
and procedures which satisfy the criteria in Appendix 2, and
provisions to obtain representative current meteorological
information from other sources.

Criteria H.9. Annex V1 H.1.2 Operations Support Center
Each licensee shall provide for an onsite operations support (OSC)
center (assembly area) which shall have adequate capacity, Annex V2 H.1.2 Operations Support Center
and supplies, including, for example, respiratory protection, (OSC)
protective clothing, portable lighting, portable radiation
monitoring equipment, cameras and communications
equipment for personnel present in the assembly area.

Criteria H.10. H.6 Emergency Kits
Each organization shall make provisions to inspect, inventory
and operationally check emergency equipment/instruments at
least once each calendar quarter and after each use. There
shall be sufficient reserves of instruments/equipment to
replace those which are removed from emergency kits for
calibration or repair. Calibration of equipment shall be at
intervals recommended by the supplier of the equipment.

Criteria H.11. Appendix 4 Emergency Equipment List
Each plan shall, in an appendix, include identification of
emergency kits by general category (protective equipment,
communications equipment, radiological monitoring equipment
and emergency supplies).
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Criteria H.12.

Each organization shall establish a central point (preferably
associated with the licensee's near-site Emergency Operations
Facility), for the receipt and analysis of all field monitoring data
and coordination of sample media.

Section 1: Accident Assessment

Adequate methods, systems and equipment for assessing
and monitoring actual or potential offsite consequences
of a radiological emergency condition are in use. (10CFR
50.47(b)(9))

Criteria 1.1. 1.1 Plant Parameters Table V2A3-1, Unit 3 Inspections, Tests,
Each licensee shall identify plant system and effluent Analyses, and Acceptance Criteria (ITAAC),
parameter values characteristic of a spectrum of off-normal 6.0 Accident Assessment
conditions and accidents, and shall identify the plant
parameter values or other information which correspond to the
example initiating conditions of Appendix 1. Such parameter
values and the corresponding emergency class shall be
included in the appropriate facility emergency procedures.
Facility emergency procedures shall specify the kinds of
instruments being used and their capabilities.

Criteria 1.2. 1.1 Radiological Monitors Table V2A3-1, Unit 3 Inspections, Tests,
Onsite capability and resources to provide initial values and Analyses, and Acceptance Criteria (ITAAC),
continuing assessment throughout the course of an accident 6.0 Accident Assessment
shall include post-accident sampling capability, radiation and
effluent monitors, in-plant iodine instrumentation, and
containment radiation monitoring in accordance with NUREG-
0578, as elaborated in the NRC letter to all power reactor
licensees dated October30, 1979.

Criteria 1.3.

Each licensee shall establish methods and techniques to be
used for determining:
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Criteria 1.3.a. 1.3 Determination of Release Rate Table V2A3-1, Unit 3 Inspections, Tests,

the source term of releases of radioactive material within plant Analyses, and Acceptance Criteria (ITAAC),

systems. An example is the relationship between the 6.0 Accident Assessment

containment radiation monitor(s) reading(s) and radioactive
material available for release from containment.

Criteria 1.3.b. 1.3 Determination of Release Rate Table V2A3-1, Unit 3 Inspections, Tests,

the magnitude of the release of radioactive materials based on Analyses, and Acceptance Criteria (ITAAC),

plant system parameters and effluent monitors. 6.0 Accident Assessment

Criteria 1.4. 1.4 Dose Assessment System Table V2A3-1, Unit 3 Inspections, Tests,
Each licensee shall establish the relationship between effluent Analyses, and Acceptance Criteria (ITAAC),
Monitor readings and onsite and offsite exposures and 6.0 Accident Assessment

contamination for various meteorological conditions.

Criteria 1.5. Annex V1 H.4.1.1 Meteorological

Each licensee shall have the capability of acquiring and Annex V2 H.4.1.1 Meteorological
evaluating meteorological information sufficient to meet the
criteria of Appendix 2. There shall be provisions for access to
meteorological information by at least the near-site Emergency
Operations Facility, the Technical Support Center, the Control
Room and an offsite NRC center. The licensee shall make
available to the State suitable meteorological data processing
interconnections which will permit independent analysis by the
State, of facility generated data in those States with the
resources to effectively use this information.

Criteria 1.6. 1.3 Determination of Release Rate Table V2A3-1, Unit 3 Inspections, Tests,

Each licensee shail establish the methodology for determining Analyses, and Acceptance Criteria (ITAAC),

the release rate/projected doses if the instrumentation used for 6.0 Accident Assessment
assessment are offscale or inoperable.
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Criteria 1.7. 1.5 Field Monitoring

Each organization shall describe the capability and resources
for field monitoring within the plume exposure Emergency
Planning Zone which are an intrinsic part of the concept of
operations for the facility.

Criteria 1.8. 1.5 Field Monitoring
Each organization, where appropriate, shall provide methods,
equipment and expertise to make rapid assessments of the
actual or potential magnitude and locations of any radiological
hazards through liquid or gaseous release pathways. This
shall include activation, notification means, field team
composition, transportation, communication, monitoring
equipment and estimated deployment times.

Criteria 1.9. 1.5 Field Monitoring

Each organization shall have a capability to detect and
measure radioiodine concentrations in air in the plume
exposure EPZ as low as 107 uci/cc (microcuries per cubic
centimeter) under field conditions. Interference from the
presence of noble gas and background radiation shall not
decrease the stated minimum detectable activity.

Criteria 1.10. 1.4 Dose Assessment System Table V2A3-1, Unit 3 Inspections, Tests,
Each organization shall establish means for relating the Analyses, and Acceptance Criteria (ITAAC),
various measured parameters (e.g., contamination levels, 6.0 Accident Assessment
water and air activity levels) to dose rates for key isotopes (i.e.,
those given in Table 3, page 18) and gross radioactivity
measurements. Provisions shall be made for estimating
integrated dose from the projected and actual dose rates and
for comparing these estimates with the protective action
guides. The detailed provisions shall be described in separate
procedures.
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Criteria 1.11. See respective State plans

Arrangements to locate and track the airborne radioactive
plume shall be made, using either or both Federal and State
resources.

Section J: Protective Response

A range of protective actions have been developed for the
plume exposure pathway EPZ for emergency Workers and
the public. Guidelines for the choice of protective actions
during an emergency, consistent with Federal guidance,
are developed and In place, and protective actions for the
ingestion exposure pathway EPZ appropriate to the locale
have been developed. (IOCFR 50.47(b)(10))

Criteria J.1. J.1 Protective Response for Onsite

Each licensee shall establish the means and time required to Personnel
warn or advise onsite individuals and individuals who may be
in areas controlled by the operator, including:

Criteria J.1.a. J.1 Protective Response for Onsite
Employees not having emergency assignments; Personnel

Criteria J.1.b. J.1 Protective Response for Onsite

Visitors; Personnel

Criteria J.1.c. J.1 Protective Response for Onsite

Contractor and construction personnel; and Personnel

Criteria J.1.d. J.1 Protective Response for Onsite

Other persons who may be in the public access areas on or Personnel
passing through the site or within the owner controlled area.
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Criteria J.2. J.1.4 Site Dismissal

Each licensee shall make provisions for evacuation routes and
transportation for onsite individuals to some suitable offsite
location, including altematives for inclement weather, high
traffic density and specific radiological conditions.

Criteria J.3. J.1.5 Monitoring and Decontamination

Each licensee shall provide for radiological monitoring of
people evacuated from the site.

Criteria J.4. J.1.4 Site Dismissal
Each licensee shall provide for the evacuation of onsite non-
essential personnel in the event of a Site or General
Emergency and shall provide a decontamination capability at
or near the monitoring point specified in J.3.

Criteria J.5. J.1.2 Assembly and Accountability

Each licensee shall provide for a capability to account for all
individuals onsite at the time of the emergency and ascertain
the names of missing individuals within 30 minutes of the start
of an emergency and account for all onsite individuals
continuously thereafter.

Criteria J.6.
Each licensee shall, for individuals remaining or arriving onsite
during the emergency, make provisions for

Criteria J.6.a. Table J-1 Use of Equipment and Supplies

Individual respiratory protection;

Criteria J.6.b. Table J-1 Use of Equipment and Supplies

Use of protective clothing; and
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Criteria J.6.c. J.1.6 Use of Onsite Protective Equipment
Use of radioprotective drugs, (e.g., individual thyroid and Supplies
protection).

Criteria J.7. J.2.2 Protective Action Recommendations
Each licensee shall establish a mechanism for recommending J.2.3 Evacuation and Sheltering
protective actions to the appropriate State and local
authorities. These shall include Emergency Action Levels
corresponding to projected dose to the population-at-risk, in
accordance with Appendix I and with the recommendations
set forth in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 of the Manual of Protective
Action Guides and Protective Actions for Nuclear Incidents
(EPA-520/1-75-001). As specified in Appendix 1, prompt
notification shall be made directly to the offsite authorities
responsible for implementing protective measures within the
plume exposure pathway Emergency Planning Zone.

Criteria J.8. Table J-4, Evacuation Time Estimates
Each licensee's plan shall contain time estimates for Appendix 6, Evacuation Time Estimates for
evacuation within the plume exposure EPZ. These shall be in the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant Plume
accordance with Appendix 4. Exposure Pathway Emergency Planning

Zone

Criteria J.9. See respective State and County plans
Each State and local organization shall establish a capability
for implementing protective measures based upon protective
action guides and other criteria. This shall be consistent with
the recommendations of EPA regarding exposure resulting
from passage of radioactive airborne plumes, (EPA-520/1-75-
001) and with those of DHEW (DHHS)/FDA regarding
radioactive contamination of human food and animal feeds as
published in the Federal Register of December 15, 1978 (43
FR 58790).
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Criteria J.10.

The organization's plans to implement protective measures for
the plume exposure pathway shall include:

Criteria J.10.a. Table J-5, Reception Centers/Shelters Evacuation routes, evacuation areas, and
Maps showing evacuation routes, evacuation areas, relocation centers are shown in the IEM
preselected radiological sampling and monitoring points, April 2006 report, Evacuation Time
relocation centers in host areas, and shelter areas; Estimates for the Vogtle Electric Generating
(identification of radiological sampling and monitoring points Plan
shall include the designators in Table J-1 or an equivalent Tables listing radiological sampling and
uniform system described in the plan); monitoring points are shown in EIP 91303-

C, Field Sampling and Surveys

Criteria J.10.b. Figure v, 2006 Permanent Population with in
Maps showing population distribution around the nuclear the VEGP Plume EPZ
facility. This shall be by evacuation areas (licensees shall also Figure vi, Transient and Special Facility
present the information in a sector format); Population within the VEGP Plume EPZ

Criteria J.10.c. Appendix 3, Means for Providing Prompt
Means for notifying all segments of the transient and resident Alerting and Notification of the Public

population;

Criteria J.10.d. J.2.3 Evacuation and Sheltering

Means for protecting those persons whose mobility may be
impaired due to such factors as institutional or other
confinement;

Criteria J.10.e. J.1.6 Use of Onsite Protective Equipment See respective State and County plans for
Provisions for the use of radioprotective drugs, particularly for and Supplies additional details
emergency workers and institutionalized persons within the
plume exposure EPZ whose immediate evacuation may be
infeasible or very difficult, including quantities, storage, and
means of distribution.
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Criteria J.10.f. See respective State and County plans
State and local organizations' plans should include the method
by which decisions by the State Health Department for
administering radioprotective drugs to the general population
are made during an emergency and the pre-determined
conditions under which such drugs may be used by offsite
emergency workers;

Criteria J.10.g. See respective State and County plans
Means of relocation;

Criteria J.10.h. Table J-5, Reception Centers/Shelters
Relocation centers in host areas which are at least 5 miles,
and preferably 10 miles, beyond the boundaries of the plume
exposure emergency planning zone; (See K. 8)

Criteria J.10.1. See respective State and County plans.
Projected traffic capacities of evacuation routes under
emergency conditions;

Criteria J.10.j. See respective State and County plans
Control of access to evacuated areas and organization Also see IEM April 2006 report, Evacuation
responsibilities for such control; Time Estimates for the Vogtle Electric

Generating Plan

Criteria J.10.k. See respective State and County plans
Identification of and means for dealing with potential
impediments (e.g., seasonal impassability of roads) to use of
evacuation routes, and contingency measures;

Criteria J.10.1 Appendix 6, Evacuation Time Estimates for
Time estimates for evacuation of various sectors and the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant Plume
distances based on a dynamic analysis (time-motion study Exposure Pathway Emergency Planning
under various conditions) for the plume exposure pathway Zone
emergency planning zone (See Appendix 4); and
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Criteria J.1O.m. J.2.2 Protective Action Recommendations

The bases for the choice of recommended protective actions Table J-2, Protective Action
from the plume exposure pathway during emergency Recommendations
conditions. This shall include expected local protection Able J-3, Sheltering Guidance
afforded in residential units or other shelter for direct and
inhalation exposure, as well as evacuation time estimates.

Criteria J.11. See respective State and County plans
Each State shall specify the protective measures to be used
for the ingestion pathway, including the methods for protecting
the public from consumption of contaminated food stuffs. This
shall include criteria for deciding whether dairy animals should
be put on stored feed. The plan shall identify procedures for
detecting contamination, for estimating the dose commitment
consequences of uncontrolled ingestion, and for imposing
protection procedures such as impoundment,
decontamination, processing, decay, product diversion, and
preservation. Maps for recording survey and monitoring data,
key land use data (e.g., farming), dairies, food processing
plants, water sheds, water supply intake and treatment plants
and reservoirs shall be maintained. Provisions for maps
showing detailed crop information may be by including
reference to their availability and location and a plan for their
use. The maps shall start at the facility and include all of the
50-mile ingestion pathway EPZ. Up-to-date lists of the name
and location of all facilities which regularly process milk
products and other large amounts of food or agricultural
products originating in the ingestion pathway Emergency
Planning Zone, but located elsewhere, shall be maintained.
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Criteria J.12. See respective State and County Plans

Each organization shall describe the means for registering and
monitoring of evacuees at relocation centers in host areas.
The personnel and equipment available should be capable of
monitoring within about a 12 hour period all residents and
transients in the plume exposure EPZ arriving at relocation
centers.

Section K: Radiological Exposure Control

Means for controlling radiological exposures, In an
emergency, are established for emergency workers. The
means for controlling radiological exposures shall Include
exposure guidelines consistent with EPA Emergency
Worker and Lifesaving Activity Protective Action Guides.
IOCFR 50.47(b)(11))

Criteria K.I. K.1 Emergency Exposure Guidelines

Each licensee shall establish onsite exposure guidelines K.2 Onsite Radiation Protection Program
consistent with EPA Emergency Worker and Lifesaving Activity Table K-i, Emergency Worker Limits for
Protective Workers Performing Emergency Services

Criteria K.l.a. K.1 Emergency Exposure Guidelines

removal of injured persons; K.2 Onsite Radiation Protection Program

Table K-1, Emergency Worker Limits for
Workers Performing Emergency Services

Criteria K.l.b. K.1 Emergency Exposure Guidelines

undertaking corrective actions; K.2 Onsite Radiation Protection Program

Table K-i, Emergency Worker Limits for
Workers Performing Emergency Services

Criteria K.1.c K.1 Emergency Exposure Guidelines

performing assessment actions; K.2 Onsite Radiation Protection Program

Table K-i, Emergency Worker Limits for
Workers Performing Emergency Services
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Criteria K.A.d K.1 Emergency Exposure Guidelines
providing first aid; K.2 Onsite Radiation Protection Program

Table K-i, Emergency Worker Limits for
Workers Performing Emergency Services

Criteria K.1.e K.1 Emergency Exposure Guidelines
performing personnel decontamination; K.2 Onsite Radiation Protection Program

Table K-i, Emergency Worker Limits for
Workers Performing Emergency Services

Criteria K.1.f See respective State and County plans
providing ambulance service; and

Criteria K.1.g See respective State and County plans
providing medical treatment services.

Criteria K.2. K.2 Onsite Radiation Protection Program
Each licensee shall provide an onsite radiation protection Table K-1, Emergency Worker Limits for
program to be implemented during emergencies, including Workers Performing Emergency Services
methods to implement exposure guidelines. The plan shall
identify individual(s), by position or title, who can authorize
emergency workers to receive doses in excess of 10 CFR Part
20 limits. Procedures shall be worked out in advance for
permitting onsite volunteers to receive radiation exposures in
the course of carrying out lifesaving and other emergency
activities. These procedures shall include expeditious decision
making and a reasonable consideration of relative risks.

Criteria K.3.a. K.2 Onsite Radiation Protection Program
Each organization shall make provision for 24-hour-per-day Appendix 4, Emergency Equipment List
capability to determine the doses received by emergency
personnel involved in any nuclear accident, including
volunteers. Each organization shall make provisions for
distribution of dosimeters, both self-reading and permanent
record devices.
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Criteria K.3.b. K.2 Onsite Radiation Protection Program
Each organization shall ensure that dosimeters are read at
appropriate frequencies and provide for maintaining dose
records for emergency workers involved in any nuclear
accident.

Criteria K.4. See respective State and County plans
Each State and local organization shall establish the decision
chain for authorizing emergency workers to incur exposures in
excess of the EPA General Public Protective Action Guides
(i.e., EPA PAGs for emergency workers and lifesaving
activities).

Criteria K.5.a. K.3 Decontamination
Each organization as appropriate shall specify action levels for
determining the need for decontamination.

Criteria K.5.b. K.3 Decontamination
Each organization, as appropriate, shall establish the means
for radiological decontamination of emergency personnel
wounds, supplies, instruments and equipment, and for waste
disposal.

Criteria K.6. K.4 Onsite Radiofogical Contamination
Each licensee shall provide onsite contamination control Control
measures including:

Criteria K.6.a. K.4 Onsite Radiological Contamination
area access control; Control

Criteria K.6.b. K.4 Onsite Radiological Contamination
drinking water and food supplies; Control

Criteria K.6.c. K.4 Onsite Radiological Contamination
criteria for permitting retum of areas and items to normal use, Control
see Draft ANSI 13.12.
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Criteria K.7. L.3 Offsite Support Services
Each licensee shall provide the capability for decontaminating
relocated onsite personnel, including provisions for extra
clothing and decontaminants suitable for the type of
contamination expected, with particular attention given to
radioiodine contamination of the skin.

Section L: Medical and Public Health Support

Arrangements are made for medical services for
contaminated Injured Individuals. (10 CFR 50.47(b)(12))

Criteria L1.. L.2 Medical Transportation

Each organization shall arrange for local and backup hospital Appendix 2, Letters of Agreement
and medical services having the capability for evaluation of
radiation exposure and uptake, including assurance that
persons providing these services are adequately prepared to
handle contaminated individuals.

Criteria L.2. L.1 On-Site Capability
Each licensee shall provide for onsite first aid capability.

Criteria L.3. See respective State plans
Each State shall develop lists indicating the location of public,
private and military hospitals and other emergency medical
services facilities within the State or contiguous States
considered capable of providing medical support for any
contaminated injured individual. The listing shall include the
name, location, type of facility and capacity and any special
radiological capabilities. These emergency medical services
should be able to radiologically monitor contamination
personnel, and have facilities and trained personnel able to
care for contaminated injured persons.

Criteria L.4. L.2 Medical Transportation

Each organization shall arrange for transporting victims of
radiological accidents to medical support facilities.
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Section M: Recover and Reentry Planning and Postaccident
Operations

General plans for recovery and reentry are developed.
(IOCFR 50.47(b)(13))

Criteria M.1. M.1 Commencement of Recovery Phase
Each organization, as appropriate, shall develop general plans
and procedures for reentry and recovery and describe the
means by which decisions to relax protective measures (e.g.,
allow reentry into an evacuated area) are reached. This
process should consider both existing and potential conditions.

Criteria M.2. M.1 Commencement of Recovery Phase
Each licensee plan shall contain the position/title, authority and M.2 Recovery Operations
responsibilities of individuals who will rill key positions in the
facility recovery organization. This organization shall include
technical personnel with responsibilities to develop, evaluate
and direct recovery and reentry operations. The recovery
organization recommended by the Atomic Industrial Forum's
"Nuclear Power Plant Emergency Response Plan" dated
October 11, 1979, is an acceptable framework.

Criteria M.3. M.2 Recovery Operations
Each licensee and State plan shall specify means for informing
members of the response organizations that a recovery
operation is to be initiated, and of any changes in the
organizational structure that may occur.

Criteria M.4. M.4 Exposure Monitoring

Each plan shall establish a method for periodically estimating
total population exposure.
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Section N: Exercises and Drills

Periodic exercises are (will be) conducted to evaluate
major portions of emergency response capabilities,
periodic drills are (will be) conducted to develop and
maintain key skills, and deficiencies Identified as a result
of exercises or drills are (will be) corrected. (IOCFR
50.47(b)(14))

Criteria N.1.a. N Exercises and Drills

An exercise is an event that tests the integrated capability and N.A Exercises
a major portion of the basic elements existing within
emergency preparedness plans and organizations. The
emergency preparedness exercise shall simulate an
emergency that results in offsite radiological releases which
would require response by offsite authorities. Exercises shall
be conducted as set forth in NRC and FEMA roles.

Criteria N.l.b. N.1 Exercises

An exercise shall include mobilization of State and local
personnel and resources adequate to verify the capability to
respond to an accident scenario requiring response. The
organization shall provide for a critique of the annual exercise
by Federal and State observerslevaluators. The scenario
should be varied from year to year such that all major
elements of the plans and preparedness organizations are
tested within a five-year period. Each organization should
make provisions to start an exercise between 6:00 p.m. and
midnight, and another between midnight and 6:00 a.m. once
every six years. Exercises should be conducted under various
weather conditions. Some exercises should be unannounced.
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Criteria N.2. N.2 Drills

A drill is a supervised instruction period aimed at testing,
developing and maintaining skills in a particular operation. A
drill is often a component of an exercise. A drill shag be
supervised and evaluated by a qualified drill instructor. Each
organization shall conduct drills, in addition to the annual
exercise at the frequencies indicated below:

Criteria N.2.a. N.2.2 Communication Drills
Communication Drills F.8 Communication Systems Tests

Communications with State and local governments within the
plume exposure pathway Emergency Planning Zone shall be
tested monthly. Communications with Federal emergency
response organizations and States within the ingestion
pathway shall be tested quarterly. Communications between
the nuclear facility, State and local emergency operations
centers, and field assessment teams shall be tested annually.
Communication drills shall also include the aspect of
understanding the content of messages.

Criteria N.2.b. N.2.3 Fire Drills

Fire Drills

Fire drills shall be conducted in accordance with the plant
(nuclear facility) technical specifications.

Criteria N.2.c. N.2.4 Medical Emergency Drills

Medical Emergency Drills

A medical emergency drill involving a simulated contaminated
individual which contains provisions for participation by the
local support services agencies (i.e., ambulance and offsite
medical treatment facility) shall be conducted annually. The
offsite portions of the medical drill may be performed as part of
the required annual exercise.
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Criteria N.2.d. N.2.5 Radiological Monitoring Drills

Radiological Monitoring Drills

Plant environs and radiological monitoring drills (onsite and
offsite) shall be conducted annually. These drills shall include
collection and analysis of all sample media (e.g., water,
vegetation, soil and air), and provisions for communications
and record keeping. The State drills need not be at each site.
Where appropriate, local organizations shall participate.

Criteria N.2.e. N.2.6 Health Physics Drills

Health Physics Drills

(1) Health Physics drills shall be conducted semi-
annually which involve response to, and analysis of, simulated
elevated airbome and liquid samples and direct radiation
measurements in the environment. The State drills need not
be at each site.

(2) Analysis of inplant liquid samples with actual elevated
radiation levels including use of the post-accident sampling
system shall be included in Health Physics' drills by licensees
annually.

Criteria N.3. N.3 Scenarios

Each organization shall describe how exercises and drills are
to be carried out to allow free play for decision making and to
meet the following objectives. Pending the development of
exercise scenarios and exercise evaluation guidance by NRC
and FEMA the scenarios for use in exercises and drills shall
include but not be limited to, the following:

Criteria N.3.a. N.3 Scenarios

The basic objective(s) of each drill and exercise and
appropriate evaluation criteria;
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Criteria N.3.b. N.3 Scenarios

The date(s), time period, place(s) and participating
organizations;

Criteria N.3.c. N.3 Scenarios

The simulated events;

Criteria N.3.d. N.3 Scenarios

A time schedule of real and simulated initiating events;

Criteria N.3.e. N.3 Scenarios

A narrative summary describing the conduct of the exercises
or drills to include such things as simulated casualties, offsite
fire department assistance, rescue of personnel, use of
protective clothing, deployment of radiological monitoring
teams, and public information activities; and

Criteria N.3.f, N.3 Scenarios
A description of the arrangements for and advance materials
to be provided to official observers.

Criteria N.4. N.4 Evaluations and Corrective Actions
Official observers from Federal, State or local governments will
observe, evaluate, and critique the required exercises. A
critique shall be scheduled at the conclusion of the exercise to
evaluate the ability of organizations to respond as called for in
the plan. The critique shall be conducted as soon as
practicable after the exercise, and a formal evaluation should
result from the critique.
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Criteria N.5. N.4 Evaluations and Corrective Actions

Each organization shall establish means for evaluating
observer and participant comments on areas needing
improvement, including emergency plan procedural changes,
and for assigning responsibility for implementing corrective
actions. Each organization shall establish management control
used to ensure that corrective actions are implemented.

Section 0: Radiological Emergency Response Training

Radiological emergency response training is provided to
those who may be called on to assist in an emergency.
(IOCFR 50.47(b)(15))

Criteria 0.1. 0 Radiological Emergency Response
Each organization shall assure the training of appropriate Training

individuals.

Criteria O.1.a. 0 Radiological Emergency Response
Each facility to which the plant applies shall provide site Training
specific emergency response training for those offsite 0.1 Training
emergency organizations who may be called upon to provide
assistance in the event of an emergency.

Criteria O.1.b. 0 Radiological Emergency Response
Each offsite response organization shall participate in and Training
receive training. Where mutual aid agreements exist between 0.1 Training
local agencies such as fire, police and ambulance/rescue, the
training shall also be offered to the other departments who are
members of the mutual aid district.
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Criteria 0.2. 0.1 Training
The training program for members of the onsite emergency 0.2 Qualification
organization shall, besides classroom training, include
practical drills in which each individual demonstrates ability to
perform his assigned emergency function. During the practical
drills, on-the-spot correction of erroneous performance shall be
made and a demonstration of the proper performance offered
by the instructor.

Criteria 0.3. Table 0-2, Training Course Description
Training for individuals assigned to licensee first aid teams
shall include courses equivalent to Red Cross Multi-Media.

Criteria 0.4. Table 0-2, Training Course Description
Each organization shall establish a training program for
instructing and qualifying personnel who will implement
radiological emergency response plans. The specialized initial
training and periodic retraining programs (including the scope,
nature and frequency) shall be provided in the following
categories:

Criteria 0.4.a. Table 0-2, Training Course Description
Directors or coordinators of the response organizations;

Criteria 0.4.b. Table 0-2, Training Course Description
Personnel responsible for accident assessment;

Criteria 0.4.c. Table 0-2, Training Course Description
Radiological monitoring teams and radiological analysis
personnel;

Criteria O.4.d. Table 0-2, Training Course Description
Police, security and fire fighting personnel;

Criteria 0.4.e. Table 0-2, Training Course Description
Repair and damage control/correctional action teams (onsite);
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Criteria 0.4.f. Table 0-2, Training Course Description
First aid and rescue personnel;

Criteria O.4.g. Table 0-2, Training Course Description
Local support services personnel including Civil
Defense/Emergency Service personnel;

Criteria 0.4.h. Table 0-2, Training Course Description
Medical support personnel;

Criteria 0.4.1. Appendix 7, Emergency Operations Facility,
Licensee's headquarters support personnel; G.1.1 Training

Table A7-2, Corporate Emergency
Response Organization Training Matrix

Table A7-3, Description of Training Subject
Areas

Criteria O.4.J. Table 0-2, Training Course Description
Personnel responsible for transmission of emergency
information and instructions.

Criteria 0.5. 0.1 Training
Each organization shall provide for the initial and annual
retraining of personnel with emergency response
responsibilities.

Section P: Responsibility for the Planning Effort: Periodic
Review and Distribution of Emergency Plans
Responsibilities for plan development and review and for
distribution of emergency plans are established, and
planners are properly trained. (IOCFR 50.47(b)(16))

Criteria P.I. P Responsibility for the Planning Effort
Each organization shall provide for the training of individuals
responsible for the planning effort.
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Criteria P.2. P Responsibility for the Planning Effort
Each organization shall identify by title the individual with the
overall authority and responsibility for radiological emergency
response planning.

Criteria P.3. P Responsibility for the Planning Effort
Each organization shall designate an Emergency Planning
Coordinator with responsibility for the development and
updating of emergency plans and coordination of these plans
with other response organizations.

Criteria P.4. P Responsibility for the Planning Effort
Each organization shall update its plan and agreements as
needed, review and certify it to be current on an annual basis.
The update shaft take into account changes identified by drills
and exercises.

Criteria P.5. P Responsibility for the Planning Effort
The emergency response plans and approved changes to the
plans shall be forwarded to all organizations and appropriate
individuals with responsibility for implementation of the plans.
Revised pages shall be dated and marked to show where
changes have been made.

Criteria P.6 NMP-EP- 300, SNC Corporate Emergency
Each plan shall contain a detailed listing of supporting plans Planning Activities
and their source.

Criteria P.7. Annex V1 Appendix 1, Index of Procedures Table V2A3-1, Unit 3 Inspections, Tests,
Each plan shall contain as an appendix listing, by title, AnnexV2 Appendix 1 ,Index of Procedures Analyses, and Acceptance Criteria (ITAAC),
procedures required to implement the plan. The listing shall 9.0 Implementing Procedures
include the section(s) of the plan to be implemented by each
procedure.
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Criteria P.8. See table of contents
Each plan shall contain a specific table of contents. Plans
submitted for review should be cross-referenced to these
criteria.

Criteria P.9. P Responsibility for the Planning Effort
Each licensee shall arrange for and conduct independent
reviews of the emergency preparedness program at least
every 12 months. (An independent review is one conducted by
any competent organization either internal or external to the
licensees' organization, but who are not immediately
responsible for the emergency preparedness program). The
review shall include the emergency plan, its implementing
procedures and practices, training, readiness testing,
equipment, and interfaces with State and local governments.
Management controls shall be implemented for evaluation and
correction of review findings. The result of the review, along
with recommendations for improvements, shall be
documented, reported to appropriate licensee corporate and
plant management, and involved Federal, State and local
organizations, and retained for a period of five years.

Criteria P.10 Reference EIP 91701-C, Preparation and
Each organization shall provide for updating telephone Control of Emergency Preparedness
numbers in emergency procedures at least quarterly. Documents.
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